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CHAPTER X

INTRODUCTION

A targum is generally defined as a "translation or

paraphrase of some portion of the Old Testament in ... Ara¬

maic The Aramaic root is a-ni-b which means (l) to

read, (2) to interpret, translate, explain." The Hebrew

which occurs in late Biblical Hebrew, means to. deliver, pro¬

claim, and especially (a) to explain, Interpret, and (b) to

translate orally what has been read from the Scriptures in

the original (at a public service).^ The Aram, noun
T :•

thus means (l) loud speech, and (2) translation, version;

its Hebr. equivalent tpnaia is rendered interpretation, trans-
• —

lation, version, and esp. Targum or the Aramaic versions of

the Scriptures.^

The existence of targums, which in the stricter mean¬

ing of that word are Aram, translations of the Old Testament,

we owe to the customary reading of the Law, the Prophets, and in

1. Webster ' s New Collegiate Dictionary. Based on
Webster's New International Dictionary, second edition (Spring¬
field, Mass., U.S.A.; G, & C. Merriam Co., Publishers, 1959)»
p. 869.

2. Marcus Jastrow, Ph.D., Litt.D., A Dictionary of the
Targumlm. the Talmud fiabli and Yerushaled, and the Hidrashie
literature.~ bith an Index of Scriptural Quotations. In two
volume's "(New York; Pardee Publishing House, Inc., 1950), pp.
l695f.

J. Ibid., p. 1695



some areas the Writings in the synagogue services," Isaiah

1, 12-15 speaks of assemblies on new moons, sabbat>-s, and

appointed feasts on which prayers are made, Ve also know of
o

exhortations by the prophets in the temple courts, «hen

the prophets ceased to appear, a thorough study of the Law and

the faith of" the fathers was engaged in. Synagogues were

established as gathering places of prayer and religious in¬

struction. Religious instruction was based on the readings

from the Law:

Wir lesen in den Propheten (Jes. 1, 12-15) von
Versammlungen an den Sabbat- und Neumondstagen, in de-
nea gebetet wurdc, und von Ermahnungs-Vortragen der
Prophe ten in den Tempelhallen. Als im Verlaul'c der
heiten, nachdem das Prophetentun nit dcr alten Unab-
hangigkeit verschwunden, dafur aber ein eifriges Stu-
dium des uberlieferten Qesetzes und eine grenzenloae
Ergebenheit fur den Qlauben der Vater entstanden war,
an den einaelnen Orten Synagogen, und in diesen ein
regelmassiger Qottesdlenst eingerichtet wurde, rausste
wo hi nachst dea Oebet, die offentliche Belehrung ini
llauben und im G-esetz ales v0r2uglieh.es Element dessel-
ben hervortreten. Diese gottesdienstlichen Belehrungen
stellen sich zunachst als Vorlesungen aus der heili.gen0
Schrift, und zmr ins ond orhe it aus den Pentateuch dar.

The establishment of the synagogues was presumably in¬

fluenced by the conditions of the exile. It is generally ac¬

cepted that what came to be the liturgy of the synagogue had

1, The following historical survey depends upon Dr.
Zunz, Die gottcadieastlichcn Vortrage der Juden. historlsch
entwiekelt. Ein Beitrag Sur Alterthumskunde und biblischen
Kritik, zur Literatur- und Religionsgeschichte. Zweite, nach
dem Randexexaplar des Verfaasers berichtigte und nit einera Re¬
gister veriaehrte Auflage^ im Au ft rage der Zunz-Btiftung her-
ausgegeben von Dr. . I;rull, Rabbiner der israelitiechen Ge-
ueiade in l-'rankfurt a. M. (Frankfurt a. M. : Verlag von J.
Kaufmann, 1 2}, pp. 1-6.

2, Ibid.s p. 2
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its "beginning in the worship of the exiled Jews, When Ezra,

who returned to Palestine from exile in 397 B.C., read the

Law shortly after the return from exile, he is following the

liturgy of the synagogue with which he is familiar and which

he Wished to establish among the jews in Palestine, The ord¬

er of this liturgy, recorded in Nehemlah 8, 1-8, contained the

following successive elements: the people ask Ezra to read

from the Law (verse 1); standing on a pulpit, Ezra reads

(verse 4) while the people stand (verse 5) J the "blessing "be¬

fore the reading is said (verse 6) as prescribed in M, Jegil-

lah k* 1» r,Ke that "begins the reading from the Law and he that

completes it say a Benediction the one at the beginning and

the other at the end^ to which the people respond with 5!A-

men" (verse 6); and the interpretation or translation into

Aram,2 is given (verse 3);3
1 And all the people gathered as one man into

the square befoz?e the Water Gate5 and they told Ezra
the scribe to bring the book of the law of Moses which
the LORD had given to Israel. 2 And Ezra the priest
brought the law before the assembly ... 3 And he read
from it facing the square before the Water Gate from
early morning until midday, in the presence of the men

1. The Mishnah. Translated from the Hebrew with In¬
troduction and brief explanatory Notes by Herbert Danby, D.D.,
Residentiary Canon of St, George's Cathedral, Jerusalem (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press, 1933)» P* 20(>.

2. Cf. "below, pp. 15 ff.

3. 1. 0. E. Oesterley, A History of Israel, Volume II,
From the Pall or Jerusalem, 5o6~~B. G. to the Bar-Kokhba Revolt,
A. D. 135 (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1932), pp. 137-
138.



and the women and those who could understand; and
the ears of all the people were attentive to the hook
of the law. 4 And Ezra the scribe stood on a wooden
pulpit which they had made for the purpose ... 5 And
Ezra opened the hook in the sight of ail the people,
for he was above all the people; and when he opened
it all the people stood. ~ 6 And Ezra blessed the LORD,
the great God; and all the people answered, "Amen,
Amen," lifting up their hands; and they bowed their
heads and worshiped the LORD with their faces to the
ground. 7 Also ... the Levites, helped the people to
understand the law, while the people remained in their
places. 8 And they read from the book, from the law
of God, clearly (ftnt.: Or with interpretation); and
they gave the sense, so that the people understood the
reading.

The custom of the reading of the Law is spoken of as

a duty at the Feast of Booths during the year of release in

Deuteronomy Jl, 10-lJs

10 And Moses commanded them, "At the end of
every seven years, at the set time of the year of re¬
lease, at the feast or booths, 11 when all Israel com¬
es to appear before the LORD your God at the place
which he will choose, you shall read this law before
all Israel in their hearing. 12 Assemble the people,
men, women, and little ones, and the sojourner within
your towns, that they may hear and learn to fear the
LORD your God, and be careful to do all the words of
this law, and that their children, who have not
known it, may hear and learn to fear the LORD your God,
as long as you live in the land which you are going
over the Jordan to possess."

_• Karaiaa chapter VII (folio 82a) reports that the instit¬

ution of the reading of the Law on Sabbaths, Mondays, and

1. Unless otherwise noted, all biblical quotations in
English are from; The Holy bible; The Old Testament (and) the
Hew Testament. Rev is e"d'"8tanda rd Version;"* Translated from the
original Tongues being the Version set forth A. D. l6ll, Revised
A. D. 1885 and A. D. 1901, compared with the most ancient
Authorities and revised A* D. 1946 (the New Testament) and 1952
(the Old Testament) (Toronto, New York, and Edinburgh: Thomas
Nelson & Sons, 194^-195^5* Neherniah 8. 1-8.
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Thursdays had been instituted by the prophets and that Ezra

renewed the institution.

The (foliating) ten enactments were ordained
by Ezras That the law be read (publicly) in the , in-
hah (ftnt. : afternoon) service on Sabbathj that the
law be read (publicly) on bondays and Thursdays ...
'That the law be read (publicly) in the Einfaah ser¬
vice on Sabbaths* on account of shopkeepers (who
during the weekdays have no time to hear the reading
of the Law). 'That the law be read (publicly) on
Mondays and Thursdays.' but was this ordained by
Ezra? Was this not ordained even before him? For
it was taught: 'And they went three days in the, wil¬
derness and found no water (ftnt.: fx. XV, 22), upon
which those who expound verses metaphorically said;
Water means nothing but Torah, as it says: no, every-
one that thirsteth come ye for water (ftnt. s loa LV,
TJ7 It thus means that as they went three days with¬
out Torah they immediately became exhausted. The
prophets among them thereupon rose and enacted that
they should publicly read the law on Sabbath, snake a
break on Sunday, read again on •bnday, make a break
again on Tuesday and Wednesday, read again on Thursday
and then make a break on Friday so that they should
not be kept for three days without Torah.' (ftnt. s
Why then was it necessary for Ezra to enact this?)
—Originally it was ordained that one man should read
three verses or that three men should together read
three verses, corresponding to Priests, Levitea and
Israelites (ftnt.: In which groups the people were
classed.). Then Ezra came and ordained that three
men should be called up to read, and that ten verses
should be read, corresponding to ten batlanim (ftnt,t
The ten persons released from all obligations and thus
having leisure to attend to public duties, and to form
the necessary quorum for synagogue services),"'

1. 2unz, 0£. ext., p. 3, ftnt. b gives as sources be¬
sides B. baba Kanuna also J. kegilla c. 1, par, 1 and c, if,
par. 1; and focKllta, nVwo 16b.

2. The baby Ionian Talmud. Seder Kezlixin 1, aba Kanma
Translated into English with Notes", Glossary and*"Xndiccs und¬
er the Editorship of Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein, B. A., Ph. D,, D.
Lit. Foreword by the Very Rev. the Chief Rabbi Dr. J. H.
Hertz. Introduction by the Editor. Seder ITezikin I. Baba
gamma. Translated ... by E. W. Kirzner, p. A., Ph. D., lC Sc.
(London; The Soncino Press, 1935), ch. VII, f. 82a, pp. kC&f.



During the Maccabaean period of the second century B. C. the

customary reading of the Law and of the Prophets, which were

read as Haftaras^- or closing readings with which the congreg¬

ation was dismissed, was well established. The reading of the

Prophets as Haftaras may have had its inception during the per¬

secutions under Aatlochus IV, Epiphanes, who forbade for in¬

stance the ownership of Scriptures as well as all other acts

of religious nature. Abudraham^ is of the opinion that sect¬

ions from the Prophets began to be read then, because Antiochus

had forbidden the reading of the Law? and had taken away the

scrolls of the Torah. Others like Vitringa^" think that no

reading from the Scriptures was permitted to take place at all

during the persecutions, and that after the persecutions had

ceased the lack of Torah scrolls made it necessary for some

congregations to be satisfied with the reading from the Pro¬

phets. In either case, as Zuns concludes, it was customary

during this second century B. G. to read from the Law and the

Prophets: "Beide Meinungen 3 tinmen darin uberein, dass sum

Andenken an jene Tage diese Vortrage alsdann im Gebrauch

1. ZOOM, op* c.it., p. 6, ftnt. a: mean from *|os,
which in the meaning of "to dismiss" is first found in 2
Chron. 2J. 8.

2. Abudraham, f. (>31), as referred to in Zunz, op. cit.s
p. 6 and ftnt. T>.

p. Gi. 1 ;.acca '-» bbt k-b) 3°» 57 and qb*oonV
the Tefilla. as referred to in Zuna, og. ext.. p. 6, ftnt. bb.

if. Zunz, op. cit., p. 6 and ftnt. c refers to Vit-
ringa, 1. 1. p. 1006-T008.
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erhalten worden.';^ The reading from the Law and Prophets was

an established custom during the first century A, D. as seen

from details in the lives of Jesus and Paul and as referred
r*k

to by Josephus*^4 £? »

lo And he (Jesus) came to Nazareth, where he
had been brought up; and he went to the synagogue,
as his custom was, on the sabbath day. And he stood
up to read; 1J and there was given to him the book
of the prophet Isaiah, He opened the book, and found
the place where it is written 20 And he closed the
book, and gave it back to the attendant, and sat do n;
and the eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on
him. 21 And he began to say to them, "Today this
scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing."T

Ik ... And on the sabbath day they (Paul and
his company) went into the synagogue and sat down.
15 After the reading of the law and the prophets, the
rulers of the synagogue sent to them, saying, "Breth¬
ren, if you have any word of exhortation for the people,
say it.M l6 So Paul stood up, and motioning with his
hand said ... l;

"
... 21 For from early generations Moses has

had in every city those who preach him, for he is read
every sabbath in the synagogues."5

e 0</*c f/<r&7ro(f **Kpocurai^ ^ ou&G rf^ TToAA&kij
e-K<*<rrt)t %{$S~OyU<x'cTojf Tu>y c&Awv -6-iyOa^ ^

7*7 f QtKpowiv Tou yo/weu 6-k(-A6u<r6- croAAe-j-frcr / k&) Tcuro s
otKfOipZs 6K/u.<**&<xye-n' .

1. Zunz, 0£. clt.. p. 6.
-• Ibid.. pp. J and 6,

3. Luke 4. 16-17 a*id 20-21.

M, Acts 13.1Vb-l6a.

5. Acts 13.21.

6. Josephus, Contra Apion 2, 1J end, as quoted in Suna,
op. cit., p. 3, ftnt. d.
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Both the Mlshnah and the Jerusalem Talmud refer to the pract-

ice j

He that reads in the La?? may not read less than
three verses; he may not read to the interpreter
(ftnt. : Prom the Hebrew into the Aramaic speech of the
unlearned.) more than one verse, or, in (a reading from)
the Prophets, three verses; "but if these three are
three separate paragraphs (ftnt. j As in Is. 3-5
in the Hebrew text), he must read them out singly.
They may leave out verses in the Prophets, 'but not in
the Law, How much may they leave out? Only so much
that h£ leaves no time for the interpreter to make a
pause. '

Haftaras from the Writings are reported in B. BhaDbath to have

"been read in parts of Babylonia iri the afternoon service of

the Sabbath:

...for He harden was Samuel's town, and in Nehardea
they closed the prescribed lesson (of the Pentateuch)
mth (a reading from) the Hagiographa at ainfrah on the
Sabbath ...^

and in Persia and Media "kannte man noch zu Anfang des 11.

Saculume bestimmte H&ftara's auf das ganze Jahr fur dieeen

Qottesdienst".^

Zunz reports that for the reading a number of adult

persons were chosen from the congregation, by the official of

1. J. Hegillah, c. 1, par. 1 and M. iiegillah. c. if as
referred to in 3unz, op. cit., p. 5s> ftnts. a and b.

2. The Bishnah. op. ext., Hoed, Hcgillah, ch. IV, par.
4, p. 206.

3. The Babylonian Talmud, Seder fo'ed "II, Shahbath,
Translated into English with Notes, Glossary and Indices by
Rabbi Dr. H. Preedman, B. A., Ph. D. In two volumes (London:
The Soncino Press, 1938)# Vol. II, ch. XVI, f. llf(b, p. 572.

4. 4unz, 033. cit.. p. 7, with the evidence in ftnt.
d: Hai Gaon in 12 Vopar. 20 f. 11a. (b*»r nims f. 25d.)
Raschi zu Sabb. f. 24a. Vergl, R. Nlssim zu Alfasi Megilla c.
4.
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the synagogue. The number depended upon the particular day

as reported in B. Kegillah;

Look now at the preceding clauses 'ON MONDAYS
AND THURSDAYS AND ON SABBATH AT MINHAH THREE READ' ...

(The Fishnah) is merely giving an indication that you
should not say that the festivals and the intermediate
days have the same rule, hut you should take this as
a general principle, that for every additional distin¬
guishing mark an additional person reads. Hence on
New Moon and the intermediate days, when there is an
additional sacrifice, four read; on festivals, when
(in addition) work is prohibited, five read; on the
Day of Atonement when (in addition) there is a penalty
of kareth. six read; on Sabbath, when there is a penal¬
ty of stoning, seven read.l

These men would read successively the parts of the Parasha,

the division of the Torah, in audible manner, never from mem¬

ory, and from a correct scroll. The synagogue official seems

at times to have helped the readers

Die Vorlesung des Ghssetzes geschah durch die
Mitglieder der Gemeinde; es wurde namlieh von einem
8ynagoen-Beamten eine gewisse Zahl — J am Sabbath,
5 bis 6 an den ubrigen Lesetagen — aus den erwach-
senen Anwesenden angerufen2, urn hintereii^ander die
einzelnen Abschnitte der Parascha in gehoriger Weise
vorzutragen3, und zwar nieaals auswendig, sondern aus

1. The :abylonian Talmud, Seder Llo'ed VIII, Megillah.
Ko'ed Katan and ffaglgah. ' Hcgillah. Translated into English
with Notes, Glossary and Indices by Maurice Simon, M. A.;
Mo'ed gatan. Translated ... by Rabbi Dayan H. M. Lazarus, M.
A.; and Bagigah. Translated ... by Sftbbi Prof. I Abrahams,

. A, (London; The Soncino Press, 195®)* Megillah. ch. Ill,
ff. 22a and 22b, pp. 135 and 1J/,

2. Zunz, o]3. cit., p. 5» ftnt. cc: "Rosch Haschana
31 a Mitte, Tr. Soferim c. 10 par. 5* 6* Megilla 22 b ff. 3.
Berachoth c, k f. 18 b. 3. Megilla 5, 5. 3. Taan. k9 1 £'• 11
a ..."

3* Ibid., p. 5, ftnt. d: 'Megilla f. 52 a: "¥er
ohne Wohlklang liest und ohne Gesang lernt, von dem heisst es;
Auch ich hatte ihnen nicht gute Ges.etze gegeben".'



einer oorrecten Geaetzrolle. Ein Beamter schcint su-
weilen den. Lesend en behulflich gewesen zu sein*,
jedoch enthielt man sich, sellst noch in neunten und
zu Anfang dcs zehnten Jahrhunderts, des Lesens Unkun-
dige zur Thora zu rufen2...9
The targum, the Aram, translation of these Old Testam¬

ent passages, was called forth "by the waning of Hebrew as the

language of the people in favor of the Aram, language.1*
It is impossible to make reliable judgments covering the whole

of the historical development of the different Aram, dialects,

"because the amount of material pertaining to some developments

is too small. We know that Aram, was used in the eighth cent¬

ury B. C. in Assyria as an official language next to the lan¬

guage of the country. This dialect is an older form of the

Aram, used subsequently as the official language of the Pers¬

ian Empire (Reichoaramalsch) from Persia to Egypt after the

fall of Babylon in B. G. Although undoubtedly Assyrian

Aram* spread out over a wide area, making its influence felt

e.g. in Palestine, it is also true, as G. Garbini^ has pointed

*"i". ibid., p. 5, ftnt. e; "s. Basehi zu Taanith f. 2J
bmp K3'3f! (V^chuilehrer oder Vorleser?) vgl. jedoch Tos. aba
bathra 15 a, laschi Sa1 b. 12 b unten, Tos, Menach. JO a oben
s. Tr. Soferiia)."

2. Ibid., p. 5» ftnt. f: "Aludraham innVon ed.
Vened. f. Aotf7 k') c.''

5. Ibid., p. 5.

**• I"bid.t p. 7, cf. also pp. 7-13.

5. G. Garbini, L'Aramaic0 Antico. Memorie della Aca-
dernia nazionale dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze morali, storiche
e filologiche, 3erie 8, Vol. J, fasc. 5 (Roma, 1956) as refer¬
red to in J. Hoftijzer, "Kanttekeningen bij het Onderzoek van
Westseraitische Epigraphie," Jaarbericht van het VooraziatiBch-
Sgyptisoh Genootschap Ex Oriente Lux, XV (19 57-"195®) % P* 119;
cf. also p. 117, ftnt. 25.
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out; that there were many indigenous Aram, dialects in the

western parts of the empire, e.g. in Palestine?

Het is een nu wel algemeen erkend feit, dat
Aramees in Assyrie, in de achtste eeuw reeds, een soort
officiele taal was, naast de landstaal; waarschijn-
li^k deed het ook dienst in het diplomatieke verkeer ...
Het hier gebruikte Aramees blijkt een — wat oudere —
vorra te zljn van dat Aramees, dat onder de Perzen, als
officiele ri^kataal in gebruik was, en algemeen met
Rijksaramees wordt aangeduid en waarmee verschillende
latere vormen van Arameee sterk verwant zijn... Daar-
om heeft GAR]-INI terecht — in het spoor van DUPOHT-
SOMMER — betoogd, dat er zich in het .'esten op het
moment van de Assyrische opraars reeds inheemse Arame¬
ee dialecten bevonden, waarvan wij nog enige sporen
over he'-."ben. •• Toeh blijft de mogelijkheid zeer aan-
nemelijk, dat het opdringen van do Assyrische macht,
de verbreiding van het in Assyrie gangbare type Ara¬
mees heelt bevorderd, ten koste van plaatseiijke
id i omen.

As for Palestine, Aram, was not yet understood by the

people in Judah during Isaiah's time. II Kings 18.26-23 and

Isa. 56.11-36 record the conversations between the Rabshakeh

from Laehish, sent by king Sennacherib of Assyria, and the Jew¬

ish officials of Jerusalem. The Jewish officials ask the Rab¬

shakeh to speak J in Aramaic, which the Jewish people

sitting on the wall do not understand, and not in the

1. J7 Hoftijzer, jap. ci t., pp. 118 f. For the devel¬
opment of the Aramaic in Palestine, ex. also; Lie. Arnold
Meyer, Privatdocenten der Theologie in Bonn, Jeeu Nuttersprachc.
Das galilaische Araraalsch in seiner Beaeutung fur die Erkla
run ~ der ieden Jcsu una der Evangelien uberhaupt. Tp reiburg
i. B» und Leipzig; Akademische Verlagsbuchhandlung von J. G.
B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1896), pp. 35-63; Harris Birkeland,
The Language of Jesus. Avhandlinger Utgitt av Det Norsk©
Vidcnskaps-Akademi i Oslo, II. Hist.-Filos. Klasse. 1958» No.
I (Oslo; I Koromisjon Hos Jacob Dybwad, 1958), pp. 5~80> and
E. Y. Kutscher, The Language or the Genesis Apocryphon. A pre¬
liminary Study. Offprint from "Aspects of the Dead Sea
Scrolls," Scripts Hierosolymitana, Volume IV, Publications of
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Jerusalem, 1957)# PP. 1-17.
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language of Judah, >hieh also the people understand. Then

the Rabshakeh speaks loudly so that all people may hear

and understand?

2 And the king of Assyria sent the Rah*3hakeh
from Lachish to King Heaeki'ah at Jerusalem, with a
•rr •.t amy ... 'J) And there came out to him ISLi'ak.ii
the son of Hllki'ah, who v/as over the household, and
She'bna the secretary, and Jo*ah the son of Asaph, the
recorder ... 11 Then Eli'akim, Ghebna, and Jo'ah said
to the hab'shakeh, "Pray, spea-.c to your servants in
Aramaic, for we understand itj do not speak to us in
the language of Judah within the hearing of the people
on the wall*" 12 But the Rab'shakeh said, "Has my
master seat me to speak these words to your master and
to you, and not to the nen sitting on the wall, who
are doomed with you to eat their own dung and drink
their own urine?" 1} Then the Rah*shakeh stood and
called out in a loud voice in the language of Judah
* ♦ *

hut Before the Hasmonaean period of the second century . G.

it Became the language oi the people in Palestine. M. Kciuyoth

8. ^ records the testimony of Rabbi Jose "b. Joeaer of Sercda,

in the first of the five "pairs", cir. 1^0 B. C., in Aramaic.

Again, B. Go tab f. 53a speaks oi the use of Aram, in prayer

at this time;5
THE *FRAYGR". (It may "be recited in any lan¬

guage "because) it is only supplication, and one may
pray in any language he wishes. But may the *prayer'
Be recited in any language? Behold Rah Judah has
said j A man. should never pray for his needs in Aramaic.
For R. Jo^ianan declared; If anyone prays for his needs
in Aramaic, the Ministering Angels do not pay attention
to him, because they do not understand that language!
— There is no contradiction, one referring to (the
prayer) of an individual and the other to that of a
Congregation (ftnt*I With the latter, the help of the
angels is not required.). And do not the Ministering

1. Isa. 2a, p, ll-lja.

2. uhe : xshnah. op. cit., Nezikin, Gduyoth 8. k, r>.k3b.
Gf. Zuna, op. cit.» p. J.

J, Zunz, op. cit.e p. /•
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Angels understand Aramaic? Behold it has "been taught:
Johanan, the High Priest, heard a lath Kol (ftnt•s
This is evidently the in«fci<tent related byJpaephus
(Ant. XIII, X, 5) of John Hyrcanus.) issue from, vithln
the Holy of Holies announein;, 'The young men who went
to wage war against Antioch (ftnt•: Antiochus
Cyaicenus, over whom the children of John Hyrcanus
were victorious.,.) have "been victorious.' (ftnt.:
This and the following announcements were made in
Aramaic, so the angels must have understood it.) It
also happened with Simeon the Righteous (ftnt.: Pos¬
sibly the High Priest Simon, son of Toethus, also
called Cant hera 3, as Josephuo describes him (Ant. .'.K,
VI, 2)...) that he heard a Bath Sol issue from vi v:i
the Holy of Holies announcing, 'Annulled is the decree
which the eneray intended to introduce into the Tc.toIo' •

Then waa Gaius Caligula (ftnt.■ The name is corrupted
in the text. He ordered that hie statue should "be
placed in the Temple and wore hipped (Josephua, War II,
X, 1.)) slain and his decrees annulled. They noted
down the time (when the hath £ol spoke) and it tallied,
(ftnt.: vith the time or~Caligula1 ■ assassination.)
Now it was in Aramaic that it spokeJ — If you wish I
can say that it is different with a ath gol. since
it occurs for the purpose of being generally under¬
stood (ftnt.: And Aramaic was the vernacular 01 the
period.) ,,. -

For many centuries Hebrew lingered on as the language of the

teachers of the Law, as seen in such works of i;Au: second cent¬

ury as the Aishnah, until it died out in the fourth century.

Zunz says of this development:

Aber schon i'ruh machten diese Vortrage a us dea
Original der heiligen Bucher ein neues Beduriniss fuhl-
bar; die Sprache in der diese Bucher geschrieben sind,
die hebraisehe, ring an auszusterben, sie ward den Ju-
den nach und nach fremd, und dao Ara.iaisohe, das zur
Zeit dee Jesaia den Ein ohnern Judas's unverstandlich
war, schwang sich in Palastina schon vor der HasmonS-
ischen Period© zur Volkssprache erapor, so dass alle

1. fhe saiylonlan Tal tud, Seder Hashim vi, Naalr and
Sotah. Nazir. Translated into English with Notes, Glossary
and Indices by Rabbi , l>, Klicn, A. A. 5 and Sotah. Trans¬
lated ... by the Rev. Dr. A, Cohen, M. A., Ph* nD. (Bondonl
The Soncinc Press, IJJii), cotah. ch. VII, f. 53 a» pp. l&2f.
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Acte des burgerlichen Lel-enaA, 3pru c h • orter, fur das
Volk (Ungelehrte, Weibey, Kinder) bestirumte Pormu-
lareJ, selbst populare Buche v* unci aratliche Sac hen'5
in dieser Sprache abgefasst wurden Oder in Umlauf
kamen.•• Und dennoch hat das hebraische, das zu
Heheaia's -eiten noch gesprochen und noch mehrere
Jahrhunderte nachher^von den Gelehrten geschrie'ben
wurde, in Judaa vorzuglieh,:, lange dem Untergange
aiderstanden, es_ blieb Jahrhunderte lang das Kleinod
der ihm mit Bege'lsterung arihangenden .eisen der
Mation7; Werke des zweitgn Saculuws (die Pischna
namentlieh) tragen noch m&chtige Lebenskeime dieser
Sgrache in si ch, die erst in vierten Jahrhundert
ganzlich ausstirht. ;

As causes for this shift in language are variously giv¬

en: the return under Cyrus of the exiled Jews, ho had lived

1. funs, on. cit., p. J, ftnt. gt Poed-Katon 3, 3*
f. 6 a und it>. b ohen. Mtaehna Kethuboth c. 4. par. 8 etc.
Tosefta Sabbath c. 8. Rerachoth f. 8 a. Philo de Decalogo p.
jCr> {jhtrpt** fAurrp rrJcry*. d. i^ Xn 03 (sfber 7r#Tp*l* II.
Pace. 12,* 37• 15, 29 1st hebraisch)). Vergl. R. Asaria de'
Rossi in Reor ena^im c. 9'f, 52, c. $jf, 175, und de Rossi,
della lingua propria de. ;li ebrel etc, Parma 1JJ2, namentlich
p. 10 etc. unci von p. 102 an."

2* Hid., p. 7, ftnt. hi "An unsahligen Stellen des
Talmud..."

3. Ihid.. p. 7, ftnt. i: "3. B. Kadisch und die Intro¬
duction der Hagada des Pesaeh-Pestes,"

4. I. id., p. 'It ftnt. k: "2. B. Megillath Taanith.
Vergl. Josephus vora judischen Kriege zu An fang: .

TfJ* Pi-JytA.ot/ui* J-6yu.or/,<X"j £~AAolJ~c /U,trT*./V*WoJ^ ct 7~o7$
/&0<fO/lot/9»'S Tff 7Tot Tp/u> &776-yt~ </>ot Az7~A * . *

5. Ibid., p. 8, ftnt. a: "f lschna Joma 3, l j Scheka-
lim 5, 3° 5* 3» Maa.ser scheni c. 5 gegen ncie; j. Sanhedrin
c. 1. par. 2."

6. I*hid.. p. 8, ftnt. "b: " :ruoin 53a* vergl. Midr.
Ps. 105 Anf., de Rossi 1. 1. p. 12-14; 83."

7* Hid.. p. 8, ftnt. c: "j, Sabbath 1, 3 Knde. j.
Schekalim 3 Ende. Sifri l3M*n Col 233 unten, ipv Col. 145
unten."

8. Ibid., pp. 7f.
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uninterruptedly among Aramaic-speaking peoples; the presence

in Palestine of Samaritans, who spoke Aramaic; the Syrian

rule in Palestine and Jewish associations with Syria; and

the Aramaic elements already present in the dialects cf
-j

Galilee and Phoenicia. -L

We wish now to look in more detail at Ezra's reading

of the Scriptures, after his return from exile in 597/ B. 0.,
O

in the assembly of the Jews in Palestine. This concerns

Neh. 8. 8; . . .... ; : .... - . , ;-

And they -read from the book, fro;., the law of
Gog, clearly (ftnt,: Or with interpretation)> and
they gave the sense, so that the people understood the
reading.

The text reads: 7DW Obll VfBO O'liVKn mina GEM
. T - v v gr s * v: r " ; - ; ; • -

8Ti?ra3.5 The form yfSQ is a IP. Partic., the Pu, meaning,
|T': • - T :

"1. auselnandergesetzt, entschleden worden", as in Hum. 15«

Jii., where the man, who was found gathering sticks on the sab¬

bath, was put in custody, "because ft had not been made plain

what should be done to him", and 2. "in Abschnitte zerlegt

werden ... (im Gegensatz zu Schaaer, Iran. Beitr. 6ff: ex¬

tempore interpretiert}", only in our passage. The stem izris

17" Ibid., p. 8.

2. Cf. above p. 5*

5* Unless otherwise noted, all quotations from the
Hebrew Old Testament are from: Biblia Hebrajca. Adjuvantibuss
w. Baumgartner, G. Beer, J. Begrich, J. A. Bewer, F. Buhl, J.
Hempel, F. Horst, M. Noth, 0. Procksch, G. Quell, Th. D. Rob¬
inson, J. Rudolph, H. H. Schaeder; Edidit Rud. Kittle, Text-
um Masoreticum curavit P. Eahlc. Editionea Tertiam Denuo
Elaboratam ad Pinem Perduxerunt Editionem Beptiaain Auxerunt
et Emendaverunt A. Alt et 0. Eissfeldt; Editio Nona Emendata
Typis Editionis Septimae Expressa (Stuttgart; Prvileg. .Vurtt.
Bibelanstalt; Hew York; For the American Bible Society,
wo.
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is listed as PBH, occurring in Ak.: parasu (narasu), "klar-

stellen, (richterlich) entscheiden"» Bibl. Aram, (trennen),

Eg. Aram,, Jud. Aram., CP Aram., Sam., Mand., and Mod. Syr.

(Jud. Aram, and Syr.: Pa.: deutlich machen, erklarenj

Ivland.: verstehen, Aph. : lehren). The Qui of the BI! occurs

only in Lev. 24.12, "genau Bescheid geben": "...till the will

of the LORD should he declared to them",1 Also the Niph.

"erteilt werden" (I Sam. 3* 1 and Ez. 34. 12) and the Hiph.s

"absondem (Gift)" (Prov. 23.32) occur."

What is the meaning of sn'Eft in our verse? Does it

refer to a translation, a targum? or does it merely refer

to exegetical explanations given? Some commentators, like

D. G. Siegfried, point out that t "ID means to define somethin g

to make something clear. It is thought that after each Kif$?,

i.e. after each independent Scripture portion or paragraph,

Ezra paused, and the Levites explained each commandment in

fuller detail. It is noted that Ezra opened the "book and

read, hut that the Levites helped the people understand it

and that they read as well5-5

1. Underlining is mineUn English quotations of this
Para.).

2. Ludwig Koehler und Walter Bnumgartner, Lexicon in
Veteris Testament Lihros: Worterbuch. aura Hehraischen A'l'feii
Testament in Deutscher und Englischer Sprache von Ludwig
Koehler, und ' orterhuch sum Aramaischun Toil des Alten Test¬
aments in Deutscher und ■ inglischer Sprache von "alter Baum-
gartner (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1953T» zusammen mit: Ludwig
Koehler et .. Baumgartner, Supplementnm ad Lexicon in Veteris
Testamenti Litros (Leiden:' ". J. Brill, 195$) • Lexicon
etc., pp. 7$2f,"1114.

3. D. G. Siegfried, Esra. Rehernia und Esther,, uber-
sctzt und erklart, in: Ilundkommentar zum Alten Testament, in
bindung mit anderen Fachgelehrten herausgegehen von D. w.
Nowack:^ I. Ahteilung, Die historischen Rueher. 6. Band, 2.
Teil (Gottingeni Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1901), pp. loif.
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3 And he (Ezra) read from it facing ... 5
Ezra opened the hook ... J Also ... the Levitee, help¬
ed the people to understand the law, while the people
remained in their places. 8 And they read from the
hook, from the law of God, clearly' (or{ with inter¬
pretation); and they gave the sense, so that the peo¬
ple understood the reading.x

Slegfried says:

Es scheint also der modus procedendi gewesen
zu sein, dass jedesmal nach einem zusammenhangenden
Ahschnitt Esra mit der Vorlesung dee Gesetzes eine
Pause machte, und dass dann die Leviten die einzelnen
Gesetze nach einander genauer durchnahmen und erlau-
terten vielleicht gleichzeitig mehrere in gesonderten
Kreisen.2

The passage of Neheraiah 1J. 23-24:

23 In those days also I saw the Jews who had married
women of Ashdod, Ammon, and Hoah; 24 and half of"
their children spoke the language of Aohdod, and they
could not speak the language of Judah, hut the language
of each people.

is taken as proof that Hebrew was still spoken and generally

understood in the days of Ezra.--' Contemporary commentators

regard the "they read" in Neh# 8. 8 as a mistake for "he

read", i.e. Ezra. The mention of the Levites in verse J is

thought to he an addition. ilhelm Rudolph says:

Damit die Zuhorer, auch die ehen erst aus Ba¬
bel Xuruckgekehrten, das Gelesene richtig verstanden,
trug es Esra (hinter den hehraischen Text Oder ohne
diesen?) in Aramaischer (Jbersetzung vor.1*

1. Neh. 8, 3af 5a> 7^-8; the underlining is mine.

2. Siegfried, (HkAT, I, 6, 2,) op. eft., p. 102

J. Ibid., p. 102.

4. filhelm Rudolph, Esra und He hernia samt ji. Esra. in,
TV ndhuc ji zua Alien Testa men t. JEIerausgegeven von Otto Eiss-
feldt, Irate Reihe, 20. Band (Tubingen: Verlag J. c. B. Hohr,
(Paul Sieheck), 1943), pp. It -143.
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Schaeder^ and Kahle2 are followed in the opinion that

referred to a written targum, the usage of which in the syna¬

gogue service goes back to the time of Ezra. Following this

line of reasoning, Nehemiah lp. 29-24 is understood to mean

the following; Hebrew was not understood in general. Half

the children of Jewish fathers and foreign mothers spoke the

languages of Amnion and Moab (which are very much like Hebrew,

as we know them from the Mesa stone), and the other half spoke

the language of Ashdod. Some think that the latter language

refers to the non-Semitic Philistine language-7 but it more

probably refers to Aramaic.^ If this is so, Jlehemiah surely

does not pfttjtl'y that the children speak Aram., because he him¬
self is bilingual; but he infamies that the children were to¬

tally unaccustomed to Hebrew. That a written targum is meant

is also the interpretation of B. Lcgiilah, commenting upon

Neh. 8.8;

What is meant by the text, And they read in
the book, in the law of God . with an In'i'e'rpretation,
and they gave the sense, and caused them "to understand
the reading? "rAnu they read in the book, in the law

1. ibid., p. 149 refers to H. H. Schaeder, Kara der
Sohreiber, 1930, p. arlti I rani so he beltra ;e I, 1990,
p. fef.

2. Ibid., p. 149 refers to P. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza,
1914.7, p. 12A•

5. Ibid., p. 208 refers to Schaeder, Iranlsche Beit-
rage , I, p. 29; A. van Selms, Ezra en lie hernia h. 195 55 Text
en Uitleg.; and Driver, The People and the Book. 1925, p. 74.

4. Ibid.. pp. 208f refer to Eissfeldt, Philister unci
Phonizier, TJJC, p. 92* 2^»

5- Ibid., pp. 147*1 208f, and cf. also pp. 44f,
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of God1: this indicates the (Hebrew) text; *with an
interpretation' : this indicates the targum (fint.:
'fhieh shows ihat the targum dates "back to the time of
Ezra.); 'and they gave the sense': this indicates the
verse stops; 'and caused then to understand the read-
in.-t' : this indicates the accentuation, or,""according
to another version, the massoretic notes? — These had
been forgotten, and were now established again.x

We can thus think of the situation in Ezra's time as

follows; The exiles who returned, "both those who came hack

following 598 B. G. and those who had newly returned at the
time of Ezra around 597 C., spoke Aramaic. They under¬

stood some Hebrew, More Hebrew was understood by those who

had not been exiled, but they also had begun to speak Aram.

Ezra reads the Law in Hebrew and in Aram, so that all could

understand it. The Aram, reading was especially necessary

for those who had just returned with him.

In the synagogue we find the translator or meturgemftn

)# who translated verse by verse, or paragraph by para¬

graph the words of the reader.2 -An extension of the transla¬

tion of the text was next introduced including "Auslegungen,

Unterweisungen, Beden, freie Vortrage,"^ because the right

1. The "B. Talmud. Seder To'ed VIII. Meg 11 lah, op. oit.,
ch. I, f. 5a, p7 10.

2. Gf. above, pp. 7 f: Cf. also Zunz, 00. cit., p. 9.

5. Zunz, op. cit., p. 15. Both meanings, translation
and explanation, occur for the word "targum" in the OT and the
Jerusalem Targum (Gen. 2*2.2*5; 2*. 16; 7. 1). in the tal-
muds the meaning explanation occurs frequently. Cf. S. Seli-
gsohn und J, Traub, "Ueber den Geist der Uebersetzung des Jona¬
than ben Usiel zum Pentateuch und die Abfassung des in den
Editionen dleser Uebersetzung belgedruckten Targum jeruschalmi",
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understanding of the Law was of eternal significance. In

these additions

... drang (man) ... in dem Geist des fortes
ein, suchte die Zweeke des GeBotenen und Gelehrten zu
ergrunden und durch fruchtBare Anwendung gleichsam das
UeBerlieferte zu verjungen.1

These midrashic additions were either halacha, legal comment¬

ary, "but more often haggada. a form of exegesis employing ap¬

plication of the truths to present life. Usually employed as

the methods of haggada are similarity of words, peculiarity of

letters, numerical values of letters, alphabetical changing

and the like.2 The Chief RaBBl, Dr. J. H. Hertz says of ha¬

lacha and haggada, with reference to Emanuel Deutsch and

Heine:

Emanuel Deutsch describes the one (halacha)
as emanating from the "brain, the other (haggada) from
the heart; the one prose, the other poetry; the one
carrying with it all those mental faculties that man¬
ifest themselves in arguing, investigating, comparing,
developing; the other springing from the realms of
fancy, of imagination, feeling, humour:

Beautiful old stories.
Tales of angels, fairy legends.
Stilly histories of martyrs.
Festal songs and words of wisdom;
Hyperboles. "most quaint it may Be,
Yet replete with strength and fire
And falth — how they gleam,
And glow and glitterT "

in Bonatsschrift fur Geschichte und "/issenschaft des Juden-
thums. Unter Kitwirkung mehrerer Gelehrten herausgegeoen vom
OBerraBBiner Dr. Z. Frankel, Director des judisch-theologischen
Seminars zu Breslau, ais verantwortlichem Redacteur, VI. Jahr-
gang (Leipzig: Verlag von Heinrich Hunger, 1857), p. 97,
ftnt. 5*

1. Zunz, 21!.* > P*

2. IBM,, p. 359
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as Heine has it.~L
When a reader was not available in certain synagogues, the tar-

gum, in its wider sense of Aram, translation of the text and

midrashlc exposition, was written down, and read "by one adult,

so that the reader of the Law and the translator of it had he-

come one person.^ The fact that targums came to he written

may also he attributed to the ceasing popular understanding of

Aram,, probably already under the lordship of Greek, hut cer¬

tainly under the arahiciaing of Palestine.3
Directing our attention to the targums of the Penta¬

teuch, we find extant the following targums: Targum Onkelos

(0)^1 Targum Pseudo-Jonathan (FJ) in the editlo prineeps^

1. The B. Talmud, Seder Hesikin I, Baba gamma, op.
clt., p. xvi'ii.

2. Zuaz, op. cit., pp. 357f»

3. Ibid., pp. 7-13.

k. In the main, we have used the following edition:
The Bible in Aramaic, Based on Old Manuscripts and Printed
Texts. Volume I, The Pentateuch According to Targuia Onkelos.
edited by Alexander Sperber, The Jewish Theological Seminary
of America (Leiden: H. J. Brill, 1959)* >?°r comparison, the
texts of the Sabbioneta edition of 1557 and of the Rabbinical
Bible of 1590(1) have been used: Targum Onkelos, Erster
Theil, Text, nach Edltio Sabhloneta V. J.* 1*557. ZwelterJTheil,
Hoten, Einleitung unti Register, Kerausgegeben und erlautert
von Dr. A. Berliner.™ Mit Unterstutzung der K. Akademle der
•Issensehaften in Berlin (Berlins Gorzelanczyk & Go., 1884),
and Biblia Rabbinica: The Five Books of the Pentateuch, with
RashiT"s" Coxamentavy, Targum Onkelos, Targum Jerushalmi. with
T'osephtaT and the Targum of Jonathan ben Uzziel. At the com¬
mand of the honorable Zuaa Bragadin, son of the Lord Aloysio
Bragadin, by the hand of his steward Asher Parentlo. 2 vol¬
umes (Venice: at the house of Zuan di Gara, 159° (I))*

5. The editlo princeps of PJ is found in the Biblia.



and in a codex as in the British iuseum;1 the Fragment Targum

(FT) present in the editio princeps^ and in several mas;/ the

Cairo Geniza Targum Fragments and the newly discovered Code

Neofiti 1 (u).5 Targum Onkelos, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan and

Codex Neofiti are tar,guns covering the whole of the Pentateuch

the Fragment Targum and the Cairo Geniza Targum Fragments are

fragmentary targums, dealing only with parts of the Pentateuch

Targum Onkelos generally gives only a translation of the Bib¬

lical verse, whereas the other Pentateuehal targums include

both the translation or the Biblical verse and generally the

Rabbxnjca ai Bragadino, op. cit., or 1590(1)* Or* s» Selig-
BOhn una J. Traub, oj>. SaE*« P* 112» aad Mannasa Neumark,
Lexikalische Uatersuehungen zur Sprache dor jerusalesnisehen.
Pentateuch-fargume. Dissertation zur Erl'a'ngung der Doktor-
wurde der philosophischen Fakultat der Grossherzogl. Hessi-
schen Ludwigsuniversitat zu Giessen, vorgelegt von Mannaas
Neumarx aus Poaen (Berlin: M« Poppelauer, 1905).

1* rs e u d o—J' ona t han (Thar gun Jonathan ben Us lei zurn

Pentateuch). bach der Londoner Handschrii't "pirit. Bus. add.
27051 )7 herausgegeben von Dr. M. Ginsburger (Berlin: 8. Cal¬
vary & Co., 1905).

2. The editio princeps of FT is found in any of the
Rabbinical Bibles, beginning with the First Giblia Rabbinica
(Venice: Romberg, 1515/17); of. '.iiblia RaVbinioa ab Bragad¬
ino, OjD. cit. , Of 1590(1).

5. Idited in: Das Fragmenteathargura (Thargun .lerusch-
almi zum Pentateuch). Herausgegeben von Dr. Moses Ginsburger
(Berlin: 0. Calvary B Co., 1399).

k. Texte unci Untersuehengen zur Vormas0retischen dram-
raatik des Febraischen, IV. Heft: Lias ore ten des Be s tens/ II.
Band: Da0 Palastinische Penta teuchtargum, Die "Talastin 1 sche
Punlctation',~ Per 1 be11cxt des Ben Nafta if. von Paul Knhle, Tit
einem Beit rag von Dr. R. BeTelmann unci lb Lichtdrucktafeln
(Stuttgart: Verlag von 1 . Kohl haminer, 1950}.

5. Bp. Boo iti 1 0.1 the Bi": lioteca Apostolica Vaticana
of Rome.



midrashic explanation of it. 7e now turn to the views con¬

cerning the date, origin, and relationships "between these

Pentateuchal targums, which have "been a matter of intense

discussion.

In 1832 Dr. Zuns published his outstanding work Die

gottesdienstlichen Vortrage der Juden, historlsch entwickelt.

(Ein Beitrag zur Alterthumskunde una 1 ibllachen Kritik, sur

Literstur- und Religionsgeschichte).!
Zunz feels that written targums of most hooks of the

Old Testament existed already in the Hasmonaean era. The fol¬

lowing reasons are given; (l) Aramaic was the peoplets lan¬

guage. The folk of Palestine and Babylonia would translate

their scripture into Aramaic, as Hellenists translated theirs

into Greek# (2) A written targum of Job was found during the

first century. Because the exposition of the law was more

important than that of the other books, one would assume a

higher age for pentateuchal targums. (5) It is admitted that

targum as halacha belonged to those things which were not to

be written down for fear that written matter would become ca¬

nonical authority, for political reasons or for fear of the

interpretation of the targum addition to the text. But the

latter reason broken down in the translation of the Law

by Onkelos the Proselyte and of the Prophets by Jonathan ben

Usiel, the pupil of Hillel. These translations were finished

in the first half of the first century. 0 is an intelligent

1. Zunz, op. cit., the second edition, 1892, is here
everywhere referred to^,
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and exact translation, which only in a few places, namely those

with poetry, uses pictorial language employing haggada. 'far-

gum Jonathan to the Prophets is different in dialect and style.

The latter's dialect is more akin to the Palestinian Aramaic

of the J. Talmud. The style is freer, because there was no

aspect of the much-guarded law in them, and the prophecies of

Israel's future called for more explication. Targum Jonathan

to the Prophets knew 0. Both Talmud and haggadic works quote

from these targums.1
In the Babylonian Talmud there is a reference to 0 as

"das unsrige".2 Ztanz takes this to refer to the existence of

the other targum of the Pentateuch which we have in two forms:

PJ and IT. The most ancient authors neither knew the former,

nor the Jerusalem Targum (TJ). They speak of the "Palestine

Targum". Authors toward the end of the fourteenth century

mention the "Jerusalem Targum.P On analysis of the quotat¬

ions marked with the name Palestine or Jerusalem Targum we

find some quotations to be in both PJ and FT, some in one or

the other and some in neither. At times different quotations

of the same passage exist one from PJ and the other irom FT.

Zunz then concludes that our PJ and FT are two recensions of

a complete Jerusalem targum to the Pentateuch:

Offenbar hat es also von dera Jerusalemischen
Targum des Pentateuch eine doppelte Recension existirt,

n Ibid., pp. 65-76.
Ibid.« p. 63.

3. Ibid., p. 70.
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von we1cher die eine — unser PseudoJonathan — g&nz,
die andere aber nur in Fragmenten zu una gelangt ist. 1

It is called to mind that R. Assaria de' Rossi tells us of two

identical mss of this targum one called '"Targum des Jonathan

hen Usiel" * and the other "'Targum jeruschalmi"'.It was R.

Binjamin Musaphia'e opinion that our PJ was identical with the

TJ quoted "by Aruch, and that the TJ in our FT were variants to

Aruch's TJ. With this Zunz agrees, seeing the origin of

these variants in the unique character of TJ. Because of its

haggadic character, it was easily open to enriching or chang¬

ing. Different recensions and copies of the ri'J would have

existed. An owner of a copy would have variants lifted out

of another copy or recension, and put in the margin of his

copy. That some of our FT parts are no different from PJ

could he caused "by a careless taking out of variants, or "by

later hands smoothing out the differences. What then of the

name Jonathan hen Usiel? It is thought to he false, which

fact even early authors know, calling it hence Pseudo-Jonathan

Its abbreviation**71 of Targum Jerushalmi was mistaken by

scribes for Targum Jonathan to the Prophets. Thus this error

crept into the terminology. Zunz prefers then to go hack to

the original terminology, calling PJ "jerusaleraisches Targum"

and FT "zweite Recension des .jerusalemischen Targum.

rribid.. p. 73.

2* Ibid.. p. 23, quoting Musaphia's comment at Aruch,

3. Ibid., p. 75.

4. Ibid., pp. 69-75.



The differences "between 0 and TJ are sketched, to see

their relationships to each other. 0 occasionally explains,

TJ occasionally translates. 0 has as has is tr n, i.e. "Erlau-

terung des Schrlfttextes nach dem wortverstande,TJ \7TT7»

i.e. "Ervtwickelung dee freien Gedankens in bellebiger Einklei-

dung und bei freiern Gebrauche des Textes,"* dealing with the

"Gegeawart, aeren Interessen und Erapiindungen sie selbst in

das uberlieferte Tort hineintragt.The aim of the composer-

writer of TJ is not to write a haggada or commentary, "but to

give people an exposition of scripture in terms of prevalent

ideas, using halachic accomodation as well as haggadic ampli¬

fication, making for a product of free rendering, with par¬

tially predominating Kidrash. The language is Palestinian

Aramaic akin to that of the J. Talmud, and much different from

that of 0. TJ as we have it is made up of the free haggadic

translations which were "uraltes Gebrauch" in Palestine.2'5

The date of TJ, which used these older freer targums

is the second half of the seventh century. It cannot he

younger than (l) the name Constantinople (Mum 24.15, 24}:

(2) the fixing of the Jewish calender (Gen 1.14, l6; 7»H)>

(3) the fall of the West Roman Empire (Mum 24,19-24); and (4)
the Babylonian Gemara, whose style, content and study come out

markedly in TJ. The Targum however is older than (1) the

*

1. Ibid., p. 62.
2. Ibid., p. 78.

5. Ibid., pp. 75-73.
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Masoretic Text; (2) the arabization of Teat Asia; of. the

existence of Greek city names, the use of Aramaic, and the

hate of the Greek Empire; ana (}) the dying out of Aramaic.^
Zunz supposes a TJ of the law, prophets and writings

to have existed, which we have only in fragments in some mas

and complete in others for certain parts of the Old Testament.

The TJ of the Pentateuch, though incorporating early material,

depends upon and is later than 0. PJ and PT are different
2

recensions of this targum.

Dr. Zunz is closely followed in our time "by Professor

Dr. T. Jansma of Leiden who analyzed closely two haggadas of

the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch in hie inaugural ad¬

dress at the University of Leiden in 195°* The historical

development as Zunz pictures it, is followed here without dis¬

cussion.^ The conclusions are based on the analyses of the

two passages of Gen. kk» 18-19 (where Jacob's sons appear for

the third time before Joseph), and Gen. 95* 9 (in. which God

appears to Jacob); and are therefore tentative. The ear¬

liest form of the haggadic material is thought to have been

oral. It comes first to be recorded in lereshit Rabba and

in the Cairo Geniza Fragments. CG is the earliest extant

1. Ibid., pp. 73-30.

2. rbia.. PP. 35-36.

p. T. Jansma, Twee Haggada's uit de Palesti.inse Targum
van de Pentateuch. Uitgesproken "bij de aanvaarding van het
ambt van Hoogleraar aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden op 20
October I95O (Leiden: Universitaire Pers te Leiden, 1950).

If. Ibid.. p. 5*
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form of the Palestinian Targum. Bereshit Rabba is richer in

haggadie material than GG. OG adheres more closely to the

text In the Biblical verse, which my "be influence from O.^-
Next in development comes the Fragment Targum,2 which combines

elements of "both Be reshit Rabba and GG. There is duplication

here of the material. There is moreover a union in FT of 0

and the Palestinian Targum.^ This union of 0 and the old

Palestinian Targum reaches its climax in PJ. There the hag-

gadic material of the Palestinian Targum is truthfully repre¬

sented, though much simplified and in an abridged form.

'.Tiere necessary 0 has been changed.

Wat in de Fragmentedtargum slechts ten dele
is doorgevoerd -— de vereniging van Onkelos met toe-
voegingen uit de Palestijnse Targum — is in Pseudo-
Jonathan tot voltooilng gebracht in een meesterwerk
in de kunst der compilatie.^

Besides PJ as the last stage of development of the Palestinian

Targum, there is another avenue in which the latter ultimately

developed itself: the Tosefta, In it 0 is always truthfully

given, and the haggada of the Palestinian Targum has been

changed, modified, and expanded, to suit the compilor's pur¬

poses. 5

1. "Ibid., pp. if-5, and ftnts. 6 and J on p. 5*

2. Dr. Jansma refers to ms h^breu IIP of the Biblio-
teque Rationale, Paris, edited in Das ragmententhargum. von
Ginsburger, 0£. cit. We refer to this codex ms as par.

5. Jansma, op_. cit.« pp. 6f.
Ibid.. p. 7»

5. Ibid.. pp, 7f.
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¥aar Pseudo-Jonathan echter de Palestijnse
traditie getrouw bewaart en* indien nodig, Onkelos
verandert, is de fosefta slaars getrouw aan Oakelos,
doch veroorlooft zich tegenover de Palestijnse Tar-
gum grote vrijheden zowel ten aanzien van de taal als
van de inhoud. Daardoor draagt de Tosefta het stem-
pel van een laat stadium in de geschiedenis van de
Haggada.1
In l8ii-6 Dr. Z. Frankel published his article "Biniges

zu den Targumim" in the Zei tschrift fur die religiosen Inte-

ressen des Judenthums.^ Frankel proved once for all that it

is untenable to think of the FT as variants of one recension

of TJ to another (PJ)» and so disproved what Zunz', MusaaphiaV,
and Mendelssohn^ had held before him. He pointed out that

there are too many passages of agreement between FT and PJ.

These cannot be explained by saying that the variants were not

lifted out with exactness or that the differences were

smoothed over by later hands;

Zunz (S. 71) meint, "dass verschiedene Eecen-
sionen von dera Targ. Jerusch. vorhariden gewesen, und
sehrieb Mancher aus der zweiten Recension die abwei-
chenden Stellen aus. Hinsichtlich der ubereinstimmen-
den Stellen darf bloss geschlossen werden* dass die
Aushebung nicht mit gehbriger Gcnauigkeit geschehen
oder dasa hier und da spatere Hande gleichgemacht ha-
ben." Allein diese Uebereinstimmungen aind so haufig
und beziehen sich oft nur auf ein einzelner Wort oder

1. Ibid.8 p. 7.

2. Dr. Z. Fraakel, "Einiges zu den Targumim," Zeit-
oehrift fur die religiosen Interessen dos Judenthums. " Unter
Mitwirkung mehrerer Gelehrten herausgegeben von Dr. z. Fran¬
kel, Oberrabbinor in Dresden (Leipzig: Verlag von B. G. Teu -

ner), III, k (l8lf6f April), pp. 110-120.

9. Zunz, first edition, op. cit., p. 71,

4. Lussaphia, Commentary to Aruch. Art. jus 2.

5. Mendelssohn, ns'nsV *nx .
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auf einen an sich nicht bedeutendcn Umstand, dass wohl
weder das Eine noch das Andere jener Vermuthung sich
ala gegrundet seigt.1

In comparing PJ and FT, Frankel makes the following

observations; (1) PJ knows a later angelology, not found in

FT: (2) PJ uses halacha and haggada richly, FT uses only hag-

gada, and that sparingly; in PJ the text is so metimes lost in

the haggada, whereas in FT the haggada is carefully used as

addition to the text; (5) PJ depends upon 0; FT is independ¬

ent of 0; (4) internal evidence for the late date of PJ are

late midraahim such as the midrash about Moses (N 12.1; 2lf.

2if) and the mention of the Jewish calender (G l.llf); and (5)
in the mention of the name of God PJ holds a place between 0

and FT:

A. Jonathan K.ennt schon die 3patere Artgelolo-
gie. Targ. Jerusch, hat sie nicht.^

B, Jonathan ist Paraphrast im vollstandigsten
Sinne, nimmt Hagada und Halacha im reichem Masse (und
zuweilen auch unsinnig) auf: Jerusch. hat sehr 3elten
Halaeha, und Hagada da nur, wo sie sich 'leicht deia
Text anschmieget. Jonathan siehet den Text nur durch
die Farbe der Hagada und gehet ihia sogar ersterer nicht
selten uber letaterer verloren; Jerusch. hat da, wo
er eine grosse Hagada anfuhrt, diesselbe nur als Di¬
gression, ist sich bewuest, dass er eine Hagada an¬
fuhrt, 5

0. Jonathan ist sehr abhangig von Onkelos;
Jeruschalmi aeigt sich viel freier und selbststand-
iger.lt-

1. Prankel, op. cit., p. 112.

2. Ibid.c p. 115.

5. Ibid., p. lllf.

If. IMd., p. 117.
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D. Liegt schon in dem bisher gedachten eine
Andeutung, dass die Seit des Jonathan eine spatere sei,
als die des JeruschaXmi, so sprechen andere^Data noch
mehr da fur ... (einige id rase him und die iud. Jahr-
reehnung und Fests.tellung des Kalenders).-1

E. Noch durfte zu bemerken sein, dass die ehr-
furchtsvolle Sprachweise von Gott, die Onkelos dureh
K*jD»a mitunter vermittelt, imjiarg. Jerusch. sehr
gesteigert ist ... Jonathan halt (hler) die , itte zwi¬
sehen Onkelos und Jeruschalmi.^

Dr. Prankel thus holds FT as the true remains of a com¬

plete TJ.? This complete TJ was pushed out of use "by a thor¬

ough recasting of it, of which the result is FJ.^ Thus, where¬

as Zunz has seen PT and PJ equally as two recensions of the TJ

— though FT only in fragmentary form — Prankel sees FT as

the real remains of the TJ, and PJ as a complete recasting of

TJ according to new ideas. PJ (the revised version of TJ) is

then the cause for the existence of FT (a collection of true

quotations from the original TJ):5

1. Ibid., p. 119. The material in the parentheses is
paraphrased from the quotation.

2. rid., pp. 11Jf» The material in parentheses is
mine.

5. Of. Dr. Jacob Bassfreund, "Das Pragmenten-Targum
zum Pentateuch, sein Ursprung und Character und sein Verbalt-
niss zu den anderen pentateuchischen Targumiia," Konatsschrift
fur Goschielite und "'Issenschs ft des Judenthums. Begrundet von
Dr. Z. Frankel, fortgesetzt von Professor Dr. H. Graetz.
Neue Polge herausgegeben von Dr. M. Brann in Breslau und Dr.
D. Kaufmann in Budapest. 40. JahrgangJ Neue Polge
Jahrgang ("reslau: Schlesische Buchdruckerei, Kunst- und Vor-
lags-Anstalt v. S. Schottlaender), XL (1896), pp. If.

k» Cf. Dr. ilhelm Bacher, "Kritische Untersuchungen
zum Prophetentargum. Nebst einem Anhange uber das gegensei-
tige Verhaltniss der gsntateuchischen Targumim, "Zeltschrift
der Dot!tachen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. Ferausgegeben
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. »,das£3 Jerusch. unci Jonath. nieht identisch
Helen,

^ Jerusch. 1st elao fruhcre Ueberaetaunjj, die
©la Spaterer uraarbeitet© urid viele 3usl»ta© anfugte.
Vor dieser umfassendern Paraphrase, die die frShere
paraphrc.atischc Version (.Terosch. *' lldet© laid© zu-
gleich, nur war die Version ... mehr uberwiegend) in.
sich schloss, ging dies© verlohren and hi i©hen mir
'-'-ruchatuoke, von fienen. one auoh schon eia gross©
Thei1 f©hit M## zurock• 1

!'T is thus seen ly Fmnlcel to ve fragments of the fi\T. P.T

though it is a reworking of |J, has much later material in it

and is in effect so much & revision of T*T that it contains 0

and midraehic material which cose from times after the origi¬

nal FT.2

The year l5f;7 saw the publication, ei Sr. Alraham Gel-

ger's urschrift ivxd ucbqgselaroagca dcr f?icel. in ihrcr Abfafaa-

i ;ku!i vol. aei' limepn Kntwiemelung dec Judenthuns.^ Oeiger

O'-poses the view prevalent in his tine that 0 as a targets is

"... e in authen tisch.es al ice...» das mSadlic fe for tgelel te t

worden, also a'car erst spates? in Halylonien niedergeachrieben,

aher scinon irundhest&adtheilen nach von altester Seit fest-

gehal ten worden," which view assume® 11 an# FT to he dependent

von "Sen Geachaits10hrern enter der vernn tvortl ichen redaction
dee Prof. Dr. Otto Loth (Leipzig: in Commission lei » A.
3rockhans), .IVIII (1374), p. 55,

5. or. Seligsoha und Trauh, oj>. cit., p. 114,
1. 7"ranke1, on. cit,, p• 120.

2. ibid.. pp. 112-120.

3. Dr. Akraham leiger, kanbtner der 3ynagogen-Qem©iade
• reslau, tlrschrift und t?chcg3etaungcn clcr Dibel in ifcrer At—
hnngigkeit von "dev imwni ■ a •iwl'c'TxcTvi*n. pleg" jfuu. en thvTSTX^re a-
laus Verlag von Julius Bainauer, 1&57)» PP« k31-410,
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upon 0 and late in date "because or the mention or Mohammed'®
wives (Gen* 21.21) and of the plundering (::ua 2h,2k) in PJ•

Qetger sets out to review the targurae 4 thin the whole histo¬

ry of the text and translations of the Old Testament in rela¬

tion to the inner development of Judaism. He deals with this

history in a scholarly manner in hie hook.""

'-/hat took place to lead to targum development? The

custom of translating the reading® into the people's language,

fraiaaic, «ss an old one, practised during the whole time of*

the second tenple. In Palestine# then the center of Jewish

religious thought and of halachic and ha yiodic development,

these targum® (Aramaic translation®) were not Just transla¬

tions • ut- also expositions, additions to the vraaslntlona.

They wcret

'•;rklarung» Hrweiterung, dirsfeie der 3egenwart
angep&ssfe Aufideutung und riaahnung, daher nicirt sel-
ten such Uagestaltung und so reprasentlrt sich in ihr
vollkoniuen dor Standpunk t der alteren Halachah und
Haggadah.2

The translation became fixed and was held in. hi h esteem.

In rales tine the seat of the study of the law, it neither

pushed aside the text nor did it put limits to the further

study of the law. The tar gum as given fact of the general

instruction, and as such in the hand os the- translator-expos¬

itor, the Mothnrgemin, was well loved. The fact is that a

complete swinging over of Jewish religious thought occurred

1. TM*d«« pp. h91 -452.

2. Ibid., p. If52.
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from the Greek period and on. Older religious tradition

had to make way for younger and newer thought, The transla¬

tors-expositors did not readily accept this immense reform of

the religious leaders, partly "because of their and the people's

pride and love of the old traditions and stories of the targua,

and partly because in the battle between the protagonists of

the old tradition and those of the new, there were not always

clear, positive results which could be given to the people as

norms for living. The kind of reasons given by the teachers

of the Law against the old tradition arc strange indeed. In

the case of Lev 22.28, where the addition of the targum bids

people to be merciful because God is merciful, the lawyers

call the interpretation bad inasmuch as God's demands are por¬

trayed as mere mercy s (»3BQ) mxne ] 'my X'? ...

D'nrnn '3prs Vt? (I'min) }'yny pw .l The translators-ex¬
positors are then represented as " .,.geschwatzige dchonredncr,

die durch laute Erhebtmg der Stimme ihre Irrthumer uad Thor-

heitcn dem Volke aufdringen."^ In abylonia the uprooting

of the older traditions was, comparative to Palestine, easily

accomplished. Thus Babylonia gradually became the new seat

of the study of Jewish law. Pith the new translator-exposi¬

tors here, and no firmly rooted tradition, the targu© was com-

TTI3S., p. 453 s footnote*, quoting^j. Berachoth
5.1, of. Hegilla 4.10. "Diejenigen, welche ubersetzen...
(then follows the addition of PJ to Lev, 22,28)...die thun
nicht gut, well eie die Vorochriften (lottos ale blosses Krbar-
men hinstellen."

2. Ibid., p. 453.
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pletely revised according to the ne ideas; or rather, a

whole new targum (0) was composed, In the poetical parts of

the Pentateuch, some old material was kept, though even here

the new thought overshadows it. The letter of the text was

closely adhered to, and interpretation was left to the schools,

Such a radical wiping out of the old targum woe impossible in

Palestine, where it was so firmly rooted. The historical

compromise was that the new was placed next to the old, in

places modifying the old, "but leaving a good deal of the old

in fact. Such patchwork is PJ» Hero we find the old inter¬

pretations, rejected in the Mishna, and the new thought, made

official in the Mlahna, pj is such a complete, reworked TJ,

patchwork of old and new. The FT is the same, limited to

certain passages only. It is fragmentary inasmuch as the

changes originally made to the TJ would he put in the margins

of the latter, A great many examples are listed showing the

old TJ in FT and pj, agreeing with the Samaritan version and

other old versions, FT and PJ thus are ",,.awei nus dem al-

ten palest, Th, fliesseade oerichtigte Uecensionen,"^-*
8, Seligoohn and J, Trash wrote a common essay about

the pentateuchal targums in 1857 followed In 1858 by the in¬

augural dissertation of Hermann Seligsohn,^

1, Ibid,, p, 455*

2. Fold,, pp. 451-430.

J, 8, Seligsohn und j, Trauf, 0£. elf,

4, Hermannus (sic) Seligaohn, Be Dim "bus Hlerosoly-
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Their viewy are the following* Alter the exile Hebrew

ceased to be understood full:/ and Aramaic translations or tar-

gums of the Scriptures "became necessary#* Targums of the

Pentateuch are thought to have existed in this pre-Christian

era on the basis of references in B. i/egillah 2a and Blddushia

a Tooephoth# B» Megillah j|a speaks of the Aramaic trans¬

lation oi the prophets as a bold and daring enterprise, re¬

sulting in an earthquake, whereas the Aramaic translation of

the Pentateuch is permitted.2 In -.1..dus/ln k)n foeephoth

"wircl ait It.nug auf diese Utelle das Tar.., s. lento. i« alt 'tra¬

dition von Sinai erklart.'O

Doch ist es wahraeheinlich, das8 ehaldaischen
Veroionen dee Pentateuch das hochste Alter zuerkannt
werden muss. Jenn wahrend die Ueberaetsun,; dc-r Iro-
pheten als ein kuhnes Onterfangen beaeichnet wird,
"darob weithin die Erde erbebte", wird die IJcbcrset-
aun! des Pentateuch fur berechtigt erklart.^

mi tani a" Icntati'cuchi yaraphraaibus. Particujs De Origine
HleroBOlymltanfte Utriusnue raraphrasii f.x OnKelpslana"Tcn'ln-BTuchi """ re;-1 on" . • n c - not" i)iasertr.'t'io laravfura'lT5*'• u; £T'*on-
sensu et Auctoritate Amplissimi Phi los op ho rum Ordinis in Alma
Litersrur- UniversitaU Viadrina, cl cnemos in Philosophic
Konoros, Bite Gapesnendos Die III. Mensis Hoveabris

:.D,; OOPVIII. ri, L, 0. f f.lc:«; :>c\ endet iuctor He nan anus

(sic) eligsohn, Posnnniensia. Opponentibus: S, ichaclis,
PhilOS (sic) Stud.| J. Perles, Philoc. Cand•, K. Eahmer,
Philos, Stud. Vratislavise, Typis Sulz'bach, IB58, 2fO pp.
.••'roe. this writing it appears that this author is the same per¬
son aa S. Seligaohn, who with J. Traob wrote the essay on the
pentn teuchal tnr.-nsaa in » ,J, VI, 1. A7,

1. deli ;sohn una Traub, on, oil,, p. >7,

# i : i ti • j .9 - o

Ibid., p. ")■>, ftnt 6.

h. J" lu,, p. •■) .
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It is still felt that some Hebrew would be understood by all,

and that it would not have been necessary from the first, aft¬

er the exile, to have targums coverinn the whole of the Penta¬

teuch. * Seligsoha and Trau'b assume that at first the more

difficult, i.e. the poetical passages, were translatedt2
Js iat jedoch, wenlistens fur palastina nicht

anaunehraen, dass ein vollstandiges Targura dec Penta¬
teuch bestanden habe: so oehr konnte das Verstandaiso
der guttereprache nicht cnischwunden sein, dass nicht
weai^stene ieichtcre Stellen des Originals in den dor
araiaaischen Sprache so none verwaadtea T'el raiach hat-
ten vorgetragon worden konnen. ferscheinlich haben
die schwierigeren, namentlich die poetischcn Theiie
des Pentateuch zuerst eine Ueber&etzufig erhalten.3

Yet none of these Aramaic translations of the poetical pass¬

ages of the Pentateuch have come down to us. The earliest

targum on the Pentateuch is Tar gum Onlcelos, which finds its

origin in the first century A, d., and whose redaction lies

in the third to fourth centuries of our era. It is admitted

that some of these old Aramaic translations of poetical parte

of the Pentateuch may have been used in the composition of 0:3
Aeltere Veraionen der jj Bueher Hosis haben

sich nicht erhnlten, und wenn seiche cxietirt, so sind
sie wohi in don wenigstena seiner Anlage naoh aus dem
ersten Jahrhundert sich hcrochreibenden Targum des
Onkelos aur Thorn aufgegangen. Dieser vortrefflichcn
Bebersctzung, deren Redaction in das 3-t. Jahrh. d.
ubl. geitr. su setaen 1st, 1st an Alter gleieh die
Version der propheten von Jonathan ben Usiel.A

Henco, Seligsohn and Traub quite logically assume the exist-

1. Ibid.pp. 3:-U IkO.

2. Yfa.. p. J8.
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©ace of Aramaic translations of some portions of the Penta¬

teuch, before the translation, of Onkelos \®s made. But

these are not our present FT, Our present TT is later than

O, These old Aramaic translations of portions of the Penta¬

teuch have either been lost, or have- been incorporated in 0,

Ho targum on the Pentateuch, or fragment of such,is older than

0, -which latter is the authoritative tardus of the Pantoteuoh

for the Jews, But at least one admission has been ..tics

that bits of Palestinian Aramaic Targum on the Pentateuch, old¬

er than 0, existed, and that these portions my well have Been

incorporated into 0. It is also admitted that 0 in certain

passages does not agree with the Hebrew texts1
Qnkolos war bt'i der isogliofcsion -'orttreue den-

noch frel su ferke gegangen, una hatte eich vorauglich
an stelleru wo der Sinn dcr Text-sort© aohwicrig 1st
und eine wortliche Uehertragung denselben nur noch
dunkler hatte machen musoen, manehe Abweichungen er-
laubt.l

Our Fra *»ent -fargum, or Targum Jerushalmi, as Selig-

eohn and Traob refer to it, came about after 0 was already in

existence. The editor of TJ had in front of him a copy of

02, which he corrected according to certain principles on the

one tend, and to which he added a number of h&ggadlc additions

which were known by the people, in order to enliven the whole:1
• •.dass Jerusch. e'oensowohl das Tar,-, Onke¬

los vor eich gehat-t, wie Jonathan? noch ac-hr, dass
♦Jerusch, oich goradezu auf Ojv.:, bc-zieht. So hetrach-

P« 100.

2. lb id,, pp, lkh~lk%
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tat ergeben sloh die Lidrasehim dee Jerusch. als
nichts Anderes, ale xur einc; geschraackvollc Luthat
zum T» Qnkelos, urn durch dieselben den Vortrag dieses
Targuras zu beleben und erhebend auf Hers uad Oemuth
des Horers oder Lasers zu winken.-*-

Dieses Targum (0), welches iM laufe der Jahr-
huaderte sieherlich aueh "bei den pa last 1nens 1s chen
Juden Verbreitung gefuttden, buarbejfcete. ..uor Verfassor / t.
dee Jeruschalmi nach eirier doppeltea Richtung. Er
corrlgirte das T'argum Onteelos nach bestiaaten Prlncl-
plea und fugte , um^den Vortrag zu beleben, eine Aus-
wahl den Voike gelSufiger Hagada'e ein.£-

The editor of PJ knew both this TJ and 0, 'That the editor

of TJ had done for only corae passages of the Pentateuch— the

fragmentary nature of TJ is its original nature—PJ completed

for the whole Pentateuch, Holloaing TJ's correcting of 0—al¬

though the editor of PJ does not always accept the principles

of the editor of TJ—-and extending the haggadic additions to

the whole Pentateuch, adding some shorter and longer ones

?hlch are not found in TJ• That the work of PJ, as that of

TJ, is based on Onkelos' s Targun is proved by the fact that

PJ shows itself familiar with 0 in many passages5 3
Sin spaterer paraphrast, unser pseudo,-Jonathan,

xiahia diesen Oedanken auf und vollendete zu einea ab~
geschlosscnen Oanzea, was sein Vorganger in der Anlage
begonnen hat te. Auch Jonathan nahm cine Kritik. dee
Onkelos-Textes vor, Jaerlehtigte Oder Snderte diesen
mehr Oder minder glucklich,^indera er dabex den jerusa-
lemitischea oiossen die gebuhreade Beruckaichtigung
zu Theil warden lleea. Jonathan's ganze Arbeit ruht
auf der Basis dee Targum Onkelos. Bei einfacher
Uebersetzung Oder Hrklarung foist er racist dessen Auf-

1. Ibid.» pp. 1A;+-145.

2. Ibid., p. 100.

% r-id., pp. loo-ioi, 1L9.
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fassung, und wo er abweicht ist au erkennen, dass
ihm die betreffende Stelle dee Onkelos^wohl bekannt
war. Haufig citirt er Gakelos vollstandig oder an-
dert dessen Ausdruck nur insoweit, als es die diaiek-
tiache Verschiedenheit erfordert. o Onlcelos selbst
auweilen Gelegenheit aum Paraphrasiren niiamt, finden
vvir diese Paraphrase bei Jonathan amplificirt. Das-
selbe Anschliessen an Onkelos zeigt si eh Pel dcasen
halachischer und hagadischer Sehriftauslegung, so wie
auch in der Vermeidung von Anthropomorphieen und An-
thropopat hieen.1

These same views concerning the relations of the three penta-

teuchal Targums, 0, TJ and PJ are still adhered to in the

inaugural dissertation 'by Seligsohn. TJ was made as addi¬

tions to 0, to accommodate the Palestinian dialect ana to en¬

liven the reading by haggadic additions known to tradition,

TJ was not made as additions to PJ, because PJ is later in
o

composition than TJ:

Onkelosi versio Palaestinensibus jam dudum
nota erat; Thar gum. Hierosolymitanum non fragmenturn
est Thargum alicujus quondam eompleti, sed variarum
lectionum compendium, quod tamen non ad Jonath.
paraphrasin, neque ad aliua quoddam amissum Th» Pal-
aestinense, sed ad Onkelosi versionesi pertinet et
nihil aliud est, nisi conatus hane, Onkelosianam dico,
corrigenai, amplificandi, cum veteri interpretandi
ratione conciliandi, quo faeilius vulgari Palaestin-
ensium usui accomodaretur.'

PJ was made later than TJ, The editor of PJ had before hlra

both 0 and TJ using the latter'a paraphrases, changing them

if he wished and extending them over the whole Pentateuch:^
Auctor Pe, Jon. qui sine dubio multis annis

1* Ibid., pp. 100-101.

2. Ilermannus Seligsohn, 0]). cit.. p. j52.

.5* Ibid., p. J2,
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Fieroaolyraltsno posterior est, ex Cnkelosi versione,
ex Hierosolymitanae ad eandem notia, Interpretation!-
"bus, additamentis, aliisque ore propsgatis narra-
tionlbus et interpretstionibua, integrum lllud Thar-
gum composuit, quod Jonathauls nomen pra© se fert.A
The date of PJ is thought to "be not earlier than the

middle of the seventh century because PJ seems to have accept¬

ed the views of talmudie scholarship, because of the mention

of Constantinople and the Lombard©! (Nura» 2if«2if, ly), because

of the wish for the destruction of the Vest-Roman Empire

(Num. 2lf.l9-21f) and because of the presence oi the names

Chadidja and Patime (wives of Mohammed) (Gen. 21.21)? "1st

deshalb sein Targ. jedenfhlls nicht fruher als in die Mitte

des 7* Jahrhunderts zu setzen#"^ The date of composition of

TJ is then seen to lie somewhere between the fourth century-

final redaction of 0—and the seventh—when PJ was composed.

Seligsohn and Traub discuss certain characteristics

of TJ and PJ which have led them to see their relationships

to 0 in the manner described above.

That the original nature of TJ is that of a reworking

of, and adding to 0 is shown by the facts that in the old edi¬

tions of the rabbinical Bibles printed in Venice and Basel,

TJ as a whole is printed following 0, that in the old msa of

TJ, such as Codex Vaticanus l^O, TJ is printed as a whole,

and uhat TJ is never printed with PJ. This is taken as good

1. l'lvTa., p. J2,
-t

2. Seligsohn und Traub, o|>. cit., p. Ill; Sunz, op,
clt., pp. 7 B—80, is followed at this point; of. above pp.~26f
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evidence that TJ is not to he seen as variants to PJ, hut as
i

a kind of variants made on the "basis of Oi

lr konnen den Umstand, class das 'fargun Jer-
usch. den mit fargum Dak. versehenen Penta teuchausga-
"ben "beigegeben 1st, gewissermassen als diplomtischen
Beweis...anfuhren, dass-Jeruech. ... den Glossator zu
Onkelos bilde, Dasa das Targum Jerusch. such in
Ifandschrixten den Jonath. wie in unseren Ausgaben
"beigesetzt gewesen, kann man nicht beriehten.1
The dialect of TJ and PJ is approximately the same as

that of the J, Talmud, and different from 0, yet it also teas

something in common with 0# Because many passages from 0

have "been included in TJ and PJ, the language of TJ and PJ is
p

a mixture oi "iSast-Aramalc and 'eot-Aramaici'"

Der Dialektji loser fargumira lot der hlerosoly-
mitanische oder juda 1 sch»ara ma 1 aohe, ahnlich dei; des
jerusalemischen Talmud, doch mit vielen Ihnen allein

zukommenden aprachiichenJSigenthumlichkeiten, und
versehieden von dem Ohaldeiech^des Onkelos, welches
der Sprache der biblisch-chaldaischen Gchrxften wenig
naehsteht, und doch wicder vielfach dieaem ahnlich.
.. ,3ie (TJ and PJ). bildsn so eine Zwittergattung deeOsi- und eataraias'isehen.^''

The language of TJ and PJ is like the Syrlae, except that the

latter is a Christian tongue, whereas the language of TJ and

PJ is that of the Jewish religious conceptions. The Aramaic

of TJ and PJ does not have the harshness characteristic of

Aramaic "becauseAhe influences in TJ and PJ of foreign lan-

yua .;e3. Prom, the Syrian TJ and PJ have the forms which are

milder than Aramaic forms, whereas the Greek "brought euphonic

TTTotu., p, 112,

2» Tbid., p. 99.
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constructions. Though the language of ?J aad PJ lost indi¬

viduality through r. uch foreign influence, it gained a soft-

ness of consonants and a greater richness of sonorous vowels:A

Ihrc (TJ and PJ) Sprache nahert sich dem
Syrisehen, doch 1st sie durch den deist, welcher sie
durchweht, welt von dlesem verschieden. Der Geiat
des oyrisehen 1st ein chris tlic her j die Sprache der
Paraphrase*! von den Geistc ties judiachen Glaubens und
judisch-religioser Anachauungen durchdrungen. nder-
aeits nacht sich hier das araza, Element gel tend, das
aber durch den bei unaerem Pa raphrn a ten stark hervort-
re renden kinfluss frender* Sprachen viel von der dsn
a ram, Dialekt charakterisireaden Rauheit und Harte
abgeatreift hat. Die ayrisehen Formen, milder ala
die chaldaischen, sind in ihnen vorherrschend, und
die-sen zunachst wirkto die grieehiache Sprache auf
euphonise he Bildungen.. Die dprache ties Jonathan und
Jeruschalrai ist also durchaue keine reine. Sic ist
rait i'remden Elementen in Ausdruck und Form so stark
versetzt, dass sie fast aiie individualitSt vsrloren
hat, Aber dafur hat sie diesem Einrluase eine
gefalligere "eichheit der Oonsonanton und einen
grosseren Heichthum klangvoiler Vocale zu danken.

There are however differences "between the dialects of TJ and
\tf ictutt*—O/.

PJ. The Aramaic of T.T jgmlnda of the Hebrew of the Pishna,

that of Araoaic PJ is more like that of the later talmude,

he ishna is proof—and to an extent TJ—that Hebrew did not

go out o'i popular use completely, all at once after the exile,

but that it was used for yet quite some time in newer forme,

TJ uses many Hebrew expressions, differing from 0, PJ uau-
o

ally has the Aramaic words here, differing however from Oj*
Das Hiachnawerk ist ein bleibendes Document

dafur, daas in falastina der Verachmelsungsproceas des
Hebraischen und Aramaischen nicht so rasch vor sich

1, ibid,, pp, ^-100.

f o f - 'i. , p, .i. kv).
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gegangen, und dass hier vorzuglich die futtersprache
noch lange Zeit hindurch aus ihrem^eigenen Stan?w sich
in aeuen Bildimgen and : 'ormen verjun&tej dieselbe
ErBcheinung zeigt si oh in frappanter 'eise in den vle-
li n rein he" raisehen iusdrucken, die Jeruachuni —
raucht una die after, sogar verschieden von Qnkelos,
die " ihlische Spreehaelse selost anstreifen. Jon.
hat dafur meist aramaische orter, selbst da, r-o er
sich nicht Onkeloa arisehliesst.3-

PJ, In the :-any additions not found in TJ, is the

interpreter of the ideas or his rime and the narrator of the

old religious and national stories. Host of these ere found

in Jewish works sh ch as the liishaa, the Talrauds, Hechilta,

Sifra, Sifri and .uidrashie works. Some additions however vre

not found in any Jewish works, yet even in these (Beut. 21. >;

Lev. lif• 55), PJ is not using his own imagination, Put is

putting in writing stories of popular faith of the day. His

additions divide the selves into myths, national-historical

legends, ethical teaching and metaphysical ideas.: The high

point of the ethical teaching of the time ia shorn in the

'dean fciful words introducing the commandment at Lev. 22.28 s

"Main Volk Israeli wie "barmherzig 1st unoer Vater im Himmel,

so scid auch ihr barmheraig auf Srden.,;- In PJ we find art

unconstrained relation of the haggada to the text, giving

rise to free interpretation of the text, folio lug the reli¬

gious and metaphysical ideas of the time. Yet even though

PJ engages in describing supernatural themes, though he suf-

*""*"1. Ibid., p. 140.

2. Hid. , pp. 103-10*.

;5. IVid., p. lOp; cf. ftnt. 5 °h p» Ivp* in J.
•legi 11ah 4,5 this say,.rig is disapproved of.
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fers in this from hyperbolic exa relation, PJ is entirely free

from mysticism and gnosticism.1
PJ is thus not a new creation, or one directing the Jews into

9
new paths, "but gives a picture of the time J "

in welch-.,r der kraftige Pulsachlag dee na-
tional-religiosen Lebena das Judcnthura ausschliess-
lich beherrechte und alle Adern des biscene durch-
drang, jener Zcit, wo Ziehen der »'orschung des Gesetzes
die froiame Intuition, freilich such mitunter die siyst-
ischen Extravaganzen der damaligen philosophischen
Anal chten in der Ansehauung des Volkea Plats gegriifen
hat ten. A

PJ has an angelology, mentioning many of the an.--els

which are named in the talmudic haggada, while this is almost

entirely lacking in tj.*

PJ continues the aim of 0 in shunning anthropomorth¬

isma and anthropopathisms for >od, in speaking in good terms

of the biblical heroes, and in not ascribing to heathen gods

at tributes due to the God of Israel.5 £n the halachie add¬

itions, PJ observes strictly the limits of traditional author¬

ity, and uses no imaginative poetry.

The view which Seligsoha and Traub have concerning the

pentateuchal targuas, they contrast with earlier views held by

_

X. jhjLd, , pp. lOJf.

2a r. Id. pp. 10';f.

?. Ibid., p. 110.

4» Ibid. , p. 10!;.

5. Ibid.. p. 107,

. Ibid., p. 108.
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others. Sohikardl "before Seligsohn and Traub held that TJ

was never a complete targum, but that its fragmentary nature

was its original state. Schikard however also thought that

TJ was a collection of different targumists* additions. ith

the latter opinion Seligsohn and Traub disagree, feeling that

Schikard based this opinion on isolated passages, while the

former feel that though there are glosses in TJ, it can still
P

be taken as a whole#

Er ^Schikard) halt dies Targum (TJ) seiner
unzusammonhangenden, bald grosseren, bald kleineren
partieen wegen, in uenen er uberdies keine inheit
findet, fur ein Sammelwerk von Motizen verschiedener
Targumiaten,„die allenfalls einer und derselben Red¬
action angehoren, Aber der ;leichen Inconsequenzen,
wie sie Schikard meint, sind eben nur Klnaelheiten.
Man wird zugeben mussen, dass manches falsche dlossem
sich in den Text des Jerusch. eingeschlichen haben
kannj aber diese Enzelheiten berechtigen nicht, dem
Ganzen den einheitlichen Charakter abzuspreehen.2

Seligsohn and Traub do agree with Schikard however that the
p

present fragmentary character of TJ is its original character.

Seligsohn and Traub "base this view on the inner nature ox TJ

and on its original form as marginal notes to 0,2
The opinion of Drusius4 that the targums PJ and TJ are

identical, is rejected fully, as any superficial comparison of

1. Schikard, bechinath ha-Pcrusehim. p. 57, referred
to in Seligsohn und Traub, op. elt., p. 111.

2. Seligsohn und Traub, op. cit.« pp. Ill,

J. Bacher, og, cIt.. p. 59 fiad Bassfreund, era. cit.,
pp. 2, 14. 49, Had this the most important conclusion oF~
Seligsohn s study, Cf. above pp. 41f.

4. Cf. Walton, Prolegomena. p. 579, as referred to in
Seligsohn und Traub, op. cit., p. ill.
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the targuma points out the differences "between them (of. only

G 1.1).

R. Binjamln Mnsaphia^- held the opinion that our PJ

was identical with the TJ ox Arueh, and that our TJ consisted

of varianta to our PJ.2 ••ith this opinion agreed Mendelssohn?

and Zunz,4 holding that two recensions of a complete TJ have

come down to us, the complete PJ, and the fragmentary TJ as

variants to our PJ. But too many of these so-called variants

(TJ) to pj are no variants to "PJ at all, "but are the same as

PJ. Surely the collector of the variants would not copy all

these passages, where TJ and PJ agree, as variants, nor could

later editors have brought about so much similarity "between

TJ and PJ.5 The argument of Zunz at this point is5

Aus der Uehereinstimmung einzelner Stellon
Icarm nur gefolgert werden, dass die Aushehun^ der
Varlanten nlcht genau geschehen^sel, Oder spatere
Hand© sie gleich gemacht hahen. ®

1 .'pnyn Kjoo :|®« 2, referred to in Sellgsoha und
Trauh, op. cjt.. p. ill.

2. SeligBohn und Trauh, op. cit., p. 110. Suns, op.
cit., p. 75.

J. Mendelssohn, Klnleitung in den Pentat.. referred
to in Seligsohn und Trauh, eg. cit., p. ill

4. Zunz, 0£° att.. second edition, pp. 6$ft} Oellg-
sohn und Trauh, 0£. cit.. p. Ill, refer to Suns, op. cit..
lirat edition, pp. .

5. Seligsohn und Trauh, 0£. cit,, pp. lllf.

6. Seligsohn und Trauh, at). cit., p. ill, the quot¬
ation from Zunz, 02. cit.. first edition, pp. 66 ff. The
reference in Zunz, first edition, p. 71, unchanged in the
second edition, p. 74, reads: "Aug der gegenwartigen Ueher-



Sellgoohn and Trash reject this opinion. It la pointed out

that FwinkeX first ©bettered the theme that '23 was composed

ox variants to PJ#^ However, frankel*© acoorapaayin conclu¬

sions that our present M is a reworking ox", and adding to a

lomcr complete TJ and that our i'3 aulisequently pushed this

complete 23 out of use , leaving us only with frogmen to of the

latter in our present Fig are rejected by Seligaoha and :!raub.

In support of their view that J wno originally the sane no

our present FT, and not a targuin on the whole Pentateuch,

Soligooha and Traub point out that Tu includes additions kbin¬

ly to the historical parts of the 'Pentateuch. 2una2 is re¬

ferred to in an analysis of the fragments* one-third of the

fragments (of Ft) are In oenesis, one-fourth in Deutcronoray,

one-fifth in lumbers, ith only three-tmeritiGthe in Rscodoe

and approximately one-fourteenth in Leviticus. It is not ac¬

cidental that only in the historical places the additions oc¬

cur. Among the historical and poetic passages of the Penta¬

teuch ©re those which are noct difficult to understand.

These arc the only passages ..«hich needed the explanatory addi¬

tion. The fragmentary character of TJ ie furthermore it©

einstimuug einaelaar Stell en in he idea ieeeneianen derf bios
geschloose-n warden, dass die Auefcebuag cntweder aicht Edt^
gohori rer Jenaul&cit geschehen, odor ansa hier unci da spattore
KSncle gleioh gesacht hoben."

1. Sellgsohn, und Trauh, op. cit., r>. 111*1 of. t'ma¬
ke 1, cr_o cit., pp. 11C:.x ; of. o^vobrnl 2^f.

2. Zana, op. cit.. first edition, p. 77# -tat. a,
second edition, p. TO, ftnt. d, referred to in Beligsohn und
Trouh, 0£. ext.. p. If';.
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original state because large aidraahio pari:; ia M are every¬

where well founded oil' into complete paragraphs. in, these

the continuation is nowhere broken

Base nuii gerade von jeaea poetisehen CUellen
der Schrift aus dem vollstandigen Jeruochalmi Nichts
verloren gegaagen und von den minder- gewiehtigea sioh
gar iflchts erli? Iten—das konnte mn in der .'hat nur
durch eia merkwurdige3 Spiel, durch eine 3eltsame-
La une des Sufalls erklaren. Vielraehr 1st hierin cine
bewusste A ■ sichtlichheit nicht zu ves&canc-n, und ea
geht daraus mit Oewlsaheit hervor, dass Jeruschaimi
nicht la Laufe der boit^zum Fragmente .-jo worden, son-
dern schon in der uraprtmglichen Anordnun den frag-
aentariechen Character batte.*1

Seligsohn*c view of the outward born of TJ as margin©

to 0 is accepted by Dr. 11 tola '-sacher n his article appear¬

ing in l37if, "Krltische Untersuchungen sum Prophetentargusu

Debet einea Anhange Sber das gegeaseitige Vcrhaitniss der

Pentateuchischen Vargumlm"• hacher further accepts y'mnk-

Ql'a thesis of the origin of Fft that in FT ft have true re¬

gains of a complete TJ. As for 0, Bacher finds his view

closest to Geiger's. The latter holds that 0 is a complete

refashioning of TJ according to new religious thought, with

close adherence to the text, bid with only in a few poetic -1

passages the added picturesque exposition of the TJ remaining.

Bacher gives the synopsis of his own view:

j, %.*** welcher (Ansicht, i.e. his ov/n) v;lr
fur die ausserc Stellung des Fragmententargura die
Meinung SeliESohn'1 a. fur seinen Ursprung aus elner al¬
tera Version die "ranfel1s adoptiren. Bis Anslcht

1. Oeligsohn und Tr&u'i, op. cit», pp. l b,

2. bacher, op# cit., p. 59.
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. *1

uber Onkeloe komrnt der Geiger * e am nSchsten."

0 is a complete refashioning of the earlier TJ from Palestine.

(Gelger is followed here), ' hen 0 "became the authoritative

targum, the scribes added in the marginal spaces of 0 the

parts of the complete TJ which they did not want to lose.

As such Bacher sees the 850 verses of the FT which appeared

in the cditio princope of the Bomber;;; Bible. PJ is the last

stage of development of the pontateuchal iargums. PJ "builds

upon TJ, but 0 comes to the foreground in an increasing de¬

gree. The later haggadah forms a source, leaving those pas¬

sages where we find an interpretation different from either

TJ or from 0. The four targums come from three different

historical periods; TJ from the Palestinian period? 0 and

the margins of TJ to 0 from the Babylonian period (FT); and
o

PJ is a product of the new-Palestinian time of Islam.'" In

Bacher*s own words he holds that PJ

...1st nichts Anderes als das letate Eniwicke-
lungsstadium des jerusalemischen Thargum. Dieses
bildet den G-rundstock, vsahrend Onkelos in sehr hervarr-
agendem Masse, und in noch grosserem die spatere
Haggadah die Aenderungen und Erweiterungen in ihm her-
vorgerufen haben. Sine nicht geringe gahl von Ab-
weichungen endlieh beruht auf eine besonderen, sowohl
von jerusalemischen Thargua als von Onkelos abweichen-
den exegetiechen Auffassung.f

In 1856 Dr. Jacob Bassfreund writes in the Monats-

schrift his article, "Das P ragmen ten-Tar gum aum Pentateuch, sein

I. Ibid., p. 53.

2« Ibid.. pp. 59-72.

5* Ibid.. p. 60,
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IIpep rung und Character und sein Verhaltniss au den anderen

penta teuc hi a o hen Targuraira'".^
Basafreund holds that there has been a complete Targum

Jerushalrai (thus opposing Seligaohn). This is so# because

there are too many quotations from TJ by the ancients, many

of which are.no longer extant in i-V. PJ cannot have been this

TJ as too many quotations from TJ by the ancients are lacking

in PJ* Of the two, FT and pj, fudging again by quotations

in the ancients from TJ, the former, FT is closer to TJ than

the latter, PJ.2 He concludest

• • ..dass nicht unser fragmentarisehea Targum
die Quelle aein konne, aus der die Alten ihre Oitaten
entnommen haben, sondern nur ein ungleieh umfassen-
deres and offenbar auch vollstandiges fargum-JeruB-
ohalmii, aui welches unsere Fragments selbst erst zur-
uokzufuhren sind ., .2 (and) »,.dass aber ebensowenig
ait Jonathan identisoh 1st, vielmehr beiden Targumim
zugrunde liegt.1*
From a study of the targum to the Song of Hobos and

the Decalogue, Bassfreund reasons that the- interpolating of

the material of the old TJ Into 0 was e cherished practice.3
So the haggadic parts would corae to be added to 0. Our FT

is seen as made up of such parts of the old TJ added as par¬

tial and marginal notes to 0. This was done with a view to

_

1, T&alfreund, op. clt.. pp. 1-14} 49-67j 97-10$}
145-1^} 241-252} 352IJ65; 396-405.

2» Ibid.. pp. 49-67*

3. Ibid., p. 146.
Ibid., p. 55*

5. Of. Maehsor nas, published by Machsor-Vitry.



saving the cherished haggadto additions, and not to saving TJ#

PJ is a further development; 0 was taken as basisj to this

wore added the familiar haggadic additions of TJ; and the

whole was united into PJ;

Denkt man aleh die Zusatzo, wslche beira frgm#-
Targ* sich nur aof eine Auswahl von Stellen beschran-
kea, auf das ganae Pentateuch auagedehnf und rait dep.
Onkclos-Text vereinigt und zu einea ganzen versehmol-
aea, so erhalten wir das, was una im Pseudo-Jonathan
vorliegt.l

PJ is not as Sellgsohn supposed a reworking of the FT, or as

Prankel supposed a reworking of the lost TJ, "..♦so dass genau

genommen he! Jonathan nur von elnor Umarbeitung dee Onkelos

die Rede sein kann.Basafreund finds both FT and PJ influ¬

enced by 0, and holds TJ itself already to have known and have

been influenced by 0,^ concluding,

...dass riaialich die Fragmente keineswege uber-
all als Wortgetreue Aufzuge aus Jerusohalmi anzusehen
oeien, ...dass auch sic monoherlei Abweichungsn von
Hirer Quelle darbieten unu hie und da auch von Incon-
aequenzen nicht ganz frei Bind...dass nicht nur das
Fragm.-Targ., soadern ebenso auch Jeruaohalmi die ..Ver¬
sion des Oakeloa bereits gekannt und benutzt hat.5
Lastly, TJ is held to be a post-talaudic targun, as

traces seem to point to the improbability and lack of knowledge

of early written targums on the Pentateuch. Thus he denies

1, Bassfreund, op. oit., p. 145.

2. Ibid., p. lij.6.

5. Ibid., pp. 97-IO61 145-X56.
4. ibid., pp., 156-163.



Geiger'e thesis that X'J was an old Targum, greatly esteemed.

TJ itself is seen to depend upon the Talmuds and the younger

Midrashian It is then concluded that TJ is not older than

the seventh century with PJ and FX not having taken for..:, until

•he eighth century.-1
Von ©inem u hohen Alter" unserer paiastinen-

sischen Targumim—das da r f wo hi ais sicheres Ergebnia
dieses ausfurlichen Que1lennachweiees angesehen werdeu
—kann sornit fuglich nicht mehr die Rede sein. 3chon
das ihnen au Grande 1 legend© Targuia Jeruschalai, aao
demjsie belde he rvorgeganger* ®ps wis die weitreichende
Abhhnglgkelt von den falmuden unci jungeren ilidraschin
bewoisfc, eine verhaltniassiseIg aehr jonge Aroeit, die
fruhestens in die zwelte Halfte des Jm Jahrhunderts
auruckreicht, wa hrea he mli e h aher noch junger is t.
Urn wie viol spater die Oompilationen aus dieser. Targua,
unser Fragmenterv-Targum und Jonathan, ongelegt worden
slnd, least sich mi t sic herhe it nicht feats cellen.
Da lnnerhln elne gerausw Zeit "bis zu ihreni Zus tande-
kommen verilossen oein durfte, so wird aan ihre dniste-
hung jedenfalls nicht fruher als in das S. Jahrhundert
zuruckverlegen durferi. Bel Jonathan, welcher viol-
fach auffallige Beruhrungapunkte auch mil sehr jungen
Haggada-s'erken wie P. d. H. £• und Dlbre Bajaala Demo-
sheh aufweist, j^ird ram sugar noch welt tie for bin-lo¬
steigen nmssen.^

Bassfreund devotes some time to criticizing Jeiger aad

Bacher's theses. Geiger's research on the pentateuchal tar-

guras is said to be biased by hio hypothesis of the great revo¬

lution of new religious thought in Judaism. Geiger assumes

that in ?J we have both the old and the new, to make this fact

fit his hypothesis. Bacher is taken to task for his agreement

with Geiger in the high age of TJ, that TJ was the basis for 0,

T. Ibid., pp. 2ki~253j 553-^5; 396-W.
e I t/X (3- » ^ 0 # p *
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and that FT is the remains oi the old c,y.J-

A number or works come fron the pen of Dr. Moses Gins-

bur30r which "bear exsaination. Besides his dissertation in

1891 r; there sere in 1897 his article, 15htm Fragaententhargun
n in 1899 his edition ci the Fragment Targum;** and in 190?

the edition of the Targum Paeudo-Jonathan. -*

In Gittsburger*s early tork he followed Bacher* s thesis

as to the relationship between the pentateuchal targusts.** FT
was seen a® marginal fragment from the TJ to O. He said in

1897* M...dass die in Rede s toheaden Fragments fur gowohnlich

1. Ibid. t pp. 5-1 if.

2. Moses Ginsburger, Die Anthropomorphismen in den
Ttorguala. Inaugural-Dissertation dor Philosophiachen Facul-
tat der Kaiser-til'helras-Univer-sitat Straasburg zur Srlangung
dor Doctorwurde vorgelegt von Moses Ginsburger, Gand. Phil,
aus Jiattstatt (0b# KLaass), Von der Facultat (sic) genehsaigt
am 2o. Juli 1890' (Braunschweig; Druel: von Appeihaios A -'fen-
n igs torff, 1891} •

5. Dr. M. Ginaburger, n8um Fragiaantenthargum"• Moq*
atsachrlft fur Geschiehte and Visnenscn .ft des Judenthu/..:s7' Z-
grundet von Dr. 1# Frankel, fortgesetkt von Professor I)r7 H»
Greets. Neue Folge ber&aegegebea von Dr. Brann in Bres-
lau und Prof. Dr. D. Kattfta&nti in Budapest. 41. Jahrgang;
Neue Folge 8* Jahrgang (Berlin! 8. Calvary und Co., N. W«
4), XLI (1897), pp. 289-296? 340-549.

4. Das Fragraententhargum von GinBburger, op. cit.

9. Pseudo-Jonr than, von Gineburger, op. cit.

6. w Bespreehuagen", in llonatsschril't lui- Geschichte
und V/fa sense ha ft de& 3udenthums" Review by M. Ncusiark of Dr.
M. Ginsburger* s "Fseado-^onsthaa, etc,1 cttj» begrundot von
Dr. z. Frankel, lortgesetzt von professor Dr. H. Graeiz#
Neue Polge9 im Veroiri mit Prof. Dr. David pnufmnnn s. A. ins
Leben gerufen unci herauegegeben von Dr. H* Brann. 48*
jahrgang; Keue Folge 12. Jahrgang (BreBlears Verlog von
tilhela iioebmar (Inh. Baraech una "deoenfeld), DLVIII (1904),
pp. 111-121,
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dem vollstaadigen Th. Jer. entnommene Variant on uu Qnkelos
1

sina". fbie vie-, he had modified in 190% It '.rns noticed

that not all places Tshcrt Aruah's "J ms different fror, r.E are

recorded in FT. 1 is suggested that the scribes had a uu.

of TJ -vhich had alreaug "been influene,gl By 0. fc this

of ?J, variants were added from a pure (uninfluenced "by 0)
TJ me, so that the variant© are sb much to TJ as to 0:

fir ©agen dahers Die fragmontenthargumia siad
nich im Hinbllck auf oakelos ausammengeotellt worden,
vieliachr hat ten die Gchrciber derselhen ein Tharg, jer,
vor aich, welches echon start durch Onkelos reep. lurch
andere Versioaeji beeinflusst war, sie schrie" on daher
die aus anderen Recensionen ihn.cn bekaonten Ucberset-
ssungen an fen Hand desaelnen Oder auch, aenn ta Bich
uie langcre paraphrases h&ndelte, auf besonder© Blatter 1
So eatstanden die Varianten (psiV*n) und diejiuaStse
(niacin), die in einer Sasinlung vcreinigi natSrlich
e'Denfnlls Tharguia jer, genannt burden. Sel'bstver-
standlich konnten die Variaatc-i aucfc. do.., Thargim On-
kelos "beigeschrieben uerden, da sie ;j& auch dieses
passten.3

In this OlnsBurger revoked his earlier thinking' that FT was

made up of two parts, "aus Varianten, die dem Thargua Jerus-

chalmi ia Hinhlick auf Onkelos entnoramen slnd", and "aus :;usat~

sen, welche pit dem Thargum Jeruschalmi ursprun :lich nichts su

thun haben, sondern erst viel spater sfhgefasst worden sind".?
PJ he at first took as a compilation of 0, TJ, with

the addition of haggadic materials, though the conclusion was

admittedly not final;

1. GinsBurger, ~|rVB, XLI (1397), OH, eft •, . 239.
2. Fscudo~Jon,athan van Oinsburger, oji* ci t., pp. XIV-XV.
f. VimsBurger, J. XI f (1397), on. ext., 2yl.
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...bis ietzt konnen wlr nur im Allgemeinen

sagen, dass es (PJ) einc Compilation zu sein scheint
ao8 Qnkelos und Jerusehalmi mit Hinzufugung von jung-
eren Hagg.1

In Die Ant hi' op oao rphi amen in den T ha rgumim the same opinion

is given concerning PJ:

Von ihnen (den jeruaalemlachen Pentateuch
Thargumim) enthalt nun verhaltnlssraaasig die moisten
alten Restandthetle das sog. Fragmententhargum ...

Doch muse ein grosser Thexl dieses Thargum schon fruh
verloren gegangen sein. Aus jien erholtenen Stucken
aber und aus mannigfaohen Ergansungen aus Onkelos
ao'le aggadischen Srweiterungen, ist daejenige Thar-
gum entstanden, welches wlr Pseudo-Jonathan nennen.^

Cinsburger later still follows Bacher in that PJ is the last

stage of development of the Pent. Targums# But whereas Bacher

sees PJ dependent upon 0, FT, and TJ, as well as upon haggadic

material, Ginsburger does not feel that PJ can be dependent

upon FT. The dissimilarity between FT and PJ is too greatj

so that, with a certain similarity between FT and PJ as well,

Glnsbnrger thinks that "both PJ and FT were independent recen¬

sions of TJ . He says:

Diese Ausfuhrungen bestatigen also die von
Bacher (ZDMG, I.e.) ausgesprochene Ansicht, noch welch-
er Ps. Jon. nichts anderes ist ale das letzte Ehtwick-
elungsstadium des jerusalomischen Thar gum. Dieses
bildet den Grundstock wahrend Onkelos in oehr hervorra-
gendem Masse und in noch grosserem die spatei^e Hagga-
dah die Aenderuagen und Erweiterungen hervorgerufen
haben. Sine nicht geringe Zahl von Abweichungen end-
lich reruht auf einer besonderen, sowohl von jerusal-
emisohen Thar gum als von Onkelos abweichenden exegeti-
schen Auffassung.5

IBid.. p. 2^5.

2. Gins'burger, D1 e '.n thr or> orto r73hi a men etc., op. cit..
p. 46.
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As a matter of fact, we find Ginsburger hero to be quoting

Bacher, almost verba turn* * But Ginsburger is taking this one

important exception to Bacher s

••.aass Ps, Jon. die Pragmententhargumim nicht
benutat hatj vielmehr Bind dicse wie ^enes aus Sitern
Versionen dcs Thargum jeruschalmi geflossen und iia
Laufe der Zeit dureh die Abschreiber umgeandert und

durch Zusatze vermehrt worden.^

Ginsburger disagrees with Bassfreund that we can separate JT,

0 and the other materials from each other in FT and KT, by

means of Aruch's quotations of the TJ and by the passages of

agreement between FT and pj, thinking that here we have TJ.

Rather, says Ginsburger, a thorough study of grammar and vocab¬

ulary as well as of content of each document is necessary.

Two important publications have come from the lexical

research of Rabbi Dr. ;Annaas Neumnrks in 1902 his lexlkal-

idclie Untersuchungen aur Gprache der .ierusnlemi-Penta teuch-

Targuae.^ a doctoral dissertation, and in 1905 a pamphlet un¬

der the same title, containing an introduction and chapter one

of the first named dissertation.-*

3". Pseudo-Jonathan von Gins'burger, 02. cit., p. XXI.

1« Gf, the quotation from Bacher above on p, 50.

2. pseudo-Jonathan von Ginsburger, on. cit., p. XVII.

3. Ctinaburger, MGWJ. XLI (1897), o£. cit.. pp. 3Mfff.

4. This work is quoted on p. 5 in the pamphlet of
1905 of the same title (of. following ftnt.) as Dissertations-
schrift der philos. Pakultat der Universitat Giessen. It has
evidently not been published (cf. i'tnt.3Jp. 58 ) and has not
been available in unpublished form.
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these lexical studies of the tier, fgg#, intended as a

contribution toward "eiaeia vergleieheaden Speaial-lsxifcon fur

die jer. Fentateuch-Targune"* are divided into the lolloping

chapters s

Chapter I Hebraisms--Blbl. Hebrew, "heuhebraisehes
Chapter IX Palest. 'aaua»~-J"udaeari.t Jalil. Aranaie-
Chapter III Eastern Aramaic
Chapter IV Common Arabia 1c ("Oemeinarssaeischea" )
Chapter V ords only in the Jer. Tgg.
Chapter VI Loanwords from Creek and Latin/

The present pamphlet from 1905 includes only the first chapter

of this series and an appendix studying the "geraeinarajjieisch-

en" words of the Jer. Tgg. in relation to the words used by 0

at the corresponding places. The other chapters, announced

as amove, were never published, ^ though their work is presum¬

ably included in the dissertation of 1902.^ These lexical

studies have been used in our analyses of the particular pas¬

sages in the Jer. V ;g. Here we deal with the introduction#

In the Palestinian Pentateuch Tgg themselves, PJ (used

in the editio prince-pa of Venice, 1590/91, and in Cinsburger'a

5. lieu nark, Loxilcallsche linters 1.1 c hun - ten etc. (1905),
op. ci w.

J- . X J.d a , ;' o X J' •

2. Ibid. ? p. If,,

5. communication from the Koiner ilniversitate- und
Stadtbibliothek, received on the 12th December 1959 through
the good offices of Lias C. 1. 0. Bird, Assistant Librarian
at the University Library, St. Andrews, Scotland states, "Only
chapter one was printed (as doctoral dissertation), the other
chapters were announced but never published".

A. .oleums rk, j exikalische IJ-ilc roue hun gen etc. op. ci t..
P. 5-
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edition of 1903),1 and FT (used in dinsburger's edition of

18250*1 we have no references of authorship. It is agreed

with 2una that the title JJ13Y* cniin is e misreading of the

abbreviation i'h of VT Qlilh »

Heine von all den vorhandenen Rezeneionen or-
weist sich a la ©in einhei tlichos berk irgend elnes zu
ermittelncten Autors, Fur die ait der Ueberschrift
|n3n*> mam veraehene vollstandige Rezcnoion hat Zunz
den Uaohweia ge-fu^rt, da as si e^diesen Automamen nur
der f&lschon Aufloaung der Abkurztmg * rn verdankt,
also in Wahrheit auch'oVcn* Dvnji heisst, mi thin
anonym is t. (An dieser Anonym!tat wurde es niehta
andern, wenn man such wirklieh, wie Ginaburgor ver-
mutet, im 13. Jhrhd t« unser Tg. dem Jonathan ben Usiel
sugeeohrieben hntte. vgl. binsb.2 Pscudo-Jonathan
8. VIII).r-

It is therefore supposed that each of these tgg does not stem

from one time, place, and authorj but rather that each is the

product of a process or editing over centuries, through many

countries, and via many minds 2r

Dae hat sich jedoch durch die Forschungea auf
diesera Gebiete ale sicher ergeben, das a wir in diesea
Targumen nicht die Arbeit bestimmter, nach Zeit und
Ort fixierbarer Uebersetzer zu crblicken ha'benj viel-
mehr haben viole Jahrhuaderto, weit von einander lieg-
ende Lander an ihnen nitgearbeitet. ilehr noch als
die talmudloche, ja auch als die raldraochischo Litera-
tur lBtdle targumieche ein Produkt des anonym schaff-
enden judischen Volksgeistes.g

The targum or Aramaic translation oi. the Scripture read¬

ing began to be employed when the Aramaic language was more

and more coming into use and Hebrew was less and less spoken

T.'TlxCd. 8 p. 19.

2. Ibid., p. 8.

3. Ibid., pp. «v.
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as daily language. This process "began after the exile.

An. officer in the synagogue, the Methurgeraan, who translated

and explained the reading from the Scriptures, cane into being.

This officer and this my of reading and translating the

Scriptures in the synagogues has been with the Jewish people

from its beginnings shortly after the exile, following the

shifts of the main seats of study of Scripture from Judaea to

Galilee, from Palestine to Babylonia and from there back into

the '.'/est, to the lands of Islam and of the Byzantine Empire#

On its way, the simple translation became luxuriously over¬

grown. with paraphrastic extensions and haggadic additions of

different origin. The Jer, Tg is first referred to by the

Gaons in the ninth century, though no one recension of the TJ

can "be identified-from, their quotations, PJ seems to be the

latest stage of Pent, Tg, development, occurring well beyond

the year 1000 P*
Mlt ihren ere ten Anfangen reicht sie in die

2e-itsn der naehexil ischen Geneinde hinauf, in dencn
trots aller Abac hiie s a ur$abe s trebungen gogen freade
National! ta ten die amaniache Sprache imaer siegreich-
er vordringt una den Oehrauch nicht nur, sondern auch
das V'eretandais dee Hebraiachen auo der judiechen Oe-
meinde^verdrangt. Da mussten fethurgeraanim durch
einen ubcrsetzenden und erklarenden mundlichen Vortrag
die Schri ftvorleeung dem Vol ice verstandlich mac hen.
Von jenen leiten an hat diose Uebersetzungakuna t die
judischen Geaeinden auf alien ihren banderungen unun-
terbrochen begleitet, Sie folgte den Verschiebungen
der Hauptsitae der Schriftgelehroamkeit von Juda nach
Galiiaa, von palastlna nach Babylon, unci von dort
wieder auruck nach Westen in die Lander des Islam uad
das Reich von Byzans, Imraer uppiger wird auf dieses

!• Ibid.. p, 9.



langen. Reje die etnfache tjeberao'tzung von jparaphras-
tiaehen. Erweiterungen unci aggadischen Eusatzea ver¬
se hied ens ter Herfcuaft uberwuchert. Ein. redaktion*
eller Abschluso dieses achsturas ist nioht nachweis-
bar. Erst im $♦ Jahrhundert beginnen die Gaonen von
einem jerus. Tg» Hotlz^zu nehraen, ohne dass en uno
durch ihre Angaben erraoglicht wurde, dasselbe nit
einer der una bekannten Re sens ionen su identifiaieren.
Unci mit dcia Abscftluss des voilstandigen T.J., der das
spates te Stadium der Entwlcklung darstellt, pass ran
sicher -eit uber das Jahr 1000 hin&usgehen.1

Tg» 0 is a unified piece of work, composed in Babylonia

in the fifth century A. .:)•, using the old pal. tg. material,

either in written or oral form. Because of its purpose of

being a strict translation, 0 was protected against younger

hagga&ic goods, which found their my into the Pal. tgg. But

over against this stands that in O'a rendering much of the old

material ma abandoned and the language took on an artificial

unity imposed by the composer. Hence 0 Is less than the Jer.

Tgg, a source for spoken Aramaic:2
Das ©inzige Pen to. touch-Targum, das eine ein-

heitliche Redaktionctatigkeit erfahren hat, ist das
Tg. Oak# Biases ist mhrecheinlich im 5» n&chchriat.
Jhrhdt. in Babylon aus a Item nalaa t. liaterlal—mag
dieses nun schriftlloh Oder aundlich vorgelegen haben
—hergestellt worden. Danit 1st allerdings dieses
Tg. gegen die welter© Durchsetzung mit ^ungeren haggad.
Gute geschutat geblieben. iber durch eben dies© Re*
daktion hat ea auch an Naturwuchsigfceit verloren, in*
dem zu Gunsten der Elnfachholt vieles von den bereits
vorhandenen Susataen ausgenerz tf und ferner sowohl in
der Ueberse '.zungameihode als auch im Sprachcharakter
kunstlich eine Einheitlichkeit hergestellt wurde.
Es darl da rum in ihra trots seiner acheiabar grosseren
Korrektheit, aoch wenlger als in den jerus. Tgg. ein
Repraaentat ($ic) fur wirklich gesprochenes Aram, cr- -

blickt werden.2

I* 1 •1 i-i•, p» ) •

Ibid., pp. yr.



In order to determine the din loots of Aramaic used in

the J«r. Tg., it is necessary to separate the older ma fcerial

in these from the younger, the Palestinian from the Babylonian

because the character of the Jer, Bgg is a mixed ones*
''lemgegenuer hat sich in den^jeruo. Tgg. manoh-

es alter® Out erhalten, 1st aber spaterhin silt weit
jungeran Elem.enten durch einander gemischt worden. • •

111 man da her wirklieh den. in. ihnen dargebotenen
Qprachsehata wisseaacbaflich v® riser ten, so muss man
sumachst eine Scheidung des bo verschiedenartigen

'(Votes vornohmen, Bites and Juntas, Palastinensisc'rues
und Babylonisehes much Mogllchkeit von einander
trennen.*

Hut essentially there are in these tgg Aramaic dialects spoken

"by the people, though other Aramaic dialects, even Hebrew,

have accrued to these?*
•Jbenso steht die Sprache vielfach den echten

aram. Volksdialekten sehr nahe, abcr es slnd die
verschledenartigs ton Dialektc des Aram., p Quch dec
Hebraischen, die una entgegen treten#*

The "basic core of the Jer. Tgg ia the Palestinian dialect,

which, is divided into Judaean and Qaiilaean, along approxim¬

ately the same lines as in Balaam's analysis. The Judaean

however is not only in 0, 'hut in also represented by the Jer.

tgg, ishereas the Galllaean is the Voele dialect of the Jer.

tgg. Added to this in the Pal, tgg, there is Influence of

the Eastern. Aramaic of the Babylonian dialect. Between these

there is the Arnmaic in comvon 'to Both. Eastern—-and ' astern—

Aramaics Hgemeinaramaslsehea*. finally there are in the Jer

tgg, those words, only found there, in formation, meaning or

1. Ibid.. p. 10.



root, some of which have parallels in. Arabic A
Die traditionelle beaeichnung cier "behandelten

fgg* als der "^erus." d.h, palastiriensisehen. erweiet
si ch insofevn als zu hecht bestehend, als in der 0?at
lev palaa hes hn,d teil dc,~. ipraelisehaises als iore
e:l vsntlichejlrundleso anausehen is t, der gegenti'ber
das oa tarnriaische Sprnchgut nur den Hansen einoa "baby-
Ionise hen Kinochlags" "beansppochen kann. Doch
nrisehen dies en be iden sieb. scharf von einander nbhe-
benden Oruppen liegt naiurgermss eino iietrachtlioh©
lias no goneinararitischer; Bprachgutes, das eich sowohl
in osd iliioo ■ . ' Is rues i stilLisbes. Ins lesion felo.gr-.
lassuj vens auoh loilwoioc in doe. el-ten eirrta hap fi¬
ne i fie j.:, .e,;: nub-even. oaklinsolieh. eiiill 1 rich,
naoh .'Vnau-:; oil uxeio;' ' \ 11- 1-, n idi torero;.:, aroo ni-
sehei hi Is ...v., x, noe- .rLi.. heivachtliehe Anaah.1 von.
or tern f die roils i.e. ihrer filch.Htg, toxin en Hover

Bedcutung, j-a in einaelnen Fallen sonar ale -fortetams.i
?' rrh&uoi enf a.- .., ee'bie 3 nur sea unsereia^ . si. eh
"aelegen lansen. Beeouderu beachteasv/ert fur die
.0...ochich1: nc.o \j, erscheinen, darunior diejeni-sn,
lie ihn Analogic nur noes in ' -:c dsehra txfoor,
. • • hier (fur die arara. I'eile dec palast, Sprachgutes
des i'.J.) lass en sich. 2 Dialekte crkennea. Bs sind
dies die heidea Dlalekte-, die suersi Dalraan in seiner
nrniiuas ilk oiripe header ehurskterislert uril :tls 'hJud-
aisch51 una "''Oalilaiscfe5** einaader gegenuber ges tells
hat# Dei" ore tare istjallerdinge eigentlich gerade
he- On hex 0;; ei.oon uuliich;

^ u'-nnecb .-Inhon aich
einlge ihrx angeharigen Digenturalichkeiten ^etai nur
noch in i'.J#, nieht in T.O. Der gnliiaisehe Dlaleict
hlngegen ist es, den wis? o'ben aia den eigentlichen,
Kern des ;}er.»tg. Sprachechatsses bezeicknet hnben*
unci den ihm auch die tradltionelle feseichnung in
fx orhe it auschreiben "All, index, sic ihn ale "jerusa-
Ir.oiBchf ;xel:en den ,;leiehiHi h1ero.s,v' 1. ud ctell ■:,
for jtve x. 1 oar looses .'riala ; i.o,2

However, thouusing the Lcrias "Judaean54 and ^Oalilaean"

which Daliaan uses, .-•Ixuxnt'h does no •• follow in all cases Dalnan*

class-;.i'icnt ion 0 a -rood In Judaenn xr ililaean, "' irt. j;oi......

out that, these ainlects im. not only a geographical difference

1. Xhid. pp. 11If.
" • ' id,.. . 1; . f.



"but also a difference in time, i.e. the move of the seat of

scholarship from Judaea to Galilee A
form wir nun in diesen Unterauchungen die

Bezeichnungen "JudSiach" und H Gal liaise hM fur die 'Ke~
treffenden Dialektgruppen eeibehalten. (ftnt.: iegen
die ver tleichende Lists, die Dale. 8. 3Jiff. Ibi,
lasst sich indeasen noch maneher iinrnnd erheban.
Dies 1st besondere in den Anmerkungen an Gap. IV
"Gemeinaram. Sprachgut" wiederholt geschehen. )it so
aei 3edoch he tout, doss dlese Unterseheidung fur die
Tgg. neben a era geograph!sc hen Untcrschied auch einen
seitlichen anzeigt, indera sich die Hauptsitze der
Schriftgelehrsamkeit unci demit wohl auch der JJeberset-
zertatigkeit in Site rex* Seit in Judaea, in jungerer
in Gs'iiiaea "he linden. *■

fe thin.1: that Heumark has conformed the results of hie

excellent- lexical research too much to the outline which he

found in Dalman, namely the distinction "between Judaean and

Galilaean Aramaic. 0 was composed in Babylonia, yet has Au¬

lacan Aramaic as main stocks here Heumark follows Dalaan, hut

from Neuma* k* e own research he knows that the language of 0 is

an artiatie one, based on what is found in the old Pal. tgg.

The old Pal, tgg are composed mainly of Galliaeon Aramaic,

with some Judaean. If 0 is based on these, whence o's Judae-

an Aramaic as O's main stock? However, the lexical work of

Neumark is of good scholarly character, and as will be seen in

our analyses has been well used.

-fe now turn to the views of professor haul K, Kahle,

and refer to the following of his writinges "hsoreten fles

catena XV; IX: Das pa1agtin1 nche Pen.tafouchtar nam« Die In—

I. Ibid., pp. 15f.



lastlnische Punktafion. Dor Bibeltext des Ben Haftali (1930)1^
and The Cairo Geniza (1 )k7s 1959 )*'y^ In the historical devel

opjaent Proi. Kahle agrees sit certain points with Bacher. 0

originated in Babylonia perhaps earlier than the ninth century

because different readings in it refer to the taliuudic acad¬

emies of Sura and Neharden, which latter was destroyed in the

third century. 0 received its subsequent development as well

in Babylonia with reference to the correct Jewish interpreta¬

tion of the Torah, as this has come down in the Bishna and Tal

0 was not accepted in Palestine Before the tenth, cento

ry, because beautiful parchment mas (dated as ninth century

mas) of the old Jerusalem Targusa have come down to us in mss
R

B, C and D of the Cairo Oeniza Fragments.

1. Bhsore ten des Teutons IV: II ... von Paul Kahle,
op. ci t.

2. Paul E. Kahle, D., D. Litt., D. B., B. K. L.f
F. B, A., The Cairo Beniza. The Schweioh Lectures of the
British Academy, 13.yT~* First edition (London: Published ibr
the British Academy by Geoffrey GUmberlege, Oxford University
Press, 1947)> second edition. (Oxford? raail Blackwell, 19595*
Unless otherwise mentioned, the second edition is referred to.
Ibid., oh. Ill, pp. 191 IT.

3. CI. alsoJPaul Kahle, MBas zur Zeit Jesu in Palesti¬
ne gesprochene Arsnaisch, "Theologischo Rundschau. Heue Folge,
Unter Mitwiricung von Gal ter Bauagartner, herausgegeben von
Rudolf Bultmaan (Tubingen: Verlag von J. C. B. Mohr (Paul
Siebeck)), XVII: 1 (192*8), pp. 201-217; and Paul Kahle, "Das
palastinische Pentateuchfargum und das zur Zeit Jesu gespro¬
chene Aramalsch, "Zcituchrii't fur die noutoatnmantliche tie-
senachait una die Kunde dcrr*3,rtercn Kirehe, Begrundet von Er-
win Freuschen, fortgefuhrt von Hans Lietzmana, In Verbindung
salt ./alter Bauer und Joachim Jereaiae, herausgegeben von Wal-
ther El tester (Berlin, w. 35? Verlag Alfred Topelmann), III
1—2 (1956), pp. 100-11$.
h» Kahle, The Cairo Oeniza. on. cit., pp. 19<Vf.
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Palestine. 0 translates closely the He brer? text, ant; gener¬

ally does not contain the additions found In. the Palestinian

targum. This old targur. •we thus have in fragmentary form in

the Cairo Scaiza Fragments. e have this complete targum

however in a codex ws written at the beginning of the sixteenth

century and recently discovered at the Vatican Library by Pro-

lessor A. Dies Macho of Barcelona University. Of this aa

Be ofit! X, Professor liable says*

It was therefore an exceptional event when
Professor A, Dies Macho of Barcelona University dis¬
covered a complete copy of the text of the Palestinian
Targum in MS Heofiti I of the Vatican Library (i^Q
parchment folios) which was written in Rome at the "be¬
ginning of the loth century, making now available to
us this long lost Palestinian Targum-of the Pentateuch
in a way ;<.• had not at all expected.1

However, we have to do with a different recension of text in

I?2, although its Aram, is the same aa that of CO, as Prof.

Macho pointed out in a letter to Prof. Matthew Blacks

Das Aranaisch von Neof. I ist von deraelben
Art wit das Palaatinlsche Targum in den "Masoreten des
Festens", aber die Textrezension stirnmt nicht ganz
uherein.J

This however need not surprise- us, because, as Prof, Hahie

wrote in a letter to Prof. Black, the Palestinian Targum did

not have a fixed text as did Onkelos, But occured in different

text forms*

mm., p. 125.

2, Abbreviation for Heofiti.

p. The letter dated l8.j3.1957 is quoted ins Matthew
■lack, "Die Brforsohung dor buttersprsche Jesu", Otto Diss-
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:ia bestatigt sich, dasa das Palastiniache "a?-
gum in verschiedener Form im Uralauf gewesen 1st, wie
das ja auch bei dem samari teniachen Targum der Fall
ist.1

e also have the FT in the Rabbinical Bibles and in several

rass. This is considered as midrashic material iron the old

Palestinian Targun. A new edition of this important material

is being prepared by the Reverend M. 0. Doubles;2
*e now know the Pragmenten-Targura to be a col¬

lection of Midrashlc material from the Palestinian
Targum which people did not want to lose after the
Targum Onkelos had become the authoritative Targum in
Palestine. I have discussed with Professor II* Black
the importance of a new edition of this Fpagmenten-
Targura on the oasis of the material now available,
and such an edition is now being prepared.5

Of the complete ma add. 27051 (British Museum) of a targum on

the Pentateuch, referred to as Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, it had

been supposed that it was a compilation, made up of 0 for each

Biblical verse and TJ (as preserved in FT, OG, and now also if)
for the aidrashic addition. In 195° Prof. Kahle wrote:

Auch nachher (das Targum Onkelos In Palastina
massgebend wurde) hat man auf das site palastinische
Penta teuohta rgum nicht verzichten wollen urid in dem
sogenannten Pseudojanathan haben wir eine Targumge-
stalt vor uns, in der wir^eine Korapilation aua Targum
Onkelos und den alten palastinischen Pentateuchtargum
2su sehen haben. ^

feldt sum ? Jeburtstag; Theologische Literaturzettung. IX
(f357)» P»

1. Ibid., p. 665, where the letter dated 20.5.1957
is quoted. Of. also Kahle, The Cairo C-enisa. op. alt*, p.
202. ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~

2. St. Andrews University Doctoral Dissertation,, in
preparation,

5» Kahle, The Cairo Genlaa? op. cit.B p. 202.



69.
This conclusion wis only tentative however, and calls for the

thorough comparison of PJ with the other tg fragments* and es¬

pecially with the new as Heofiti li

Hitherto it has "been supposed that this Targum
(pseudo-Jonathan) was made up of the Targum Qn&elos in
which material from the Palestinian Targum had "been
inserted. As we now have complete copies of "both
these Targums, we are interested to see how far the
Palestinian Targum may have "been modified in this pro¬
cess. "s must not forget, however, that the Pales¬
tinian Targum of the Pentateuch never had an official,
uniform text? there were always different texts in
existence. le must not think that the single pre¬
served manuscript, (Add ZJ 051 of the British Museum)
which was published "by M. Oinaburgcr, Berlin l^OJ,
contains all that ever existed in the Targum pseuoo-
Jona than. *

The ancient character of parts of PJ is pointed out. In the

Palestinian Targum and in PJ there are interpretations which

are rejected "by official Jewish interpretation such as found

in the Mishna.

Te still find in this Targum. (PJ) all sorts
of interpretations rejected in the normative writings
of the Jews such as the Mishna; they go back there¬
fore to an earlier time.

An example of this is the nention of "the highpriest Johanan"i

Km K2PD pnv at D 95.ll. In Jewish writings this io the

4. Hasoreten dee Testeas iVs von Paul Kahle,
op. ci t., p. 12 . Of. Kahle, 'wDas pa las t inisc he Pentateuch-
targum und das zur Seit Jesu gesprocheae Aramaisch, "ZNtKAE,
XL, 1-2 (195S)# °p« j P* "•••da es aich hier (bei
PJ) urn die Kinarbeitung des palaetinischen Pen tateuchtargums
in das Targum Onkelos tendelt". The words in the parentheses
are mine.

1. Kahle, The Cairo Genlza, on. cit.. p. 202; the
material in parenthesee" "is' mine.

2, Ibid., p. 205l the material in parentheses is mine.
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usual designation of John Hyreanue (135-105 I. C.), to whom

no reference was made after hie death.- Of this passage, A.

T. Olmatead, who is quoted "by Prof. Kahle says;

That this is the prayer of a contemporary for
John Hyrcanus immediately after the conquest of the
Samaritans, is Bpeoifically indicated. That this is
not a part of the original text should he equally
clear from the eon text} the original must "be earlier
than, the interpolation, and, as found in the fragments
(i.e. the Vragmen ten-Targum), must therefore he not
later than the "beginning of the second pre-Christian
century.2

It is clear that parts of PJ are very old, and form a portion

of the old Palestinian Pargum of the Pentateuch.

In an article entitled, "Hote sur 1*utilisation dee

fragments do la Oenlxa du Cairo pour 1*etude du Targum Pales-

tlen'% Dr. lead® Bloch compares the targun texts at Jen. 38.

17-50.3 Besides PJ (named ITgJ), "FT (named 2TgJ), and 0

(named TO), t.?o main mas are used: Oxford As He';, e. fol.

06-^7 (named GTgJs "fragment d*Oxford du furgun de Jerusa¬

lem" and Cambridge. fa//lor- ;chechoerK Bo. of. 5a-3b (named

1. Irid., pp. 202f.

2. I have copied Prof, icahle's quotation of OELmstead
as on p. 205 of The Cairo Coniza. Reference is made there
to A. A. ©Instead, "Gould an Aramaic Gospel ue written?"
Journal of amy a as a:, rn A Sudden, Chicago, I (l%2), p. 12.

5. Henee HLoch, 'htfote sur 1'utilisation dec fragments
de la Cenlza du Caire pour l'etude du Targum palostien, "Revue
des Ltudes Juives. Publication Periodique de la Societe des
Ptudes Juives. Houvelle Serie (Paris» A la Librairie Durla-
cher, 11*2, Rue du Paubours-Catnt-Denis;, XIV (GXIV) (Janvier-
D^ceabre 1955)» VP* 5—35*

k» Ibid », p* 8.
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GTgJ; "fragment de Cambridge du Targum de Jerusalem"}."1
These latter two mss are those published as ass E and I) of" the

Cairo Qeniza Fragments, reap.2
At the conclusion of the study Dr. Bloch makes certain

tentative remarks, which she wishes not to be taken as conclu¬

sions s

II ne s'agit pas ici d'une conclusion, mais
seuleiaent de quelques remarqucs finales, easentiel-
dement provisoires.3

The two 0(1 mas and FT are seen to he fragments of the Pales¬

tinian Targum. Prof. Kahie ie followed in that this Targum

is seen as a tradition within which many forms existed, and

which had no official text, such as o had;

Ces quatre textes different "oeaucoup entre
eux (2 CG mss, FT and PJ). Lea deux fragments de la
Gteniaa du Oaire sont assess prochee l*un dc I'autre,
tant pour la langue que pour les traditions qu'ils
refl&tent. *»• (Sn) 2TgJ ... le texte correspond par-
faitement, pour forme et pour le fond, a ceiui des
fragments de la Qeniza du Oaire, aurtout, seiable- t-i"i,
a colui de Cambridge... One des conotatations les
plus importantes que suggere ce "Coup de sonde" ae
rapporta enfin a la notion raecie du "Targum palestin-
ien". Nous eommeo, sans aucun doute, en face, non
pac d'un texte eonGtltud*, etabli a la maniere d'un
Targum official comae celul d'Onqelos, male, aur un
fond de tradition commune, d'un ensemble de recensions
dont la forme et le detail sorit^ tres variables. II
ne faudrait done pas chereher la lea variantes d'un
texte unique, mala diverses formes d*expression "llot-
tantes" d'une tradition commune tranamise surtout sous
forme de predication oral© clans les synagogues, et qui,
"''fa en raiaon de son caraciere aggadique, <!tait sus-

1 • J, u jo» , p . 0

2. ilasoreten des Fes tens XV; II ... von Paul Kahle,
op* cit., reap. pp. 42ff. and lof.

% Bloch, pp. cit., p. 29.
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ceptible de reeevoir des developpements et des enrich-
isaeinents varies® 2-

PJ is seen as a later stage of the development of the Pales¬

tinian Targum, There is influence of 0 in PJ. However, a-

part from the Babylonian Aramaic influence upon PJ (from 0),
the basis of PJ represents the haggadic tradition of the Pal¬

estinian Targum:

p'aggada contenue dans ces deux fragments (de
la Genisa du Caire) est nettemeni moins developpee
que cellc de ITgJ, ee qui semble indiquer que oe der¬
nier represente un etat plus tardif de la tradition
palestinienne et un texte de;}©. remanie ... Oe que les
variantes de ITgJ par rapport &ux fragments d*Oxford
et de la Cambridge at tea tent en tout cag clairorient,
e'est I1influence exercee eur le texte actuel de ITgJ
par TO, bale il importe, pour clarifier le problems
du Targum palestinien, de distinguer nettement cette
influence Unguistique babylonlennc et le iond aggadi-
que palestinien fld&Lement conserve par lTgJ. Les
fragments etudies attestant elairement le capactere
palestinien des traditions que eharrie ITgJ.2

Recently p. (irelot accepted Professor Kahle's views of

the relationships of the Pent, tgg, as a working hypothesis, in
_ /

his study "Les Targums de Pen tateu quo. Etude comparative

d'apres Qen&se, IV, On the basis of this passage, he

finds these views agreeable as a working hypothesis, and expands

them 8 omewhat.

This working hypothesis is as follows: Par and 00 are

remains of the Pal. tg. The par recension was made when Ara¬

maic was still spoken in Palestine, well before the seventh

X. Ibid.. pp. JOfj the material in parentheses is mine.

rbid*, pp. 30f.

3. Oemitlca IX (1953)* pp. 59-38.
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century. 0, later than theae in origin, was made and first

received as a canonical tg in ~>abylonia. PJ is the latest

recension, depending upon "both the Pal. tg and upon Os

1?influence d© TO sur TJ1 (i.e. PJ, ci!. p.
59), reconnaissaPle en aaints endroifs, nontrerait
dans ce dernier Uoeuvre la plus rdcente, reposant
a Is fols sur TO et sur TP ("le Tar gum palest!en"
i.e. 0G-, cf. p. 60)~?J ("1© Tar gum Jerushalmi, i.e.
Par, and new also if, cf. p. £>0},1
Orelot feels that 03 ie the oldest available source

"because it represents the most ancient ma we have in this tra¬

dition. ill other sources TJX (i.e. PJ), TJ2 (i.e. Par) and

TJN (i.e. N) have "been copied and recopied through the ages

by scribes who knew 0, and perhaps also other recensions o f

TJ than those they were copying. Therefore any conclusions

about par and N must be made with much cautions

II a done pu y avoir contamination lateral©
des fcextes, non seulement par alig&emeiit intontionnel,
ranis sur tout pre1 reminiscences involuntalres about—
issant k modifier telle expression ou telle ortho-
graphe. Brer, ce qui n*est qu*un aspect de la tra¬
dition orale (la m^moire vivente) a pu influer sur la
tradition manuscrlte. Be ce- fait, 11 ne f&udra pas
s'aventurer dans dee solutions trop rlgides ou trop
tranches quand on s'eiforcera d'etablir la g^ne'a-
logie dec t.extee.:

On the 'basis of a study of the Cain and Abel story

only, the following conclusions arc reached as a working hypo¬

thesis i 00 is the oldest evidence of a pal. pent. tg. Of

this tradition of TJ, two further streams have come down; IT,J

1. lIHaT., p. 60; the material in parentheses is nine.

2. Ibid., p.
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or TJN (i.e. il) and 2 TJ or TJ2 (i.e. rap). The "Additions

communes a TJN et TJ2"-5- are due to a common stock such as TJ.

Jhen 0 "borrows from this tradition be borrows from the Par

"branch, whereas PJ seems to depend upon the N branch. Thus

there are agreements between 0 and Par against agreements be¬

tween the Hebrew, li and PJs "Accords T0-TJ2 centre Heb-TJN

et Ps-J".2 PJ rests as well on 0 and on certain Mldraehlm.

Diagrammatically Orelot represents this working hypothesis as

follows*2

TP—(TPG i.e. 0<3)

I
TJ

The limitation of this wo rking hypothesis is that it

is based on a study of only one passage. However, quite a-

part from this, one criticism must be made of Grelot's study.

His analysis of the passage in Genesis k»3~lb is too much in¬

fluenced by the starting hypothesis. For instance, agree¬

ments of Par or M with 0 are thought to be due to the copying

U Ibid, y p. 85.

2* ibid.. p. 85,
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and recopying of Par or N "by scribes who were very familiar

with 0, When however, it comes to finding similarities

between 0 and ?J, then this is not ascribed to a similar

copying of PJ, but is thought due to PJ*a borrowing from 0.

This would seem due to an overdependence upon the starting

hypothesis.

We now turn to the close analysis of the language and

traditions of the Pseudo-Jonathan Targum in its relationship

to fargua Onkielos with reference to the other pentateuchal

tar.gums, such as the mas and edltlo nrlace-ps of the Fragment

Targum, the Cairo Oeniza Fragments, Ms lioofiti 1 and the

important mar gins of Ma Ueofiti 1*



CKAPTSR II

'2m vsu&ES PROP/®

The analysis of the Pseudo-Jonathan. Targus. and its re¬

lationship to 'Targum Onkelos with reference to the other

Pentateuehal targums has been divided into the treatment of

the verses pro oar (chapter II) and the targuntc addi fcions

(chapter III). Following the cone insi on (chapter IV), the

text of the extant targuns is given in parallel columns

(chapter V) relating to the passages discussed.

Of the Pentateuchal targuns considered, TarguE. Onkelos

(0), Targum Pseudo-Jonathan (PJ), and Ms Neofiti 1 (if) cover

the whole of the pentatouchj and xs Paris 110 of the Fragment

Targum (Par)^ and the Cairo Oenlssa Fragments (CO) only refer

to portions of the Pentateuch. Of most importance for this

study are the passages where we have the text of these five

targums for comparison. This is the case where both fragment¬

ary targmas (par and CO) are present, A description of the

analyses of all these passages would not only lead to cumber-

1. Variants from the other mas of the Fragment Targum,
as given in 3insburger*s edition (Das Fragmenteathargum ...

von Ginaburger, op. cit.) are taken into account as well.
These mas are; Codex Vaticanus J+ifO (Vat; for a ^description
cf. ibid.. pp. Vlf.) Codex Norimnergensis or Nurnberg (Nor;

cf. ibid., pp. VIIIf.), Codex Lipsiensie or Leipzig (Lips;
cf. ibid., pp. IX f.); and the mso containing only a few frag¬
ments, e.g.; Codex Paris 75 (cf. ibid.. p. XI), Godex Vind.
(lien; of. Ibid., p. XI), and Codices Oxford sub Ho. 2505 and

(cf. ibid.. p. XII). The editio princeps of the Billla
Ral b ini ca ' (Ven ice; Bomberg), 151^/17 has also been used.
The abbreviation employed for this work is Lorn,
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some repetition of the evidence, oof would sCL ao extend "beyond

the physical magnitude of the present writing, To avoid

these, we include in this wor.h the analyses of all passages

hich have signiiicant evidence, and the study of only e lim¬

ited number of passages which show identical results. Thus

. e include the following passages? Genesis* i(.,7~lO, lb; 7,10

3.1; 9.20; 23.17; 2y. 1$, 17; kk-l'% 13-19; hcodue

13.1-23; 20.1-3, 11-16, 25-26; 21.13, 20, 2y; 22.12, 17-15;

Leviticus^ 22,27; 23.29, 32J^ Deuteronomy^ 27.6;

We now turn to the verses proper of these passages.

0 if.7-10. 16 relates the story of Cain and Abel. In O 4.7,

"der Wunfelste Vers ... dt.. kinesis'",7 there 3 good evidence

that 0 is different from PJ" on the one hand, and yet is in¬

fluenced "by the tn :.guas ITT, "f, Bo.,-.,. GG and . In the first

*

"T7 Genesis is hereafter abbreviated as Q,

«-• 1 ixodus t.i hereafter abbreviated re .

3. Leviticus is hereafter abbreviated as L.

A. Hufibers is abbreviated as :i»

5. .Deuteronomy is hereafter abbreviated as D,

6, This limitation has excluded the analyses of the
following passages from icing recorded in this writing: G 29,
22; 30.ll, 22, 27? 31.7, 3, 15, 22, 39; 32.16, 26-27; 34.
12; 35.9; 37.25, 3^5 3-23-26; 33.10; £6.3,9; 7.15,
19; 1 .1-26.

7« L. Otto Procicsch, lie Genesis. uborsetzt und crh-
lart, zweite und dritte Autls'-e. (: and Is amentag jsuft
Alten Testament, herauugegeben Von :.ah. Ions.-Wat D» Di". "~*rnst
Se IXin) U-^ipaig, Erlangen: A. La ichertso he Verlagsbuo hhand-
lung Dr. erner Scholl, 1924), p. ,17.
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three phrases, which read in MP, RSYs "If yon do well, will

you not "be accepted? And if yon do not oil, ... for "you

do well" 0 has twice a'QIfl, while all other five tgg have

(with minor variations in spelling)» 0 has the oh.

Impf. formed from the root rno,1 hut the others have the Aph.

Impf. formed from the root 3*0?.^ In this form 0 stands

alone and PJ stands ith our four remaining Pal. tgg.5
P. arelet, in his analysis of this verse in. the article "Lee

Tar gums de Pentateuque. Etude comparative d*apres Genese,

IV, 3-16"overlooks this important evidence of difference

in spelling. As a matter of fact, he lists 0 at this point

as p'v:"h,5 which can he nothing hut an error. either Ber¬

liner's edition, nor that of Sperher lists this reading at
£

this point.

1. Hugo Odeberg, The lo Portions of bereshit
Rai'ba ith Grararaar of Galijaean Aramaic, Volume II: Shox^t
grammar of Gallla.ean Aramaic (.iundt 0. . :. Gleerupj ™
Leipzig:" Otto Ha'rrassowitz, 1939}? PP. 27ff.

2. Ibid., p • 2if: f.

5, Rabb. Dr. J. Levy, Ghaldaisch.es Torterhuch uber die
Targuialra und einen orossen Theil deo RaWlnischen' S'chriTi'iTnumo.
in swei Bahde "(Leipzigt "' Ve'ri'a",: von Baumgartner'a Buchhandlung,
Is 1867, lis 1868), I, pp. 292, 296, 555. Jastrow, on. cit..
PP. 5^1 * 576.

if. P. arelot. "Lea Targuras de Pentateuque, Etude com-
parative d'apres Genese, IV, 3-l£*» Semitica IX (1959). PP.
59-85.

3# 10id», p. •

6* fag gum Qnkelos ... von Berliner, pip, cit.. and The
Pentateuch Ac corning to Targun Onkolos ... "by Sperber, op.""
cit.""
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Poi? "if" 0 twice used the Hebr. pg I3* Par 110, Bom,
OS and N have ps or ]K J PJ has in the first instance
and |' K in the second, 'This first instance in PJ see ma at

first sight to be an influence from 0. But when, we remember

that this is the beginning of the verse (the second word), it

is clear that this may easily be the Kebr. beginning of the

verse, Whereas the editor did not repeat the Aram, after it,

because of the similar ity between the Hebr. and the Aram.

Grelot takes the ]5K ... 38 of PJ as evidence that PJ is a com¬

pilation., now following 0, then following the other tgg.2
However, in view of what we have said above, this need not be

the case at all.

For "will you not be accepted", representing the KTs
BK: t9 all six tgg read, "it will be forgiven you". To this

1. Kail Brederek, Konkordanz sua Tar gum Oakeloa.
(Beiheft IX zur Zeitschrift^fur die alt teatameatliehe %aBen-
Bebaft) (Glessen? Alfred Topelaann, vo ranis 'J, Richer* sche
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1906), pp, 7, ly8f: 0 only useorH for
Efips • The Aramaic}»x orjK for "if" does not occur in 0.
Cf. Jastrow, op. cit.. p. 52; Levy, op. cit.. I, p. 7/)$ and
D, Dr. D, Gust© f H. Da loan, A ramaiac h-Neu het ra i sche s Hand wor-
terbuch aw Tar gum. Talmud unci 1'ldrasch, dritte unveranderte
Auflage mTt Lexi'kon d'er Alii rev iaturen von 1. H, Handler und
einem Verzeichnis der Mischna-Abschnitte (Gottingen, Verlog
von Kduard Pfeiffer, 1938; Anhang? Frankfurt a. Main; J,
Kauffmann Verlag, 1922), p. 16s as for "if" is a Hebr. word,
not attested in Aramaic, except once in Ven } at ps 81,9.
The ma evidence here laps .

2. Grelot, op. cit., p. 69
5. Koehler und Baumgartner, Lexicon etc.f op. ait.„ p.

w353 lists the noun as: X. -.'rhebung, Auffahrenj 2. Trotz, from
*

? "heben, hochhebon, usw," (ibid., pp. ). Gerhard
von Had, Das Prate Buch Hose, Genesis, 4.., durchgesehene Au¬
flage. Das Alte Tea Lament Deutach. Ileues Gottlnger Birelwerk,
herausgegeben von olkmar Heratrich und Artur elser (Gottin-
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PJ adds the subject "your guilt". Clearly, o is not a true

rendering of the text here, hut tea "been influenced fay the

tel. tg tradition, of which PJ is a part. Also orelot says

that 0 refashioned the Hefar. here, because the Hefar. is incom¬

prehensible, on the base of the Jer. tg tradition. Of PJ

G-relot says that it followaO, in turn. Surely this is a cir¬

cular argument. The evidence can also mean that PJ stands

with the Pal. tg tradition md that 0 draws upon this whole

tradition. This interpr*. tat ion of the evidence seems more

probable when we realise the difference between 0 and : J in

the use of the verb "to do well" and when we note the evidence

relating to "if" explained ol ove. About the phrase

you do not do your work, well in this world, until the day of

the great judgment your sin is reserved, and at the door of

your heart sin lies" in PJ, Orelot says, "te-J abandonne eett©
\ X

fois TO pour auivre pas a pas f'J (noter le maintion deJ'K )".J'
gut wc have seen that U stands v.ith the f&l. tg tradition,

and in case of the verb "to do well" is different from 0, as

is also the case with "if". It is necessary to see the evi¬

dence clearly, and not oh the basis of a hypothesis that J J is

a compilation .tedc up of 0 and of the Pal. tgg.^
The last three phrases of this verse, MT, HSV, "sin is

gen: Vandenhoeck t Rupreeht, 1956), p. ■'} translates, "'kanriot
du eo fret erheben*".

1. irelot, 00. cjt.. p. 69,
■

• X'-'XC*» P• 7$*



couching at the doorj its desire is for you, hut you must

master it"* are translated by PJ, Per,, Boa, CO and. H» 0 does

not translate them, "but has the addition which the five pal.

tgg insert 'before the verse*s translation. In so doing 0 adds
o

a phrase not found in the other tgg, as well.

In o 4,3 there is no real evidence that PJ bar "been in¬

fluenced "by O. It is quite clear that PJ here stands with the

other Pal, tgg, no differs from 0.

Twice we find that PJ uses the same forms as 0, against

the other tavgumss ''his brother" (2.x) in 0 and PJ *mr?K, and

in the others 'IJJK j and "and he killed him" 0 and J J n*V»©j?lf
and in the others n'n' 75}j?1* Grelot takes this as evidence

that pj borrowed from 0, tut. admits that there is no other in¬

dication iii this verse that 0 influenced PJ® In the remainder

of this verse PJ either follows the Pal. tgg or gives his own

renderings;

Quant a Ps-J, il pro's en te une characters mix-
te. kn gros, 11 suit TP-TJ, come au v. 7® Oepen-
dant, dVune part, TO n'est pas ignore; * mris au lieu
de *"»nx , D'autre part, le redacteur fait plusicurs
fois cavalier seul.3

~

1. Hermann Gunkel, Genesis, ubersetst una ericlart,
Handkoaimc-ntar zun Altcn Testament, I, 1, heyausgegeben von J>.
T*"owa'ck "(Gottingen; Vandenhoeck ft Huprecht, l'^Ol), p. y)t

reads for nf ~7 , "at the door" ! 5?sll,» farVcan;, "you must be
master"s oVwn f holding that "daojlbrige ist wol unheilbar",
and translating; M,lasst du ee hkngen'I — —— — du soil-
test aher *Frieden ait Ihm halten*• " This emendation of the
last phrase must be rejected, inasmuch the Kebr. phrase aa it
stands resembles that of G J,lb.

2. Of. elo b pp. 250ff.

% Grelot* 02* cit.. p. Jl,
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It is however not necessary to take the evidence of "his

"brother" and "and he killed" in this way, as is clear from

the following.

First, the third masc. sing, suffix for the noun

""brother" is in the dialect of Targum Onkelos whereas in

the language of the Palestinian tgg it can be either ?fl or

*. In the latter dialect which la that of Baresh.it Rabba

both endings are used.* The form *mnK is alao used in the

Tosephta of this verse, in cod. Ox. 2^05, which carries the

title 1'nK ban Vk pp idk'i pios cm in.2 "e thus

see that is the only form used by 0 for this suffix. The

suffix used by PJ here ia one of the two possible suffixes

used in. the Aram, of the Pal. tgg and Dereshit Rabba, the

other suffix being *.

Second, whether aand he killed him" is expressed by

the verb and the attached suffix, or by the verb plus an inde¬

pendent n' and suffix, can be no proof of anything. both

ways of expression are used in all our targums. The above

mentioned "Targum Jerushalai" in cod. Ox. 2JO5 agrees with PJ

at this point, and has n'btppl.2 Q^elot overlooks this possi-

1'." Odeborg, on. cit., II, p. k and Oustaf Daiaan, Gram¬
ma tik des Judi ech-In last l!iTac hen Ararnalaqh, ibich den Idlomcn
des palastinischen Talmud» des Onkefos'targuia"""undt Prophetentar-
gum und dev Jerusalemiachen Targuroe. bin unverandertcr photo-
mechaniseher Nachdruck der 2., vermehrten und vielfach umgear-
beiteten Auflage (Darmstadtt ' "issenschaftliche Buchgesell-
sohaft, l^bQ), p. 5^5* Gi. G 8.1s 'niomo, in his good
mercies,

2. Das Fragmententhavgua ... von Giasburger, op. cit..
p. 72.
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bility.

Third, that minor agreements in forms like these are

no more than a coincidence is shown by the fact that alt,-:) one

or more 01 our other turgomo have minor agreements with o,

where i'-j does not agree ,-ith C. For instance la "..•Cain,

said to Abel" r-Hs van ?K | o, par, Bom, CO and I? have VanV 5

PJ only ant uniquely has 72H Jil? . ; relet admi Is that this

is unique evidence in PJ, "hut thinks that it may he a mechan¬

ical rsaembariiig on the part of the scribe of the same unique

rendering of PJ in verso seven ("and unto thee will be its de¬

sire"}!

...lc redacteur fait plueieuro fois cavalier
aeul. fis 8a,Van niV peut Stre une reminiscence
maehinale de Yd (ffiilV , special a Ps-J).l

BUt we need not explain the evidence in this May. PJ has a

unique reading here, and may well represent one stream of the

Pal. Pent, tg tradi tion, whereas the other pal. tgg represent

another Branch of that tradition. This is very likely in

view of the fact that the Pal. tradition of the Pent, ugg was

not a codified or authorised one, hut existed in many differ¬

ent moras. The a :;reement "between par, Bom, GQ and if on the

one hand and 0 on the other need be no more than a coinci^

donee, of the sane kind ss ahot occurring between PJ end 0 at

certain points. In RSVs "and -uhtttt they wore ig£ the field"

(i.S liti "And it came to pass in their being in the field"),

~

T. "ireTot, ou. cit., p. 71,
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1IT, 0 and N have 3J PJ, Pap, Bora and GGs V>. The 3 in H is

very awkward here "because our five Pal, Pent, tgg reads w when

the two of them had gone out to (the face of) the field".

Toward the end of the verse, after the additions, this phrase

is repeated in our five pal. Pent, tag; "...they -ere quar¬

reling upon the face of the field". Here Par, Bom, GO and if

have 3s "in the face ox the field", arid only PJ has

Grelot thinks that the 3 in 11 in the first mention of Gain

and Abel going out to the field may be due to the second ren¬

dering of this phrase, later in the verse: "in the face of

the field": "...maia c*eat probabloment une contamination due

a &£. This explanation is quite possible, in which case

there is no relationship of dependence between C and N. It

can also be explained by the possible attempt of B to remain

close to the Hebr. This is characteristic of the Pal. fgg,

as we shall see in the following pages, Bven in this verse,

N uses a Hebrew word, agreeing with the 'Mi in "Cain rose up

against hie brother Abel", MT, Hi ^ } 0: 3 (some iaae V,
others ^ ) j PJ, Par, Bom and CGs TV. (are-lot does not men-

O

tion this evidence).** In either case, PJ agrees with par,

Bom, and CO, and is different from 0.

Fourth, there is good evidence in this verse proper

that PJ stands with the Pal. Pont, tg ;, in agreeing with its

tradition or in offering unique particulars in that tradition:

1. 1 t)iq ,, p, X .

2* Ibid.. p. 77, under verse 8q.
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.here Mr reads literally, "And it case to pass In their being

in the field", 0 translates this literally, "but PJ agrees with

the four Pal, Pent, tggt "And it came to pass when the two of

them went out ..." Orelot says that- in these main parts PJ

"follows" the Pal. tradition; "Ka gros il suit TP-.'J, come

au v0 7*w* must however simply admit here- that the ren¬

dering of PJ is equal to those of 'par, Bom, OG, and H. After

the additions in. the five tggf PJ, Par, Bom, OG and N, a sim¬

ilar phrase is repeated. But here again there is no trace of

0 in PJ. PJ reads there with the other four tgg, Bind they

were quarreling". Again, 0 usee for "the field"; K^pn for
the MT i n*|5? • P5" however uses twice SID and once KID 'DDK ,

agreeing with the other four tgg, which have three times>lK

KID . Grelot does not discuss this as a case where PJ stands

with the Pal. tgg, but points out that PJ twice corrects the

KID »DXV of Par, Bo% GO and N toKDdV • The correction is

said to remind of the insertions of readings of the San. Pent,

frn n ro'PD }» followed by the LAX, Syriac, Old latin and the

Vulgate (egredlaaur foraa), which would suppose an emended

Hebr. oi'pn'? %
Puis h deux reprises on axinV au lieu de»3KV

tiiij (TPX, TJjf, TJ2), correction qui rappelle de tres
pres la Vulgate "egredlemur (sic) foras" et lfheb.
suppose fin*? . T

Grelot seems to overlook the third instance of this expression

1. Ibid., p, 71.

2. Ibid., pp. 70fj TKf refers to GG, TJ» to N, and
Tjg to Par.
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•where PJ is equal to par, Bom, CO, and ft, arid has the full

phrase. The evidence in qj cation, *??© hold, is that PJ is a

part of the same tradition as par, Bom, GO, and ft, in general

here, though not literally adhering to It in all three cases.

At any rate, PJ is different from 0. To the preposition in

"And Gain rose up a -oinst his "brother Abel* we have already

referred above, under point three. The evidence is the same.

There are also evidences in this verse where PJ has a

unique tradition, differing from 0 and also from the Pal,

Pent. tgg. It would still belong to the Pal, Pent tg tradi¬

tion, "because this tradition is not a unified whole "but has

differences within It. o referred above to the prepositions

in RSVs "And Gain said to Abel", and again in PJ: "upon the

face of the field" (point three). ® conclude once more that

it is not necessary to any that PJ is influenced by 0 in this

verse, as we similarly need not assume that there is influence

of 0 upon Par, Boa, CO, and N here. Any slight similarity

between any of the five pal. tgg and 0 can be due either to a

close adherence to the Hebr. text by both the five pal. tgg

and 0, or to mere coincidence. PJ stands with the other four

tggs Par, Bom, GG, and ft in the pal. Pent, tg tradition, which

largely agrees among its members, but also displays individual

differences. Grelot, as we have seen, underlines in this

verse the suffixes of "his brother" and "he killed him5',

where PJ and 0 are the samej and minimizes all the evidence

where PJ stands with Par, Bora, CO, and ft. The moat that is
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said of the latter Is that the*© PJ "follows5' the Pal. tradi¬

tion. ;e must v ject these judgments, "because they depend

too heavily upon the working hypothesis that PJ is made up of

"both the Pal. tgg and of 0.

In G k»9 there are a number* of agreements "between 0

and PJ, and also between 0 and the other targums. In E8V

the verse readss 'Then the Lord said to Gain, """here is Abel

your "brother?" He said, "I do not know J am I my brother's

keeper?1" "there is" is in W!t ; 0, PJ and Pari ]& %

GO, Ni K>in 1K (Mi "*i;i ln )♦ Par and : J both are like 0.

The omission of*1'"5 by Par, is taken by Grelot as a variant

of Par to the basic CO text, which latter doe® have • It

is thought that o corrects this basic GG text, leaves out
^ tea «ww1

, and comes in closer conformity with the Hebr.s "Ce fond

est corrige pax* TO, qui le rapproche de I'hebreus omission

de It is thus easy to assume that PJ follows the

corrected text of 0. Is this not a complicated argument,

made on the basis of the hypothesis that PJ follows 0? The

easier interpretation of the facts, which we put forward, is

the more probablei PJ and par form one stream of Pal. tradi¬

tion on this point. 0 has followed this form rather than

that of GG or N. "I do not know" in Mis 'ASH* SV iB trans¬

lated in our targuas with a participles 0, PJt K? ,

par, GG and Ns y r' "a3a • Here 0 and PJ are in agreement

against the other targums. The difference of construction

_

i. ibid., p. J),
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is slight however. hmtn here, arelot thinks that 0 changed

the Male 00 text here to conform move closely to the Hebrew*

presumably, P3 would follow the correction of G« But we note

that the difference "between o-KT -Arid Pa**CJa-K io not great#

On the other hand, all five of these tgg (0, PJ, Par, Co, and

:•{) use the i'art. and are thus equally removed froa the \U

which uses the pert, tease. The evidence dicta tee us not to

think that PJ followed the correction of 0, hut rather that

PJ on the one hand '' -,7 ) and Par, CO, and M on the other

f?1f' X5X n*,:' ) are in the Pal. tradition, which is different
from the Pi (Perf.) here. 0 is equally different from the

W9 ana follows the reading of the PJ form of the pal. tradi¬

tion, rather than that of the rai?«CM Branch of that tradi¬

tion. Cain's question io expressed in ;.?f, 0, Par, CO and U

"by the prefixed*1 or, but PJ only uses—which intro¬

duces a question to which a negative answer is presupposed.

Jill targuns agree with o, except r-j. Orelot notes that PJ

stops from following the new translation 0 at this point,

giving its am form in one ease, and modifying the spelling of

0 in the others

etc I'hebree
n»V jl

Co fond cot oorrlge par TO, qui le rapprocho
reus ... xasrc* sV au lieu de la periphrane

J en mod
grasaaati

X# xoxo.., p. 75»

2# Ibid.. p. 79.



c hold that ?J presents a unique reading of the Pal. tradi¬

tion at this point. The phrase, "my brother's keeper" is

rendered by nouns in Pars KHQ2 » QG» »nK*T n'h*}J3 and

Ms ^nK-l KTH23 • 0 and PJ like IS have the participlei T:

•>nK -|?Dv;n» 0: ?nx 18 3 n» PJj 'OK 1»G3 • As was indicated

above, Grelot noted that PJ had modified the grammatical form

oi 0, Moreover, the similarity between 0 and PJ, as opposed

to Par, CO, and N, is very small, and is of the same kind as

similarities occurring in other passages between 0 and one or

more of the tggs Par, bom, CG, and H,

In > if, 10 this same kind of mixed evidence appears,

U8V reads: *And the Lord said, "'.hat have you done? The

voice of your "brother's blood is crying to me from the

ground"1 • The spelling for "what" is the same in 0 and Par:

8D differing from i'T, PJ, GG and Ms nD» This difference of

spelling is not mentioned by Orelot, and is probably taken as

"Mises a. part lea variantes purement orthographiques,,,"~

Tor "blood" par, Boa, CG and S use KQTK, used only in the

Jerusalem tgg2, 0 and PJ use □"!, But the latter two are not

the same, 0 uses the singular and PJ and bT use the plural

noun. In biblical Hebrew either the singular or the plural

of the noun "blood" can be used in the meaning of human blood

shed by violence. In Aramaic the singular is generally used,

1, ibid.. p. 79,

2, Levy, op, cit.. I, o» 10,

5, Kochler and Baumgartner, Lexicon etc,, op, cit.,
p. .212, ,



arid only here and in. the following verse in PJ do we find the

plural used in this meaning,1 probably as an imitation on the

part of FJ of the • PJ is ;hus different from 0, in that

PJ follows more closely the fi, a characteristic of the Pal.

tradition, which we shall note from time to time. Orclot

does not mention the difference of number between 0 and PJ,

and simply takes this as an instance where PJ follows 0:

"Ps-J suit partiellement TO (cf. les cinq premiers mots)..."2
For "you have done" PJ, Par, bom, GG and N use thein^ form

and 0 the Kill35? form of the second person ma sc. sing, of the

Perfect verb. Grelot overlooks this important difference be¬

tween PJ, Par, Bom, CO, and il on the one hand and 0 on the

other.J PJ also agrees with Par, GO and H in the choice of

m: for "to cry* • 0 uses here , Mi pFS . Grelot holds

here that 0 lenew the Pal. tradition, but changed I'Hlt. to

p 'hlch is a change to juridical language. "' I .. is im¬

portant to note that in this significant word choice (nix ) pj

stands with the- Pal. tgg, whereas o uses >2p, Vsr. in the

meaning "to cry out, complain1' is not used in the al. tgg,

with the exception of J 22.2b, where PJ uses It. G however

uses both and ^^••• for the IS1 , "to cry out"j5 N uses

1. Jas'trow, op. cit., p. 312 ^bd Levy, on. oil., I,
PP. 1/Sf.

2, brelet, 0£. cit., p. J).

J. Pbid., p. 79-

h. Ibid., p. 79.
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rm oalyf1 GO uses tils only;2 ana I'M »s©e mx ;encrallyt and

once *?3j? ( 22.26), and .vice fAB (:> 22,24, 27). The latter

word only occurs la the Jet. Hea.ee PJ sad the other

pal, tg& stand firmly in ttvt pal. Peat, tg tradition here.

In summary of the evidence of this verse (0 4.10), m

refer once more to Qrclo t. 'die la f t .r says that PJ follows

0 in the first live uordo of the verse, without leering cosa-

pletely the Pal, tradition, though in PJ the central emphasis

of the verse is changed 3^
ps-J suit partielleisent/fO (cf, left cinq pre¬

miers mots), sane ignore? oonplofoment la tradition
de T.T (emploi do |*(!U \ ma is 11 aocommodc a sa fnpoa
le centre du verBet.,,5

Our objective analysis lias shown that there can only be two

points of evidence in this verse which may be ta&en that rj

borrowed from 0, The first evidence is that of the word for

blood, "but as we have seen, even lie re there is a difference

between 0 and KT.!;> The second evidence is indirect, and op-

pears where Par, GO and !i insert two or three words in the

> 't^e'Serek, on. ci t., p. 100.
1. At the following passagess 0 27.54; 4-1.551 •"♦ 5*

8, 15; 22.22, 26; II 11,2; I) 22.24, 2/.

2. At the two passages, out of those .mentioned in
tat. one s where GO is present 3 '.j 2if. . 22,

5. Levy, OS* oit.. IT, p. 25J. PJ at a 22,20; 52.
10; D 22.24, 2/; of the other pal. tgg, only ?i tea the addi¬
tion at 3 22.27* and there nsesnu .

4* This refers to the addition in this verse, for
which Cf, below, chapter III, p. 25?f.

5, irelot, alt.. p, 7$,



reading, aa compared with O-PJ. "Here 0 and PJ read, "what

have you done", Par has, "what is it that you have done" and

CO- and H have, "what is this that you have done". "e do not

consider this indirect evidence "by itself very convincing.

It is here equally possible that PJ in its stream of Pal.

Pent. tg tradition had a shorter version, closer to the Febr.,

which is preferred "by 0. Ilence, these two points cannot he

taken as evidence that P»T is influenced by 0. e must look

at other evidence to determine the nature of PJ in this verse.

8uch evidence is found in other parts of this verse. The

first point ia the use of J'miS by PJ and the Pal. tgg, where

0 has t*?ap. Clearl; here PJ stands with the Pal. tgg.

Around this use we find certain additions in all the tgg, in¬

cluding O.'" 0 does not translate the Hebr. text literally

here, aa is its usual custom, but has borrowed additions from

the pal. tradition. But 0 has borrowed additions in common

between Par, Boa, GO and If. At this point PJ has unique ad-

ditions. A3 a unlay that ?J depends upon 0 as well aa upon

the Pal. tgg, wo would expect PJ to have the additions which

here are in common be between 0 and the Pal. tgg. But this

is not the case, PJ hae unique additions here. The evi¬

dence in this verse leads ua to the conclusion that PJ be¬

longs to the Pal. tradition, having the same readings as that

-.IHh "above, pp. 89f.

1. HP, below, Ch. II, pp. 257f.



tradition (niP )} but that thia tradition had various forms,

of which , J represents one form (unique addition), and Par,

l-oii, Ob, and h another (their common addition), 0 at this

verse is influenced by the latter forn of the pal. Pent, tg

tradition.

In i the foilowing points are noteworthy, The

HSV reads: "Then Cain went away from the presence of the

lord, and dwelt, in the land of ".Tod, east of .Men". For

"dwell" 0, PJ and Eon use 3*n' and Par, Oft and N have KT; .

Of the relationship between the tgg here ftrelot says the fol¬

lowing: It is thought that 0 has changed the reading of the

Pal. tggi "Mais TO corrige le vocal ulaire: n*n' an lieu de

m »s'~" Kext par is explained ;c the particular recension of

the Bal. tg, or as caused by the copyist remembering 0 without

realising it s

..,ce qui pout 8fexpliquer soit comae la re¬
cension particuliere de 2TJ (i.e. Par), soit comme n

une reminiscence de TO ches le copiate du manuscrit.*-

Though for PJ the same could be said, it is taken to depend

upon 01 "Kn effet, erx l6a, Ps-J travaille surement our la

base tie TO, dont il reproduit les elements particuliers",^
Such a complicated argument ioec not commend itself. Mat

we simply have is two readings: one in common between 0, PJ,

mreiot, o£, cit.. p. 8%,
2. Ibid.. p. 34.

1 oid,, p,
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arid, boil, and the other "between Par, CG, and h. It is not

impossible that we have represented two streams of pal. rent,

tg traditions, via. PJ-Bon and par-OG-tf, 0 chooses the ren¬

dering of the former of these two forms of the Pal. reading,

Thus it would he PJ which has influenced 0.

Secondly, the phrase "in the land of Hod" is rendered

'by' 0, Bom, QG, and if: "in the land a wanderer and exile"j by
Par; "in the land ox' Hod a wanderer and exile"p- and by PJ:

"in the land of (no conatr, st. or 1 ) the wandering of his

exile",2 The Sarjaritan Version has, "in the land of Toli",5
Orelot says that the whole verse in TJ is "based on 0: "Sn

effet, en l6a, Ps-J trnvaille suremerit sur la base de TO, dont

il reproduit les elements partiouliers".^ Clearly this is

not correctly representing the evidence, le have three ren¬

derings: O-Boia-OQ-H, Par, and PJ. Though these three read¬

ings are related and are different from the Hour., there are

individual differences between each and the other two. If

1, Grelot (Ibid,, p. 84) takes this phrase of par,
which is a doublet, as late, because it was not m the London
Polyglot to; "...mais ce doublet ne doit pas etre priiaitif
car la polyglotie de Londres 1*ignore",

2, irelot similarly translates and justifies the trans¬
lation (ibid,, p, 84}» M,,.»et il de&eura dans la terre. emi¬
gration do son exil (ou, en corrigeant; dans la terre d*Emi¬
gration de son exil}..."', saying in a ftnt,: "Gette correc¬
tion n'est appoyee ni par les rranuscrits, ni par les Editions
impriraeeo, ma is elle reate vraiseiablable",

3, The Targuias or Cniielos and Jonathan lien Uaziel on
the Pentateuch, wl th the '-'ragcents of the Jerusalem Targum 8
from the 0ha Idee, hy J, * lithe ridge, Volume Ij Genesis
and BxoEfoe. Volume lis Leviticus, Huobers, and Deuteronomy
(London: Longman, Green, Longman, ancPHoberts, iSb'S'"('voltime
I), 1865 (volume II}), I, j>. 43.
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we keep Par aside, "because it my form a doublet, we could any

of the other two readings that these form two branches of the

pal. feat, tg traditions horn, CO, and N on the one hand, and

PJ on the other. 0 has adopted the reading of the former of

these two branches of the Pal. tgg (Iiom-CG-J), ma does not

translate the Hebr. literally. hereas we have seen before

that 0 sometimes chooses that branch of the Pal. tradition in

which PJ stands, we see now that 0 at other tines chooses the

other fori' of the Pal. tradition, in which PJ does not stand.

There is no doubt in this ease: J is not influenced by C.

moreover, there is every reason to believe that PJ is a form

oi the Pal. targum tradition.

Thirdly, for FT, 13V; "...in the land, of Nod, east

of Eden", Par, Bom, GCJ, and H have a normal translation? Pari

"...in the land of Nodv, Bom, CO: "♦..in the land ... East

of the Harden of Eden", and i«s "in the land • •• fast of

Eden"• But 0 and PJ have unique renderings? PJ has: "...

in the land ... which had bean, made for him from the

beginnings1 like the (small) garden of Eden", and 0: "...

in the land ... which had been made for him from the

beginnings1 in the garden of Eden". "Proa the Beginnings"2

b7 Grel'ot, op. c it., p. 84.

1. ftheridge, on. cit.. I, p. 175 translates PJ?
"from before", and ibid., I, p. k) translates 0: "in the
beginning".

2. The word used by 0 and PJ5 |*D*roan also mean,
'in. the fast" or "at he East side' , 0: « Levy, og. cit., II,
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explicitely stated In PJ arid H at a 2. -1 It can easily have

"been b popular idea in circulation at an early tine. In that

case, the fact that it occurs in 0 and PJ at O 4.16 would mean

that 0 has teen influenced by "'J. This is not discussed "by

arelot.

tore unique is the "like the (snail) garden of Eden"

of ?J, and O's "in the garden of Eden". 0 is difficult to

understand in. the context: the land to which Go In ms exiled

had been prepared for him from the "beginning in the Garden of

id en» The Ms evidence for this "in" is almost unanimous how-

ever.*'' PM in at. least understandable: this land of exile

had "been prepared like the Garden of Helen from the beginning.^

which comments on (1 2.8, RSV., "And the Lord God planted a gar¬
den in Eden, in the cast"; M?i 12 : Klkkedem (E,
V. 'Eastward* )♦ R. Samuel b. Nalomani'said: you may think
that it means "before (kodem) the creation of the world, but
that is not so? rather it is, before Adam, for Adam was cre¬
ated on the sixth day, whereas the garden was created on the
third. Hence it is written, Yet God is my King, working sal¬
vation "beforehand ) in the midst of the earth "(is f aTv
12); it was a gracious act on the pea? t of the Holy One,
blessed be lie, that He prepared ny reward for me before ever I
arose to labour. (ftnt.: The fruits of the garden are man's
reward for his toil md they were created even before him)".
Of. also Straek und iller eck, op. cit., IV, p. 1122, ftnt. a.

J. S. res. 54a; Strack und billerbeck, op. cit., IV,
p. 1122, ftnt. a.

1. Of. below, p. 106 , i'tnt. 1.

2. '.'he only variants are in Blblla Hebraica (Ixsr:
1 if^0); P^r Kii3»3? poTpru . »to the East" of' "the" Garden of
•iden", arid in Biblla Sacra Go jplntsnsia (151^/17): kbiwpV

« "East of Eden"T

3. -'his idea is not found in rabbinic literature, as
far as ?e know. M. Pes. 5^a does not list the land of Nod
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One might suggest that this is a 2-3 confusion* not uncommon

in ass, 3— "in" (0), and 3— "11 ice" (PJ). In that case 0

Is the mm as rJ. Since the idea that the land of Cain's

exile was created "by God before the creation of the world is

not round in Jevlsh literature, and hence did not become

"official" Jewish interpretation, it seems logical to assume

that vie have an old popular idea in PJ, which from there in¬

fluenced the later 0. It is improbable that an. item of un¬

official interpretation found its way into the official

pentateuchal largu® 0, and from there came into PJ* Orelot

also takes this3 "cormie lc jardin" etc* in PJ as Pal, tradi¬

tions

Gette notation a'explique comae la reprise
aTregde do 1% (i.e* the long addition at the end f
this versa, not found in FJ), develappement propre a
T:>TJ* Telle paraft 6tre auasi la source de TO, qui
supplemented it ainsi 1'hlbreu sur la base de 1'un¬
cien tradition tar nraique palestienne*i
It remains to note in 0 k,lthe rendering of PJ for

"garden"s Sii'313'i . The otter targuss u8«KP3»l , except N,

which simply has pF , Eden* mean© "garden at the
O

house, pleasure garden", but is in form a diminutive of the

among the seven items which God made la;fore the creation of
the v. orId. Ci. The ■.abyioniaa Talmud, op. cit. * oeder ,:o'ed
IV. Pesafaim. Translated into English with Motes, Glossary and
Indices by Rabbi Dr. H« c:*eedia*n (London: The Soncino press,
1333), p. 2b8s "Surely it was taught I Seven things were
created before the world was created, and these are they: The
Torah, repentance, the Garden of Kden, Gehenna, the Throne of
Glory, the Temple, and the nsrae of the Messiah ... The Garden
of lid en Kdcn, as it is written, And the Lord planted a n rden
in den from afor-time".

1. Grelot, 02# ci t.» p. 85*
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noun SO*}, "garden", used for "Paradise" in the Jerus. Tar-

guias ami In the targums on Song of Sol. 2.1 and Job

The word Is also the proper noun enurilthag the name of

Esther's attendant for the third day of the week, originating

(as did the naoes 01 her attendants for the other days of the

week) from Tod's action on the corresponding day of creation,

which on the third day as the creation of the garden.*1"

2, Jastrow, on. oil., p. 25I.
1. levy, >o£. olt. 9 I, p. 11*9.

2. jastrow, o;i. cit.. p. 2y8s As will be shorn clow,
oi the Pent, tgg this word occurs only in P*T»

5» levy, 0£. cit., 1, p. 11*9. According to talraudic
scholarship (esp. b» Pes. 9**a) the Garden of aon is only n
part of paradise proper* Our word 8n»3i3»a is not listed as
used here in the inlands. The word does seem to "enlisted
as used in the targums at Song of Sol. 2*1 and Job 58*13.

I*. Dalnsan, A,«u. liandwortcrtucft, op. cit., p. 39*
^evy, op. cit., I, p. 11*9j Jastrow, op. cit.. p. 25-3. That
the Garden of Men w\b created on thfiTthird day of creation
is at-tested in the following (Of. St rack und Billerbeck, op.
cit.. IV, pp. 1121-1122, ftnt, a)j Jubilees 2.7, Enoch JO.l,
4 bsdrao (>.X2, and the following places in Gen, gab. t .Gen.
Rab. XI, 9 (fidrash Rabtaah Ii Genesis, op.~clt.. p. 8b),
where H. Levi layout JOO) sTya in ihe nasc ox R, Mama b* R.
Hanlna (about 2^0) about 0 2.Ji "R, Levy said in'the name of
ft. Ha ma "b. S. Hanina* The Holy One, blessed be He, created
three objects on each dayt ...on the third, trees, herbs,
and the Garden ot Kden" | Gen, gab. XII, 5 (ibid., p. '•)())t
where R. Be hernia h of Siknin (third generation of Tonne in, 1J?0~
l(?Q) is reported to sayt "R, Neheraiah of Siknin saidj For
In et% days the Lord aado heaven and earths the sea, and all
that In the:i is "TtxT J-Qt, if), these three things constitute
the fundamental elements of the creation; they each waited
three days and then produced three things. The earth was
created on the first day, according to both Hi11el, waited
three days, vis., the first, the second, and the third, and
brought forth three generations: trees, herbs and the Garden
of Eden". Gen. Tab. XV, 9 (it id., p. 121, quoted above on
p. 96, ftnt, 2*); and Qon» Rab. "XXI. 9 (Hid.» p. 178), about
G 9.22} "Mother interpretation: M-kedem; before (loci cm)
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In order to pppxcip, the signilicence or the us,, or

by 20", oo ;,juoo review Jewish teochlrv.;: c one v-ralas

ihe Garden oi Idea. I;i Gtrack und Billerbeck's work it is

not d that Jewish scholarahip ?aio-.;a a triple paradises the

Paradise i.u x?hlch Adam lived, that which is the abiding place

ox the souls oi the righteous until the Una I judgment aud

the Paradise which in the end ox time, alter the resurrection

and judgment will he given to the saints.* Louis Ginsberg
2

:L ox notes a distinction between paradise and ben, How¬

ever, a review ox the analysis in Straek unci Dillerbeck oi

the vocabulary used for these three types oi Paradises'

the Garden oi' Mden the Gehenna ;x created, the Gehenna having
been created on the second day, and the Garden oi' Men not
till the xiixx ■'» por the datv.x ex.'. Plrne.,. una eiller"?eci:,
op. oi t.» 11, pp, X.121—11211 => and truck, Intpoauc ti.Pii lo -no
".Peleud "py •.tdrach. op. git., pp. 1'i4-1157"

1. 3track unci Blllerbecte, op. oit., IV, p. 1118, "Die
al io ;Jyna;;:o ;e ccennt ein (irei fashes parodies: tins Parodies
Auax e Ga 2,33 i'., las Pusndicc nee eelcn, dac den ontacela-

acp axrechten wahrond dee 2vviachenaustandes ala '.ui'onthalu-
sort die cts a. das ends.;! tlicme l«radicsA dap den elipen
aach der tulerstehun u. flcn siad ;ericht ubergeben wirfi".

... Louie Gins' cr-j, the . ,c ;.;eua oi v'ie Jc e, ' eu;u-
lated ero.i the German :anuscript by Henrietta Isold (pail-
adelphiaj The Jewish Implication Society of America, 5707-
1^47 )♦ Volume Is Pi'tie i'irocn and Charao ices from .the G rea¬
l-ion to Jacob, y, 21T" '^Peyond"'Pni¥utst n. ;ias Zden.T.""^ /re- ~

T-'."".'.jrin": 'to "p 0 rxPx'a wtn in t ieo^ x.e ..horn, loo6, i, (tain-
teon id cea tury. Cx « Puns, op. ci U, pp. 419-420) a also
tins „:.px Pc -end 2 op the Jews, cn. cit.. "Plume \ ; notes
to Vbli:apen""T"nud II. ""prom the Grot; tT6*n to the :xOdust p."90,
1 •'<] it. 4» P» •+4V"»

p. ptrack und Gller'beea, pp. cit., jp.% pp. 111-1120,
also 1120-llb5* Pseudepigraphiea1 literature calls (1)
Adam's Paradisei Jwdeh *>**"•£ ), Gard< . ftroen of
Mem, Garden, in. Men in the Saatj (2) the paradise between
the fall and the judgments paradise (7rvtpir«-tv£), paradise
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shows the ide« of Paradise to be one unified concept, with

three stages, a a J. Jcremias has pointed out.

obito .. ae - ho aoa so ictioi-or doe a 1 is tine—

be i oo: a toe ji or -n bea, 'here Uso.o. lived, as,.; ] T » or

l;dcn, Paradise proper. Usually Adah's garden is taiocn aa a
jT>

p-.rt of the lafvr ilci. or I -v-ui-: I a. this nn.nnor ' -I io

of Elden, the Garden of the Righteous, Garden where the
rvjpcn :\ti Mphteoua. ones doell, Garden oi .1. ighunmnoe a,

Gordon Da life, the bright aid ineormptsdie Paradise, the
lor/n.- pad ice; (5) the ...oral Paradise alter ihe resurrection
and judgment* Paradise, the bright and incorruptable paradise

" ' 7T«*p<Zf<6/(T0S
rpufijs: o.~*~:~nfrrpT. Rabbinic scholarship calls all

• v l; r r c. :rr:' hr.,,i py \% tn pie; r; p srsss
"•

. rr.'Vi;;, Dfi: , o toi UBCd ia r-V'i-inicot -or -.r :: or V;or-
den" is not used for Paradise, except in B. Hag. lifb (The

■ r;lonlG-i Hnl£ud, or, ext., ; 8 ode? o'e'rT VII11 do ;il'lah,, •
"by ' may.. rh-1 r.ions drr". d jon , »• by >-o 1 i. 'oyrg F. , , Loan**
i"U a and ha plpoii »,» h/ 'hi:"1 :>.. * tof. la -'h naiim. (bonbon '-he

■ ■.uncino ..... ■■■"■« 5 c/,<> dircomoa
ftnt. 10 there), which is a pasuago of mystical speculation*

* TTotpoL cfe t<T~OJ K.<XT* OtratToA'Xr
lb foilor -i. i ft J {J; 7r<xp<£(Te/<ri>s r/xs^ n5

,• o.a.).

# ' • /T<xp*&'e-/er-oj
r el o, lac hfcr >oi to o .or- ...o nor:. ma ui to meat. c ;r\>nt'i ;t ion
Gerhard Wittel. in ¥©rl indung ait sahlreichen Faehgeaossen
herausgogeben von Gerhard prledrich (Stuttgart; • l.ohl~
hammer Verlag. v, 1954), pp. 7^3-771. Of. p. 7^, ftnt. 34,
Jstr-b IV llld-1120,II3O1' glbt ei.no ausgesselchncte ubersieht
uber die fe rminologle, nur 1st es oiaovers tahdlioh, wenn es
1118 heiest: "Die site Synagoge kennt ein dreifachee Para-
dies"; genauer rausste von drei Stadlen baw ilrscheinungsfor-
p.ea dcri v i n e n laradiosee gesprochen >erden. '

, - - - 0. I. xlxi- - ■- .,, j u. »■ e x - , 5 . £ j j
' ,ini.imbi untersche-iooa sie (die rni'binischet}. .>elehrtea) each
swischenp (Oarten) u.ny . Darin verstchen sie uatef p den
nleincren .1.1..' des Peredieooa, der speziull uuii oeeten . eta:e■
t Ovi;"h.e;nr:i ' -oteen s- unter|Ty en ?" vi ta :;roi..i-rren 1:.,
on 3 :-i -eatliche parstdies, veil derin die :..ohc-.:ina gcneilt

.inch in nor v'lfn iun;, uiise fintcrscheldyii.. vnn
die Statte Gottes wird hicr "Faradies der Oerechtlgkeit" (hap#
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times used specifically for Adam*e garden,3- once in. a general
O

sense of "the yarden of the Lord", three times of the Garden

of Eden from where excellent things cone,? and once of the a-

Lode of the righteous;** Xni(*)l is used three times as ordi-
£"

nary word for garden,? once for Adam's garden, once tor the

five times in additions: n 9.20; 13.10; 46.17; K 2.21;
14.9.

3« three times in the verses proper: 3 3•^2'.? H 24.
5 ; D 11.10: and three times in additions: 0 49*3/41 4 35*
2o; ii 2b.46#

1. 0 2.0, 9, 10, 15; 3.1, 2, 3, 8(2x), 10; 4.16.
2. G 13.10: hen Abraham and Lot separated, Lot saw

that the Jordan Valley was well watered, admiral!© for trees,
"as the Garden of the Lord",

3. 9 9,20, where afoah after the flood is supplied by
a vine, which the river had carried from the Garden of-Eden;
E 2,21, Moses is shown the rod, which was in the midst of the
*0*3133* Levy, 00» cit., I, p. 149 takes this as Paradise»
"dor 8tab.,.war eiagese'tzt im paradies". Bthc-ridgc, o|>. cit..
I, p. 448 takes this as "chamber": the staff "...was infixed
in the midst of the chart-er", probably "because the word
x.m*i!3*.a is used earlier in this verse in that rranner: sura >jn
>xi3nv xa*3i3*3 no j "And Moa heh went into the "bedchamfer
of Reuel" (Hid,. I, p. 4485• Our word does not occur in the
meaning ""bedchamber" (of, Jastrow, op. cit,. p, 298: xoiij ,|i34
*333 , cover, shade, baldachin; cap, bridal chsa-
beri state roamf couch, breading place. This word is
different from our xn*3i3(*)a)f and Etheridge'a translation
is rejected in both oases, that is thought of most naturally
in both cases is. a garden adjoining Reucl's house. In the
second Instance this was extended to refer to the Garden of
Eden, so that loses' supernatural rod could be thought of a©
coming from paradise. E 14*9* where the children of Israel
gathered pearls and goodly stones on the banks oi the Red Sea,
which had been carried via Rivers Plshorx and Gihon to there.

4. Q 46.17* Seraph, the daughter of Asher, was
carried alive into the Garden, Inasmuch as die had announced
to Jacob that Joseph still lived.

5. G 49,3/4, "Reuben who sinned and lost the birth-
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Garden of Eden from where luxurious and good things come,*
p

and once as abode for the righteous. But these last three

instances must be criticised. To use pJH KJiai q 5*25

for the Garden of Men in which Adam lived seems like an ex¬

ception to the general rule of eleven instances of Kh'313'l

pn for this use.5 The use of py P in r 55.28 for

the garden from which good things come for use in the Taber¬

nacle, is an exception to the three instances of 2M1*313*1
psn for the Garden of Luxury.^ Moreover, this form p

p? looks suspiciously like a Hebraism.' Again, in H 26.46

right is likened to a little garden. Hot the diminutive of
the noun "garden" is used but an adjective "little": K3*x

xV■»Vp; | 24.6, Israel is compared with "gardens planted by
the flowing streams"; and D 11.10, where Egypt is compared
to a "garden of herbs" which had to he watered by man.

6. G 3.25, God sent Adam forth from the Garden of
Men.

1. E 55.28, in preparing for the building of the
Tabernacle and for its use", clouds of heaven brought from the
Garden of Eden "choice aromatic©, and oil of olives for the
light, and pure balsam for the anointing oil, and for the
sweet incense".

2. H 26.46, same aa G 46.17# cf. above p.ioh, ftnt, J|.

5. Of. above, p. 104 , ftnt. 1.

4. Gf, above, p. 104 , ftnt. 3 .

5. P could be a sing, noun, aasc., constr. st, in Ara¬
maic. One other instance in PJ of the masc. noun for /'gar¬
den" is known, and there in the pi. abaci, st. s N 24.6, In
the other Pent, tar gums the masc. noun is only used in H at G
2.81 49.3/4 as ain*, craph. St., and in If arid Par 110 at II
24.6 as plur. abaci. st.
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v/e Go not have •• ;ood example. Gerach is carried alive into

pyg snai « But in another passage (:"> 46.17), recounting the
same, she Is carried into Xil'3139!. Xt v/e then disregard

these last three instances, we see that for "garden1' PJ uses

KD2(* )l when speaking of an ordinary garden arid KJl'ini'i when

he sleeks 02' tfc-. w Tardea or Aden" whether the latter is spe¬

cifically referred to as Adam's or whether it is the Paradise

01 good things and r/i hteous people. PJ does not distin¬

guish Adam's garden from Paradise In choice of words. There

is no indication that PJ follows rath in leal scholarship in

making a real distinction "between Adam's garden and Paradise.

It is of vital importance that the distinction "between Adam's

'IT f lie re is one exception to this in bJ at 0 2,3 j
o"?i5? ri"T3 mp K'p'nsV pm o'pVis 'm 816*1)1 n'sansn

n»»m to dix n* pn »*it?8i 5 The Garden from Id en of the .just
•• s planted "by the word ox the Lord God before the creation
of the world, where he caused to dwell the man when he had
made him. e note also verse 10, PJ; HKpt/K1? nya [PrP milRJ1*313*i 1 "and a river went forth from feden to water

the^garden", a good rendering of the Iff: mpwnV p^ya nmi
|an""jns? , it is noted that the .fundamental idea "of an Eden
distinct from the garden is already present in the ft. Hut
0 2.3 is the only reference in PJ, where this thought is ex¬
pounded as it is in numerous places and in great detail in
the talauds# This paaae :e in PJ, .1 2,3 leaves us with tvo
possibilities, that we have oal udle influence in PJ, or that
this passage is a lat r addition. In the latter case, this
passage is not the basic - J; such a later insertion with tal-
mudic interpretation into pj, mokes it lo gical that the basic
PJ co-ace from 1 • fore the talaudic era. in the former case,
via. that this is talmudic influence in PJ, we would say the
following, li this idea were present in more than one- pas¬
sage in PJ, then we would think PJ to originate in the time
when the talmuds carne about. But only once does this idea
occur in PJ. In this case, it might be possible that what we
have so elaborate in the talauds, was in leas elaborate forms
already present in the popular (oral) anecdotes preceding the
talmuda. But this is contradictory to the opinion of J.
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garflea and Paradise oe only made by reikis and not "by the

ordinary people. "In the popular conception the two are not

kept separate"*^ This places the " osie VJ in the religious

tradition used for or by the ordinary people. It also dates

the "basic BJ at the earliest Ion * "before the time of the be¬

ginning of the talmuds, or at latest in a tins whan the two

gardens were beginning to be thought oi as separate# which

still must have been at least a century before the time of

talmudic scholarship* in which latter time the idea is so

elaborotely repressntcd•

It remains tc " e said that '1 is not found in

0, ?!, 0(1 or M, and is not listed as used in the talnuda*

It is possible to say that U stands with the other penta-

teuchal targums 0# i«'T, CO and H in not distinguishing between

Mam*a garden and Paradise. PJ however is different from

them .a using a special wo d for the Garden of Men as dis¬

tinct from other gardens. PJ represents, at this point, a

Israelatar, '('cifollowing ftnt.) that in the popular concep¬
tion Adam's Garden and Paradise are not kepi separate, T;o(v-
ever at aotm time before the origin of the* tnlmuds the idea
must have come into the religious thinking, making it possible
for it to occur so elaborately in the talrauds. in either of
our original possibilities can PJ be placed in time of origin
before that of the origin oi the talmuds.

1. lo J. I8 reels tan on ' •. . - (Aha u ;Ionian >1-
mud, orj, oit., ■ fceier Aeeilcln VII11 Shebp'oih"",i"by -7 "7
Silvers tone, . 'nickoth ... by R. . Laaarus, V dnyyoth ... 'y •

H. Segal, Aboth ... y f, loraelatam (Iondoni 'he bonoino
Press, 193*?f." Xhoth, pr>, clt.. p. 7%, ftnt. 3). Ahx full
quotation runs: 1 rrg jl Tna celestial Garden of Eden, "Para¬
dise"—the abode of* the righteous—of which the terrestrial
one, spoken oi in oen. II and III, is the model...In the
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unified targu® tradition, and can be thou*;ht of as one atroan

of Palestinian pan ta touch tar gum tradition# This important

evidence is not not- d by Orelot.

The passages in Q 7.10j 8.1; and 20, dealing with

stories of Noah, come under discussion now.

In 0 7,10, although at first sight KT seems to "be in¬

fluenced by 0, the evidence is different. U is at times in

agreement with the Par, CO, N tradition, at times different

from these and from 0 and at time© similar or equal to 0.

In the latter eases, to which we turn first, there is no con¬

clusive evidence that 0 influenced PJ,

In BoV: "And after seven day® the waters of the flood

came upon the earth*, "cane", f i vn is in 0 and P.T; *nn»

and in Part piin,1 GO and ji» pin# This is no proof that
0 influenced PJ. It need t>£- no more then coincidence.

Both formsnn and pin occur in the Aram# of Per. Bab, p in
the J. Talmud (peah 21b s Tin, Sot. 2tcs pin)?"' and in PJ
(0 5*^s Tin, 0- J»75 plfi^p. Both forms are used in PJ,

popular concepiion the two are not kept separate*.
1. This is the feminine form, pe. Perf,, 3 fem. plur.

Of. Dolman, Brammatlie etc., op. cit.. par., 73-3, p. 35^ and
Odeberg, op. cit., II, p. 39* This .must be an error because
both nouns of the subject, "the waters of the flood" are
masculine.

2. Odeberg, op, cit., 11, p. y)%

3# Balman, fraEuaatik etc., op. cit., par. 73~3» P»

t, This is the reading in the printed edition of the
Pentateuch, Venice, 1591* Of. Dalman, Brap.Eih.tih etc., op.
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3 *

Par, and H»

In the phrase "the waters of the flood"» the word, 2,3?t

VlGftn Is translated "by Tar, C<V lit nAVlStt* 0 has R£$3$l
and P,7 Simi:. Although PJ sounds similar to 0, wo have here

tiff worda. K3sit3 (0) mem lag "flood", is from the root «j!jf
meaning "to drip, to stream to flood"* RSfjiw (PJ) liter-

T T

ally "the sinking away" is used only "by the .Tor. tgg in re¬

ference to W0Bh*o flood (for i'l AnD and Ot Kano). "his

.cord is • ror the root PP.. , meaning "to sink In" (trans, and

intrans.).5 This phenomenon is a recurring one? par, am

(if present), 00, and M use one word, and 0 and PJ use two

words Pilch sound very much alike, "but which prove to be from

no diffe rent 'W rds, with PJ a si ng a word occurring only in

cit.. o. XIV. " The frit. pus. Ms. acid, 27031 reads nn » for
which of. faeuao-JoiiKthan etc.. .... von J ins!or.,:ev, op. cit..
P. 6, line 1.

1, CG seems to use only the longer form pm 1 o if. 3
(2x), 10; u.ifj 9* 13; L 9,2b. loth Syr. and OP Aran,,
although they use the longer and shorter form in the Peri.,
3 assc. plur* or fen. plurp of the regular verb, use only the
shorter forms in the verb "to- he". Gf. Theodore !•*. fob inson.
Paradigms and Exorcises In Syrlao orsranar. Third edition (Lon¬
don s Geoffrey Oumberlcgc, Oxford University Presc, 1354), gp.
50, 53? Fried rich Schulthess, Mrapmtlk dua Qhristlich-dnlas-
tInisclpn Araaaisch. Hcrausgegehois von fnno Littmsnnj^ Lit
Nachtragen von Theodor Hold eke und 6en Kerausgeber (Tubingen:
Verlag von J. C. B« Pohr (Paul Siehcclc), 192if)s p. 62; and
Ct 7,10; 0*!*; K 9.26 in A Palestinian Syr lap Lcctlonary. Oon-
.TliniM heeoona from the Pentateuch, Job, Proverbs/ t^hcts, ~
Acts, and hpisties. In Utudia Sinaitica No. VI, Baited by
Agnes Smith Lewis, "ith Critical Notes by Professor Eberhard
Nestle 7).D., and a Glossary "by Marga.- t Gibson. (Together
■3thj funaleBont to a Ipqcstlnian tyriac Lcetionnry. edited
by Ajnea Smith Lewis. Caml ridges At ™e University Press,
1907) (London? Cambridge University Press warehouse, 1397)*

2, Levy, 0£. cit.. I, pp.
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the Jer, t (often the ords in 0 and PJ seem to he the same

;ith PJ having a distinctly unique spelling). This kind of

evidence cannot he taken as definite proof that 0 influenced

PJ. The vei ht oi evidence would seem to * e in the other

direction. Leaving aside the coincidence factor, there are

two main possibilities. Either (1) 0 influenced PJ, or (2~a)
PJ influenced 0, or (b) Loth drew upon older tradition. In

the venning of "the flood" of Hash's time, Loth words are used

in the tgg of the remainder of the Of. K3S10 is used in the

Talmud2 and exclusively in the Icctionar ies. - la the first

case, 0 has HUe'io meaning "flood". Assuming that 0 influenced

Kf it is difficult to understand why PJ changes this word to

SUt'DiTD meaning "sinking in", inasmuch as O's word is closer to

the Mf, and refers more specifically to a flood than the word

"sinking in". It is easier eo explain, ii IV" influenced Gi

PJ has *373*10 "inking in". 0 accepts a word of this sound,

hut changes it to 83B1U , flood, which is closer to the JT and

refers more closely to the flood phenomenon. If "both 0 and

ff had an older targur. source to draw upon, this source would

'

I old. , If pp. 255J+f,

1.S$S*° in Iao. 54.Ps 29,10, Of. Ibid.. I, p. tj3#
*f?aM in JoL if.o| 6.17; 22.17, ef. Ibid.. I, p. 295.

2. Ibid.. I, p. 29O! Tanh. 96a.

5. rldericm? Bchulthoss, Lexicon Syropalaestlmm.
Adluvante Academic. Litferarim Hegio Borusoicc (BeroliQis In
Aedibus Ooorgii Beiuori, ..Oflll), p. J)i Q 6,17s 7,6iff
9.11, 15? it. 24,98.
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have hadKjymOs and the mm reasoning applies, PJ having

kept this old targum tradition. ^e*e is yet another reason
for thinking that PJ influenced 0* Ii 0 was uninfluenced by

PJ, it would surely have used the Aramle equivalent of

the rsbrewVman , "his word, used in Par, CO, end H, as veil

as in the Genesis. Apocgyphon.* is a well known and used word

in Aran, and is a literal equivalent to the Hebr. Text. Tj^e

only reason that 0 did not use this word, can be that. 0 was

influenced "by PJ. Our conclusion, is that PJ, having the

"more difficult" reading, is prior to 0, and has influenced 0.

fe take PJ as a stream of Pal. tg tradition next to those w-
2

presented by par, 00 and N.

In "lad after seven days ... (they) ... ocrne", :•j

o*a9n*"jiy:rirt» 'nn , o ana pj have (pjs xyrm )np3«? jdt> mm ,

pom , mr, Of and if uaebloV instead of|OrV • "Seven" is
. in par,^3^ in ogTiPio in if mg, with CO substituting

I'b'Vp (»a row days"). "Days* is»o> in par, »D1* in if, and

1'°T in CO.

In the Of, literally, "at the seventh" the tgg insert

ll." A f'ienG®l»ii Apaoryphon, J Scroll from the ' ilderneee
fudaev. -^ocrlpiiou anr^t^wToTTh~r5!T, --aeslsi-1

lee, Transcription and .Translation of Columns II, PIX-XXII,
by fiahman Avigad and Yi ;ael yadin. Aran®lated from Hebrew by
Sulanlth Sehwarta Hard! (Jerusalem! The yagnes Press of the
Hebrew University and Heikh&l T.t®~Sefer* Xjbb), p. 20, column
XII, lino 10.

2. It may also '■•■•© that 0 derives*3sib from the mm
tradition as the Icotionaries (e» ■;* A ul» -yr, feet, etc.

(Stud. Sin VI), o£. Git.) which have,-djL»oi; end that this is
a tar jura stream independent from PJ. But in this case aa
well, Tvr ie an independent stream of pa 1. tg tradition..
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JOT (0, PJ) or ^10 (Par, GG and ll) t "at the time of ..."

(PJ and 0) or "at the end of , /. rapid conclusion would

re that the Pal, tag (par, CG and H) are one tradition, and

that PJ depends upon ). ":pt strictly speaking there arc two

possibilities, vis. PJ "borrowed from 0, or 0 borrowed from

PJ, The latter is the more probable, viewing the evidence•

In the -IT, the prcpoei >-ion prefixed to "seventh" is
1

used in the meaning "after". T^is "after is rendered as

iiy o and PJ and a a *j"loV by Par, GO, and N. The Posh,

re ids A and Lect. R<k=a T^is use or V for "after" in

Hebrew is used only here and at > J*k in the Pentateuch.

There, again 0 end PJ use |DT>. B has ~im and Bmg, GO, and

the Pe3h» use (Leer,; t)* Thus for "after" 5 oc¬

curs in Hag, CG and Syr,^ |QT? occurs in 0 and PJ, while

1, illiam Geseniue and lidward Robinson, A Hebrew and
KngXiah Lexicon of the Old Testament. including the" Biblical
Ghal'^'ee'. from Ihe T'atin"'lll'iam Gesenius, Late professor
of Theology in the University of Halle-Fitted erg (sic), by
Kdward Robinson, Professor in the Union Theological Seminary,
New York, ith Corrections and Large Additions, partly fur¬
nished by the Author in manuscript, and Partly condensed from
his larger Thesaurus, aa completed by koediget. :?i' th edit¬
ion, revised and stereotyped (London} Trubner & Co., 1955)»
p. 50'i-, under B 2, c,

2, J- if»1or Posh. ~ ■ Vn qj —.»\ j Lect,.«
Aa O I YC"<k.v~l CUT RAu=3. ~

3. ,Q 7,4, "in yet seven days" or "after seven days":
Jffl Tv ; 01 nyar *riy pai» ]otV ; PJ: jBt>

ns?311? s'W;>p pal* j j,g |*oi* nyaw mi 5 Urn- aifd CG: f > V»'? p j'o**5?
I euh; ^eu ^>"~a■ \ » Loci, : ^Si q~> t-/\—1 cer

If. For as "after-" in T, see also II Sam 13.25,
"after two years"} a,!?' Rad Aia# 4,4, "after (every)
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the pal. vent !gr also ueein2 (n), spoV (par, 00 and 11).
The expression in 0 and TJ is also found in l'g Jonathan to

i 2
the Prophets" and in Sy-riac.4* Though, this expression, JD??i
"alter" appears not to occur In the Leci. or in 'T, CG or H,

the v-'ord pT as adverb is certainly used in these tag, as in

"7 ]DT IT«>' "until1", in Par, ban, GO, and II, in KIDVGsA

Three fours'* s &' ?* nuVr># ,.:fi senilis and RoMnaon, orn clt.,
p, 504, also list II Sate* 11.1 in this meaning "after1* j
nfV niun noiion?, RSV, however translates 1 "in the spring of
the year, the tim when •••"•

5# For 3 in Pesh., see also Am. 4.4, "after (every)
three years"! ^oJ

1. |btV in 'i'g to the Prophets; II Baa. 15.25, "after
two years" 1 f'io }'rna jSt1?,

2. In Syr. ^=»k\ for "after" is found in Oregoril
Bar-Fehraei Chronicon edlderuat Paul. Jac# iruns et Georg,
full. Kirsch (lipsiac, YJ'ty), p. 533 quoted Int K# fayno
Smith, P.P., Thceuarua 3yPlaces, in two Tomes, together
with the Supplement to fhe"":heanurns Oyviaeus of P. Payne
Sail h (Oxon.ili K» Typogrepheo G la rend on iano, 1^79 (Tome I)
and 1501 (home IX)I Oxford 1 At the Clarendon Proas, 132J
(supplement)). Thesaurus etc., jot>. oit., col. 107-3. this
moaning 1 postea, ia usually in syr.t ) A® • -P-y>\
for "after" also occurs in Bfhliothecr; Oriental is Olementino-
Voticana recensii Jos, aim. Ascewanuis (Joiaae, 1719-1728),
iii. i. 125* c gain as referred to in Payne Smith, Theanqirwa
ato., iff. o^t., coi. 107®'! X-A ^ i1^—=>) ^ A p* \**~~~* i A 1 *
paulq post.

3. Of. pro feasor A. J. ensinck, Unpublished Notes of
A Palestinian Aramaic Lexicon. ith the consent of Bra.
'enslnck aad Prof. . f. !*, do Boer of Leiden this material
■?as copied into a bound volume fy Prof. V* . liable of Oxford.
Pro3. Kahle has kindly made this volume available to me dur¬
ing the period of this research. The original notes are
'preserved at «he institute oi Prof. f. janssa of Leiden, under
the superintendence of Prof, do Boer. (Gl. ."able, The Cairo
Benisa, op. pit.. pp. 205ff) The lexicon includes the words
oi the Pal. vg, in so far as it was available at that time,
and of par t of the Aram, portions of the pal. Talmud (152.3
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"'■when**, in Par, 03, arid as -veil as the ordinary use of

this noun, in the Pal. fcgg and the Lect. On the "basis of

this evidence, we cannot ith certainty say whether PJ copied

this use from 0 or 0 from PJ« That the expression is prior

in PJ as a good Pal. Aram, rendering, next to the other Pal.

renderings, and from there copied by 0, is "brought out by the

following evidence.

Both words, |DT and «po, arc used in the tgg, though
as translations of different OH words.1 oth words occur

O

in PBH, and as such occur in the youngest Hebrew parts of

the OT. If PJ had this word as one stream of Pal. tradition,

and 0 knew J as well as the other Pal. tgg, why did 0 choose

1*3* and not *j*lO? We cannot determine this with certainty.

ut it may he because of the meanings of these two words.

The former, meaning "a time", eventually comes to mean "a fes¬

tival or appointed time" in "both Aram, and Pr'Hj the latter

simply means "end". It is not impossible that 0*a choice of

is rounded upon hie exegesis that the floodwaters came at

an appointed time, at a special time, so decided by God.

would well express this, and notfpO • PJ would have ]DT

edition)? l» *•> in inr; G 1$.J; 21,yy, ham G lp.7f
21.331 ^G: G 3.71 29.3; and IU 0 8.7 (mg)j 13.7; 21.33;
and 29. o.

4. Of. bensinck, ... Lexicon,, op. cit. s xaotn 121 Par;
G 18.1, CGj 0 32.20(19) and FT a 32,20(1^57

1, Levy, ot>» cit.. I, p. 22if, II, p. 192. Brederek,
pp. cit., pp. 169.

2. Balman, A.-H. Handworterbuch. op. cit., pp. 130,
2S6.
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in its earlier Aram# meaning? the /oneral meaning of "tim'\

and ae such would be parallel to the t-pD in nv, GO, and

H, as a separate atresia of Pal* tg tradition.

In the expression "seven. doyo", the cardinal number

"seven" is in the ahsol. St. In 0 and . J, and in the eonstr.

st, in I P, Par, and N. Phe ;T use© "seven" as a fern, noun#

and thus in oonstr. at, with the noun "days",1 In rar and

21, the noun "days" Is in the conatr. at. with the addition

followingi "the seventh day oj„ the mourning", and seven seams

to be used as an adj. agreeing with the noun. In 0, there is

no addition folio'4 ng "days", therefore "days" is in the

ahsol. St., and hence "seven" also is in the absol. at. In

pj before the addition "the mourning" there is another addi¬

tion, sailing it unnecessary for "days" to fa ,.n the constr,

St.| "day©" la hence in the abaci. at#, and bo also "seven".

Hence "seven" is m the at-sol* at. in 0 find KF» but for dif¬

ferent reasons. CO, which like 0 omit© any addition here,

also has "days" in the ehsol* st. It modilies this by the

unique reading, the adj. "few" in the abaci. ®t., omitting

the numeral, 'at an even more important difference is noted

between 0 and PJ. 0 has the jeneral spelling of this word,

""'"Ta Koc'hlcr und Bauragartaer, op. cu., ,p. 259, 65:?.
1* Oescniua* He's yew Cream© >;, Kb '.dited and 'nam- :ed by

the late gautssch, rbfessor of "theology in the University
of Halle. Second Gaulish Edition, If. vised in Accordance with
the twenty-eighth. German Edition (X909) by A. Co pley.
:1th a facsimile of the Siloaa Inscription by J. Eating, and a

Table of Alphabets by K« lidabarshi (Oxford* At the Clarendon
Press, 195^)t par. ljifa, p. tP|2.
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as round in 0: nyas?, but PJ In carman with Par, inserts a 1

in the first syllable, making PJs Ky31^7, pari Jiyintt?, This
1 2

spelling docs not occur in 0, does occur however in J>J, the

Fal* tgg of Par,"* Poci,^ CO,5 and and in the Jcr. Talm.^
This evidence supports the view that PJ stands with the Pal,

t,::.3

As for "days", we thin:;: that PJ is not influenced "by

0 here. Other reasons can be adduced for the similarity oe-

1 . ' ireacre:;, o,-ait., . 11.

2m PJ uses the orthography at: G 4.24: xyoi®
and pni»} d 5.12: pyiiuj G J.2 (2x): xyai®] t 7.5 (2x)
ixni®; G 7.4 (2x): xjm® ? G 7.10: xyaiwj M 22.17: xxjm®}

: iV .l , ; x:yn®i ; 2 . 1: xym®V • 2 2 .24: xnit,

5, Par uses '21® at? Q 7.10: oyai® and L 22.27 (cf.
be 10 v pp.231f: sdib.

Bom has 'in® at: L 22.27 (ef, below pp. 231f):
xy31 ®.

5. 0" has 'oi® at: 'nyoi®j .20:
»nyai®j L 22,27 (of. below pp.231f): nyai®; L 23.56* nymwj
Sf 28.17: .nym®; a 26.19: nyawi j rf 26.21: •■nny'ai®; jf 28.2
ny 01 ®.

6. fif has 'of® at; 0 4«15* ?8:yoTW and If 28.24 («g)l
n y m ®»

7. Levy, qp. cit., II, p. 443; DaI man, Gramma tik
etc., op. cit., par. 21, 1, p. 125 and > uiper, o v. cit., p.
162,

S» 5f mg reads: »i"»i x"bt *oya®f "days" in the enph
s»t as in no tg at this place, and ''seven" with a t$ end in j,
again as in no other tg at this place, which is with Dalraan,
Grammatik etc. „ op. cit., par. 21*6, p. 129, taken S3 an emph.
at., occurring only in the Pal. -*.>% however. (Ibid., and
levy, 02,. cit., II, p. 449) (c*. our discussion elow pp.232f)
Assuming that a > preceded this (perhaps not visible as the
:ng disappears in' the binding of the codex here), this H mg
reading "after seven days" is thus a variant from Pal. tradi-
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tveea these two* The aoaol. at. of "days" in 0, PJ and GO,

and the constr. at. in Par and if can "be due to the tact that

the cd- ition following in inr and ii requires a coast*, el.,

whereas the add! ion tallowing en PJ takes the normal abaol.

at. In 0 and CO there is no addition tollowins, 0, PJ and

Gil have the absol. St., 0 and CG ior the same reason: no

addition following, but PJ to* a different reason: the addi¬

tion following docs not retire n const*, at. The spelling

in Par without a 1 is surely a scribal error, because this

for;-:, is attested.^
G Vi has done striding examples of pJ'e standing

with the Pal. tgg, as well as similarities between 0 and PJ.

•'he tests of Tpf wad -oi. have large omissions here. The

verse, rT, B3V reads, "Bu •; God remembered Hooh and all the
beasts and all the cattle that were with him in the ark. And

God made a ind blow over the earth, and the waters subsided".

The word "subside" in "a* d the waters subsided" is as

follows i lfjft *3&*1 j o: inn; fj, h *gt lymym, oo, n,

'*? , 'Pi iDTfl . c could Bimply say that PJ stands with the

other Pal, tggi GO, H, N iflg, fX? and '$ , thou gh : J and N mg

use the ■ t'ape. and the others the Pe, It is o' vioue that PJ

is not based on 0 here. But what io the reason that 0, nnov?-

tion, not from G. This is the more important because the
third word of the mg reading is "and the waters of", as there
is in M, par and PJ. The variant is also not from CO, which
latter uses "few'8 for "woven". This variant stems thus fro/t
a Palestinian tradition, which, like PJ in other places, lacks
e c o ;>1 e-1 e add i tion •

1. 1-evy, oo. citI, =. 22%
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in.: the Pal. tradi f ion to use "P*7* does not use it himself?

0 never uses the Aram. ^TJSX though this is a good

••ran. '-oi-d us- d in the Jor. c , 0? trar., the non-Pent#
2

the Jer. ana Ban* 'falauds and Gen. Ka: • The general mean¬

ing of this ?ox*d identifies it as a good Semitic word, of.

Arab./J ^"'"sich unten an eine Saule drucken" von Schutz-
« 9 f

ilohonden'T and 3yr. >o *-» "the lay n j ox a foundation..."4
r ^ 9

and y-\ A-*- ( "to b# founded",^ though in FEB the ora is only

found in the special moaning "vegen I lei rat anhslten" (Pi.), 5
whereas it is not at all found in BH."

0 doe3 not use this sord of the fnl. tgg. The root

docs not occur in H at all, and in fPK only in a specialized

meaning not applicable here. The MT hero (*pw), which is

perhaps a late It! word, and occurs only five times in the OT,

is present in PBK, "out is not found in Aram.® Therefore, 0

r'

1. irodere.:, Q£, eft, g ?, 1r'7„
2. jastro'v, on* cit., p. 1525; levy, op. cit., XI,

p. i Schulthoss, Lexicon etc., op. <cit., p. 201£>

p. riedrlch Bch-ally, Dr. ph., lie. th,, Xuioticon
deg Chria filch pu las tini.se hen Aramaeloch ( lies sens J. dicker
sche Buchhandluri) # P» 1^7 «

k* u. Payne - ax th (Lrs. . srgoliouth)» Coarpendious
hyriac Dictionary. Founded upon the Thesaurus Syrlacus of k•
Payne Smith, ">.!). (Oxfords At the Clarendon Press, IpOy),
p. 5^0.

5. paIman, A.-K. Hnndwortcrbuch. op. cit., p. iflb.

b. loohler unci ha urn partner, oj . cit., p. y$Q,

7. 'Ibid., p * '')('$.
8. Dalman, A.-p. Handaor te r. uc h. op. city. p. i*.2%
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could not have used tee. same root as in BH here, "because,

although it occurs in P3K, it is not present in Arara.

The word used by C) here, H13» is a good Aram, word,

used in OB Araui.,^ in the jer* Pont, tgg as well as in 0, in

the non-Pent# oa; and in the rah. Talmud/* and in Gyr. ' it

is SQL so a general Semitic word, occurring in Ug., Ah., Phoen.,

F H, Aral, and Fthi op.1* Tut moat important is that this root
H13 occurr in Be.*' 0 choose.-*- an * mr., root, • bieb oocura al¬

so in ill, though the FT does not use it at this place.

o sun up the eviuon.ee once mor- ; our pal, tgr, in¬

cluding PJ, use "p-7* 0 does not use this, perhaps because

this root does not occur in 3K. 0 cannot use the IS «py

here, "because it does not exist in Aram, The word used hy

C: 013 $ apart Pro ... 'being Bran., is also used in BH. This

mini of choice C o a word in common between -nraia. and HI,

cv- ii if di jfcrsnt from the t in the Jer. tgg at the correspond¬

ing place, 77&3 already noticed "by Heuaarkh

'.lelleioht dnrf ;n&n». .dieselbe Tendons der
Aoglichaten Anpaosong der Version (des TvO.) an den
tprachch&rBBtev des heir., Jextes damn wirksar.^aehen,
das juk. den gene ina ram, a her doch par arc . or tern
in T.'f. sin fort gc genuber 3 tell t, seiches Taa A raj,,
ait den Heir, ••eacinsa-- hat (wean auch nicht ira he"br.
"est dot letr, otelXeJ75

"~""TT SoHulthess, lexicon etc., on, oit.. p. 120,

2, Levy, On. et. , II, - , 97.

5. Payne Faith, •••Dictionary. op. alt.. p. ,331.
Kochlcr una Baumgartner, oj£. cit,» p. (>01 f,

g, ligyiiPi, :■ ,C'.xi,u>:'h.iacho untersuchon^n etc. (19©5.)»
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Be it said again, in conclusion, that PJ stands with the

other Pal, i;gg here.

In :3V, "And .rod >;aclc a wind 'blow over the earth",

there ia mixed evidence, that which would show similarity be-

twean PJ and 0, and that which shows PJ to stand among the

pal, tgg. The verb "to sake to "blow, to cause to pass" is

in the Hiph. or Apti. In the OS, 0, PJ, Boa, and Pipe, hut in

the Pa. in 00, H, Vat, as followsi M?i 12V1 , 0, PJ, ' on,

and Pipes WR"! ; CG. N, and Vrts "135? 1 ,

We review the use of this verb. It occurs in Ak,,

Phoen,, TH, P- H, Kg, Aram., Jud, Aram,, Ifabat,, CP Aram,,

Gyr,, Aral:.,, OS Arab,, with as basic meaning "to cross",**

In BH it occurs in the ;al, "to cross", Nlph., "to be crossed",

Hiph., "to cause to pass". The two occurrences in the Pi,

can "be neglected, "to make pregnant" in Job 21,10 is surely

an influence from the Aram, Pe. or the Pl'H Pi., and "to draw
2

across, to make to pa,as across" in I Kings fo.21 is uncertain*

How, whereas there arc no intensive stems ia BH, Syr*2 and CP

Aram., ^ these do occur in A rata# and PBH. 5 in. Aram, and PBH,

1. Koehler una Bauragartner, on. cit,« p. Cj5? Schul-
thess, Lexicon etc,, op. cit., p, It-Tf.

2, Koehler una Baumgortncr, 0£. cit., pp. 6j$t*
> payne Smith, ...Dictionary, . cit., pp. J^Of.

k* ochulthoss, Lexicon etc*. op. eft.. pp. l?*lf;
Schwally, jdp, cit., p. a"nd A "Christ ion Palestinian Hero-
log ion (Berlin Mo. Or. Oct. lOl^J* Adited by Latthew black.
Dr. Phil. (lonn), D. Litt. (Glasgow). Texts and Studies,
Contributions to biblical and Patrie tic literature. ' ow Series
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four general meanings are found in the pa. or PI. i (1) the

Pe• or Qal meaning "'to cross, pass", (2) the Aph. or Hiph.

meanings "to enuse to pass or go, to lead", (5) "to 1eoome

pregnant" probably denom. from iHhiy, ra, "embryo", f, "shoot,

branch",'*' (4} "to pass, transcend, make full" in. the special

meaning of "to make full a month by adding or inserting a

day" and "to mm fall a year 1 y adding a month"» hence "to

insert (a day or a month}*;These meanings or the Fa. in

Aram, are not used "by 0, hut are used in the pal. tgg»-v 0

only uses the Pa. once, and that for the Hlptu In MS of "110,

"to exchange for",** which 0 translates in the same passage "by

*f?ns5 hence this is one instance of the Pa., with a unique
r

translation in 0. hat does 0 use it ere the pal. tgg use

the Pa. in the four meanings listed shove? In the first

meaning, which is that of the Pe., "to cross", no doubt 0 uses

edited by 0. H. Load, Volume I (Cambridge! At the University
Press, 1354), P.

5. Jaatrow, op. ext., gp. 10j8ffj levy, op. clt., 11,
p. 1JJiti Dalman, A.-H. pond wort erbuch. op. ext.. ppT~J01»£.

1. levy, 0£. ojt.. II, pp. lr>3ff.
2. Jastrow, cit., pp. lOjSffj Levy, og, clt., II,

p. 1^7ft} Dolman, AHu Handwo'gterbuch, op. clt.. pp.

J. Cf. Levy, on. cit., II, p. 198.

k» 0 at L 27,10? PJ, Par, and H have na,

5. 0 at L 27#33l i'J and W have na,

b, Brederok, jgju clt., p. 171 j Koehler und Bauagart-
ner, eg. cit.. pp. 5051. Of. L 25.9, where a pa. is rend in
0, only by .-erliner.
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1
the Pe.~ ."or the second, the Aph. seaninj in. the t, "to

O X

cause to -pasa", 0 uaea the 4ph.':" or the pq,2 ;r-0y the- third

I7TKTb meaning is from Dalraan, A.-n. Fnndworterbuoh.
op. clt., p. }Okt where no examples are lie ted here."

2. Clearly the Pa. Perl'., J masc. sing*, is used at
1 32.24. two times, in PJ (nayi,' pi'iiyi ), '."inyi, nan )

•cwi, nayi), . la - MT onani)
ami the? Aph. in 0 (Tayxi , pa^nayxi ), (Variants in the fol-
losing mas of 0 are US 84, 3olg, Ix, Ven li panayi and Ber¬
liner: p3»Tajx-j | Ms 84, colg, Ven 1, Ven 2s *ioyf) for the
meaning, "to send across"; at Q 47.21 in the meaning, "to
cause to paaa fro;-;, to remove fFosr the Pa. Peri. 5 aasc.
aing. is used Ay M (nay), lor the Hiph. in the MSP ("Vasrn) and
the Aph. in 0 (royx), (Variants in the following ass of 0 ares
Ix: ii'yxj .erliners *ia2$)» XJ«T (nayx) and Bom (h^yx). A-
gain at 56.6 the Pa. i'crf., } rase. plur., is used in M in
the meaning, ^to cause to pass (word)", hence "to pr00 la in":
a (nayi), for the Hiph* Impf•, 5 raaoe. plur. ) and

pnlyxinayit]} sad (nnyxi).
4Uite apart from, our present point, and incidentally, the mg
of N has for our word under discussion in 1; 3)6.6 the foilew-
lag.13*sxi$ which I cannot identify lexically. The form is
Aph, Perl., 3 t-iase* plur., and should mean, "they spread,
they caused to pass". The word is not related with the BH
ni|, Koehler unci Baumgartncr, o£. cit., p, 7J2, "to act free,
separate, open" and the corresponding Aram. *?3, Jab,trow, op.
cit.. p. 1204, of which the Aph. means "to deliver, to save".
Though our form would agree with this Aph. form, it is unlike¬
ly that "to spread" could Me extended from this meaning. The
meaning is in agreement with Wt.fi* with Hiph. f^s^n , "to
break through, to spread", of. Japtrow, pp. eit., p. 1145? for
which however no Aram, equivalent is listed in I v. Id., Daliann
■-*-11. Handworterbuch, on* PP* 329> ?43 or In "Levy, on.
cit., II, p. 258, loehler und Bnumgartner, op. cit.. p.^755
lists it as occurring In PBH, and links it with Arab. Jn-»
"to break asunder". If our word is an Aph. from this root,
then this would supply the first known instance of this word
in raas compared to the known us in BH and PH. The
only other alternative for our word is from the rootfsa.
The BH y§! is, according to Jasatrow, op. oft.. p. 925? ec¬
lated tof^fl, and means "to scatter, sha.ee out, empty", occur-
in,g also in the Pi. There is a corresponding Aram, yaa and
Pa. Y^ac with the ©am© meaning. A» Aph. however is not list-
ed, cf. Ibid.. Salman, a.-n. Iiandworterbuch. op. cit.. p. 274
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and Levy, cit.« 1.1 j, 121. ho iph# form of the Aran#
•foot ^Gl;lu ho^Vi;? : C, ill the HlPl# , *apnea. Of# OUbMVi
op» cit6, II, p# 21, hence ?*?*• Thi» lore. on Id fit out?
fovx, c-w. the laeanin. ; also would .'it. that of this foots c»?
'to sea iter", Aph#: "to on use to ©or- tier, to apreod% If

we conclude this fop our word, this would ' c adding for the
firot iliac an occnn-rsace hi the Aph#, and honec the us». of
the . ph# for hie poo'♦

% .t 3 2# JO, in the laenntai "to allow soneonc to
paos, to' let pass", the Inf. is A Hiph# in the Wt (sauoyn),
and Aph# in P9 (aujmasxV) and 9 (mo*3V) "cut a ?e. in 6
(no»y*6?)# (Variants In the following ass of 0 are? fs 1^7
ppounds Mifilffr 2223*9 agi BePi Inert
i!s 1^17 priBQ sasnus; nfiriij*?), "1th the an-no nounL.n,: at
0 *0#32. "foaaineic lists the 08 ("*2?x) a« n poeoiblo Pa#
ainefe, • «• Texloon. jgg# elt# 1 npa::-M)s "let re paso through#
The Mr hoc the aI (fog* 7,and the forn© In 0 are Pe« (Sper-
ber's basic text, "s 2%3t for wh' eh he substitutes l'3 2220
if the former, if defeotivo, hast oiyxj XX and oreibt
Ta.y»x; 3olg, Lis, Vcn I, Oocsolut, Vcn 2, Bab, MV 9^00 have:
W3«f p«rlinert with PJ a Pa# op Aph# (icyx),
also uses the lit. for the eouaiiive {Aph.#) meaning, where all
other tgg have the Aph# and the Iff the Biph# > A# In X 3*£,
where 7* has the Inpi#, 3 oaec# pier#, "to cause to pass" 2
jiVEy'i (Berliner however points this as an Aph#s )#
"?h« Hiph# Perf•, 2 mac# pier*, is in the iff ^T»3:yrn _> j with
the Aph# in Fl and II (jnayn. this could however be a Pe*
cr jAu as -..ell, depending upon the pointing}# Also in ^

32#3, again, if /o accept the poiatia.:; of fpcrher*e texts
Xnipl#, 2 cs6sc# sing#, c# surf# 1 com. pier#, in 0
MS 1M>7* AaiTxynf ]ft 2225-2250* slriaynj Berliner*
x33»-ia'yn) with the Hiph# in the ('lanaygj and the Aph* in
(*33'i.ayn) And 9 (pn'inyn), though again PJ and 9 could he

■ # as -ell, depending upon the pocntin ;. I:; ail r.l.y the Po#
is noted in 0 at

_ 15#12» ••bcoo the waning 51 to cause to paso"
is extended to "to seioicooc, to devote"# ?h< for : in he.
Xapf*, 2 moc. Sing#* 0 (*n*y»rn j ::q 2225-2230, Mo &M ixyrn ;
Berliner* -layni}. 'fhc Sf has the Hiph* Perf#, 2 s&so# sing#
msyrn 3 -.''.rile tie: 00 ons it; usee "n ; (mam ) col I
t : - - 1 *

(pwism },



moaning of the Pa., "to become pregnant", 0 uses the Pa.

and the LST the HI Qal. rnn. The fourth meaning 19 not at-
TT

2
tested in the Pont, t.-j. Hence, excluding one exception, 0

does not use the Pa., either in the first two meanings of Pe.

or Aph., op in the third and special meaning, whereas these

meanings do occur in the Aram, of the Jer. tgg and in I'M,

As to the second meaning, the Aph. meaning "to cause

to pass", in the I®., which concerns us here, this is either

used by PJ, or PJ substitutes an -Aph. for this. In Q

PJ, N, and CG have the !*»., with 0 and the MT the Aph., Hiph.

at 4 47.21, H has the Pa*, with the Aph. in 0, PJ, Bom, and

the Hiph. in the &TV-' It seems rather simple to interpret

this evidence as follows; the real pal tgg (FT, CO, and IT)
use this Pa, o does not, but uses the Aph., in this meaning.

PJ, depending at times upon the Pal. tg : and at other times

upon 0, uses both the Pa. and Aph. But thin analysis ie too

simple and overlooks that in the passage under discussion the

Aph. also occurs in the Leipzig Mo of the FT, so that also

this Lips would be influenced by 0, under this analysis*

-

i", in a 21.22. for the Pa. Par tic. pass., abaci, at.,
fenu, "pregnant" in PJ h (nannya) and CO (rmss), o
has the pa.; #*f Berliner {**?£#} and the iff the
Qal The same is the case in (*36,25, PJ Par
(maya), Boa (*???$)» CO, "D" "K" (mayn) and i
(may®) with 0: #*Tl£ (Berliner: **?*?) and the 2£?i nnn.
In Q BBP (mayo), Bom CG, "D" (9W»I in pa¬
rentheses; this may not be in the text) and IT (mayo), The
phrase is in the addition, and therefore lacking in 0 and in.
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Uuch an analysis also overlooks the fact that the Aph. mean¬

ing tor the Aph# forms Is also used Vy the Pal, tggs par,
1

• or-., O'J, and H, i)ust as in, pj, it is hoover not impossible

that in good Aram, the Aph, was used for "to cause to pass",

Put that in apolcen Aram, also the ftt* (our second meaning)
comes to be used for this bnsicly causative meaning. In

O y

Par, Bom, CO, and H both Pa,1* and Aph,■> are used in, this mean¬

ing* as in PJ (in many instances, including in our passage),

avi in Lips (in our passage). It is quite possible that an

2, tew, on, cit,, II, n, l'>3, Jastrov.« op. alt.. up,
1058:,.

3. Of. a - ove, p. 122 , ftnt. 2 .

1. In the following examples all are in the Aph. or
Hiph, for the BH. Some of the unpointed Aph. forms could be
rend as Pa. forme, however in the foregoing discussion we have
not mentioned these examples, but have rested the weight of
the argument on those above-men tioned examples which are ob¬
viously and can be no other than pa. forms, e thus talce
all following forms as Aph, Following four verbs are used in
the basic causative meaning "to cause to paso": F ifS,
Impf,, 1 comm. Sing* 0 (nay*!; Berliner: nays!
Solg, Lis, Yen 1, Conplut s na'ys), 3J and H (nayn ksx), ToLib
(*u?si )• K 27.7. IT, Perf.,, 2 masc. aJ ng. (rnayni ) with the
corresponding Aph. and Impf. in Aram,, 0 (nayjSli 8olg, Yen
1: na'ymj Ix; pj'iuj Ms 282: nnaym, Berliner 1 nayni,
PJ (naym) and S (jnnoynn,). K £7»£» ISf Pcrf., 2 masc. plur.
(oBnayni) and the Aph. and Impf, in Aram., 0 (pitynij ijer-
linert PJ and g (piayrn). D 13.10, MP* far-
tic. act., masc. sing. (a*ay.a), 0 (layo} Berliner: *>SES)»
PJ O'naya), g (loyo), Bom One example uses an ex¬
tended meaning, "to separate, to devote"1 L 13.21. FT Infin.
(-I'sjng), 0 (ktsyk'?| Berliner: *iafK\), PJ (na*#>, which
couiii'also be a Fa. Ini'in.) and S In'TnyaDh, which could also
be an Ithpa. Xnfin.). One example extends the meaning to be
Mto send abroad,": L 2^.j, MT, Peri., 2 mace. sing., and Impf.,
2 maoc. plur., (-n'nys, fnnyrn), 0 (inynij Berliner: haym;
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Aph, meming, in Aram, a-no ken, "by the general public Is taken

over by the Pa. iora, so that "both the Aph. and the pa,

forms serve the Aph. ^oftninv. It seems to us that this

rings true to a spoken and developing language. This cannot

be said for 0. G, boin3 a work of literary unity, meant to

"be an authorised ami authoritative tg, used the Aph. only

for the Aph. moaning, changing all the Pa. forms, which had

Aph. meanings, which he found in the Pal. tgg, to Aph, jbjnna*

It is also quite possible that 0 wishes to conform externally

to the 111, which latter only uses the J'iph, for the causative

meaning. f?ext, the Pa. takes as special meaning, "to become

pregnant" probably a denom. meaning."*" This is not unusual,

as a matter of fact, it is perfectly normal that a denom.
2

meaning is found in the Pa. It is quite likely that 0 does

not use this meaning, which would "be good, spoken Aram., be¬

cause the IH does not use a PI, of this verb for that mean-

in;,'. 0 wishes to have an external (and therefore artifi¬

cial) similarity to the BH, and chooses a different verb for

"to become pregnant" from the Pa. of*1357 ♦ Whether this

and Berliner: which latter is a ft«l) KT
(pnaynf s ( pnayn 2x),

2, Of. above ftats. 2 and 3, p. 122,

p. Of. above, ftnt, 1 » p. 125,

1. Gf. above, ftnt, 1, p. 121.

2. Hans Bauer und Pontus Leaader, Auragefasste r.jb-
11 sc h-A rama 1 sc he Ora.amatik, ;..f t Tex ten und "ilossa *r' (Halle7"'
Saales Max Niemeyer Verlag, l')2rj)t p. 12.
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meaning in the Pa. went from Aram, to P* H, or vice versa
/ * 1
(vhich latter Meufiark holds), "brings in the whole discussion

or relationships between Aram, and PBH, which we shall leave

an open one, as far as this work goes. Suffice It to say,

once more, in conclusion, that for the causative meaning, !!to

cause to pass" all our Pal. tgg (including I J) use both Pa#

or Aph. forms, whereas 0 only uses the Aph. ..or.'.a. he prac¬

tice of the Pal. tgg represents spoken Aram., in which the

Aph. meaning is carelessly extended also to the Pa. forms.

The use of 0 remains grammatically correct throughout the

whole of O and may as well reflect 0*8 attempt at similar ity

with the BH» which only uses the Ifiph. for this causative

meaning. Thus we see no need to interpret our example as in¬

fluence of 0 upon PJ, rather BJ stands with the pal, tgg,

even here.

The phrase "that were with hi®* in EBY, "...Clod re-

ne. r-'eree,..all the beasts an-, nil the cattle that were ith

him in the ark", is rentered as follows, Bf; IhK T 0, PJ,

Vatj n»n»$n, ns W par: n»»»y rpx~r, Bom; rpny AUftjj
N tigs mx*T, C3: rPDJ mm# Obviously this is not a case

where 0 influenced PJ. PJ is exactly the same as the Vat Ms

of PJ and very close to 33, in using 1 and OP plus a suffix#

The other stream of Pal. tgg used man (par, Bore) or mm (0 >)
fori , thus spelling out the verb "to be", rather than assuming

r. Heuetark, l-cxikalicche Uaterauohungen etc. (1^05),
op. cit.» p. 551 the re, mean ing "to become pregnant" is
taken as a post-Biblical Hebraism in. Aramaic.
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it. 0 follows the former stream of tradition.

In the phrase "God remembered", a super!ieiaX conclu¬

sion would hold that 0 influenced :PJ« The verb is translated!

Iff I i °# PJ* J Bom! Par, Hi ,

0 and PJ use the Perl'. Fo'il form, which is really the Partic.

pass, of the Pe. of"13"1 ; and Bom, Par, and H use the Peri•
of the ithpe. in which the n is assimilated "by the"1, beeom-

ing ^ . both the Fe. arid Ithpe. mean "to remember*'# hut

a closer scrutiny of the facts forbids such a hypothesis.

Our verb occurs in Aram, in the Ve., Ithpe. and Aph.:

pe—to remember, to remind, to mention! Ithpe—to l>e remem¬

bered, reminded, mentioned, to recollectj Aph—to remind,

call to remembrance, to mention.^ The verb 13T occurs in

BR and PBH in the Qal, Hiph. and Hiph.; BH: Qal—to remem¬

ber, etc. j Miph.—to be remembered, thought of; and Hiph.—
2

to cause to remember, cause to Be remembered, mention?" and

PBH: Qal—to remember; Niph.—to recollect; and Hiph.—to

cause to remember, to quote.-'' In Ayr. the i thpe., Bthpa.

and Aph. are often used, and the Pe. only sporadically, while

also the Sttaph. seems to occur.^ In OP Aram, only the
Ithpe. is listed as used.5 In Aram., the Pe. Partic. pass.

is often used with the auxiliary verb >*111 0r with accompany¬

ing personal pronoun (sometimes attached to it), but also as

1. Levy, op. cit..■It p. 175; Jastrow, op. cit.. pp.
y07f; Dalxaan, A.-N. Hand wo r te rl u c h. op. ci t., p. 98 and
Charles-F. Jean, Diet!onnalre des Inscriptions Semitiquea de
L'Ouest. Deux Livraisons (Leiden: H. J. Bri 177^95477**P«
70,

2. Koehler und Baumgartner, op. cit.. pp. 2^ft.
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a pe'il conjugation, occurring in the Perf. or Iiapf. with ver¬

bal endings. The Pent, tgg do uee the partic, pass, (Pe),
™ 2

'but no use is found in them of forms of a Pe ll theme,""

"e then study the occurrences of the Pe. Partic, pass,

and the Jthpe, Pert,, as in our verse. ' e note that the

Ithpe. is used by all the Pent, tggi 0^, PJ-, Par-, Bom*',

Dai can, 1. -N« Band wo rte rbuch. or>, clt.. p. 12%

4* Payne Smith, ,. ."dictionary, op, clt,, p. 92, and
Thesaurus etc., org. cit., cola 097% and Carolo Brockelmnnn,
~i3.oonITyrtacusf, " :ditto Socunda Aucta ct Binendata (Balis
saxonuai 'BuEtptibus Max Miemeyer, 192B), p. 254*

5, Ochulthesa, .Lexicon etc, » op, cit,, p. M% our
word is not listed in tichwaTly, op. cit.

1. Levy, op. cit.. I, p. 175 alone list® this as a
separate theme—to be 'remembered, borne in mind? Jaatrow,
ot>. clt.. pp. JQJf, lists this as a Partic. pass, aid a nouns
Dalman, A.-K. Handworterbuoh. op. cit,, p, 90, as a noun,
which can take verbal endings*'

2, Such forms of a PeHl theme are i'ound^in non-Pent,
tgg, of. Levy, op, clt,, and Dalaan, A.~i. Handworterbuoh.
on. cit. -e note the foliowing 1 Lam." 1*9, Perf.' 5 fern,
sing.t m*3f—she rememberedj and Pa. 109,14, Iiapf,, 3 aase.
sing.: T27?—it is remembered. Cf. Dalman, Ornmattk etc.,
op. elt.. pejr, p» 253»

9* 2 40*14, 1x5 (fipSt occurrence of MT),
Impf. 2 masc. sing., c. suff. 1 comm. sing. > 40.2% Spers

Bert Perf. 3 oaee* sing, o 42.9, Spen
Bert n2?'?}, Perf* 3 nasc. sing* b 32.13. Spert

(although Bcr C n2n'^) and Hit ( "'-T^Jgive a Fe. point¬
ing, which meat be wrong here, and 7 ( *1-^) points this as an

Ithpa.) laser., masc. sing. D 21*1% Oper 1 8",r''T*^#
Ben t??'? Infin. and Xqpr* 2 masc. sing. J)
Lis, Complut^ 7 37^*# Peg* • n37** Iraper., masc. sing. 2 9.
27, Spert with Ber pointing it as an Ithpa*:
XRcgJ -7^5# Irnper., isaae. sing. D 1%12, Preibt ,

lEtpf., 2 ding, Cf. Levy, jgjj. clt.f I, p. 175. b 32.7
Sper t 1447 points an Ithpas nj"T'"" and Bcr both?

■22'? or
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the Pent. tgg: Q-Jf PJ^, Far5, and lii:\ It is therefore riot

if. G £g»2gt aot*k , perf., 3 masc. sing. D Ig.Z'.
naTX, Imper. ma sc. plur,

% 0 8.11 t3*rki f perf., % raasc# sing. d 50.22;
iotki , Vevf~ sing.

6. G £•sit T3TX1 , Pei'f., J naec. sing. G 30.22f
t3*T*ki, Perf., 5 WMW« sing, (this pointing is that o? a be.
lapf • 1 comm. sing# which the mem ing excludes here. For
the Ithpe. a doubling dot chould he in the w instead of in
the d). O 40.25,: Perf. J masc. sing, (again, Pe.
pointing#)• H 11.5s *3nax Part, act., mac. plur.,
ahsol. st. (the pointing is definitely Aph., "tut the meaning
is a simple one, nr,e remember )* I) 52.7: Tiai'x, Imper.#
maac. plur. (again, the Pe. pointing is wrong, for there is
no plur. form with preform. * in the Pe. )j the Vat lis also
reads i iuts,

1. G 3Q*22i 13-iki ( .ensinck, ,,.Lexicon, op. cit..
also lists this as in Ithpe. and translates, 'lf5s"e souvenir")#
Perf. 3 maec. sing#

2. G nsnxi, Perf. } raaoe. sing. G G.1G:
mo-raV, InflaT G 19.29: norrxi, Perf. 3 masc. sing. G 50.
22: aoaxi, perf. 3 raasc. sing. O 40.14 (first ocourroncej:
hidtSj Perf# 2 maec. sing. M-2.^41 tstfxi, Perf. 3 raasc.
fling. K n-»T3txi, J erfT T com. :• sing. jf 32.13:

hOTK , Imper.# masc. sing. ITXI*.31 px pnora, partic. act.,
masc. plur., absol. st. g ... n nonm, ImpiG, 2 masc.
plur. J) 2*Z: 1131K, Imper., masc* plur. D £.,2Z.: tdixi,
iiaper., masc. sing. £ 15*1*>* jnonm, ImpfT# 2 masc. plur.
£ 5£*Z.S t t3ax, Iiaper., raaec. plur.

3* G £.1# Spert tdvi , Ben n»3"p# with a proper
noun as subject. G 3*15. Sper: X3n*b-n, Bcrs xan^o-r-i, c.
stiff. 1 coian. sing. - 1.2)t Gpcr: Per: tdi.i, with
a proper noun as subject. a Ix# Oomplut: t*3tti with
n prop- r noun as subject* 2$ 2*24# Sper: -pirn# Ben n»3nn,
with a proper noun as subject, K £•£, Sperj kit 5n# Ber:
X3i'37«» c. soff. 1 coram, sing. S 15.5. Sper: f'i'baT • ' »

Ber: pn'o-T Tin, as laper. masc. plur. % 20.8. Sper: 'in
n'bi, Ber: *3»», as Imper. sing. E 32,15, Gomplut:
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necessary to conclude that the Be. partie. pass, in PJ is

borrowed from 0, in the verse under discussion. ?his grara-
2

ssatieal use occurs also in Bar. and if.

i*oi, Heffj i*?7 'in, as Xmper. sing. t Spur:
X3i*:m, Beri '*3i*3i.it c. suff. 1 comm. sing.
and 3)t Spers i*3i six (2x)j, Bart x^x (2x), c. euff.
1 com, sing. L 2^.4*5^ Sperj xivo-n, Bert 3?Ji*3v«p c:.
suiT. 1 coiasi. sing. H 11*5* Spar{ xlnax pi*3i, Berj
sanas I'VD], c. surf. 1 coma. plur. D 2*Zp 3Pc-: *i>
tot, Bert Tpn 'in as Iraper. sing. J> 24.9. Span T*3i *in,

Bert *3i># as Inpar. sing. D 25.17. Span »t#$ *in,
Tiers V?? 'in as Iape?. sing.

• •.

4* 1 with a proper noun as subject.
§. 2'iu.1 k^ttT, c. Stiff* 1 comm. sing. ft 19»2^t Ton,
with a proper noun as subject. 0 42.§; pdu, with a
proper noun as subject. 15 2.24iBii, with a proper noun
as subject. K £.^i xii'oVT, c. suff. 1 coraa. sing* B 13.

pp»Di |Tin, a* lager. masc, plur. 1 32.13s t»3t nn,
as Imper Sag* t 26.45? c. suf?. 1 com. sing.
1 11.11 «3B3X pi'Jt, c. Stiff* 1 coma* plur. 21 jjfojffl
Y't'ot jnnn, as Xmper. masc. plur. D 7.13: j~tdt pim*
as laper. ciosc. plur, B 8,21 f'TST^Yrinn, as Imper. saso*
plur. j) 8.18: pvai jilaai as iraper. masc. plur, 2 2>Z?
7■•3*33 irn7 as Imper* maso. plur. B 9*27? i*3i *vn, ss
Imper. ma sc. sing* B 15.1.5* I'T oT p i nm s as I riper,, ma sc.
plur. I) lb.12; j*3*3i 711 nm, as Imper. nasc. plur* D 24.
j^j | •i*33 i in, as Imper. ma sc. plur. D 24.18: jnnni
l'T3ip as Inper. nasc, plur. D 24.22:*" pi*31 pmm, as
Imper. case, plur* D 25.171 lTT3i nn, as Impcr. masc. plur.

5* A 20.8s |*t*31 tin, as lupi . . /.asc. plur.

6. G 1;»3' l*i*3i pin, as Imper. saaac. pluv. Go
also K 20. ST a 24.9 and 2^;,7.

1, It is observed however thai the instances of i*3T
in Par and M all involve a use of the pe. Bartic. pass, witp

1M ^flttgpftaalaa verb ran (see p. 130 , ftnta. 5 and 6). in 0
and PJ we find the Ft* Partis* piss, with mn (in 0? E 13.3J
20.3? 32.13? D %7i 24.9; 23*7| in PJj * lj*3l 32.13?
D 5.15? 7.18; 8.2, 15? p.?, 27; 15.15? 16.12; 24.9, 13,
22? 25.I4; of. p* 130 , ftat6. 3 and 4); the Be, partic.
pas . with a personal pronoun (in 0? 0 9*15? " 6*5? I- 26.42,
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43; * 11.5; 14 Jtf* <* 9«15i S 6,5; 1 26,45? » 11.5; cf,
p. 130 ftnte. 3 and 4 ); and the Pe. Partic. pass with a pro¬
per noun as subject, -xhich could te taken as a re*il repf. 3
maac, sing. (of. ftnt. 2 on t>, 129) (in Of .1? IP.?);
42.9? E 2.24? In PJl G 8,11 19,25; 42.9; X 2,24; cf.
p, 130 ftntu, 3 ftnd 4 )* Again, it will have keen noticed
that the use of the pe. partic, pass in 0 and PJ is more fre¬
quent than in the other . In the light of the foregoing
and following .sain evidence however, wc think that Ghee* usee
in a' and 0, not occurring in the other tgg, are no^ decisive
evidence for influence of 0 on PJ» It is not impossible
however 1hai 0 copied these uses fro if.

2. o mention one other cat© ory for the suae 01
completeness. is.ll our t:, ; have examples in which the con¬
sonantal forme could he either Pe. or Ithpe, Hot even the
pointing in 0 can "be a reliable aid. The aislanguishing
feature is a doubling dot in the first radicals Ithpe,: the
in are assimilated into a w, or the doubling dot in the
second radicals Pe. Usually where Sper has the re. theme,
Bcr has the Ithpe. Examples of the Pe. or Ithpe. for fas,
wL th Pe. pointing in Sper are 1 in Os 0 9.18. Ix» 101x1,
Impf# 1 cosing. G- 40.13. Sper: 13"»i5i*^ pe. or Ithpe.
pointing; Bcr * I2,!?73i> P©. pointing. Brederek, oq. cit.,
p. 3° lists 0 as ft Pe. G 40.14(1). Sper; rl^iBin, Pe, or
Ithpe. pointing; Ber: »33*"i0"p», Pe. pointing; tr.pf. 2
macc. sing., c. suff. 1 comm. sing; G 40.14(2). Sper nSiin,
Pe, or Ithpe, pointing! Ben "1.51* in, Pe. pointing; 841
loini, Aph. levy, 0r>, cit., X, p. 175, lists this as usivm t
hence as a Pe, The form can also be an Aph., as the vowels
of 84, equaling 1.1, fiph.; "that ycu vxll cause tc r emetine?
me to Pharaoh. N 15.39. Sper; pnBrrhi, Pe. or Ithpe. point¬
ing; Ber s Xthpe. pointing; Xmpf. 2 oiase, plur.,
N 18.40. Sper: ' p^Sirii, Pe, or Ithpe. pointing; Ber:

Ithpe. pointing; tapf. 2 masc, plur. D 5.15. Sper:
iSifn, pc. or Xthpe* pointing; Bert isi'-ni, ithpe, pointing;
Irapf. 2 msec. sing. D 8*j2, Sper: loini, pe. or Ithpe,
pointing; for: i3i»rn, Ithpe-. pointing; Impf. 2 raaec. sing.
D 8.10, Sper: nSvfii, pe. or Ithpe. pointing; Ber: iDi"»ni,
Ithpe. pointing; li/pf. 2 masc. sing. D 15.15. Sper: iSiin,
Ber: iDirni, pe. or Ithpe. pointing; Impf, 2 naoc. sing*
lev;/, o>. cit., I, g, 179 lists the- Gab (i.e. Ger) ; orm as
pointed -)3<r»nf correctly identifying it as an Ithpe., and the
1'orm in the Ausgataep as pointed lain, correctly listing it as
a Pe. D 1(>.3. SperI loirn, Pe* or Ithpe. pointing; Ber;

Ithpe. pointing; Impf. 2 masc. sing. B l6»12. Sper:
icini, pe. or Ithpe. pointing; Ber: I3vni, ithpe pointing;
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"hen we look at the number of times of agreement or

disagreement between 0 and PJ, as to the use of the Ithpe,,

Pe. Pa*"tie. pass, or a substituted Pe. or Aph., we find that

oi ;j>4 examples, 0 and P«f use the same theme ii times, and a

different, one times. This is the conservative number,

not counting differences of number in the verb form, which

latter would give 1& times the same and 20 times different."1
Side "by side we compare the same for 0 and H. The conserva¬

tive number ia that of %L examples, Jj6 times are N and 0 the

tmpiV 2 maa'c. "sing. L^vy, op. cit., I, p. 1/5 lists 0 as an
Ithpe, D 24.13. Spt^Sr | Pe, or Ithpe pointing} Ber:
pD-r^n*! , Ithpe. pointing; Impi. 2 mnac. sing. Levy, J.Lld. z
Ithpe. I) 2J^*22, Spoilt hsnrn, Pe, or Ithpe. pointing; Ben
idv'jji , iThpe. pointing} Impf# 2 mac. sing. Levy, Ibid, t
Ithpe.

Xa B2ft Q 40.1^ (1 and 2); ' iDin...»33*TDnns Iiapf. 2
aftsc. sing., c. surf. 1 coma, sing; thejsccoiKi form is per¬
haps an Aph., of', dlftousslon at 0. L 26
Ii>ipf. 1 comm. sing, H 15.39s pimm, Im.pt, 2 raasc. plur.
H lh,y)s nuun, Imps# 2 rJsioc. plur* D lb.3: • nuTm,
Impf.^2 maso* plur. 7*

In Par; L 20 *t*x 1, Impf. 1 comm. sing, L.
26.42(2 and 53: totx, Irapf, 1 comm. sin';.

In ' om: li 26.42(1)I T37*xi , Impf. 1 comm. sing.;
the pointing ia Pe, L 2b.42( 2" hnd8 'j ) : tdvx, Impf, 1 comm.
sing.

iil $ '3.15: monxi, Impf. 1 com. sing. o 9,l6s
no-rxi , Impf." 1 oomia. sing.

In js G *3.15: nomxi , Impf. 1 comm. sing, G j. 16;
(N m&rglnjs"' noTxiInpf. 1 com. dl&g. 0 40.1^(2)1"" noim,
Impf. 2 21asc. sing.; this can also be an Xph,, cfT discussion

0* I. 26.4^1 notxi, Impf. 1 com. sing. K 15.40:
jns^in r Impf, 2 ma sc. plur, B 5.15: inoir'ni, Impf. 2
raasc. plur. D £.jL3: maia, In- in. and Impf. 2 raasc#
plur. D 8.2: Xmpf. 2 masc. plur, D 6.181
|-n'3ir»»t7 X, • 2 an ye. plur. l6,3t piorrrrT In'pT. 2 asse#
plur. B 16.12: pTDim, Impf.~*2 ma sc. plur. 3> 24.18:
pnovm ,~*Impf. 2 masc. plur* X> 24.22: | novel, Isspl* 2 msec,
plur.
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same, and 11 times different. If differences in the verb

number are counted, the figures are £ times the asms and 24
times different.* (For completeness e also list the hither-

. o
to not given Pe. or noun forms). On the use of this verb,

0 and PJ are different from each other as often as the same,

which is H so true for 0 and M.

The result of this analysis shows that it is wrong to

assume that 0 influenced PJ because they are the same in our

verse, whereas Born, Far, and M have another tradition. Be¬

cause of this study of the use of the different themes of this

verb by all the Pent, tgg throughout the Pent., we can say al¬

so for our verse, that PJ represents a pal. Pent, tg tradition,

1. 0 and PJ are the sane ins G 8,1? 3.151 19.29*
30.22? 40.14(2*)* 23? B 2.241 6.5? 1%3*| 20.3*? L 26.

45? K'11.51 kOi D9J; 24.9-»-; 25.17*? 32.7* (the
starred examples have a difference of number of the verb).
0 and ?j are different in G 9.1h? 40.13? 42,9? E 32,13? L
26.42 (1 and 2)? D 5.15? 7.13? 8.2, 18? 9.27? 15.151-
16.12? 24.18, 22.

1. 0 and If are the same ins Q 40. 14(2nd), 23? 42.9?
K 13.5** 20.8? 32.13* N 15.1-0? D 5.15*? 5.2*, l8*j 9.27?
15.15*} 16.12*? - 24.9*p 18*, 22*? 25.17*) 32.7*. (the
starred examples have a difference of number of the ve rb).

0 and N are different ins G 8.1; 9.15, 16? 19.291 30.22}
40.i4(ist); S 2.241 6.5? 1 26.46} N 11.5; 15.391 0 7.
18? 9.7.

2. The following are Pe. forms (excluding Pe. Par tic.
pass, forme dealt with above) in one or sore tgg, where the
Pe. Par tic. pass, or Ithpe. ore used in one or more of the
other tgg, Pe, in 0 ins G 9»lb. Ven 1, Ven 2, Xxi nonaV,
Infin. G 40.23. Ix, Oompltfit *13V# Pe. perf. 3 ma sc. a ng«
G 42.9. Ven 1, Ven 2, Solgs tdti, Pe. Perf, 3 maso. sing.
5 Z»X&* 'Ges, nits •ng7» 137Dj, Infin. and Impf. 2 aisc. sing.

in rJs G 9♦ l6i notoV, Infia. 'k RL'kS. (2nd ag|d 5ri)t
TiDix (2x), Tiapf. 1 comm. Sing. Houns occur in Ol G 9.10.
&pcr; Bers G 3C.22. Spets nafov, SeVi
sanpTV. Houns occur in KFs G 30.22s xmon. Q 40.15?
•JfTan.
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as such as Bo in, Pap, ano ft. 0 could however have "borrowed

from , J, pat her than from the other tgg here.

There is also one rendering in CG which is more

"wordy" than the corresponding translations of the other tgg.

"In" in "in the kM Is in GG: "113, fox' AT; fa, and 0, P«T,

Vat and Ns 'a, which makes GO read: "inside the ark". This

word in general is used in 0 as veil as in the pal. Pent, t/g,

and also in CP Aram-.,"* The Pal. Pent, tj tradition is extant

in forma differ in , from each other.

The considerable omissions in Eon and Par, again show

us the uncodified character of the Pal. Pent, tgg, existing

in different streams. In BSV; "God remembered Noah and all

the beasts and all the cattle that •/ere with him in the ark",

the word "Oodw aid the phrase "ftoah and ill the leasts and all

the cattle" ape omitted in Par and Bom (though the letter

phrase is included in the Vat however). The words "that were

with him" then refer in Par and om, to the addition "in hie

;ood mercies" (cf. additions) hich follows ,l,'e remembered*.

Bom and Lips transposed the object '"Noah" to after "that were

ith him" (Tut it is 1- it- out alto ether in Par). /or then

reads ? " And he rer-erf ered, in his good mercies hich were

with hia, Noah". The Vat appears to have the phrase, "that

wore with him" twice; once, 3J*a*y apj) lying to mercies,

and the^ second time; n*0*5n in reference to Boahs "And he

1." "Federek, o/. cit., p. Echulthess, Lexicon
etc.. qp. cit., pp. Jk i * Of. also «:.• strew, op. cit., p." 21/
and Levy, on. cit.. I, p. 128,
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remembered in his good roe rales the t were -#ith him. Noah and

all the "beasts arid all the cattle that. were with him In the
X

the arm 'la th, ark" is omitted in Pat and lorn, included

he ever in Vat, In the phrase, vtV: "And God made a wind

blow over the earth", the phrases "over- the earth" is omitted

in Par and Bom, Par also omits the phrase, "And God made

"blow", par does however insert the Hebr, fllCH V? n*n between

and xnn, Again, Par and Bom oiait the final

phrase, VPP"S "and the waters subsided", thou git it is included

in *9 and <l?, Par is surely the shortest text in this verse:

n -nd God reraemi <:rcd in his good mercies, vhich wore with him.

(He"-r, j & ?ind upon th< enrth) p wine or gore las" • It -e~

comeo clear that the individual tgg in circulation were vast¬

ly different one from another at certain points, pointing to

the sasloly oral, independent and uncodified character of the

Pal* Pent, e *■ tradition.

The iff of 0- 9»20, "ve translate as Xollowa: "And Noflh,

the tiller of the ground, for the first time planted (or: was

the first to plant) a vineyard (literally: be ;n and planted

,,.)". i'at-.'i, is in this verse no evidence supporting the

Too"3.» g. Doubles, op. eft., uno.ov "Puller Readings".
. , fhc ... roads.? ma yta*i navKn u»x nb

V r - • - T T T • - V T -

folio " the translation of Procksch (KAV, I), op. cit>. p. Jli
" Hoach, der Aakormann, aber pflanzte sum era ten Pule einen vein-

berg". Ac 3'rocksch points'out, natxn r»x is Mot a predicate
oi'Vu*i , which would have required Vrnaax without an article,
but r ther in apposition to "Hoah". Procksch ta--.es the verb

as adverbial, translating, 'er "auerst" pflanzte einen
einberg1 (Ibid.» p. 72), referring to such adverbial uses of

this: verb in *• \,26 % 6.1; 10. d; 11.6, :>ut in these
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theme that PJ 'borrowed fro..;, 0, though par- is in KJ resemble 0,

but in these the same forme are used in the other Pal, tgg.

o concentrate first on the part of the verse, hence

fit rraixn If'K riJ 7rr*"l. 0 gives a nearly literal rendering

oi this, with the exception that "man" is in the a-sol. at.

and that riQlxn tf'X is rendered tt$nx3 rftS "131 (PJ, GG, and I-

rag also have added this verb): "Noah began a mn tilling the

soil". 0 then finishes the vera© again Quite literally, so

that the whole is a good translation, of the Pi'. G reads:

"Ifoah, a man. tilling the soil, began and planted the vineyard' •

examples, the second verb is an inf'in. In our verse, v/e
have both verbs In the Jrapf», both with the waw-coaaec, -e
would ta<e this as a coordination of the two verba, such as
referred to in leacnlue* Hebrew G-raanar, op. cit., par. 120d,
p. ':j% t "...the second verb co-ordinated in a form exactly
corresponding to the first ... by means of a l (l, l). As a
rule ... the principal idea is introduced only by the second
verb, while the first ... contains the definition of the man¬
ner oi the action". An example is 1 26.13: "and he returned
and digged" i.e. "he digged agjain". Other ©xamplus liven
here of the lapf. are 11 Kings 1,11, 13. Our translation al¬
so agrees with von Rad (aid), op. cit.. p. Ills "Noah aber,
der Landmami, war tier erete, dor einreben pflanste"• "e
ore how ver in disagreement with Ounkel, op. cit., pp. 71f,
who feels that the introduction of the ©ul jc-ct here, "Hoah,
the tiller oi the soil" refers so a J tradition, which before¬
hand told in detail about this man lioah. To refer to him
then as "Nosh, the tiller or the soil" is thought to mean, that
he was the first tiller of the soil, and so the verb VfflVi is
made to apply to both; the- first tiller of the ground, and
the first planter of a vineyard. This tradition is thus in¬
dependent from the other in which Adam and Gain were the first
tillers of the ground. He translates. "Noah, der Ackermsnn,
began*! auch Weinberg© su pflanzen". (underlining mine) But
this hypothesis of another independent source behind the if is
not necessary on the basis of this verse. The nam passages,
all from J, can jgtf'i as well be one source. The introduction
of this verse, "iloah, the tiller of the soil" gives the con¬
tinuity with the foregoing: there were also other "tiller© of
the soil" e. f, Adam and Gain. Then the verse continues and
give© the nee item in the history: Noah ma the first to plant
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The first two words, "And tfoah Began" occur in all

tggj 0, KF, Par, Hon, CG and H.

la iam, CG, and H ag, the adjective "righteous*' in the

emph. st, is added to "man" in emphat. st.: "the righteous

man". Far and H have the sane addition, hut there "nan" is

in the absol, St., as in 0 find P«I, where the addition is not

made. The reading in ;? and Part noun in ahsol, st, and adj.

in emph. at. is an Impose!' Xe one and therefore surely an

error, as the marginal correction of' H, into the eracph. st,,

shows. It is possible that the addition "the righteous maa"

originally stood only in the J > and Pom tradition, while the

others simply rend "a man, tilling the soil" i.e. a husbandi-van,

as 0 and pj» Then the o-.ij, "righteous" in the emph. at, mn

added in H and par, and the. noun in the ahsol. st. mo not

chan ;ed. This would he a simple rendering of the meaning of

the Hebrew in the Pal. tgg: "Hoah a hus"<andman". It is

quite possible that 0, which deviates here from the literal MX

in rendering: the definite HDIKH by an indefinite or absol.

T31, deviates because it is influenced by the simple rendering

a vineyard, fho vevse, therefore need not be dij feront source
from J, it easily fits into J, giving continuity with the fore¬
going in -J, and then introducing the new item of the vineyard
of grapes. Again, are in disagreement with tlesenius*
Hebrew drawBar, on. cit., par. 120b, p. 5B5, which altera the
text of our verse, omitting the article before srarrx, end making
the substantive phrase the predicate of the verbs "and neah
be -ian to be an husbandman"» Such change oi the text is un¬
necessary* -'e also disagree 1th the Snglish Revised Version
(The oly bible: Containing --he Old and He;."' testaments.
Translated' out c. the Original Tongues: Being" the "Version Set
forth b.])» loll, Oomp^rod with »he boat Ancient authorities and
:evised (Oxford: At aha University Press, 16^0)}, and with the
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of the al, tgg, of which PJ ie a part.

Vol lev in;-" the a i;}», 00 and II mg add the iafia. "to be"
to the par tic, nf o i PJ, Co, and. J in..;, (n only haa

the iafia. of the ;:aln verb: "to till"). !he whole roads

as followss "And doah, the ri ghteoue man, began to be tilling

(.no OG and u mg; r.t to ;aa to till) the soil",

Par adds thi infill, "to e", * at has nothing more of

the versei "And doah# the righteous? :.an, began to he.,

vhich can he nothing else than a oro.oicing off of material

which used to he here, Bo- does the seme, hut does hovovnr

add the last two words of the verse and reads: "Noah, the

righteous nn.i, he :-n to Be ... and he planted the vineyard".

■- •.is also «»»t he vc to loss o: . " .rial, he ■ re have

put the .therid : corr- cts this Vy transposing "to he"

and "a righteous mn* and thus reads, "And Moah Began, to Be a
1

righteous nan, and ho planted a vineyard". This correction

must Be vt ject 'd in favor oi a loss of material here.

PJ has not added "righteous" But reads, and in this

it equals Oi "a nan till in;; the ground". PJ has added how¬

ever th iniln. "to Be", putting it Before "a man", whereas it

follows "the righteous man" in Par, I oia, CO and M mg» PJ

reads: ttA.ic! Noah began to be a man tilling the soil". The

important fact remains however that PJ and the other al, tgg

have this addition, hence PJ is in the pal, tg tradition.

..l&t.ter reads: "Soah was the first tiller of the
soil• lie planted a vineyard",

1, htfceridre, ov» "f t. 9 I, p, 1*,%
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At first sight one might think that whereas in "to he" PJ has

rt"borrowed" from the Pal. tgg, in "a wan tilling the soil" PJ

has borrowed from 0. But the thought of PJ in this part of

the verse ia too such related with the other Pal. tgg, to

warrant such a view. in CO and N, and no doubt also in Par

and on before the loss of notorial there, the meaning is un¬

questionably the easte» "Noah ' e ;an to be a husbandman", or

more exactly, "rioah was the first to a a husbandman". a

arc now back at the view which Ounkel held for the f here,
1

and which we rejected for the ,;.T. This view no that ioah

was the first husbandman, so that this part of J tradition was

to be separated from the J tradition which has Adam and Gain

as hus" andmen long refore Noah. On the basis oi the grammar

of the T we rejected that view there, lor the T« But there

can be no doubt a' out the Aram, in the Pal. tggj Hoah was the
2

first husbandman. It is possible that hem; in the fax, ent.

t ;g we have, in translation, this J tradition unassimilated to

that which has Adam and Gain as earlier husbandmen and that

this material is ass iailated in the Inter It is extreme¬

ly important that PJ without any doubt shares this tradition,

because of It® inclusion of the addition of "to be" as also

in most other pal. t : , This Pal. Pent, t • tradition is

*

1. "di1. "above, p. 136, . tnt. 2 .

2. One eouj.d conceivably take the Pal. tgg to read that
Noah after the flood began to be a husbandman, and before the
flood did so me thing else. But this seems to us to be a too
line distinction to read into the text. The more obvious
meaning is that Noah was the first to be a husbandman.
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different from the aid It is with the latter that 0

stands. In 0 and iff both, Noah is the Irst to plant a vine¬

yard; in the Pal, tgg, including PJ, Noah is the 11 ret hus¬

bandman. leeauae of PJ being the same as the other Pal. tgg

in interpretation* and different from 0, we reject any view

that PJ borrowed from 0 here, but hole P.J as a stream of Pal.

Pent, t : tradition.

the last two words if the verse, "he planted a vine¬

yard" are embedded in a long addition in PJ. Leaving this

addition to be discussed at the proper place, we note that PJ

and 0(1 add after the verb the suit'. 7 raaao. & n », If attached
2

to the verb and C3 as suffix of the preposition ?: "he plen-
3

ted himself the vineyard", PJ and CG having a common. ren¬

dering. Again, PJ and Nmg us© the preposition > attached to

and preceding "vineyard" I**- PJ and gag have a rendering In

1. ;"e reject xtheridge'8 translation, oj>. clt.. 1, p.
55, for Os "And Noach "began to be a man working on the earth",
and would translate Os "And Noah, a man tilling the soil,
began and planted (on was the first one to plant) the vine¬
yard" .

2. Of. D 17.21, HGVs "You shall not phnt any tree as
an Asherah", 0; jv*r Vd *j> aat*n kV , Ns po> paxn R>

|79R Vd snw* .

3. Following the order as in Pal. Kil. IX.3I n> an9
s "he gave it to me" and 9> nV 9on: "show her to me", as

quoted in Odeberg, op, clt. 3 II, . '7,

H For > as object particle with this verb, cf, Ps,
44.2, >xir» sr»a> pa9na9saij "du eetatest das Haus Israel ein",
as list d in Levy, op. ait., IX, 12k. ut as this very
example baa a suffix and V plus noun for the object: "you
planted theia the house oi Israel" so our verse in PJ, and also
Of could be rendered; "he planted it the vineyard", i.e.:
"he planted the vineyard", with a double reference to the
object.
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comon,^ These renderings prove PJ to stand with the Pal,

Pent, tgg* Furthermore, "vineyard" is in the emph, st. in

0, PJ, Bom and in the absol, st, in GG and N, The MS is in¬

definite, It is not sufficient to explain this by saying that

PJ copied 0 here, because that leaves us to explain why 0 has

the emph, and the MS the indefinite form, as well as why Par

has the emph# st. It is more likely to think, that one stream

of Pal. tradition had the sbsol, st. (CO and II), that another,

for a reason not known had the emph, ot, (PJ and Par) and that

0 has copied from the latter stream.

The verses of Q UJ.l&l Mm 15, 1-19 deal with the

stories of Joseph,

In d k$»lkt there are two seeming similarities between

0 and PJ, which at closer scrutiny do not warrant the hypo¬

thesis that 0 influenced pjj there are important occurrences

where PJ stands fully with the other Pal. Pent, tgg? there

are unique renderings in N aa well as in PJ? and there is one

omission in H#

In RSV, "may Almighty God grant you mercy before the

man", "man" is pointed in 0 .as K*I31 (Beri K*73|; mss 2228-
* »

22J0 and 8lf: K131), PJ has the same consonants CG

has XGini. i'i omits this noun, and Par and Bom omit the whole

first half of this verse. Here 0 and PJ are the same. But

this needs to be no more then coincidence, because of the fol-

1, Ve translate KTt "And he planted himself the vine¬
yard", and reject the translation of Ktheridge, on. clt>. II,
p. 185: "and he planted it in st vineyard".
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b

lowing. 0 only usea the X133 consonantal form, le have

not found that 0 uses the K1311 consonantal form. 0 points
1 o

this form, sometimes na and sometimes as Klni.*-
T '• " T : "•.

consonantal forms XI31^ and Kimib however, are used by the

Pal. Pent, tgg: GiP and H.° host ijaportant is that PJ

1. Brederek, on. clt.. pp. 143 (Aram, i
Hebr*f 3 (Hebr. : v**), 1J (Hebr.: >25), hj (Hebr.;
j*d). Of* Jastrow, on. cit.. pp. 203f, 217; Levy, _oo. clt.,

X, p. 124; Dolman, A.-jj. Ma ridwort e v bu c h» op.. cit.. p. JO•
0 uses the 'ai form in: 0 24.hi. Ber; *l3f} u 49.^. Open
piaa, Bert 1*755; K 21.18. Ber: 1*75?, "(3per: piai);
2 21.22. Bert 1*755 j K 22.6. Sper t *133, Ber: *155; H 22.
3, mo 14 67 ■■■■ x»ia.a, Bert **155; D 1.13. as IkhJ: I'nil,
for: P705; D 1.17. Spert xiai, or: xiae. Only occa¬
sionally does one ms of 0 use raii: Is at K 12.371 Pl3t3»
Here the other mss read I Spcr; xiai, B©fg *i 33, The word
is omitted in Bolt (s consign annus). Lis, Complut and Ven 1|
and 84 at G i±Ji*3^21; xi3ii, where Sper text is xiaa and Ber
test xn31. These are surely very isolated instances in only
one msJ:so that the general rule would be that 0 does not use
the '311 for ,

2. 0 24.<Sl. 3pers xiai; Q 41. 5. mss 2228-2230, Gosn-
plut: piaa; K 21.18, Spert piaa, (Bert 1*735);
B 21.22. Spers T*i33j H 22.6, mes 2223-2230 and 3^1 xiaij
ii 22.9. Spert x»i33; 0 1.13,. Gpert piai.

3. Besides Jastrow, Levy ana Baltaan, as above, of, al¬
so venfiinck, .. .Lexicon, op. cit.. and Kuiper, ojq, cit.. p,
33. The form 011 is not found in CP Aram., Syr. or PJll,
Cr. behulthose., Lexicon etc.. 00. cit.. p. 331 .. .Korolonion
...by black, Q':.*"cit.. Schwally, o£* cit. ; and Payne CEIth, *
... dictionary. op. cit. • p. 59*

4. FT. has raa in: 0 9.20. Boms *333; a 23,22. Bom:

5*133J 0 49.5, Levitrs: 1*133. T has 'p* in: G 29.22,
Par; xiaii; -> 24. 0. .far: pi an,

5. CG has *oa in: .20: aiai; o 32.29: piaa.
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also use® both IP331 and K3331," PJ thus stands within the

tradition of the Pal. pent, tgg, and not with 0, in the use

of these two consonantal forms. About the present verses €

uses K333, the only for© it ever uses, pointing it in our

vc''ce *3 a in m "ei.d *21 in other roes; CO- uses X3313; now

it is an even chance whether PJ ia to us© the *"33 or the '311

consonantal form, because both arc used by ?J throughout the

Pent., as also by the other pal. rent, tgg. Therefore, the

fact that the former is used, can never be taken aa "proof"

that 0 influenced PJ, but must be understood as a coincidence,

This coincidence does not only occur tor PJ, but also tor the

other pal, tgg. e name only IS 21.18, where PJ has ]*G331

and IS and 0? p*133.y In the general use of this word, PJ

stands with the pal. Pent, tgg, and not sith 0.

In R8V, "that he say send back your other brother and

Benjamin", for "to send" 0 and PJ use *103, 1ft (Pi,), CO and N

use rfrtt. It would appear that C and PJ form one tradition,

using T&9 and that CG and N are another tradition, which uses

CG has "^TTIHT a £2.22: nuuj j 21.22: 1*331'::.
K 22.6 lacks the 3 but is pointed with the u vowels nSa'a.

6. II has in; a 9.2Qmt anafj o 2k.|o; mni;
-2k.hls *331; i 29,22 j *333. II 21,18i 1*3 33; ; 21.22:
t'»| E 22.£i Trtf — » tea '?»"S l~ —^2.22: —
A 1,11; J *"3 333,

X. PJ uses *33 in: G 2^.61: «ii3ij H 21.22t 1*333.

2, PJ uses '?33 ins q 1 21.13}
1*3-333; A 1.13s I*3333; q 26.l8: **3?3-i t the last a® list¬
ed In Levy, op. cit., J, p. 124 for PJ. The example does not
occur in GinVo. eu.
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nVl27# A survey of the use or these and equivalent verbs by

the t; • -jlvea us different evidence.

In 0, both verbs are u«ed#!l,7V and in the main
for the Hebr. tf?SP, Both verbs also occur in PJ• In a fGvt

instances both 0 and PJ use the Aran. either for the $jfit

or where the has BtfS,^ in these eight examples also

the other tgg have with a few exceptions.f In addition

to these small number of examples, PJ only uses nVw in a few

additions. 0 however uses abundantly.7 Of these ex-

where 0 uses rfai7,® the GO, and ft nearly always, like 0,

^ Qf, below, p. 191.

1. Brederek, on. cit.. p. 188 y Aram,: #i>®,

2. Ibid. , p. 175, Aram,: ios,

p. (} 52.18, Spert xnVrai, J: naVarmj 9 if.28, tper:
•n'oVwi, PJ: n*«>vrf 22.4, Sp<.r: n£®»i, _>j: nVuij a 5,5
(1), Sper: PJ: j*s>v».

> j-. * >-
if. I. 1.9, Spers n>r»i, •Js «Vr»i j I 9.4, Sper

PJ: a>w»n ; ft 20.26, Sper: aV®xii, PJ: ny©Kij ft 20,28, Sper l
n>u5n , i j: s>vxi.

5. In I. 1.6, > : ®'?n*i , vton 1 r»Vn»i, the Aph. of n?>n.
Of our examples it also occurs in Nmg of L 6,4: § and
in 3ou of ft 20.26: •®*Vnni •

6. : J.llfJ n>wa, "> 5*JIVUX-T,

7, Brede-'ek, on. olt.. p. 12-", TTe" r.: n1?®.

8, 0 (Sper) uses aV® in the following instances: & 5#
25s nvnV&ij q ,jt a$ri $ , n£®ij 1 15.15 rxlnVuij
0 20,2: n£®i j I 24.7? a£®' j G 24*40: a*®*; 2 A, a£®i j

G 51,4: aV®"51 G 52.27(26): *aa>®j t 57.141 a*a>mij - 57»
52: inrtrij 0 58.17(1): 94OO, QoXg (accnnda Tnanva), Ven 1,
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have lf7W. PJ however uses verba different from rf7H?: it

uses: -pnfl/ TO, pt,2*- *103,: and >1*." Of these,

Ven 2: h>wk j Lis: r>ah (Rerl text): how¬
ever 1235J irawx; 2363 (3per text): ttwx; the occui'rence
of raw here is probably a borrowing from the ?J branch of
the Pal. tgg. Gf. l 3'8.20, 23, ftnt. 1, p. llj.8; G 38.17(2):
•nVawi; G 42.161 inVwij G 45.5J *3n>wj a 45*7:

. 3.12: iwn>5j f 3.13s v 4.23: ®£wj 5.2(1):
x#$»>j E 5.2(2)1 »$w*j E 6,1s pf*n>w»j f 7^6(1):*3®Vwj
B 7.16(2): ffl1?1®; g 3.17(21) (first example): ^*#5; IS 8.17
(21) (second example): ®V»dj f 8,25(23): *®Sr»V} K :)*2Ji
nVtnj 23.23: ®VwkIj L 18.21: flSw't*; H 5.2: p*9w*ij
K 5.3(2): pi-ninVv®; if 5.4s ia>vi; 0 22.11): nVwj s 22.
37(1): ■&».) h 22.37(2): ®»n£©« jf 22.40: 2363 (sper text):
nVwi j Eerl text: ®>W| j 10, 11, 'alts n>o* j however 232,
I is, Gomplut have "iram and Borah, Reg, probably following Aruk
R: 0301. of. below p. i[,8, ftnt. if if 24.12: *nn$W*.
:.) 15.12: pnW'i.

1. In 0 3*23. both H and Aruk's FT have rawi; in S 8.
17(f) H has whereas g ag has «>®®,

2. occurring in the Pa.; IPl®—1. vertreiben,
fortjagenj 2. tr op. durch Verwuasohung fortrauxrasn, aus deia
Leben vertreibenJ and in the Ithpa.1. vertrieben,
getrle'ben warden, 2. durch Verwunschung fortgeraurat warden,
aus deia Leben vertrieben werden (Levy, on. ojt.. II, p. 559»
of. also Jastrora, og. cit., p. 1633). Itjfoe© not occur in
BH and PJ K (Ibid.. and Dal nan, A.-II. Hand wor terfruoh etc.,
on. cit., p. 443) s Gyr» (Payne f ..i3h,*".. .flotloiy: p/9""bu.' cit. B

23. 621}, CP Aram.. (Schulthesuj lexicon etc. „ op. cit,, p, 224,
,,.Horologion...by flack, on. cit.. p. 72j. "c also uses the
verb (Erederek, op,, cit., p. 133: Aram.i 1®®), whereas no
instance of it has been located in FT, 00 or If (ex. also Pen-
oinck, .|.Lexicon, op. cit.. IP®). Among the examples men¬
tioned before where 0 uses pj uses 1*1® in G 3*33?
a»Dim,

3. rav® occurs in the Pa., iw —achicken, sender:, and
in the Ithpa., rarammx—gesandt, geochickt werden. (Levy, op.
cit.. 11,pp.- 457fJ of* also Jastrow, on* ext. t p. 1526), It
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does not occur in BH «nt? PBS (Thlu., Da lisAn, A.-34 Itfuflrortor-
'';Ch etc. a ot;9 eft.. , 2,17: or io 7 7 L. •, (exocrt LilLhrhi;
a loarivorv t h , .-urU'::.:;) y 1" cyj.coy ;o „ i ^

202s ch" oil . , £o* ioIt,, -inc ,, Br'orolo:":i'on,
'

lac';, oo, cit., , ~' 5* 'i vol ": goon occur Fv •, • ;mc
Smith, ...Dictionary, op-, cit,. p. 56) and o K (Dalm&a,
Fondv'6o^ro"'"..'7;7*"''b.-..;'7.2 17, TTFyl '•}• - she ex v;7lvv hif'v:
uses niVs,our verb tjw is iaaed bjr iff in the following! . ,7?
vr#VJ <> 8,8s *urtjf 8 19,15j xann j 10,2: *nsn; Q 28,

ttoi " 53..:,v n®ij '"'e '(0.7), vm® #n;
n'nsn ;■ 57« >■'» msij :• 7 »,:■{!) r. Trox 1 » 7(-
mrmr . 45.0s '3m©.. .. ,7 *3nw ■ • 5,37 .. -jim® 0 3.
17 i ■* 3 TT $ l 7 7,1'71 }i >3 "IT® . mVl 0
TT ® X J .7 2 2 , 13 J x 3 TT ® D V J „ ; 7 ( 1) ; X TT V ; ' , 77 ( : ) .

H 22.40: ntn; 27,12; artmrcf & 1 ' jmp'%

km I •at occurs in. the Pe*, jat--bereit sela, the i-v-,. t

I»;#t —be3timriCia, vorbereiten, the Ithpa,, ibttx---sich anschi-
cken, sich roh.in verfugen and Aph., |»atx®Pa—besti©men, hin-
sonden (Levy, Op, ci t., I, pp. 22%£, and Jastrov, on. cit., p.
404), the vc00 occ 70 ' ■ .,71 (7r.ov.7v. »

'

2 ••■*.'>/-•■• and Ghaldoe Dictlonai'y etc., on, cit.« p, 159) in 3 7"
XtMlnon, a. -ill Handsorter' ach, on. cit., p. 150), In Syr,
it seems to he henonu •; on tUe Aran,, occurr j n ; 7 . the- • ,

(Payne faith, .. .hie one y/,, on. cit,, v, XI/). It. 0.7 ncv.
found in CP Aram* (dehulthoss, Lexicon etc., on. cit,.. p, 55,
and , .. -"ovolo h. on » ci t.\
occurs in the Pal, Pent, tgg (Kuipc-v, on. cit,, pp. 49-50{
0 1,9,3.6} f S3 I 22,27J cf, "ensinck, ,..Lexicon, op. cit,,)
as well as in 0 (Brederek, eg. cit,., 7. 143, Xram, jait).

• f07evor it is o;il;* 1n • <J that avc found too exaruilc-s of
the Aph, in the manning "to send", hence for the -H, nVm,
These examples in PJ arc from among our instances of in 0,
as under discussion: n 24,7*. ?ot* and 8 24,40? }at*, 7s
far aa vv. mo'% this use is not ounci elsewhere in the '7.3.
Pent, tgg or in 0, and is only listed in T.evy, for tho former

liSvaavc. v'uis ia a pecalioi."' <B" re or the PJ amicf 0: the
Pal, Pent, tgg, a»pr.iin marking its diotinctiveness and its in-
dovxii'lenCi.: , 7o;.; ,

5,'T»3 irs used in the Po,, T®a—X. intrens. fortgehen,
scheiuen, 2. ge*v, " i:aio, vatlatsen, lortschicken, 7. los-
i'rcilassen, u, au. von einer 4'rnu, sich von ihr scheiden; in.
the Ithps., t©atix»« :;ort,;csohlckt, entlacaen Tierden; the ha.,
T*»s-M-entlas3cn (Levy, op. cit., IX, pp. 2u0f). Jastrou, on.

cit., p. II58 lists besides these also the Aph., to
dismiss, 2, to deliver a funeral addrceo, 5« to take leave,
4. to read the naftarnhj and the Ithpa* in CP Aram# the verb
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W, used twenty-four times in y<J where 0 and the .• :Ii have

lf?w, only occuro in the Jet1, tgg* This analyst* shows abun¬

dantly that PJ doe a not always have n?ff, where both 0 and ],'£

have this verb. -C- round -,.-i dot exanplcfs xdiorv 0 riu noc

GeebO~~t>o' ••"■e" v'sed •.nil; the special sonis-.. v.. boi /oooxo" (: . ?

though Sshwally lists these examples as Aph.) (8ohulth®8S,
Lexicon etc., o.. est. ,. . bp;}. er i . use . :.;/£•;o o.
in the P«» and Aph. as a general verb, though not In the spe¬
cialized sense or "divorns** (Payne Snith» .. . incti on/ir;-,
op, oit*. pp. 44.21). Schwally points this out top* cot.;, p,
T5)i "'hei*. ho 8'"o.": loo00. !;>. t clicoo l relet er , vichexi
one an eh dieoe ov- .}. o vox etoht i ■ ieeex aocxo;.Hep

ZutoAJlj jovaTu*. , 1B3 .

ArmrtSisch Terminus fuW die Ehesoheldung". (parentheses nine)•
1**1.103

QP Aran. but not in by?. in our examples under consideration.,
as or 11 ac o ;tside these, vxe have not round this veto used in

"j.', GG, or il, except in the ]-attic, form /tor "un¬
leavened bread*. (or. Kuiper, o_o. cit., p. 1)3)% The verb
does occur ia PvH (ifeljaen, i.-:h ranonortcr: -;icht on, eit., p.
3)2)« In. many cases whore we have noted 0 to use nVw, !PJ
u.o. . IBS; ; h:,lG; lies . nus r:(l): iibbdV

do) ;; 11 B 3* K , . . p 3'11E3* , ) i ) 11B3
d.i 11 BSD-. . ,2 hi BSD1?; 1 .21 : 1103*1,
|1109*1 y e J \ • n iilC J • p 3 111 B3I1 .. , pB3. i t i 8
clear that ibs is used by i J nor;; often than by 0. AS we
ox.u. snov later, in too .-ro tretention.tor, in t ho

"Nit bv t he
cclriicuc oor

In vea oec

*-» v.. v v. J. , ..w M V...JLASw ^ .. w C 0!.;0 i1 t i c 1, th.O ' '.'
* .-1

h* 'J J,'.* 1 •

•n i. A- ' 1 h . i (r -i. to 0

thing else but that &f represents an earlier tradition than 0.

. *11 b O,:o t! . - *13~- ,
•• T

o V hlic aoAj- o.': it-
'J C |{ ' .1! i - "O V vw' : n X'OVO.<;-."i

>■:•!v ;h tr? ;■ o. * J o'-y.

re 1 sen, '■■n&ypoi'n.c-i. . . eiilcudern. Pic-11
t v e itc1 a > t i ie 11 hp' • * *ia®K—1,

••1 : '
. Cr. L' et X

'c ;'.oi - .. xc croc a, x. in niod
0 a C1 a fjt ^ ^ » ,-Jy ■ * ci-;nstrov. , DO,
This rovh occur a in V t. * (Payne 8m1 th <

■, 1{":: ) , " X" « \
; ! l •il there, ::ic on

'

(Jaatrooy. _o ; > cit. ji- on Cfjiu It
Ox.; cit., IK 5;, 0 0 » XIX ox /%

ample in I. 2^,25* H 21 • / • }
it in these ex® a; a s ••.II a 53 t •" a": A r

. i h-> J

x^rTC pre-So rot. he o :;7i i'lpler. ; ? e:x t»i 0!
n"?r r' i.B one. 5.17(;
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rfrtf for the BH or OUPS.1 of the other forty examples

where 0 uses nVs? for BK pj does not use rfaff in any of

the forty instances; it uses and *3, once each,
Lj

]DT twice, 1QS twelve times and TW twenty-four times*

both PJ and a use *na: (Nrag notes: a>wa). This again
shows that PJ differs in an important respect from 0 and
stands -sith another Pal. Pent, t.:, here E.

1, As has een shown in p. llj.6, ftnt, 3, this verb
occurs frequently in PJ. It has not been found in the FT,
00, or H in these examples, and no instance of it in these
tgg has "been found. Its occurrence at 0 38.17(1) in 0 (ci,
p. ik5, ftnt. 8) is probably a later borrowing 1 rom PJ, as is
also the example in M 22.40, oi which levy, op, cit., II, p,
458 says, Hed, Ven. 3 hat ouch in Num. 22,40 0. 1W,
wahrsch. ermp., da Msa. u. alt. Agg. haben". There are

however two places in 0, where tt® is need, with a solid moa
and edrl evidence: 0 38,20, 2J>. In "> 38,20: 2363 (Sper
text): ; 2223-2230, 34,9400, Solg, Ix, Lis, Prelb, Ven
1, Von 2, Sab (Stv text: )* tt®i . Berliner says in
Targum Onkclgs. op. cit.« II, p. 14, "Vgi. afer M.S. 23 u. J8fWonfica nur fur V, 20 and 23 If® bezeugt wird", Levy, pp.
cit., II, pp. i*57f says, "Levita bemerkt richtig, dass Oniu
nur in den zwei hier citirtea Stellen (0 38.20, 23) unser •

habe, sonst uberall fl^®"; and continues, "sonst nur in $ev,
Trgg". (parentheses mine). The word however does occur in
the tg:; of Psalms, Proverbs and Job (Ibid., p. 456). It is
our opinion that this verb is well used' by one branch of the
Pal, Pent, tg tradition, namely PJ. The fact that our word
occurs ao abundantly in the PJ branch 03. the Pal, Pent, tg
tradition, aid that it appears only twice in 0, and there on
very good suss and edd evidence, cannot but strongly point to
0*a dependence upon the PJ branch of the Pal, Pent, tgg, and
that frora the very inception of 0*e compilation.

1, Of, p. ii+5t ftnts. 3

2. Gf, p* l¥>, ftnt. 2.

% Of. p. lk6, ftnt. 6,

4. Of. p. llj.6, ftnt. b.

5* Of. p. 1U6, ftnt. - •

6. Of. p. H16, ftnt. 3.
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PJ in these forty examples, different from 0 and : 7, is rare-

ly the same as the other Pal. tgg, which latter sometimes
p

introduce verbs othc-r than 0 or PJ, but which usually follow

0 and JIT in the use of rf?#. This sufficiently shows not

only FJ's difference from 0 and stand oith the Pal. tg tradi¬

tion, but also PJ'8 uniqueness within that latter tradition.

THat let us look further at the use of *TOS by the t,;g.

Eleven instances are found inhere both 0 and PJ use "IDS for 13?

in which instances the other pal. pent tgg either use

flVff or substitute another verb,1*- In two instances, where 0

has IDS, following the Kg. nVy, PJ substitutes the verb VfcS,^

1. ji* p# llj.6, ftnt. 6.

2. CI- 3.23, PT (Aruk) and Ns mm.

3» The example-s for 0 are mentioned, PJ following 0,
though unpointed; 0 43.14s naam ; © 44. ?; ■poibjic; B 21.
261 a»3*iis*; V; 21.27; mo'Toa*; D 15,12; mo^TOsnj D
ly.13 (two times); tt»*i•»-j®srjj D 15*18; "jnosaSj 3 21.14s

ai'iisfii; D 22.19s -mSaui?5 D 2k,4? tnosi.

4. Verbs other than a>® are substituted in D 15«3-3
(l)f: n>-o»Ti| D 22.9, -:'s wpnooVj D 24.4, :it piaw*v.

5. >®3 occurs in the Aph., herauswerfen, verstoa-
sen. (Levy, op. ext.. II, . 131, J&strow, jog. ci t., pp. 9M3f)
It is not found in CP Aran. (Gchulthese, Lexicon etc., op. eit.«
pp. 128f and ...Horologion ...by Black, on. cit.. p. 53) or
in Gyr. (Payne Smith, . .'."dictionary, on. cit., p. 354). it
does occur in EH (Jastrow, op. cit., pp. 945f) and in P II
(Daliaan, A.-H. Hand wor t e rbu c h. on. cit., p. 2 79)* 0 does not
use the verb (ireaerek, op. cit., p."167), but it does occur
in BH (Brederek, !&). cit.. p. 77, MT: V®3). It is used at
two instances in PJ; 5 24,1; D 24.3s
both used in the meaning of "divorce". We have not found the
verb in M, CO or FT, except in Aruk's FT at 2,Yv, for D 24,3s

Thus PJ here again shows its own distinctive nature,
differing from 0,
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with N using; w7V one time, and TTO the other, c have al¬

ready noted^ the twelve instanceo where PJ has *103 for 0:

rfro* PJ Is also found to use 103*®" for 0: IJ'IJU ^ It is
clear that 103 is used much more abundantly in PJ than in 0,

while che verb la not found in r"£, 00, or H, except in turtle.

or noun form, Prora the at ove and from what wo 'nave said be-
r

fore, the following is clears This verb 103 13 first a gen¬

eral verb for "to send", fs su ch it 5s -ell developed in.

Syr, and Aram. But in later Aram, as also in CI Aram., the

verb begins to be a terminus ^ehnicus for "divorce". It can

"be for no other reason than this, that 0 uoes 103 much less

than PJ, This attests to "'J beiny older than 0# PJ is not

aware of this technical use of IDS, As a matter of fact,

when divorce is discussed, as in .'0 3 a^d k, Q usee three

times 103, leo and once 103 ami b once rfrw, once 110

and once pit?. It would seen that K Is net •-v-.->re of this

specialized meaning of 103 either, or H would have used it here.

In that reapcot PJ and If stand together here. Hence "J is in

tradition both different from 0 and earlier than 0,

Against this background m must look at our original

~~

1, D 24.1, Hs nfrw»i .

2. D 2lf,3, Hs inu'i , with Hmgi n?w»i .

'■« -j.!., p, ll|b, i tnt, Li.

4, PJ: I 21,7: siosov and L 21.11,: *15mi ,

3. 03. p. llj.6, i fcnt. 2.

6. Of. p. ll|_6, ftnt. 5.
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verse under discussion, a 45*1%* where 0 and PJ use TBB and

00 and N nVw. The latter two tgg could not have used T0B "be¬

cause it is not a word used in their tradition* Inasmuch as

"T0B is used more often by PJ than ffrw, it is not surprising

that PJ uses "103 here. fhot is surprising is that here, where

the MT has T??W, 0 does riot have the same, "but has TBS# the

only possible conclusion is that J has influenced 0.

Three instances are present, where PJ stands openly

with the pal. tgg and not with 0. In RS\r, "May God Almighty

grant you mercy..." for "grant" the following readings occur;

JffFl followed by PJt ]A* and GO? JA*. 0 however IMHNI
a different spelling! J*n»» -'rm a ailx'nxnt v,-b? *in,
whereas the PTgg lock the beginning of this verse. o note

the difference in spelling "between 0 on the one hand and the

Pal. Pent, tgg on the other. 0 inserts a yodh in the second

syllable, "but the Pal, tgj, including PJ, do not use this

spelling.2 It is quite customary for 0 to do this,'-' but in

none or the Pal. Pent, tgg is this spelling founds PJ,^ GO5

1. 'To this we add the different spellings of 0:
T»'»*i and rj: n»a*n. 0 and PJ are different in spelling
here. A glance through the examples shows that in this verb,
PJ uses the waw in the second syllable, and 0 does not. If 0
is influenced "by PJ here, 0 has modified the spelling.

2. Of. ensincx, ...Lexicon, on. cit., and Kui.per, op.
cit.. pp. 113ff.

J, OS 0 28.22i i*55vj 0 29.27$ f*S$T; 0 30.28s
|*r>xi? 0 ^3.145 1*5* j 7.4s l*5*Hj S 21,19? !*»*;
K 21.22: ; i-. 21.23? 1*551? E 22.6? p5*, E 22.9?

D 15.10? 1*5*5# One instance is found whore 0 omits
the yodh, 0 25.20: j5*i, which "because of the persistent use
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or H. Though the dictionaries do not note- this/" Dalmhn

mexitlono it,^ The CP Aram* Icctionnries also, seem only to

use ihe shorter torn, like the Pal. ig; y It is clear that

PJ In this spelling stands -sith the yal* rent, tgg*

In "your other brother" for "other* o has X3~inix6

following BHl "inx, as does also G0I X3inx. Bet both PJ and•• - *
t t t :t

8 have the spelling without this prefixed X: PJ: X3~nn and

Hi xnn. This latter spelling in PJ and Hi xnnn ,X3Tin

reep., from xnn with suffixed 3 occurs only in the Jer» ^
whereas the other spelling occurs In both G and the Pal* tg °
PJ is with N in the ?al. lent tg tradition here*

of the yodh In 0, and lac of it in the Pal, Pent* tgg, ie pro¬
bably an influence in 0 of the pal* tgg,

l*. PJ s 2 * 201 'i 28* 221 J run j ■ 2y.27:
|n*3iJ 1 ^0*23» l®*in j i Jig?. 14: fn*; J 2 ...,15s fn*;
22: ]n*i| .22.6; |n»? F. 29*9: fn*; J 19.10: }ii3n*n.

5. O r: J- 23.20: jn*i; • 2! .22: ]nr»j S 2<s. ~\?i
|jjki j O 50,28j jjnxt; 0 A5»^A: !»*> E 21.19: ]n»s K 21*
22: i'n*i; 21.25: :: 22,22*5: Tn*.

1« St 0 28.20: un»j 0 23,22* jam; 0 25*27: inxi;
0 50.28: jukij E 21.19: ln*j K 21.22: in*tj E 21,25:
in*i; 22.8: in*; . 22.9s la*; ' 15*10: inn,

2, levy, on. clt.. II, p. 155 and .Tostrow, or. cit,, p.
944.

5. Dalincn, Oraruuatiic etc.. op. cit.« p« 293* " 1*n*
B 21, k 0, JI in*".

4. Sohultheas, lexicon -ten . op* cit.. p. 129.

3* Levy, or>t cit*. I, n. 235*
6. N in 0 4.9 (1st example) has pin and In second

pmx. PJ has pnx here in both cases as compared with
in 0 43.14. Both Par and Boa have puis, each two times.
Of* also Vfensinck, * *,Lexicon, on. cit*« for examples.
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la RSV, "If I am "bereaved of my children, 1 an ereav-

ed", the verbs are in the Qal Perl, in J3ffs
• :,t t • r

the first Of these 0 has the Pe. Per A. s followed "by

Par: fl'VDh X1?"*! Bon; h'^Dh X®? and if: JT»>3n K?T. thou :h

the Pal, tgg even here differ from 0*. the Pal. tgg do not use

the 1 in the eeoond syllable of the verb, and use- n different

construction with the words 1 and X1?. Both PJ and GG use a

different theme altogether* the erf, of the Ithpe.;

fl*V3JT*X and CO* Jl'^DflX. Here the FT and H agree with 0 in
• « * *

theme, whereas PJ is the same as GO representing the Pal, tradi¬

tion, fith the second ver>, 0 again has the Pe, Perf,;

Our Pal. tgg except PJ have: the Ithpc, Infin. » pre¬

ceded by the Aph, Irapf, *](*)01K, showing a repetition of the

action of the main verb: Par, Bon, GO, Hi n/X>DflDV, ~>T has

the Ithpe, Impf. of V3B, without the Aph. of *]D*; PJ;

a unique rendering, different rro.x 0 as well as iron the other

tgg. Ye note however that whereas in 0 the tense of the verb

is Perf., in all other tgg, including PJ it is Impf., showing

how IV stands with the Pal, t;; and not with 0.

Hext we find some unique renderings in N and PJ. The

subject of the verse, Vxi, , 1'T, and COj *7X1 f in

in N: X»Dff n>X*l. Again: for the verb |JO in BH, 0, f-J, and

GG, another is substituted in Hi *157*1. And also a unique

~~

iTA secunda nanus in Sol Yen 1, Van 2, and Lis have
the Ithpe,

2. A secunda manu& in 3olg, Van 1, Complut have the
Ithpe.
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reading in P<T is found. For "if", IT: 1WK3, 0 has XD3, our

Pal. tgg (except PJ): ri/XD *]'n, PJ has the unique rendering
i

J»R XTI, which spelling )*K la one not occurring in 0.
In the "beginning of the verse, there is an omission in

H# For "the man", PJt K122 t 00 has XO'5w X1311 t adding an

adj. : "the ruling nan". H has only this adjective as a noun:

; "the ruler", seemingly in the plural. Unique ren¬

derings and omissions mark the Pal. Pent, tg tradition.

G 14.4,15, though lacking in major evidence, shows the

difference "between. 0 and PJ and among the Pal, tgg themselves.

"This deed" is rendered: ,.T: PITH Wan, Of K131V

pin , pjj xin irony, gg-s nn xjrroy, m pn x-uyUgs
XrrTOy}. 0 and N have the denora. pron. for the aaso, sing.,

and GO for the fern, aiag.,2 corresponding to the different

aaets the a&fta* xisny and ft®# xirroy. (assuming
T -r T : • •

that our word in H ia misspelled). Uov- it seems a a if PJ

has the masc. noun in common with 0 and B and trie rer. denora.

pron. with GG, This is not necessarily "proo " that PJ is

made up of a mixture of 0 and the pal, tradition. It is pos¬

sible that PJ represents a mixing of the pal. tradition it¬

self: of Ii and GG-, which have "both genders. Again, It ia not

-

^ Brederek, on. cit., pp. 7, 158-159,
2. Of, also in the discussion of the addition, below,

P» 272.

5. Balman, Grammatik etc.. op. cit., 0. Ill, Odener
op. cit.. II, p. 7, Stevenson, op. cit., p. lo, etc.
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1

impossible that in PJ we have the fern. noun XJTniy in the
t : •

absol. at.f used instead or the eroph. st.

For "you hnow*', MT, 0, J, CO, and H use $T7* , with
2

an interesting variant in Nmg: pODDO from aon.

The ward "that" in RSV, "Do you not know that" is

□T1K in PJ, Par, CO, and N, with 0 having the usual »-|K spell¬

ing.

In R3V, "Do you not know that such a man as I can in¬

deed divine"? for the verb "to divine" we have the following

renderings: MTl t?n3, 0:j?»P3?3 Kphi, PJ and Par: KVBD

V't!P , CO: D»0p**rnn niopc, and N using the same root: QOpQ

□Op'. Some of these verbs occur in 0 as well as in the Pal.
Pent, tggl p]T3^ (used here by 0), DOf?^ (used here by CO and
N)* But the verb used by PJ and Par, does not occur

in 0,5 but is used by all the Pal. Pent, tg-: PJ," Par,?
Pom, •' CO,"■ and Nag.10 The verb is used in Syr. in the Pe.

1. "Levy, op.. cit.9 II, p. 1^6,
2. Ibid., I, pp. 255f.

5» Ibid., I, p. 82 and Brederek, op. clt.. p. 14O,
Araza.: ?T2.

4» Brederek, op. cit., p. 161, Aram, copl ensinck,
.«.Lexicon, op. cit.; oo? is used also at 0 iflf. 5
Ta*op n") )*n oiops and Ms "do?* nopa. Cf» Levy, op. clt.. II,
P. 575.

5. Brederek, or*, clt.. p. 154, Aram.: t*o and p.
72, BH: 'on3.

f)t FJ ao r 50.27 • n'TOH and Q 44.^: t'0<3 nin sT'QQ,

7. par at 0 30.27 as also hercTO *yt and
I'fi,"? at 0 44.5: V'DD ST * 00.
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fou id only in the Partic, act,, meaning, "to fly" and in

the Aph, Vxli-f meaning, "to make fly, to let take flight".
It is hence not used in Syr. in the special sense of the Pal,

tggl "aus d era Vogelflug we is oagen", In CP Aram, the verb is

not found,; The root of our verb is the BH —to travel

about, to spy out, explore, search,^ which Is not used in the

specialized sense of "to divine", as it is in Aram, in the Pa.

and Aph,'' PLH uses the noun of this root, meaning: "Be-
T :

obachtung von Vogeln betreffs eissagun ; , though the verb is
6

not listed as used, PJ is in the Pal. Pent, tg tradition

here in the choice of this word* Also in the choice of verb

tense are PJ and Far (Pa, Partic, plus Impf,) quite different

8, Bora at Q> JO,2Ji a*")*vox and Q 1*12? sr»T»»Bn.

9, CO at 0 20.-2Ji n » T» > o .

10, Mmg at •:> 50,27? m'von and O Lif.5? t»bo m»*0D ♦

1, Payne Smith, ...Dictionary, op. cit.. p. 170,

2, Schulthese, Lexicon etc.. on. cit.. pp, 75f end
I..Horologion.. ."by Black, op. cit. . p. 58, " The verb —
to note, (Schulthess, lexicon etc.» op. cit.» p, 217), has
nothing to do with the pFoSSbTe BH root tub, of our verb
-*?»»». So Schwally, pp. cit., p. 100? "Die urzel gchort wahr-
scheinlich. zu he. *vkb Augenweide, arab, JVj\ (Gauhari) anse-
hen und ist in unserem Dialect iia Begriff, in sine mittelvoca-
lige uberzugehen. Hit Hebr# Tin 'heruagehen, auskundschaf-
ten* hat diese barrel riichts au thun. Indessen ist beach-
tenswert, dass sich Tin in spateren Hebr. jener anderen VAur-
sel bedenklich nahert".

5. Jastrow, oj>. cit., p. 1656.
4. Harkavy, op. cit., p. 761.

5. Jastrow, o£, cit., p. 526, Levy, 00. cit., II, p.
501 and i'enoinok, .. .Lexicon, op. cit.
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from 0 ('Pa. In fin. plus partio. ), 'vith the BH having a Pi. In-

fin. plus Impf. OQ has a Pe. Xafln. plus Par tic., and ;p a

Pe. Infin. plus Impf.

The word "a man" in R8V, "such a man as I", BHs VPR9

without the article, is in the absol. st. in. PJ and the other

Pal. tg :, hut not in Os 0: K131 ; PJ; 131, GG: 31 131,

Si Oh'fln 11, again shoeing PJ to he with the Pal. tgg. Me

note GG's addition of 111 "a strong man", which N has as a

noun, having omitted 111, and adding also Q'Ptin ; "a king and

ruler". This addition in H is unique to the Pal. tgj, as

noted "before.*

Finally, again in *JT11 "like me" PJ's spelling ia like

that of the other pal. tgg and is different from 0. 0 has

»JVin, PJ, GG and Ms 5mi31.

In this verse, G 44.1$» ^J thus stands with the other

pal. Pont, tgg, and not with 0.

G 1)4.13-19, dealing with Judah's plea before Joseph

on behalf of Benjamin, may be treated together. Vie find in

PJ renderings which are unique as well aa those which agree

with the Pal. tgg. The verses read in the R8V,

Then Judah went up to him and said, "0 my
lord, let your servant, I pray you, speak a word in.
my lord's ears, and let not your anger burn against
your servant; for you are like Pharaoh himself.
19 Ny lord asked his servants, saying, 'Have you a
father, or a brother?'.

b. Salman, 4,-N. Hand wo rte rbuoh. op. cit., a. 169.
1. G lf»7 ia five Pal. tggs PJ, par. Bora, Of and K,

Cj. below p. 2901 and G 49.14, CG and N, ci. a ove p. 159.
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Following are the unique renderings in PJ. For, "I

pray you'8 the iff appends K3 to 33T9 as followsl

0 has *1F33 "1^X1, followed by Par, Bom, CG, N, Niag, and Ff-Cod.

Ox.2305.1 PJ however uses twice 1003* 'PPl 1303 3DX1

... 1DD3 V"9*??!9 , a word which occurs only in the Jer. tgg«

After 0, Par, Bom, CG, N, Tos, F?-Cod.0x. add

jy3: "let your servant speak now", perhaps in analogy of the
iff: X3 here. PJ uniquely omits this.

In two instances PJ stands with the Pal, tgg. "in

my lord's ears" renders the Ml: ^is 93TK3. 0 has here:

93133 Dip , followed "by Tos, and FT-Cod.Ox. PJ however ren¬

ders: 93139"n n9ynffD3 , as do also Par, Von, CO, and Hi "in

the hearing of ray lord".

In "his servants" 0 has the 9m suffix: 97Tn3y where¬

as PJ with Par, Bom, GG and H have *1 a 9VT3y * The latter

suffix never occurs in 0, "but does occur* in the Pal. tg tradi¬

tion.^ hT here has: p*T3y .

The following verses in Exodus center around the Ten

Commandments. We "begin with E 20.1, which already marks PJ

as a Pal. tg. The verse reads in the RSV, "And God spoke

~

i, in F'iSCod. Ox. 2^05 (Ginsburger, Das Era, yaeriten-
thargum etc.. on. cit.t p. 73; and in Tosefta at this place
(7m n 9 i*V»x warn kdsoid in Gperber, on. cit.. I, pp. 355*')
part of the verse proper occurs at the end of this verse, in¬
troducing the following verse. The FT. found in Cod. Ox.
2505 will "be referred to hereafter simply os FT-God. Ox., and
the Tosefta as Tos.

2, Levy, op. clt., II, p. 27.

5. Dalman, Oraiaraatlk etc., op. ci t.,
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all these words, saying". The noun "the words", Ifflj □'♦ITm,

is rendered by in'M1 In PJ (S'Tll), Par (X'Vm), on

(X»ia»T), CG and H (X' n»a*T ).2 0 however never

employs any of the three possible nouns from this roots

Xl'lb/ X1'3b/: or Kina?. •' 0 uses instead Pie noun KQlhS
r • : T " " T '

which commonly occurs in 0, and more rarely in the Pal. tgg

or PJ, PJ has not copied 0 here at all, but has the render¬

ing of the Pal. tgg.

A number of items in E 20.2, verse and additions,

point to the Pal. targumic character of PJ. The verse reads,

RSV, '"I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land

of Egypt, out of the house of bondage..."'.

In the first phrase, 0 and Par do not have the verb

"to be" following the 12: nin» 'OIX, 01 '» X3X, and Pars

rH X3X. PJ, CG and H do have the verb "to be": PJs Kin X3X

*J1 and GG and Iff Xin XIX. PJ is in the same tradition

as the Pal. tgg of CG and II.

The suffix "your" in "your God" is sing, in the . T:

•j'nVx and 0: inVx. In PJ and the Pal. tgg of Par, GG, and

N, It is in the plur,s JIDH^X , placing PJ with these tgg*

~~i. Levy, 0£. ext.. I, p. i6l
2. In K 20.2, N uses S'mn.

Levy, an, clt., I, p. l6l: Wort, bee. gleich
XTaaw Gottes-.'cor-t.

T

4. Ibid.t das Wort, bee. Gotteswort.

3* Ibid.: 1. das Wort, der Ausspruch, Got teas tiinme,
2. das Wort aIs Person dargestellt*
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iGi 727K, "who brought you out", is rendered

In 0 "by the Aph. of j?Sl s ~jnj?*SK7, with the attached suffix
of the second pera, raaac. sin;-;. The render in : in PJ and the

Pal, tgg is from a different tradition. There the same verb

appears, "but with a separate word for the suffix, with the

suffix for the second per-s. raaac. nlur. Moreover in PJ, CO

and N, this verb ia the second part of a phrase, connected by

a conjunction to its first parts jT>j?7S *7, "who freed (you)",
1

from the verbj?7S. The whole phrase is furthermore complet¬
ed by the Partie, pass. plur, of j?7S as noun, in PJ, 03 and Nt

pp'TS, "free men". PJ readss pDfi' JTp*SK1 p'pis *7

I'p'IS, "...who freed you and brought you forth as free men".
PJ is in this same tradition of the Pal. Pent, tgg with 03 (*7

]'-pns ]idn' p'psKT n»p7s), h (]'j?»-is pam upem nps n)
and Par (though the latter lacks the last word, and has the

phrase in reverse orders pun* fl'pnai pori9 fi^p'SKT),
The same evidence of PJ being in the same tradition

of translation as the Pal, tgg, is present in the phrase,

out of the house of bondage,,.". The HT has Q»77y jT>7, lit¬

erally, "house of slaves", which means specifically, "house of

servitude, bondage", i.e. the enclosure where the slaves are

2
bred, 0 has: Kifnay JV3, vising the abstract noun, "servi¬

tude", accurately rendering the meaning of the iff, though

using a different form of the noun. PJ, Par, and 03 have a

1. Levy, op. cit., ll, p. 2^81 Pe—ablosenj loslcaufen;
bel'relen.

2, Koehler und Baumgartner, 0£. cit., p. 672,
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different abstract nouns K113573\ In addition, PJ and CG as

well as H (*1357 JV3 ), use the plural "slaves" of the lg?« PJ

reads, (and also in general CG) 1135737 JT*3, "the house

oi servitude o. serfs". par has: ]in'i3157 1335737 XT9 3, "the
house of servitude of their work". Thus we sec, that where¬

as 0 renders the idiom of the Iff by using an abstract noun,

giving a good translation of the meaning, the Pal. tgg and

PJ, with individual differences, remain close to the idiom of

the Ml', and may well present an Aram, idiom. At any rate,

the reading of PJ is entirely the same as that of 03, and shows

marked agreement with those of Par and N. All those stand in

the old targuni tradition.

In E 20.3, we need only deal thoroughly with the addi¬

tions. The verse proper is not present in Ms. Brit. Mus,

add. 27031 or in the hihlia Pa': tnica ab ' ragadino.* At any

rate, even in Ginsburger* s completion, the source of which is

unknown, the reading is nearly identical with that of 0, par,
2

00, and N. The verse, gives the first commandment arid reads

in R8V, *"You shall have no other gods before me"*#

In K 20.4, the evidence of the verse is that pj is the

same rendering as the Pal. tgg, and is different from 0. The

addition of one word is found in PJ, GG, and 1:3, and oi a pas-

1. Pseudo-Jonathan ... von Ginsburger, op. cit. fib-
11 a Habbinica a"r bragadino, op. cit.

2. In. numbering, the Commandments. the scheme of most
Protestant churches is followed. The targum calis this first
Commandment however *3*311 81*311 s the s econd -pvti, so that we
shall follow the mrXbt ring of the tgg when speaking of the
orris.



sage only in Par. The verse reads, RSV, '"You shall not make

yourself a graven image, or any likeness of anything that is

in heaven above, or that is in the err th "beneath, or that is

in the wa11r under the earth... '

"You shall not make" is a sing, in the ?T of the ver"b

and the suffix; "p TWPJT, and in 0 and Par: ~p Vsyfl. PJ,

CO, and H have this in the plur. however; P31? JVT3PJ1. The

relative pronoun "thaf occur ring three times together with the

following form "is" of the vert- "to be" is as joIIowb: IT;

three times "W7X ; GO three times il'Xlj o uses three times '1

as inseparable particle, attached to the following word; Par

and N have three times; and PJ has the inseparable **r the

first time and the separate +1 for the two following times.

Hence, CO gives us one rendering of the Pal. tgg, and Par-H

another, and with this latter PJ agrees in two out of the three

cases. In the first of the three cases where J has the read¬

ing of 0, this need not 'be influence froia 0, "because the dif¬

ference between 'T and 1 is very small. PJ hence stands with

the Pal. tgg here, with Par and N. The adverb "above" is in

Vynn. GO; ^V]D and Hag* p follow this with the

preposition separate, whereas 0, Par, PJ, and N have the prepo¬

sition affixed to the following particle: 0 and Par:

and PJ and Hi b'yVo. e cannot apeak of influence of 0 upon

PJ or the Pal. tgg here. This same is the case "it! the next

adverb, "beneath". The readings are 'T: nnfD, 0, PJ, Nag,

Par: and I;, CO; jn1? JD. Then we look at the following



adverb in, "under the ear th", For KTs plX1? JinflD 0Q hass

xsnxb Jiinn p ©nd M renders even more freely t Xjnx'? ill tin jq
mnn |Q. 0, PJ and par haves xyiK'? SH^D. If there is

any influence of 0 upon PJ, then it is also in Par. But the

equal readings in PJ-Par and 0 would seem more due to coinci¬

dence, at least we cannot speak of definite influence of 0

upon PJ and Par here. On the whole, we have seen that PJ in

this verse stands with the Pal, tgg.

Important evidence is found in E 20,5» In verse as

well as additions, PJ stands firmly with the Pal, tgg, and not

with 0. Put even more interesting here is that 0 has incor¬

porated certain additions of the Pal, tgg, some of which are

not present in PJ, in a deliberate attempt to change the mean¬

ing of the text in conformity with the meaning of PJ and the

Pal, tgg. The vet'Be reads in the R8V, '"...you shall not bow

down to them or serve themj for I the Lord your God am a jeal¬

ous God, visiting the inquity (sic) of the fathers upon the

children to the third and fourth generation of those who hate

me,.,H' •

The following points are noted in the verse proper.

The number of the verbs "to bow down" and "to serve" and of

the pronoun "your" in "your God" is singular in the MTi .,.

-pnVx ..♦OTiyn. ..mnrryn, in os -jipx.... piprpsn.. .tuoji. ••

and partly in Par: pj • .111011... J and plural in PJ:
• •• porpx. ..prftsn... prion, c pon^x... prf?sn.*. p-uon,..,
in b: ... pDiiVx. .. prftsn. .. pliOD and partly in Par: ponVx.
The partial similarity between Par and 0, need be no more than
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the adhepence of Par o& well as of 0 to the He s*. text. r-J

however stands firmly with the Ml# tgg of CG mid 11,

The cliiferonee between *1K (0) and DllS (PJ, Tar, CO

and P) for the conjunction is noted below.*
For Bps , "visiting" in "visiting the iniquity**." 0

and Par use lyofc, "requiting" and PJ and 00 have ninn, "rentero-
2

boring"• II omits this phrase•

In 20.6, the verce ?,s well as the ad-'.itions show BT

to be with the Pal. tgg, thoujh individual differences exist.

The verse roads, P.'.'V, '"...hut showing steadfast love to

thousands of those who love n© and peep wj commandments# ♦ •" * •

"Showing", Pi ni?F1 is represented by the literal

translation "r'syi in o and by it?3 (PJi -|»q31 ), "Keeping" in

PJ, Par, GO and U,

Again in K 20,7, verse- and additions, PJ stands .-ith

the £»!• tradition# la addition an interesting problem lo

raised here between the interpretations oi the phrase, "talcing

n 5f7"Velow, p# x85» -tnt. 2.

2# It is interesting to note that the . sshitto docs
not use any of these verbs in the tgg here, or the 3yr. j-*® •

It uses instead the Partlc# , whloh PJ, .Mr, 03, and 11
use for "to avenge" in their addition, "and an avenger end
(Bs who is) avenging in jealousy" following "I the lord your
hod am a jealous God#.."# 01# 'Below Chapter XXX, p.
The fact of this choice of verb v» in the Peah., the same ae
the verb in a of the additions in PJ and the Ml. t m is even
more remarkable in vie v of the verbs used in the csh. for ill

Tpg • Of the fifteen examples of the BIT nps meaning "to a-
vextgs* (of# Koehler und Peumgartner, oj>. ctt.. p. 77J? wo, 11
and Ho# 155 listed, the Pesh. uses twelve times r*3 » once y>>
once *=>4 and onee * V»# (Of# - "on -its, , S<rouX-»
thesa, lexicon etc.. pp. ci t*. p. lAj), Bat the intorenting
question oS' the relationship between the Posh. Pent, and the
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the Lord's name in vain". which we discuss in. chapter III.

The verse reads in the RSV, "'You shall not take the nan e of

the LORD your God in vain; for the LORD will not hold him

guiltless a ho takes his name in vain...•

Of the variants in the verse proper we mention two.

First that relating to the verb "to take" for fGs Xtfri, ^
"to pronounce", 0 and Par (part 1-a) have froranOK, with

elision of the final 1,3 "to pronounce", and possibly "to

swear".^ PJ (part If ysnti?' and part 2i V1IWD1), Par (part

1-0 yanPJl, part 2: yamcri and yaiWD), GG (part 1: Vim9 and

part 2j VOmQT), and Hmgg (part Is yiJW and part 2: >1

yariilTQ) use the Ithpe. theme yarffi7Kf "to swear". N uBea the

Pal. Pent, tg tradition is outside our present scope.

1. The verb occurs twice, once In (part l) the com¬
mandment, "you shall not" and the second time (part 2) in the
punishment given to those who break the commandment. Part 1
in Par is of a composite nature and uses two verbs, therefore
the reference to part 1-a and part 1-b of Par below.

2. August Dillmann und (in dritter Aullage herausge-
geben von) Dr. Victor Ryssel, Die uchcr "xodns unci Leviticus.
In Kura, ''classics cxc-.etlsehes Hand'buch auci Alten Testament,
XII (leipaig: Vorla ; von S. Hirsel, T&jfjt p« 2; "Kwn)
nicht: hint re -en (Hengat. Ac. a) Oder erheben (Kn. "hi. a),
denn tragen oder erheoen kann man eiaen Damen uberhaupt nicht
ausser vermittelst der Sprachwerkzeuge; auch nicht: nehmen
» gebraehen (LXX Vulg. Date.) da nic so angewendet wird,
sondern einfach voce eifevre, proierre, aussnrechen vie 21.1.
ps 1^^,20 rrTaiiT^

3. Dalnan, Grama tik etc.. 00. clt.. par. 15, 5, b, of,
p. 101.

L. Though the particular- translation of ids as "to say
formally; to swear" is not noted in the iexica (Levy, op.
clt., I, p, y7 and Jastrow, op. cit.. p. 79) ? it is no doubt a
valid use, as pointed out by Prof. Dr. A. M. Honeyman# F.R.A.3,
St. Andrews.
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verb 303 : 3tP , in close adherence to the meaning of tha MT

1
KTi73 , "to lift up, carry",*" ImonG the pal. t.<;g a,id. pj we have

thus three traditions: N (303) with a verb close in general

meaning to that of the Iff (KW3); Par (3QK), which translates

accurately the specific meaning of the i.e. "to speak,

pronounce"? and FJ-CG-Mmg (y3W*)» which interpret this in a

even mere particular sense than par, by changing the "saying

of a name" of Par to "swearing". 0 has the same readin as

Par. But PJ stands with the Pal, tgg of CP- and its quotation

in Sing.

Secondly we mention "your God", Mil I'n^K, 0, Par:

in'pK, N: nrf?K, and GGs H^nVx. PJ reads pDffrK, also found
in Hmg here: pD'H^K. In B 5*H» the corresponding reading
of this commandment, it occurs at PJt pDH'pX, and Hag:

p3n*?K again, and also at N: pan1?*?. Therefore PJ here and
at D 5.11 preserves a reading of the Pal. tg tradition.

Again in E 20.d, PJ stands in details with the Pal.

tradition. One similarity between 0 and par occurs, Bo

additions arc present, except for the introductory, ". y people

sons of Israel" in PJ, CO and M, and "My people, my people,

house of Israel" in Par.

The verb "remember" in '"Remember the sabbath day, to

keep it holy..."', is in the singular in Mf and 0 (*T*3*f *in)
but in the plur. in PJ, Par, CO, and lis (CG: *nn) pin

(cc-:p"l*nT) ]»t»33. Again, "to keep i t holy" la in the Iff:

1. jastrow, on. cit., p. 915 Qad p. 927 (*hu).
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and so followed by 0 and Par; mmWTp1?^ The other tgg

however have the suffix unattached from the verb: PJi KliTTpD1?
n»n» , cg: rpir> rumpD1? and n: n»n> Kij?ai?. r~ stands with

the Pal. tgg and differs from 0.

Of E 20.9, '"...Six days you shall la": or, and do all

your work..."*, we note that whereas the verbs "you shall labor"

and "you shall do" as well as the suffix on "your work" are in

the singular in .T ( -JJOK'PD-^D fPtfjn and 0 C?3 "T*37jY1 if? 3D

*]Jn"»3*y ) and in the plural in g ( p3JrT37 93 pl37m pn'PBh),
CO (P3JTP37 *73 )H37m ptf?Sri) and II (>3 pWJVl plf?3Jl

]T3JT737 ). PJ reads as the tradition in CO and $ and is dif¬
ferent from 0.

E 20.10 read3, RSV, '"...but the seventh day is a sab¬

bath to the LORD your Ood; in it you shall not do any work,

you, or your son, or your daughter, your manservant, or your

maidservant, or your cattle, or the sojourner who is within,

your gates*.The particulars of this verb, including a

minor addition can be dealt with in this context. For "a sab¬

bath" i-ff: JT3H7 and 0: KJ13W, (0 though; the sabbath), the Pal.

tgg including PJ have, "a sabbath and a rest"; PJ2 n*'31 K3127,

cgi n»>3*1 h3hz? and H| n*31 k3tf. Furthermore, the number of

tho verb, of all the pronom. suffixes and of the pronoun "you"

is sing, in the "M and 0, but plur. in PJ, CG, and H, as in the

previous verb. Again, only PJ omits "and your cattle", and

may well have relation to Kechiltha here, which also lacks

this^ and to the Sam. which oralis the conjunction, and the Sara.
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Tg. which reads instead; "jnana-Voi TlTBm "plff. Lastly,
instead of the BH: "your gates", referring to both

"towns" and "homesteads" all tgg use the noun XlVj?, "village",

thus limiting the meaning. Has 0 "been influenced by the- Pal.

tradition of PJ-GO-N here? e note that the Pesh. as well

has this rendering: y-J i o ).
In E 20,11, the choice of words of PJ is again that

of the Pal. tgg. There is slight similarity "between Par and

Q, Minor additions occur in N arid Par. The verse reads,

RSV, ,M.,.f'or in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the

sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh day?

therefore the LORD blessed the sabbath day and hallowed it..,"'

The "in" in "in six days" is expressed in the T by

the constr. at, of the cardinal numeral "six", being the aecus,
l

temporio: The same construction is possible in

Bab. Aram.2 and is followed by 0 here: ]*DV np*iy« In Pal.
Aram, such an adverb, acous. of time is uncommon^ and a prepos.

is used: PJ? ]'DT' KjVIEJ and H: ]'DT far: KJTH?

1. echiItha. ^Ein tarinaitiacher Tdrasch au Exodus.
Erstaalig ins Deutsche fiberse'i'ai und cr'lautert von Jakob win¬
ter und Aug. Wunsche. Hit Beltragen von Professor Dr. Ludwig
BIHU (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs^sche Buehhandlung, IJOJi, pp.
216l*.

1« O-eaenius* Hebrew (Irammar, op. eft., oar, 118k, p.
37k*

2. Max L. Pargolis, Ph.D., A i(an.ua 1 of the Aramaic
Language of the Babylonian Talmud. "Grammar, Chrestoraathy and
Glossaries (f-unchen: 0. P. Bee :*sehe Verlagsbuchhandlung Ob-"
kar Beck} London: David Hut t} Hew York: S. E. Stechert &
Co., 1^10), par. P* Ik*
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po*i* and GO: |'Of OJWX (and Nmg: HJWS) however lack the

preposition and arc similar to 0. The verb "to make" is in

the Iff! mpy, 0, Par: 117 and PJ, n, GG: Xll, Ning gives

the unique reading "*1070 *7071 I "And the Lord worked through".

The relat. pron. "that" together 1th the following verb "is"

in the phrase, "and all that is in them" ie in the Jjffl *WX,

followed by 0, Par and Jit 1. PJ, GO and Nmg have fl'XT, as

also the Pesh. The adv. "therefore" is Iff: p~^7 followed

by OS J'l 77 and Pars p V7. PJs p I'll and N: ]'H

I'll as one branch of the Pal. tgg and 001 pi I'll |0 and

Nmgs p |*11 JO as another, are however in the Pal. tradition.
In "and (he) hallowed it", the suffix is attached to the verb

in MT: innpf and Os n'BHj?*!, but not in PJ: n*JT'W»lj?1,
GG: I'D' nj?l Pars n'JT fTj?1 and N: H'JT r»Tj?*l. Not only

does PJ, but also Par, stand with the Pal. tgg. Though Par

has shown similarities with 0 in this and preceding verses,

there is some marked agreement with the Pal. tgg in the verse,

as well as unique additions of the nature of the Pal. tgg.

The verse of 1 20.12 again makes it clear that PJ and

the Pal, tgg, are one tradition, which ie different from 0.

Additions occur mainly in Par.

In this verse, '"Honor your father and your mother,

that your days may be long in the land which the LORD your God

gives you..."', the verbs, "honor" and "gives" and the pronouns

"your" and "you" in "your days" and "gives you" are in the

p. Odeberg, on. cit.. II, pp. 37.
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sing# number in MT and Q, "but in the plur. in PJ, CG, and N,

and where present also in Par. Far also has "your father and

your mother" with plural pronouns. Here, PJ, CG, and N have

"his" though MT and 0 have "your" sing. "Honor", MTi *133,

and 0* ip'i reads in the Pal. tgg including PJ, "he instruct¬
ed in the honor of"5 PJ: xhp'3 *131 pT»nT nn( Pars ]'*pnr inn

Kip^XI , CGI mj?»K3 p33D *131 13 |'*V»nT pin and Nl

rF1j?>3 131 I n^nt pin* The word "that", kT: jyDI, Oi *7^13
1 is in PJ, CG and XI '1 1113 p. Par, where the latter

part of this verse is phrased differently, uscsf*T, "because".

The verb for "to be long" is MTt p31K^ , followed by 0:

pITPI , and in PJ, CG and 81 piO'pp . Far has "to give";
X33*rP , using the nouns of both the other verbs: 7F1 jpaillY

pry my"* 101 pQT* mo"J1x? ". • • I give to him increasing of
days and lengthening of years.., 'Vs

B 20, ly-lh are dealt with in one section. The Aram,

numbers these together as verse ljj. The verse reads in H3V

'"You shall not kill. Yon shall not commit adultery. You

shall not steal. You shall not bear false witness against

your neighbor,.."'. The evidence of the verse places PJ with

the Pal. tgg. The same can be said for the addi tions, which

are in general the same in PJ, Par, CG and N.

The four verbs and the pronoun of "neighbor" are in

the plur. number in PJ, Far, CG, and H, though in the singular

"*"l7 The ""Pes h. reads >, thus using of the Pal,
tgg and not y-W, which in the Fe." and Aph. themes ia well used
in Syr., of 0 here.
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In 0 and MT. ("your neighbor" however occurs only in 0 and

FJ (and in the Mi), and no1- in Par, CO, and H}» Illustrat¬

ing the verbs "by the first one, "you shall not kill" we note

as well the Inpf • in the MT: SShfl and 0? *?*lop*h and the Par-

tic, in P«T, par, CG, and Hi pirm. But even more

impressive is the fact that these verses are woven into a long
1

addition, found in PJ as in the other tgg.

In the verse proper of Ex 20.17(1L), though PJ shows

similarities with 0, as do CG and H, in the main, PJ stands

with the other Pal. lent, tgg, which in this verse are Par,

CG, and N.

In BSV, '"You shall not covet...'*1, the readings are;

MTj innri, Os ~pnrm, pjj T>DrP, Par; TOrifP, CG and H;

Tttnrp • PJ stands with 0 in using the simple theme, whereas

Par, CG, and N use th© Ithpe. ait "both of these themes are

used both "by 0 and by the pal, tgg.2 Moreover, though 0

agrees with the MP in using the second person sing.I you

shall not covet, PJ renders this, as do par, CG, and N; he

shall not covet.

But not only does PJ Ml ow similarities with 0, so also

do CG and H, The phrase, KSV,'..your neighb or's house.,."'

occurs in MP and 0. Although it is omitted in PJ and Par, it

is present in N and CG. In N however the suffix oi the third

person is used: his neighbor's house, because the passage is

1. Of.""the translation of vss 1J-1^ as in PJ, at the
discussion of the addition, below, pp. 3lp6f.

2. Levy, on. eit., I, p. 265,
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written, in the third person in the Pal. tgg. The more surpris¬

ing it is when CO maintains the second person? your neighbor's

house.

But the evidence that PJ stands with the other Pal.

tgg, or represents the Pal, Pent, tg tradition uniquely ib

weighty compared with the above instances. In front of each

or the members of this commandment, i.e. of the objects not to

be coveted, PJ and the other Pal. tgg place "neither" or "nor"

(xyi ). Neither D nor the W2 do this. The Pal, Tgg reads

neither his manservant nor his maidservant, neither hi© ox nor

his ass, nor (Par: or) anything that is his neighbor's (Par
and Ns your neighbor's).

In the phrase, '"...or anything that is your neigh¬

bor's1", which is rendered as follows: MTi *jy77 IPX 731, Oi

■pann 73% pj : rrnnn? jpin jkd 737, pan *pan7 jt»« 737%
GO; man"? IPX"! HQ 737 and Hs "}73n7 HQ 73, we note that
PJ's rendering is like those of Par and CO in using a word for

the form "is" s JY*K, and that PJ is unique in rendering the

relative pronoun "that" with ]XQ (GO and ll have HQ, par, 0, and

ME do not use a word here), where GG and S have the common

unique rendering HD for this expression.

The expression: your neighbor's wife, is rendered as

follows: Ml: "jyn jn?x, o: -pnn nrpx, pj; irnarrr rprmrpx

Par: rpnnm cg: rrnarn xnn"»x7 and n: n»nii»K

U'narn. Our Pal. tgg, including PJ use the suffix and 1 for

the genit. construction, 0 arid iff however use the constr. st.
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Furthermore, the form of the- noun "wife" used "by PJ and Pars
*!

SJ1WS, with ■■ho au.fiix, occuro only in the hue. ;f;, > (OfTit'

OQ, and H use the form without the nun. ) All four Pal, tgg

present here, including PJ, have the suffix of the third per¬

son muse, sing* s his neighb or's wife, whereas 0 and VJT have;

your neighbor's wife.

-.e note the important occurrence in this example of

the particle JF in PJ to indicate the accusative of the ex¬

pression. Heither 0 nor N use a par ticle to indicate the

accusative in this verse, iollowing the Mf» Par and 00 use

the inseparable 7 with each accusative, though Par omits it

in the case of "wife", PJ usee 7 in each case, excepting our

word "wife" under discussion. This fl* in PJ cannot be "sheer

translation Aramaic for the Hebrew flX% as is some times main¬

tained , because in our verse, there 1c no JlK in the Iff. As

Paumstark notes of Jl*, it is the specific 9a81 Aramaic use as
p

Kota Acousativa." That the use of this word is ""est Aramaic

is also held by Prof. P. Kg.hie, who shows the word A at the

beginning of Genesis in the Peshltta as proof of the letter's

relation to the Palestinian Targum* Te have here in PJ a

Test Aramaic word used in the old Palestinian Targum. then

"l. Levy, op, ext., I, p, kh> of, also p, jG,
2. Prof. Anton Baumatark, "Das Problem des Christlich-

palastinensischen Pentateuchtextes", Orlegs Christianus III,
10 (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowita, 1995), p. 217, "

3• Das Palas tinische Pentatouchtargum etc., ... von
Paul Kahle, op. cit., pp. J ~L •
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this word is used "by 0, its rule of thumb may well have been

that of literal conformity to the • T, I.e. ;;o the Hebrew JlX,

but it is quite likely that this --ord was mediated to 0

through the Palestinian Tsrgum Tradition..

In E 20.18(15) we find some similarity between PJ and

0, as well a a between the other Pent, tgg and 0. Host of the

evidence, however, places PJ" with Far, Bern, CO, and H in the

Pal. tradition. There is an individual reading in bom, but

more important, a point where 0 does not follow the ,.1, but

rather the . al, tradition.

In PSV, "the sound of the trumpet", the constr. st.

is used by the ill, 0, and PJ. GG and h use the suffix and T,

The emph. St. and 1 la used by Bom. A . ere preference ol a

particular genitive formation cannot however be taken as a

proof that one tg influenced the other.

Par, Bom, CG, and $ add Jin1? after "they stood" in E8V,

"and they stood afar off". This addition is lacking in PJ,

surely a minor matter however.

The last part of this phrase, "afar off", is rendered

by two words in Tar, CG, and It j?Tn |D, and by one word in

0, PJ, and Bom: p*mD. Surely there is no question of in¬
fluence from 0 upon PJ and Boia here.

The verb for "to tremble" in "the people...trembled",

is rendered by four different verbs in the tgg. CG uses inx,

PJ has yjfl , 0 and Bon have 7T , and N usee the palp, theme of

this verb: jrtyt * It is not likely that 0 influenced Bom and
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N here. It is much more probable that 0 had the Pal, tgg,

in certain forme, before him, as aids in its compilation.

As far ao the differ eat verbs in the different Pal. tgg, this

is what one would expect as different local streams in the Pal.

tg tradition developed. »e yet note that the verbused
l

in PJ, only occurs in the Jer* t ; »

There are many instances however, where PJ either

uniquely, or together with the other Pal. tgg, represents the

Pal. Pent, tg tradition. The verb used for 'to perceive" in

RSV, "How when all the people perceived the thunderit ;s,,by

0 is Xtn. PJ, Bora, C3, and N however use XDn, occurring only
2

In the Jer, tgg.

Too of the Pal. tgg, " J and 03 insert "'all" in trout

of "the people", in r.GV, "the people wort afraid and trembled".

PJ stands with a Pal. tg here.

In the phrase in the R3V, ,.and the mountain smoking",

PJ, Bom, GO, and I? follow the rT in reading the noun "mountain"

followed by the Partic. "smoking". inly 0 precedes this Par-

tic. by , reading: "the mountain which was smoking"• Though

0 has modified the sentence grammatically, PJ stands with the

Pal. tgg, which render literally the phrase as it stands in the

yjp

Again in the words used for "lightning", PJ stands with

the pal, tgg, and not with 0. 0 usee XTTy2> P»T, Bom, and GG
T T

1, Levy, oc. cx t. „ II, p., 13*1.

2. Levy, oo. clt., I, p. 26]+.
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have I'l? and N uses ISO1?, apparently unrelated to the p re¬
s'

vio-.s word. Neither or the lest two are listed as used in

0.5
The adj. used -or "snaking" is the same for our tgg

here, except that Bom uses the unique Toy,

It is important to see that in. the end of this verse

0 does not render the .T literally, hut has adopted the read¬

ing of the Pal, tgg, including J. "to he afraid" in kdV,

"...the people were afraid and trembled", is not in our Pal.

tgg translated literally. The Pal. tgg use "to see"5 Ron J

"the people saw and treat led". 0 haa followed this, and uses

RTFl. This could indeed not have "been a matter of all Pal.

tgg following 0. In that case they tonId not all have follow¬

ed it; one or more would have given the iff reading. And if

they had all given the new reading "to see", so rely they would

not all have changed the verb of 0: RTn, into Ron. It Is

more reasonable to hold that 0 has copied the curlier Pal,

tgg, of which PJ was a part, yet changing this verb Ron, which

occurs only in the Jer. tgg, to Ktn.

In E 20.25(22) we note some similarities between 0 and

PJ and between 0 and the pal. tgg and more important, the evi-

TT Levy, op. oi t., I, t>. 415 and Jaetrow, op. cit,. t>,
715.

2, Levy, op. cit., I, p. 1*11 and Jastrow, op. cit., p.
715.

5. -e do note however that the phrase in question is
omitted in the ms for PJ, and has been restored by (line.
There is no reason to believe that this word was not the one

employed by PJ, even though PJ uses «n yn for "lightning" in
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dence that PJ stands with the Pal. tgg. A unique reading is

present in Par.

The verb "to make" in !•: V, "...if you make me an altar

or stone.• »", is in the sing, in the T, 0, and PJ, and in the

pilar, in Par, Pom, 00 and H. The second time the verb is re¬

ferred to, this time the verb, "to build" in R8V, "...you shall

not build it oi hewn stones", the sing, is used by the . % 0,

PJ, and also by bora, and the plur. by Par, 00, and N. Pore-

over in the choice of verb, in the first instance, Par ana bom

stand with PJ, 0, and the PP. These tgg have ' to make":

"tay-f whereas 00 and S have "to build": *33, as do all the tgg
in the second instance. These are coincidences, and cannot

be seen as proof that 0 influenced either PJ or "on.

The verb "to wield" in REV, "for if you wield your tool

upon it", :.;r: Jffian, the Kiph. of *p3, 0 and PJ use 010, Par

and N and Bora uses lay.1 The reading of 0 and PJ is also

found in Nmg. Indeed these readings are like 0. But of the

Pal. tgg, H and Par havt one verb, Bom another and CO omits

this verb altogether. It is quite possible that 0 chose the

PJ rending of the pal. tgg, rather than one oi the other two

readings.

MT, 0, PJ, Par, and Bom use the constr. st. in P3V,

"an altar of stone". CG uses the suffix and u and M usee

only *7. This is clearly not a matter of 0*s having influenced

the following addition.

1. P the ridge, op. cit., I, pp. renders Bom, "If
thou workest with iron upon it,...".
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PJ, inaa.uch as O's for : is also found in, Par and Bom.

Weightier is the evidence showing PJ to stand with the

Pal# tgg. The particle "If" in SBV, "And if you sake iut an

altar of stone" is rendered OS in 0, Bora and N# The tgg PJ,

Par, and CO however have ]*X. We have already seen that the
DX foria for this conjunction introducing a condition is the

only one used by 0, and that pal. tgg use predominantly

PJ stands with Par and CO in that pal. tradition here, even

though Bom and N have DK.

The word "me" in R8V, "And if you make ne an altar of

stone" is rendered SEP: *7 J 0 and CG 'tnpj and PJ, Par, Bom,

and N: *DW7• Even though one of the Pal. tgg agrees with 0,

P»T stands with the bulk of the Pal. tgg, and does not agree

with 0.

In the choice ox the adj. "hewn" in l V, "...you shall

not build it of hewn stones", all the Pal. tgg, including PJ

have one word, and 0 anotheri PJ, Par, Boa, CG, and N have

p3*!sn, the Pe* 11 Partic. of 3Xn$ 0 has J7»0S; the HT here
uses rPTl , fromntl. The verb used in the Pal, tgg, axn,

does not occur in 0.2 0 uses instead 70S for the iff ftfl, as

in our passage,* as well as for the MTs axn,1'' or the Aram,

1. I'e mention only E 22.12 (I5)i 0, Bom: ox, and PJ,
Vat, CG, and Nf px; E 22.14 (15): 0: ox (2x), and PJ, Vat,
CG: ]-»k (2x)j Bf has n* for the first instance and px for the
second.

2. Brederek, 0£. clt.. p. 155, Aram. aXn.

3* I* id.. p. 22, Hebrew tit a.

X1- id«« p. 59* Hebrew asn.
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fXp for the &T ion,"1* Although ifeumrl: lists the root axn
9

as a Hebraism, from the- Biblical Hebrew, in Aramaic, the use

of this word stands fully in the Aram, of the Pal, tgg, and

is not used in 0.

For "to profane" in R8V, "...you profane it'8, 0 and

MT use ??n, and KT, Par, Bom, CO, and H use D»s. The latter

is not used in 0,^ which uses the same letters as the MT in

the aain.^ PJ stands in the tradition of the Pal. tgg here.

Moreover we note, about the construction of this phrase, that

0 and iff add the suffix to this verb, whereas PJ, par, Bom,

CO, and N have a separate suffix added to the particle n».

In the last phrase of this verse, 0 makes a change in.

the grammar, as compared with the MT, which change ie not fol¬

lowed by PJ, the latter concurring with the Pal, tgg. The MT

reads literally, .because ("if" omitted in !5T) your tool you

lift upon it, you profane it". 0 omits the "because", and

puts there a negative, reading "lest", so that 0 is translated

ass "leat thou wilt lift thy tool upon it aid wilt profane

it". PJ, Par, Boa, GO, and N read; "('Because' only in PJ)
if you work (PJs 'lift up'; GO omits verb) your iron (N
omits noun) upon it (PJs 'upon the stone'), you profane it",

N has the fuller readings in the mg. 0 has changed the graa-

1. Ibid,,, p. 55, Hebrew aon.

2, Neumark, I.exikaiische Untereuchungen etc. (1505),
op. cit. a p. 2lf.

5. Brederek, erg. cit.. pp. 1/51? Aram. ova.
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mar of the Hebrew, with the substitution of "lest" ana the

change of the verb tenses from Perfect to Imperfect. The

pal. tgg, including PJ, though showing minor differences be¬

tween them carry in the main the grammar of the MT: "if ...

..." and maintain the Perfect meanings as in the MT."5" PJ*s

standing with the Pal. tgg, comes out again in the word choice
o

within this phrase. For tool, the FT uses Tin—sword, chisel.

0 follows this, using the same word. All the other tjgg how¬

ever (N only in jag) use "iron"; K7T7S, a w) rd occurring only

in the Jer. tgg.2 (in the adjoining addition, PJ uses KS't),

as also Niagj but Par, Bom, GG, and If have K3"in)»'2!' Salman

distinguishes between the noun ?T13 used by 0 and closely re¬

lated to it the 131bl. Aram. >T"1S ae Judaean Aram, on the one

hand, and as in the Pal. Talm. and Mldrash, the Pal. tgg,

OP Aram. (A > noft) and Samaritan on the other. * Neumark's com¬

ment is quite in place; "Man 1st also nicht berechtigt, nit

Da 1m. kO k7T*1£ galil, und K7T13 jud. zu xiennen, vielmehr 1st

die erstere fortgestalt gemeinaram., die letzter© hebrfiiach".15

4« Ibid. s pp. Hebrew "?Vn.

1. Some Bos in 0 read K>v, others thus rendering
the phrase, "in order7 that you will not lift up...". This
remains a change of the Iff which change is not followed by the
Pal. tgg and PJ.

2. Koehler und Baumgartner, 0£„ clt., p. 5^6.
p. Levy, oj). cit., II, p. 288. Of. Brederek, 0£.

oft.. p. I/6$ Aram, xttts and p. 40, Hcbr. mn.

4. Of. below the discuss ion of the addition*

5. Dalman, Graranat ik etc., op. cit.. p.
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The word occurring in our Pal. tgg here, also in PJ: s?tib,

is a geraelaaram5laches wore of the O'er, tgg (including PJ),

occurring also in Syr., Bibl. Aran.., OP Aran., .and., Aasyr.

and Arab. Neumrli's thesis here is that the common

Aram, word of the Pal. fgg is not the peculiar Am a, dialect,

of these tgg, "but that the different word used "by 0 is duo ci¬

ther to O's peculiar dialect or to 0*s method of translation.

The latter is the case here, which specifically is "cine ;e-

wisae kunstliche Art der H© "bra isle rung der Onlceloospraehe" •

te shall not here take issue with the theme that the common

Aram, of the pal, tgg is normal Aran, and not a particular di¬

alect. In either case, "• J*o use here stands with the Pal.

tgg. PJ here does not use the "het<ralzed Aramaic" which 0

employs. And so, both in the grammatical construction and

in the important choice of this word, PJ stands not wi th 0,

"but with the Pal. tgg# Evidence like this, so much found

throughout all of PJ, makes it abundantly clear that we cannot

hold the thesis that PJ was composed of 0 as well as of the

Pal. tgg. Hather, wo must hold that IJ is a stream of Pal,

Pent, tg tradition, which shows unique differences with the

other members of this tradition, as do FT, OG, and N amongst

themselves, and which shows occasional similarities to 0, as

ST ileumnrk, Lexikallache Unt e ra uchungen etc. (1 ;> >5) ?

op. cit.. p. i+lf.

1. IFid., p. kk.

2. Ibid., p. VI, . wit. 1.
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also do FT, CG, and. II, which surely are no more than coinci¬

dences.

Finally Par adds the noun "stones" to the adjective

"hewn", reading: fD'BH, a characteristic minor dif¬

ference of one Pal. tp with the others.

In S 20,26(23) one item of similarity between 0 and

I'J occurs, and good evidence that PJ stands with the Pal* tgg.

In RSV, "And you shall not go up" the verb for "to go up" is

j?D3 in 0, PJ, CG, and II, and '10 in Par and Bom. So, if

there were any influence of 0 on PJ, It would also be on CG

and II. One point of evidence however ties PJ directly with

the Pal. tgg here, and differentiates these from 0. 0 and

the MT use the sing, of tho verb, I'J, Par, Bom, CG, and N

however have the plur.

The noun used for "steps"', in the MP JlVyO, is given

as Kill in 0, Par, Bora, CG, and H. PJ and Brag have KflplOD.

This reading of J end Nmg is not found in 0.x These two tgg

have the unique reading, different from 0 and the Pal. tgg.

There is no influence of 0 upon PJ here.

The verb in the last phrase, "...that your nakedness

be not exposed on It" is in MT, 0, Bom, CG (Pe'al theme),

and N, and KDHflK in PJ only. The verb is unique in PJj in this
passage, and moreover it is used only in the Jer. tgg.^

1. Levy, o£. cit., II, p. 53; Brederek, 0£. cit.,
p. 166, Aram. p03 ; ' p. 170, Aram. pVo ; p. 85, Hebr. nVy and
nVya .
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The suffix on the preposition "on" is in 0 the only

one used there; "»m?y, and in PJ, Bom, C5, and H it. ie that

used only in the Jer. tgg; Either of these endings
1

are used rroa time to time in the Jer. tgg, The more impor¬

tant than that PJ has that which is like the Pal, tgg here,

and not like 0,

In E 21,18 a few instances occur where PJ appears to

stand with 0, "but the major portion of evidence puts PJ with

the pal, tgg. At times there is unique evidence in PJ,

In the phrase "with a stone", 0 and PJ have the noun

in the emph. St., as also Raschi'o quotation of the FT, are¬

as CG and N have the ahsol. st, The ET lacks the pointing of

the article. This kind of evidence however sometimes puts PJ

with 0, and at other times does the same for one or more of

the Pal, tgg. This must he dismissed as coincidence^eJaflaiar,
The verb in R3V, ""but keeps his Bed" is in iff, 0, PJ,

and GG; *?$3, and in Par, Bom, and if: ppo. Though the latter
is a verb occurring only in the Pal, tgg,'" we need not worry

that the former is necessarily an influence of 0 upon I J, If

it were, it would also be O's influence upon GG. The fact is

that the latter is a normally used verb in the Pal, tgg, i.e.

in PJ,^ PT^ and as well as here in GG and PJ, and is not a

2, Levy, or), cit,. I, p, 264.
1. Dalman, Grammatlk etc., on. cit., p. $$6*
2. Levy, op, cit., I, p. 306.

3. In PJ; G ll.28| I5#i2(2x)s 38.26; is 21.22, 26;
24*10,
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specific use ol 0.^ It is much acre reasonable to assume

that 0 chose this verb because of its literal equivalence to

j®? (and 'was perhaps influenced by th© Pal* tg tradition of

PJ and CG), than it is to assume that both 03 and PJ here were

influenced by 0.

More numerous however are the instances inhere Pi? stands

with xhe Pal. tradition.

For "when" 0 has the spelling *hX1, and PJ and if

□ TIKI

The word "fist", KPt *|*11X, is rendered by 0:
XT'DUD , but by PJ, par. Basehi, Bom, 00, and Hi xpitflD.

neither the meaning of Hebr. nor that of Aram. XT'OTD

is certain. The former lias been variously translated as,

"clod of earth, tool, fist"J* the Aram. ST'QIID as "throwing

~

k. In Pars 0 15.12(2x), 1/.

5. In H: 0 15.12(2x), 17.

1. Of. Levy, og. oit.. II, p. 120; ensinck, ...Iexi~
con, op. clt.; and Euiper, op. clt.. p. 110,

2, The same evidence is shown at: S 20,5, llj 21.20;
22.15; L 22.2/; 25.25,

5, «5*uax occurs in the OT here and at Isa, 58.If, in
both places referring to the object used in lighting. Koehler
lists the meaning as —1, brsoa, shovel, rake 2. hatchet,
pickaxe, hoe, comparing it with (Xoehlcr und Baumgart-
ner, op. clt., p. 10) taking as root the PVH, Aram, and Arab,
( «|Tia —to wash away, which occurs once in the OT, at
Judg. 5,21 (ibid., p. 19k). The other derivative of this root
ia the word flViio used in Joel 1,17, translated by Koehler as
"shovel". (The RQV renders it as "clod" with the ftnt.:
Hebr. uncertain). It is compared with the PBH t

--tool for raking, and the 01 -".spoon, andvt'<K^cIv<^i>
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—shovel. {'It 1 d., l:t . >rc-c n -is- uh ^ il'icln --caenluo
•'ehr&isebor tool ' ev;.n i re. "t o.; ^cvv.: on. 2 . . „e .'.ho

.vrtfrrji;t norheisc 2. voa n-, "• at- off ,. un.vn nesle inn .

U'vlO .. !.||;| 1 c r'achricr: . a.. , a' . . ' >. ■■ ■ .ne-

ten :'tonck 1 rrr; .ipt: ,;cv 2cf o J -:-;). .
nord,. " ■"? oxen. ios iOviU- .::.c,e.; . 2.'n..n.. "..'.-J »

acntsch (' ' ;J 2, 2 k oU,. 1'/?"} vc::, .n.-r •" . ■ on .

.jC ' 0 A'.L- • 5 - » * « •

re?, ■ xocius, nit cine::; 'eitrn ■ von .:nn 2^2 lin o .fiocffs.ht..:
JiOSl J^jltPn 163^ ;M'0, j. u t. heratlSgegehSn von Otto t>, .:;-PS GO
HeiheJ 5 (Tubingeaj Verlag von J. c, B« 1 ohr, (Paul Slelieck
1 )■}'■}} } 2* 11'--'j, 2 J ...» ....

nor-d does not refer to the "Erdecholl, losgerissener Erdldum
0Cn - O..Ci O ... a. .... ;._ •.... ..- '■ ..'.:. ■ ../.. . .• . .. : . '..

U3eu '22 far no: r o . !;;2ohn . r,, . p.2c "2,no ,.n.: ok i..o i etc. 2'
..; col . v.;c 2 re .■; :n..U . «-Js S4"

Ct!\ v/e 'cc-a . ik»

rel". (Dillmann-Ryssol, op. clt., p. 256). She PEH mean-
in •• of CO.: COO" :. 0 ,s ". . s 2 ft;. o »

lU.'; ji ... . X 0C Oki1* - • • . • 1 ...

vord as "fist "*<05*9. D 1 0. jwno Baentsch, Panflkor-anentn?
.20...;.. tc...

^ Op A .: ..» .: 7 ... . .. . ... i,:i a A. ■

ten herausgegehen von D t. llowaclc, I. Aftoiltmj, .Jie his-
C 0 !T i: i iQ/l UC tic <f <& • ■ • ' - ;! 0'■- i- i V X '• C &' . ... L ■- -i. ],«**

geni Vandenhoeek und Ruprecht, 1963}, p. 133> feels that
e...; le A.I .; x.. . . ..»r... A. V ' ..'.A. .:. I ... : .i rA ; . ... , »

2hts is Lr'n; i.2.3 2 02 00 r'o': -..:;2o .... 02 7 root 2o .no.2 2..■: '.
"■i'o.A the eoiitoxt hotev.. ef trris 0o?cl ic no exrrno.J ho n...n.
!iloo.' of north1' ;".2 2-n::o.t:2ei not :iilli.i:hiri™vo;;::0;Oi
cause nicer n ixpht with a atone, i t cones nore
of earth 00 sill a ;fnn then: f ' f n ' c o 0 : ho 'n'f " ...

con rcr.ii nno-io. o,.; .n. .ee.L-.";\: .lo: oc aCCiC n.-.nvn ...'2'c:; ..... n
: ■ to • '0 It 2".... in VIarc: i.e.
null, 0,r 02 t'ilinan on .

i. XT'DT-13 '.. n 2>n .-

' n.2 Xep/A.vS'/o* x?'P — v . ..

fccletocie0'no 2000^ ho , .

tnh 2;i . t it 20.v_ one " • . ?

and T'J > 18* Anothe^j.possiRlc derivation is in rc

..;0.' •' ■" i ;; * a ' * ■ ■ ■0 . j n. .... ,. ;. n
T .c !."ui '.*'0 v tc r in 'halHUd, ' iclr.2 3c h or rid ••1n on, of. t n" 2. . •;
von Immanuel L§w. eci .on lei i \ i-f~'ft. ( erlin, N»

■ » . a .' -a', 2 .. . . ... aa 0 n 'O1'.' e

• ore lot (.^..cio^tc.^o.. zur Cprach- imd - a .f. 0. 2.:. . ; ; .;.nt2 r ■. 2 t.
I852, 18^|| . . 1J^4) ' ;... related to

an a Lo
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tgg, meaning, "stick, "beater, sledge-hammer", does not occur

in 0. .hereac 0 bos a word, whx-etL use is not general and

which meaning, at least at present, is not specifically clear,

as is also the case in MTj PJ and the Pal. tgg have a word,

which has e fairly specific meaning. The rendering of 0 here

"betrays its attempt to have a superficial and external similar¬

ity to the Hebr., not shared by P-J or the Pal. tg > ?J and

the Pal. tgg stand together.

For "his fed" in the phrase RSV, "the man docs not die

but keeps his bed", H£» 3Dtfb?, Par, Bom, and ft have SHO tny7

(N: nyin Ohyn), "tho sickbed" or "the bed, ill" in "he keeps

_ w.

(Syr.: cf. Levy, on. olt.. p. 589)—tile, piece of
earth. 'professor A, M» Honeyuan (in a lecture) takes our v?ord
to be from kummiz, VTdo , v?ith dissimulation or the middle radi-
cal. (jastrow, 00. cit., p. 625, also takes as rootVT55,
"with inserted V and translates our word as "fist"). Our
word would be from a good Semitic root ^3-*-^ "^o clench one's
fist, to round a thing with one's hand", of which a noun io
jj"small ball". (Koehler und Bauragartner, ojd. cit.. p.
VSh). I. Low is reported to have communicated by letter the
use of this word in the Talm. as "Bruathalter", and G. Dalnan
(Arbeit und St tte in Palastina, V, p. 349) renders this as
"female ornaments" and possibly as "breastplates". In the OT
the word occurs at B 35*22; N 31*5° Qad Sir. 35*5 only.
(Koehler und Baumgartner, op_. cit., p. 426)• (On the dissimu¬
lation of the middle radical of'VTHo, cf. Carl Brockelmann,
Grundriss uer vevgle 1 e henden Graaaaat ik dcr serai tlsc hen bprach-
en, in zwei "anden, I. Bands Laut- und I'omenlohrc, T9O05
IX. Bands Syntax, 191p. (Berlin: Verlag von Reuther &
Reichard), I, sect. 90-f-*» PP* 243ff*). If this derivation of
Professor Honeyman's is adopted, reference would be made to
something which is held in one's bond (like a ball).

2. Gins, notes, "Spatere Ausgi * ovano R'3m, which is
xn'XTio f—lance, pole, staff. Gf. Jastrow, op. cit., p. 750
ana Levy, op. cit.. II, p. 71.

1. Levy, op. cit., II, p. 74 and Brederefc, tro. cit.,
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the "bed, ill".'3' PJ only has the latter of these two words,

with the preposition prefixed? sna?, which literally would

render the phrase, "he keeps ill". The word however is ren¬

dered by Levy as "sickbed", and would be equivalent to par,
2

Bom, and N in meaning. " CG renders this: im{2 »*l)WX?f lit¬

erally, "in bed of diame", or "in bed of suffering". Though
not noted lexically, this may perhaps be taken to mean "si cit-

bed", the same meaning as PJ, Par, Bom, and N.2 These words

are all used by 0 in a related meaning, however not in this

specific meaning.^ 0 usee here literally, "in idle¬

ness" .5 'ie find that PJ stands in word choice and in meaning

with the Pal, tgg of Par, Bom, CO, and N, translating, "sick¬

bed", This is an extension of the MT, "bed" however. But

0 reads, "in idleness", a completely different reading from

either MT, or PJ and the Pal. tgg. Why does 0 change the

meaning, and use this word'-? Neither the noun nor the verb
c

from the root 7cn seem to occur abundantly in 0," though they

p. l'85> no Aran. ; pm, p. l(*k$ no Aram.: arpinitt, p. 2}, W!t
«fux equals Aramt t»mm.

1. Levy, op. cit., II, p. 246.
2« r id., II, pp. 71f.

% Hf P. 73* 1, P. 85.

Of. Brederek, oj>, cit., and Levy, op. cit.

5. Levy, or. cit., I, ;o, 91 and Jastyow, op, oit.. p.
158? Itheridge, op. cit., I, p. 333* however translates 0,
"...and he die not, but fall upon his bedj". Brederek, op.
cit., p. 121, HI: 33 lists j > 011, occu rring in E 21.18
meaning "Srankenlager".
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do occur frequently in the Pal. tgg. The word does occur

in the following verse for the BH: rnt?, in 0, PJ, CG, and IT,

in the phrase, "...only he shall pay for the lose of his time

It is likely that 0 found this word for verse 18, in

verse 19. Thy 0 made that choice is not readily clear. Did

he wish to coox'dinate the verses 18 and 19 more closely? It

is after all the same thing in verse 18, to which verse 19 re¬

fers s the maxi is sick in "bed, and loses time} this loss of

time must he repaid. If this is the case, it may be an in¬

fluence upon 0 from the Pal, tgg, including PJ, as this word

and Its root are more frequently used there. Yet we ask, why

does 0 not use the good Aram, word S33WQ for the l"T 33TO here
t : : - r : •

in verse IS?** It has "been noticed that- sometimes when the

Pal. tgg use an Aram, word, 0 uses another Aram, word. In

these cases Dalman distinguishes between G&lilaean Aram, in

the Pal, tgg and Judaean Aram, in 0.' Heuaark, in rejecting

this distinction, gives a number of possible reasons? 0 has

chosen a word which externally is more like the corresponding

"T ;** or 0 choses an Aram, word which Aram# has in common with

6. Bred'erek, ojd. cit. 8 p. 11*1, Aram* t and corres¬
ponding Rebr. references, pp. Il8f: * P* 11% nsn^j p.
121? aotfo • Gf, also the references in the previous* tftnt.

T : •

1. Gf, Levy and Jastrow, 0£. cit.? also -ensinck, .,,
Lexicon, 00. cit.. and Kuiper, or), cit., pp. 22-2%

2, Brederek, op. cit., p. 186, Aram.: Daiman,
A.-N. Hondworter" uch. op. cit., p. 257 and Levy, 00. cit., II,
P. 77.

% Dalman, Gramiaatik etc., 00. cit., pp. 39-51 •
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BH, even though, the Hebr. is possibly not used at the corres¬

ponding place in the LTj-1 0 has a particular Aram, idiom, for

the Qemeinaramisohe of the Pal. tgg, though this idiom in 0 d*r.s

not necessarily represent^Judaean Aram.;'"' or 0*s choice rests

completely outside the lexical area, and is dictated by partic¬

ular rules of translation or interpretation. "he first,

third and fourth choices do not apply here. The second

choice is possible here? 0 has chosen an Aram, word, which is

in common with BH* However it is 3ust the verb which occurs

in BE, and that only once, in the- late Eccles. 12,J.^ Both

the verb and the noun are well used in PEEL ' It is hence not

likely that this choice of 0 was influenced from the BH equiv¬

alent, not used in the passage under discussion. Again, 0

does not use any of the expressions from the Pal. tgg or PJ in

our verse, which words are all used by 0. The evidence points

in the direction that 0 wishes to remove himself both from the

word choice of the Pal, tgg (including P«T) in verse 18 and from

the Aram, word dictated by the ET here. Instead, as we have

said, 0 coordinates verse 18 more closely to verse 19, "or

the iff JUtf of verse 19, "loss of time, idleness" there Is in-

Neumnek, Lexikallsche lintorsuchungcn etc., (1905),
on. cit., pp. 2f5-l*b.

1. Ibid., pp. 46-47.
2, Ibid., pp. 47-I(.3.

7, Ibid., p. 4 .

4* Koehler und Baumgartner, og* cit., p. 119.

5. Dalman, A.-n. Handworterfuch. op. cit.. p. ;;2,
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deed no "better equivalent than the ]Vt)13 of the Pal, t/jg and
PJ.3* It is hence quite, possible that 0*8 use of |9b*13 in
verse 19 is an influence upon 0 of the Pal, tgg and FJ» Phis

would mm that 0*8 use of this word in verse 18, is also the

influence from the Pal, tgg and PJ. And .AT, as we have al¬

ready noted, stands in choice of word and in. meaning with the

Pal, tgg in verse 18,

Following is the uniqpc evidence in PJ, The word

"men" la spelled in PJ with the V&Vf and in 0 and N
p

without the mm J>331» As we have seen above, e never
uses the form with the waw, and the Pal, tgg and PJ use either

the form with the waw, or the form without it. Hence i\T

surely stands with the Pal* tgg here, as well as H,

For R3V, "...and one strikes the other,,," MTl -nam'

t :

tinsn nx b»*» O, GG, and st n'lSn n* mi »nD**i (ggs mm)
•• •• •• •

but PJ has: n^TlrtV in )inD**l® Hence TJ has instead of "and
one man strikes his neighbor", "and they strike, one his neigh*

for", This is a slight peculiarity in idiom found in PJ here,

of the kind which is often found in one or or more of the Pal,

tgg. This occurrence here puts PJ in that tradition.

In B 21,20 we note some similarities 5 etv een 0 and PJ,

""** ""

1, Only in F 21,19 it as© used in the Hebrew Pentateuch*
cf, Koehler 11 nd Baumgartner, op* oit,, p, 947® Of: the possi¬
ble A'rain* renderings for the Hebr, root na^f as listed in re¬
do rek, 0£. cit®, pp, 118-119, the word ?vois is the only one
suited for the meaning, "idleness, loss oi time through sick¬
ness" , though Brederek forgeto to list it here, noting it how¬
ever on p, 141, under Aram* j>tnn®

2* For 0, Berliner gives ttuta Sperber points
|'noJ, Cf. above, pp. ll|2ff. "!"
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with one time GG standing with PJ, and PJ standing with the

other pal. tgg.

The noun "maidservant1' is spelled in 0 and PJ: n*nox»

and in CG and Ni iinrrOK and JJ*nn0X resp. Jastrow lists the

word with then; XrjHDX, XllftX together vd th the spelling
which lacks then; XJ1DX, with its absol. 8t. XQX.^ The plu-

t : ** t ▼

ral forms always have the n j Xfinax , ]HDX. Levy does not

list forms with the for the sing#, noting one example how-
'?

ever which does have it: Job 31.13; »finox—meine Iv&gd, "
• t : -

The plurals noted above are also the plural forms of the noun

Xttinax , ^nax—Bedienung, das Bedienenj bedienende Person.^
In CP Aram, and Syr. the singular forms occur without 7T and

the plural with the Ttj* Of the sing, noun in the Pent. tggf

0 and PJ always appear to use the forms Without TTfJ CO uses
__

only the forms with the l»j whereas if uses both the forma with

the il7 and those without,^ often having the alternate form in

1. Jastrow, op. cit., p. 75.

2. Levy, op. cit.. I, p. 34.

3« Ibid., p. 35» C1'» Jastrow, on. cit.p pp. 75f.

4. Schulthess, Lexicon etc., op. cit., p. 11 and Lob-
inson. op. cit., p. 43. 1Payne Smith, Thesaurus etc., op.
cit.. p. 20j. *

5. G lfe.l, 3, 8; 21.10(2x); 25.12; 29,24(2*); 30.
3, 4, 7,' 10, 12; 35.25* 26,

6. G 29.24(2x); 30.3, 4, 7, 10; S 21.26. (of.
Kuiper, _o£. cit., p. 10).

7. 0 29.24(2nd time); 30.4, 7, 10, 12; 35.2b.

8. G 16.1, 3, 8j 21.10(2x); 25.12; 29.24(lst time);
30.3.
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the nig. It is possible that PJ'a consistent use of the form

without then, and Nfs use of this form part of the time, is

Influenced "by 0. Yet, GO uses as rigidly the sing, noun with

then, as does PJ that without it. *e may think of this then

as difference in local dialects. But H uses both the spell¬

ings. Therefore the spelling of YJ need not have a relation

to 0, i.e. of being influenced by it. pj's spelling may

have been a dialect related to that of N, which uses both

forms. At any rate, this cannot be taken as substantial proof

that 0 influenced either 7 J or K here.

The verb in R3V, "...and the slave dies", is a waw con¬

secutive with Perf. in the JjSfi 1®^, 0, PJ, and GO have an

Impf. s niD'1, and K'has the Perf. j h'DT. This is a matter

of style, or perhaps coincidence, and no influence of 0 upon

PJ and GO can be thought of here.

Next we consider the verb in ROV, "...he shall be pun¬

ished". The readings are as follows! iff! 0j?|* fol¬
lowed by Bom: DplO® K0j?3Jl0; 0 and PJj ph* XlThX (PJj

far and GO: o^pri1' n/xoiphD (Nmg: oipri* xoipa)j and
Hi jnsflD. All the Aram. verbs, except Dip, used by

1
Par, CO, and Nag, arc also used in 0 1 vocabulary. The

meaning of the Niph. of the Hebr. apl is "to be avenged", but
2

surely here "to be punished". The sense of "to be avenged"

~~~~

1. Brederek, on. cit., p. 181, no Aram, oip, cf. also
p. j(>g Hebr. op3»

2. Koehler und Baumgartner, op. olt.. p. Of.
Baentsch (IBcAT), op.* » T * 195*
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also underlies the Aram. 'verbs Dpi (Bom) and $ns (N). The
Ithp. of "both |n (0 and PJ) and 03j? (Par, 00, Nmg) is simply
"to "• e punished". It would appear that PJ stands ■■■■1th c in

having interpreted the legal meaning of this law—a slave,

when he dies under the master*s hand at the latter*a strokes,

is not avenged, hut the master is punished. This punishment

does not consist of the death penalty, hut probably of a fine.

This interpretation ia also present in Par, CO, and ifmg, though

a different root is used there. In lorn and N the meaning

possible in the .12, "to he avenged" is held. Bon arid II are

therefore a closer duplication of the J2* If we say that 0

influenced PJ, there remains the question—why did 0 not use

the Aram. Qj?3 used by Bom, literally equivalent of the IBP Dp3?
0 so metises prefers external equivalence with i'f, at other

times rejecting it, on account of his method of interpretation.

The latter may have been the case here, following our interpre¬

tation above. In this case the possibility is equal that 0

influenced PJ, as that this is no, the case. But another

possibility exists. After- the phrase "and he shall be punish¬

ed" PJ finishes the verse with the addition, "with the punish¬

ment of death by the sword". The whole reads; mn'X

X3**0 |n • The two part3, the verse and the addition,
are very much one part, and seem consciously to have been just

one part. Both verb and noun for "to punish" and "punishment"

are the same root. As will be shown in the discussion of the

addition, this interpretation ia an early one. This being so,
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and the addition forming a part with the verse through the uae

of the root )'T in "both, there is no question of 0*8 having

influenced PJ in the choice of the verb in the verse part*

The pal. tradition, with PJ as part ox it, used the different

verbs here ]**t, 03j?» Qp3, and sns, marking the uniqueness of
the different "branches of the Pal. tradition. 0 in having

this tradition for the work of compilation of the "received"

tar gum, chose the verb J *3, fraa the PJ "branch of the Inl.

tradition| because of 0fs rules of interpretation, as referred
to a'bove. This presents Itself as a likely explanation.

"vith a fod% :r;: 03tf3, is rendered 7 ■ • end

"by PJ, TS in 'V, CO, and ifi ?l/*0"»33l?3» has the ahaol.

st»). The 3H word which ie copied "by PJ and the pal. igg, is

an often used BK word, referring to rod, sceptre, staff, tool

and sword.^ PJ and the Pal. t ;g do not however use the exact¬

ly literal equivalent of the BK, which would he KB3tf, a word
p

which is also used in 0 s vocabulary,6 but they use the noun

from a Parel form: KQ'aitft9 which is not used in 0<A
T

is it that o here, does not use 035? or 0*335?* literal render¬

ings of the MSP word, "but has joVll?? The latter word xo trans-

la'ted, "1. Ifacht, Kerrscherg@walt..,2. ubrtr. :&chth&ber...3.
fj"

Stab".9 Hence, whereas the former root 035? implies a general

1. 'ICO©hier unci Bauiagartner, op. ext., p. $Mtl.

2. Levy, op. cit., II, p. kk7*

,5. Ibid., II, p. 517s of. Jaatrov.1, oo» oit.. p. 1628.
4. Rrederek, op. clt., p. 118, BH oie.
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meaning, referring to sceptre, rod and sword, as well as to

tool, the word fsVliF implies tasicly authority and power on

the is rt of a person, and hence the rod of authority used "by

such a ruling parson. It is possible that 0 favors an inter¬

pretation which, stresses the difference between the slave and

his master, with the latter as ruling authority over the

slave. This is the official interpretation oi this law,

which does not require the death penalty from the master,

should the slave die Immediately, but a fine only. This in¬

terpretation is in line with the other laws in this section.

It is hence most probable that 0*s rejection oi the Aram, lit¬

eral equivalent of the MF is deliberate, and due to his aim of

interpretation, i.e. of giving the official interpretation of

these laws. bet, here 'J has the noun also in the Pal. tgg,

nearly the literal equivalent of the MF, a noun not occurring

in 0.

In E 21.25 some similarities between 0 and the Pal. tgg

as well as 0 and PJ occurj there is unique evidence in PJ as

in the other Pal. tgg.

The preposition "for" in R3V, "...burn for burn, wound

for wound, stripe for stripe" is rendered by IT: linflj 0:

PJ: t]Vin and by FT as in '9, CG, and N: Ad¬

mittedly, the word used here by CG, and M is a word
1

not used in 0, nevertheless, PJ is not equal to 0 in spelling,

~~~~~~

5* bevy, o£. oit,. II, p. 485.

1. Levy, on, cit.. II, p. 564, cf. also Brederek, op.
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the former having and the latter «]Vn, which is an impor-
tant difference when, we lock at the lent, as a whole. Both

of' these spellings are used By the Pal. tgg and "by PJ, where¬

as 0 only uses the spelling without the waw;~ 0,2 Boa-* and

Nlv consistently use «]Vnj Par,CG^ and If?use only *)Vin.
PJ however uses "both and *]*?!!.'' It would he a simple
solution on the "basis of this evidence to assume that PJ is

made up of "both 0 and the Pal. tgg (*]^*in). But this
would only be so if the *f?n form only occurred in 0. lut it

also occurs in Bora and if, "besides PJ. Both of the spellings

are used in Pal. tgg and hence In. Pal. dialects. It is quite

possible either that PJ usee a pal. dialect which employs both

of these spellings or that PJ is not careful to distinguish

between tv'o spellings which are both employed in Pal. dialects.

cxtT; p. 168, Aram. d>w, no Aram# »m>©n and p. 123, BH nun.

1. Of. "'eneinck, «..Lexicon,,, on. ext., and Kuiper, pp.
cit., p. CO.

2. Or a k.2h; 20.l6; JO.15; B 21.2kUx), 25(jx),
j6» 57(2x)j L 24.20(3x)} 2&.k3', K 11.20; D 22.29. ' Of."
Brederek, op. ext., p. 123, BH unn, Aram. *j>n.

( 2x)
J. Boa: O 20.16 (ao also Vnt here); 23.22; L 2b.kj

k. Hi G k.25; 23.22; N 11.20; D 22.23.

5. par 1 0 29.22; L 2b.kj(2x).
6. OGs a 29.22; JO.15; E 21.J6, 37(2x).

7. Nag; G k.25; 50.15; I! 11.20; D 22.29.

8. PJ; flVini G 29.22; JO.IJ; E 21.2kUx), 25(Jx),
J7(2x); L 2k.20; N 11.20; D 22.29.
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It ?ould i-e quite wrong to -tefee FJ here^influenced by 0, oi -h
absolute certainty. is rind it more plausible to assume that

PJ stands in the Pal. tradition.

The ,:ord "burn", BETj 71*13 is rendered 0: 71X13. OQj
t •;

rpms ff 7i'13. -[lino iyy,

"burning". *' Hence, if m arc to look for an influence or 0,

it would be upon CG and H. PJ is unique here. Though the
p

noun X15fS is also used in 0, the noun lor "burning does not
occur in 0*' Of the Aram, root *pn»^ 0 oal'j uses the noun

X3in—Hohlung, Funster, Lucke,^ for the HI ]iVn«—Fenster,^
at G 2(>,8. * lie umark thinks that both the verb *]~in—gluhcri,
and the noun *311710-burn, are gemeinaranai3che morels of the

Jer, tgg (which for Neumark means FT and FJ), and that 0 usee

the equally ge me inara ma i s c he word for this noun, namely TiX'13,

probably because it is closer externally to the PT, which has

for the noun: 71*13 $• have to do .with a root here, whose

~~~

9. PJ: *i*n : G If.25j 20,l6j L 26.45.
1. So Etheridge, op. cit.. I, p. 51/«

2. For fi& (G %l6) and |iasj?(G 3*17). Of. Bre-
derek, op. cit., p," 179* Aram. Gya and'p. 80, BHs nay.

5. Brederek, ag. cit., p, 1§5> "p®.

4. Levy, o£. cit., l, p. 281s "gluhen, brennea".

5* Ibid *. I, p. 232.

6. Koehler und Baumgar tner, on* cit.. p. 501.

7. Of, 'Bredcvek, oj>. ci t. , p, 57* EH livuj under 7V®
for Aram, -pn in 0 26,8.
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derivatives, excepting one instance, and that in a removed

meaning, are not used in 0. Although the noun XOTinn seems

only usod here and in PJ, the verb *pn•—to burn, la used in
the Pal. tgg^ as well as in the tgg outside the Pent. ^ :o

therefore conclude that our noun as well as the verb are pal.

in usage, which in our passage applies to J.

The spelling of "wound" is in 0, GG and Iff n/Xjns

and in PJ: Xjms. It is not a case of PJ's spelling "being

the same as that of 0 here, over against a different spelling

in the Pal, tgg, PJTe spelling is unique here, and that of

GG and H is the same as 0. PJ is quite unique here in using

the form with the waw, which perhaps makes this the fern, noun,

and therefore the absol. so,, "a wound" as the iff reads.4
£j

Some non-Pent, tgg also use this form.-' PJ'b use of this form

is unique and does perhaps represent a dialectical peculiarity

within Pal* Aram.

Four different nouns are used in the tgg for "stripe",

iff: rman. Following the If? is CG: *nan. 0 has j ^sipco;

PJ: par: WBlPl; N: mm and FT in rV: ran. The

8. Heumark, hexlkaliBche Untersuchungen etc., (1905),
00. cit., p. 45*

1. At the other instances where the noun "burn" is used
in the Pent., 0, PJ, and & use nm3/X'*iia, par, Bom, GG "being
absent here: L lj5#24(2x), 25, 28(2x),

2. Of* levy, cit., I, pp. 28lf: G 21.15? E 12*37.

p. Ibid.; Job 30.30j Isa. 3.13; Jar* 6.23,
4. Of. Levy, op. oil., II, p. 225,
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. :.r Gild GG noun: rman and xnan arc from the root m nan,

ksnPo jflAt mesning, "veraieren, bunt mac hen" • The noun used
in 0, *BTpW3 is from the root *1]W, "schlagen, klopferi".2 The

rending or IJ, » is no doUbt ffOK cAkujo-^ .2 it is re¬

ported as used only here in PJ, and in no other Pal, tg. It

does not occur in 0.4 It occurs also in Tg Ps, 22.13; J3.L

and Tg Jot 9»!/• The Gk word tf/1 *«#*•/$ occurs in 'haeyd. II,

1*9 {fifth cent. BG) and its root 6Ako$ (1) in I e, Hero¬

dotus and the Tragici as "wound", (2) in the Attici and the

HT as "Kiterwunde" and (J) in the Lyrici and Tragici as
7 t,

nlossfV vc have hence the re la tea word 6Ako$ occurring in
O

the HT, meaning, "&ore".u This was no doubt a word of common

5."Ibid; Prov, 20.JO; 2J.29; 27.6.
1. Koehler und Lauagartner, on. cit.» p. 275* Of,

Kuiper, o£. clt., p. J2 and corrigenda,
2# Levy, op. cn«, ri, p. 79#

5* Ibid., If pp 1J9, 201 and Jastrow, o£. ci t». p.
The word is su rely not a reduplication of ^57. ih—the ""woolly
substance of cedar twigs, (ibid., p. 711) as Jastrow posits,

2*. Bredeven, oj_, cit., p. 12*8, no Am a. ^taVn,

5, Krauss, cp. clt., II, p. 220.

6. George Dunbar and E. H. barker, A Green anci English
Lexicon.. .Also An English and Greek Lexicon. (IkTinburghx
'kacLachlan and Stcwcr t, South Bridge, HDCCG10CXI), p. 2Jb,

7. Dr. bred Duller en Dr. J. R. Thiel, Beknopt Arieks-
Hoderlonds oordcnLoek, vierde drub. (Oron ingen J J. L. Tol~
tor's' fTTEgeversmaatechappij, N.V., date between 192*2* and IJBO),
p. 2JJ,

8, -.'alter Bauer, A Greek-En. dish Lexicon of the dew
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speech around the first century of our era, and it testifies

to the character of 1-J's language as that commonly spoken in

Palestine as an area 'Where Greek was also spoken and had made

its influence upon Aram. Buxtorf1 reads VM3V<1 here, which

reading also occurs in some of the other passages quoted.

This kind of variant reading points to language spoken By

those whose first language w.a Aram,, and who secondarily and

perhaps imperfectly knew some Greek. Such was the ethos ot

those who first used the Pal, Pent, tg—they were ordinary

folk, whose common speech was Aram, Par reads for this noun

WBlVl, a word which m have not Been mi le to identify lexi¬

cally, It is quite possible that this is another variant

reading of the Aram. W^SDVn, along the lines of which we have

discussed the spelling of PJ in Buxtorf. Jf and FT in rV

have om and QST) respectively, iron the rt DttH, "zcichnen,
O

bezeichnen, ein Zeichen, Pal maohen, au'fz©ichnen,t, a noun

also used "by 0, Hence we have here three different words

used in the Pal. tgg and PJ, and yet another by 0. It is not

clear why 0 does not use the Aram. XGian ae does GG, which is

the literal equivalent of the MS m^ian. But oi course this

festameut "arid""other early Christian Literature, a translation
and adaptation of the German Griechiach-deutsohes orterbuch
zu den Schrii'ten des leu en Testaments und dqr ubrigen
uFchrlatlichen Literatur. iourth revised""and augmented edition,
1^52# W -illiam F. Arncit and P. 'llbur Gingrich (Chicago,
Illinoiss The University of Chicago Press, 1j57)» P» 2512
Lie. 16.21 and Rev. 16.2.

1. Puxtorf, Lexicon Chald. t'alnud. et Ma""' in.. Fusel,
1659 i ad. Fischer, Leipzig lb/5, as referred by F.rauso, 00.
cit.. II, p. 229.
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noun 'is never used in 0. PJ-Par, GO and N-PT ( *y) may be

seen as different and unique "branches of the Pal, tg tradition,

though of course we cannot identify any dialects from this

GVidence.

The evidence in E 22.12 is the usual—-some similarities

"between 0 and PJ as well as "between 0 and the Pal., tggj some

unique spelling of PJ hence different from 0; and some addi-

tions, either only in PJ or in the Pal. tgg as well.

The following are the similarities between 0 and PJ.

The verb used for "to tear" in R8V, "If it is torn" is *nn

by 0 and PJ: "DIP KTlll'K; *?0p by Bom and GO: ' cm; K^Opfi*

V'Qpn* (Vat: K^tDpnn ) and CO: ^Opri' (n>I3pPD}? and «p0 by the
I.fP and K: *]!©* «flB and fit nsiBD. 0 does not use

the Aram. *]*10 here, which would be literally the equivalent of

the «pB , 0 never uses the Aram. *pB for the BH *pB. For
the BH *p0 0 uses e r 'pap or "nri. 0 does use the Aram.

*100 in the Jthpa. for BH D5?S in Bfiph* 0 could have used the

rendering of GQ and Boa, the verb ^?Dp, which 0 uses elsewhere.
The fact is that both 0 and PJ use the verb nail. Is this in¬

fluence of 0 upon PJ? The evidence docs not necessarily prove

this. The verb *iaJi is not only one used by 0,^ or PJ,2 but

~~2*"Levy, op. cit.» II, p.

1. bred ere:;, oj>. cit., p. H rn-ian with as only
Aram, rendering »sipwu •

2. Brederek, op. cit., p. kkt BH «po.

3* Ibid.. p. 155, Aram. «pb ; cf. Levy, qj>. cit., I, p.
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is also used by the Pal. tggi as for instance GO' and N.J

Hence, though the possibility exists that PJ's choice of verb

7311 'was influenced by 0, this is not a proved fact. it is

possible that here 0 was influenced by PJ which latter uses a

verb, also used in the Pal. tgg throughout the Pent,

Following upon this use of the main verb, is the verb

used in the phrase RSV, "what has been torn". All sources

follow the use of the main verb, except If which now also uses

*?0p • -J: nsntpn; o, PJ: farn,* Par(cn), Boll and IV. K>*aj? .

Following what we have said above, this need not be absolute

proof that 0 influenced PJ here.

Instead of "evidence" in RSV, "...let him bring it as
xst. 4

eviderfjp. •0, PJ, if, and Par (ms) read "witnesses":
r\% Bar (cn) and Bora have 7710, "a witness" or "a testi¬

mony". MT reads 7y. 0 parts with the meaning of the US

here. The phrase in the :.T is: 7y :iriK3*, "he shell bring it
a" " • :

as evidence". This is interpreted in the QT itself to moan

that the shepherd were to bring part of the animal back.

4. Bred ere;:, on. cit., pp. l^Of, Aran, inn for EH tow,
tiTiii nun* # *]tb# ano# pna# ooa* yjn# »Wj *pt>» sua, piy,
am , Vin ,*ja3 •

5. G 3,11; 13,3; 31.53; 50.13; 35.25: 22,3,12
(2x); 23.24(2x); 34.1, 13; I 22.22; P 3,17(2x).

1. enainck, ...lexicon, op. cit., Kuiper, on. cit.,
p. 11/ and Levy, 0^. cit., II, p. 526f.

2. GO: S 3.25; 22.3.

3. N: G 13.3? K 3.25; 22,3; 23.24(2X}| 34.I, 13;
I 22.22; D 3.17.
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This showed that the shepherd went after the attacking animal

and had torn at least part of his own animal oat of the mouth

or claws of the attacking animal• This sufficiently proved
1

that the shepherd had done his duty. This is the interpre¬

tation of the Sam. lent., which omits the suffix on the verb*

and places a 1 in • rant of the ft, thus reading the phrase

one word farther than the .12 reading mark floest "...he shall

bring an evidence of the torn animal and then he shall not
2

make restitution"*'" The fleehiIt ha lists this interpretation

under the name of R. Josian (third generation Tannaim, ca.

130-160 A*©,^)
can serrirasen, zerrissen es wird, so bring®

er iy, ci» i. das Zerrissene (oder das den ild
Sntrissene TIS? (TI?)}. orte des S. Josia. Obgleioh
es keinen Beweis fur die Sache gibt, so gibt es doch
eine Andeutuag (krinnarung) fur die Sac he, denn es
heisst (Am* 3* 12 )s "Also spricht der Ewige:
Oleichwie der Hirt entrcisst aus dern Munde des lowen
zwei Kniestueke oder eiaen Ohrzipfel, also sollen
gerettet werden die Kinder Israel" u.s.w*^

The 1XX however reads the IT 1J7 as "J?, and also puts the eon-

junction "and" before the negative "not':, hence like the Sara*

Pent, reading the phrase one word farther than the KT: xj*,
> V > V I f) / \ j P /

tfi/ro* em Tqv (ytjpvr k*/ out otwor**r&, ...he shall lead him
"

k. The 1^0 Biblia Hebralca. Ixar ha a i»a».

1. 0 31.33; I Sam. 17.35; ahob 3.12. cf. Beer
(HMT), 00, cjt. , p. Ilk*

2. of. also Baentach (Hk'T),:. op. cit.» p. 200.

3. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc., on. cit*, p. Ilk.

if. Kechiltha. ubersetat von "inter and >unscho, op.
cit., Mischpatim '"(Nezikin), 16. Abschnitt, Kap. 22, 12,
pp. 2371.
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to the animal and then he shall not make .restitution"#

This interpretation, is present in Hechiltha under the name of

R. Jonathan (third generation faunaim, ca. 130-160 A.D.^),
He and R. Josiah were the moat prominent pupils of R. Ishmael:

R# Jonathan sagts Er "bring© 71S*T0n iy# his
su deia Zerriasene und er soil Irel sein zu zahlenj
Oder: Sollte er gleiehwohl sehuldig sein? Und die
logische Sc hiu ss folge rungj3rglbt ess eil das
Verloreagehen Mangel an Hutung und das Zerreissen
Mangel an Hutung 1st, —wean du hinsichtlieh dee
Veriorengehena gelernt hast, dass er schuldig 1st au
zahlen, so soli er auch hinsiehtlich des Zerreissens
sohuldig sein au aahlen. (f'tnt,: D. i, es soli auch
der... Huter urn Lohn. ♦ .schuldig "bei Zwang sein, d.i.
wemi der Bewahrungsgegenstand Ihm nit Oewalt cntrissen
wurde).

Finally there is R. Joehanan hen Josiah, who takes the

BH iy as a plural: O'ly s

R. Joch8nan ben Josia sagtj "lean zerrissen,
aerriasen es wird, so bringc er *&", d.i. er "bring©

Zeugen, dass es zerriasen word en 1st, und er
soil frei sein au zahlen.*

In our verse, Par (en), Boa, and from the context also CO read

}E IV in the sing.: "evidence". This 18 the same as the

meaning at the MT, as implicit in the MT, and as explained "by

other OT passages, the Sam. Pent, and R. Josiah in the

Uechiltha. 0, PJ and M read the MT as a plural, as also

R. Jochanan "ben Josiah in ; echlltha; "witnesses". In this

case the shepherd is not to bring -as evidence of the mishap a

1. Ibid.. p. 375 a&d Straek, Introd. to the Tain, etc.,
OP. Cjt. , p. Ilk.

2. Ibid., Kischpatira (Nealkin), lb. Absehnitt, Kap 22,
12, p. 29B.

3. Ibid.. Mischp&tlm (Nezikin), l6. Abschnitt, Kap.
22, 12, p. 2p7
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piece of' evidence of the torn animal, "tut he is to "bring

witnesses of the mishap, 0 along ith PJ and N depart from

the meaning implicit in the.- ,S* Inasmuch as this is the

interpretation of both H and PJ, there is reason to feel that

this was an interpretation occurring in part of the Pal. Pent,

tg. It seems aheretcre likely that 0 is influenced by the

Pal. Pent, tg, perhaps by the very tg PJ and/or if on this

point.

A number of points emerge where PJ does not stand with

0. besides the usual variants with the QK vo )*K spelling,

where PJ and the Pal. tgg have the latter, there is the spel¬

ling of the verb, "to make restitution". 0 has; 1 PJ,
1 ^7

Par, Boa and Ht 07W* » PJ'a unique spoiling ia different

from 0 as well as from the Pal. tgg. There is no influence

of 0 on PJ here. Rather, PJ stands as a unique witness of

the Pal. Pent* tg tradition.

The same is the case in the rendering of the verb in,

R3V, "let him bring it as evidence". PJ reads; ; 0,

Pa* and oia: J GO: »Jl*»1 ; and a Jin**, The Pal. tg
and 0 have j Impf* }va person masc. sing, whereas PJ has an

2
Infin. or Part. act. PJ ia unique. There is no influence

of 0 upon PJ. Rather is PJ a unique representative of the

1. Similar evidence is found in M 22.14 (RSV: 15)»
where 0 and Vat have n-»yw* and PJ, GO, and N have; n>w* •

2. The 3rd raasc. olur. reading of N is certainly a
mistake. This would render the passage, H.*.witnesses shall
bring him the torn animal". This kind of procedure is not
referred to in any references.
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fluid Pal, tg tradition.

E 22.1 If (B3V: 15) shows two point a where PJ stands

with the Pal. tgg, two facts which could he interpreted as

influences of 0 upon PJ, and an addition which PJ has in

common with the Pal. tgg.

The variation, in spelling of OK vs is as usual,

e have as well mentioned already the spelling of the- verb,

"he shall rake restitution", where again PJ stands with GO

and N, as different from 0 and Vat.
4f ,t ^ AJ

The expressions BSV, "...it came for its hire", ren-

dera the US* "1*131273 X3. The verb V?V is used "by 0: and
t : • t

PJi Vxy. £J renders ^aj?nx, "it will he received in the hire".
Par and Vat use the verb VT? s Par? Vat: V'T*', "its

hire will be cheap in the loss". The verb of par and Vat,

is not used "by 0, though 0 usesonce, at D 21.20 the rt
o

V?t, which has the same meaning. The verb 73j? used by N, is
3

one used both 1 y 0 and the Pal. tgg. The verb used by 0 and
t.

PJ, is a very common one both in 0 and in the Pal. tgg.' But

it is important to note the difference in spellings PJ uses

an aleph to express the vowel. Dalman lists this spelling

only for PJ (editio princepa) at N 17and lists this as

1. Biblia Kebyalea« Lisbon, 11*91, reads:

2. Brederek, era. cit., pp. ll*8f, no Aram, Aram.
Wt , p. JO, BH W7, cf. Levy, op. cit.. I, pp. 215, 222.

5. Ibid., II, pp. 359f.

if. Ibid.. II, p. 218.

5. Dalnan, Gramma tile etc., op. ait., p. £50,
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the Galilacan dialect, separating it from that of Tg Onk</
Three facts then prevent us from lightly assuming that o in¬

fluenced PJ here. "-irst, a use of the same verb need not

mean influence of one tg upon the other, to the exclusion of

the equal possibility of the other*s influence unan the first

tg* Other evidence has to " e used, Secondly, this verb is

as commonly used by 0 as it is i.y the- Pal. tgg, rendering the

ill . Thirdly, there is the decisive difference in spell¬

ing between. PJ and 0, This means that it is easier to assume

that PJ influenced 0 than vice versa. Because, if an un¬

authorised tg (1 >T) is copying from an authorised version (0),
it is not likely that the former changes the spelling of the

latter. If however, the editor of the authorised version

(0) ha© a number of unauthorised tgg, such as PJ before him,
the 0 editor MX! change and standardise the spelling of the

other.

The phrase ROV, "...for its hire,,." is rendered as

followsj 0 and PS I n»hiK3; and Hi X11K3, But the suffix

on the noun is also present in Par (on), Vat, and flag# though

these have this part of the vers© in a different order, par

and Vat read, "...its hire will be cheap in the loss", and Iw,

reads "its hire" aa correction for the text, "the hire", k

longer reading in the jag of 1 also has the suffix, "...all its
2

hire is all its loss". Here is thus no qp cation of 0 in-

j. Ibid*, p, ij.05»

2. The first two letters of this addition have not been
translated. The scribe's ^ n appears to he ya.
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fluenoing PJ. The suffix in 0, TJ, Par (en), Vat, Jlmg (2x)
is the faithful rendering of the suffix in the :T.

PJ and the I>al« tgg (except N) add the word "its loss"
in the last phrase of the verse. PJ reads, ,if it is

hired, the loss comes'in its hire..."} Par and Vat, ...its

hire will "he cheap in the loss...". 00 has o lacuna and

reads, "...If it is hired.,.in the loss,..". N has, "...if

it is hired, it will he received in the hire (mgJ its hire)

and Nxag, "...all its hire is all its loss,..". /he Pal.

tgg and PJ use a noun, which neither itself: Kl'OS nor its
1

roots ids occurs in 0, The word itself is no addition in

thought to the fT. The meaning there is implicit? it is the

loss for which, no restitution is made "because the hire has

"boon received. Here then is one word added, making vivid and

explicit the meaning of the text. And PJ stands with the

Pal, tgg in this addition,

In S 22.15 (h'PV l£) there are a few similarities be¬

tween 0 and PJ, and a host of certain evidences that PJ stands

with the pal. tgg.

For "a virgin", MT: ffpna, 0 and PJ use the emph, st. 5
Xrf?*lJ12 , whereas Bom, CO-, and N have the absol. st., in con¬

formity with the fir s Why do 0 and PJ hare both use

emph. st.j "the virgin"? In the 10II0' ing verse, the e is

spoken o, "the marriage present for virgins", in .'MV, u...he

r

14 BraiderOk, elt.. p. 176, no Aram. tod. Of*
Levy, og. eft., II, p. ~2jV7
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shall pay money equivalent to the marriage present for

virgins". Iff reads here Tibs, whe e the article of

the noun "virgin" goes to the noun preceding it, which de¬

pends upon it as a constr. at,$ "the marriage present of

virgins". The tgg however all have the enph. St. here with

virgins, perhaps in imitation of the MT. A point could he

made here that this evidence (?) 22,15) is peculiar to 0, and

has found its way in the present mss of the Pal. tgg, and PJ,

through 0. Be that as it may, the presence of the emph. st.
i IV \ \\.

in verse 14 (HSV 15} may "be due to that form in the following

verse. It is impossible to say whether 0 influenced PJ, or

vice versa, or that both arrived at this in another fashion.

Insofar as all the other evidence of this verge shows pj to

stand with the Pal, tgg, it is rather doubtful that in ouch

insignificant detail 0 would have influenced PJ here. Yet

the question remains for this verse for PJ, and for the fol¬

lowing verse for PJ, OG, and H, why these have the emph. at.

as does 0, in distinction of the IT which does not have the

article. If there were other influence of 0 in these verses,

then we could think this as influence from 0. Put there is

not. Yet it is not impossible that this outward similarity

of the Aram, to the MT of verse 15 (HSV lb) was first of all

present in 0* This feature is characteristic of 0 throughout

the Pent. How does it get from 0 into the pal. tgg, when the

latter are not basicly influenced by 0? It is certain that

the mss of the different Pal. Pent, tgy were copied by scribes
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who also copied ass of 0. Remembering this small rendering

of 0 the.scribes my have pushed the influence of 0 into the

different Pal. Pent, tgg, in the copping of the Pal. tg mas.

This is the logical explanation when the influence of 0 upon

the Pal. tg Pent, tradition is so minor, moreover when it is

found not only in PJ but also in GG and H.

ve then turn to the overwhelming evidence that PJ

stands with the Pal. tgg in this verse. The usual spelling

of HS (0 and Vat) vs. CTnK (pj, Bom, GG, and N) speaks for

itself.

The reading for "seduces0 is MTs n&S», 0 3 ;
• « a .
• .

KTf I-ora, and CCli and St ©SIS'*. The verb used by N,

OSD is a good Aram, verb not used in 0. More important it

is however that the verb used by 0, is not used in any

other tgg here. Instead PJ, Bora,• and GG use int. This

Shaph., aa also its Ishtaph theme, is only uaed in the Jer.
2

tgg, and is not found in 0. The rt is H*1, common in the

Pal. tgg, is but only once used in 0 for the Iff 771X at 2) 5*21
3

~~ to wish.' A Part. 11*10 is twice used for the Niph. Part.

TOni —desirable, at Q 2.9! 3*6* Hence PJ stands with the

1. Bre&erek, on. ext., p. 192, no Aram, can ; of. Levy,
0£. Cit.. II, p. 550.'

2. Levy, op. cit., II, p. 517 and brederek, pp. cit..
pp. 185, 190 no Ar£n/«nw.

3. Brederek, op. cit.. p. 7.13, Aram. in and p. 5, M
7118 .

k* Ibid., p. 139, Aram, ail and p. 57, RH inn-# "ra.n3 •
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pal. tgg, 1ora and CG in using a verb only used in the Pal.

tgg» as opposed to the reading of 0.

For, RSVj "...who is not 'betrothed...", M?S is

rendered "by a pa. part. pass, in 0 and PJj KOGKft, and 01 and

$f$ noiKQ,-1- Bom and Hmg read a pe./pa, Perf.s though

Levy lists this as (^$*"$0# iJ<3« *», pass, and trans-
O

lates (activelyJ}; "ein hadchtn das nicht verlout •. At any

rate we have PJ reading with the pal, tgg in the verb and

tense. 0 has the same here, it is true. But 0 influenced

PJ as little here as 0 influenced the Pal. tgg* The obvious

assumption is that 0 has chosen the same verb which ho found

in the Pal. tgg, including PJ.

RSV, "...he shall give the marriage present iOr her...'4
stands for Wti GrtJa* 0 uses the verb □*!{?; KQ"j?

PS and the Pal. tgg however use the verb p2 j pJ,

Bom, Par (Oins.cn),* GO, and 8r |(*)1S' n/K21DQ. N mg
reads; »T3*15* XS'hStt. our verb J"IS is denom. from pis re¬

lated to i>epytf ,5 referring to the marriage present of the

bridegroom. The important facts are that this word occurs

—

p. Balman, Orammatik etc., on. cit., p. J02.

2. Levy, oj>® cit.* I, p. Gj,
j5. Par 110, as reads 0303* xomso, as^if from

Pa—Menschen ernahren, verpf'legenj lei ten, fuhren (Levy j op.

cit., II, p. 2^2). Gins, rightly corrects this to pa' nansa*

if. Thla reading is our cn? tho ms reads tos» nnsa,
an obvious scribal error,

5. Krauss, 030. cit.. II, pp. i+9Of,
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1

in the Pal. tgg arid in PJ, and that it does not occur in 0.

PJ stands here with the Pal. tgg. This is again seen in the

fact that the suffix on this verb in and 0, is rendered by

PJ and the Pal. tgg separately. rJ, PT-Vat, Par, CO and H

haves t1JT»♦ (ring however probably has the suffix attached

to the verb. The reading is not clear). In this again, PJ

stands with the Pal. tgg, and not with 0.

Finally there is the word, "his wife" in SSV, "...and

make her his wife...", MI1; nVK>. The readings are as follows:

02 and M: 1JPK1?; PJ: Ihl'K1?; Bora and Kmg: Kn(^)K1?? and

OGH TWSK'?. PJ has a different re-ding from 0 here. Analy¬

sis of the spelling shows that four different forms of the

noun are represented. These nouns are: .CWsrife

f—mooning primarily "marriage", but secondarily also,

Levy, oe. cit., II, pp. 2c)lf. Of the meaning of
the noun 11*3 IbioT. p. 2p1 says, "Morgengabe, das was der
Brautigaa seiner jungen Ehefrau zusagt, verschreibt....warsch.
jedoch ... diejenige Verpfliehtuag...dies Cannes, wonaoh er die
Mitgift seiner Frau, die sie ihm aus dea elterllchen Hause
zugebracht hat, im Todes- Oder Beheidimgsfalle zuruckerstatten
wolle. Dass wSre also uem gr. Jviell. auch hebr. "in'a)
mehr entaprechend. Outer jins xia ware dann zu verstehen:
das Oeschenk des Marines, Brautschatz". Of. however Koehlor
unci Baumgartner, op. cit.. p. 500 and Pederson, op. cit., 1,
pp. 68, 297* The BH "i*® refers to the gift of the bride¬
groom's family to that of the bride in return of the latter*s
gift of the bride, signifying the real relation between the
two families.

1* Brederek, op. cit., p. 176, 110 Aram, ps, p. 62, BH
wpo , never rendered by Aram pa.

2. Solg, 282, Ix, Ven 1, Gomplut, Ven 2: ino'xV,

5. Levy, erg. cit.. I, p. ifjf.
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"wife" Krmx f—>wife;2 and f—again primarily, "aarrift

and then also secondarily, "wife".-' The last two forms are

reap* identical to the first two forras, after the 2 has teen

dropped. Of the normal nouns for "woman", XfifllK does not

occur in 0. ^ It is however found in the Pal. tgg5—par^ and

Cg7 and in PJ.® 0 uses instead This IB used also

1. Ihid.I, p» 44*

2. Ibid.. I, p. 76.

3* Ifid.. I, p. 76.
4. Brederelc, dp. cit., pp. 3f, BH ntfx.

5. Of. Levy, ojo. cit. s I, pp. 44, 76, enwlnck, Mt
Lexicon, op. cit.. ICulper, no. cit., p. 14 and Brederek," op.
cit., pp. of,' ;'h afx, for the following references. This
form has not "been found in Bom and N.

6. par reads xnnox at 0 20.10, *[nn:j»x.

7. GO reads xxiaox at 0 7.15, n»nmxi 5 0 29.21, »ni>3X j
G 50.4, ?iii3XV f 0 J0.9, nnoxV ; 0 34.12, *B3X^| 5 21.4,
(nnax) and »«•(»*)'| B 21.5, '»3(K)j and E 22.15 (S$V 16)
tinaxV.

8. PJ reads xmnox at 0 2.24, xa 1 0 2*25,
a»un3*X3 ; G Cs.lS, -jmuxi j 0 12.19 (2nd time), -ijuux; G 26.
10, -|r»nax 1 G 29.21, »nnaxj G 38.7, m*®ii3»x; G 38.9,
•n»®r>3»xj E 21.3, and a*®n3"»xj -s 21*5, •»fl3X| 1 21.22
(2nd time), xnn3»X3j D 21.5, *®a*x and n'naiix,

9* 0 reads ixmrix at G 2.22, *nm*xV| a- 2,23 (2nd time),
xnn»x | G 2.24# ®*BB*xi; G 2.25, ®*BBxi$ 0 6.18, -jnfiXTj G
7.13, nnxi j 0 11.29,jiii*x and nii*x? 0 11.31, jis»xj G 12.19
(2nd time), i®Bx? 0 2a.10, -[ni^x; 0 29.21, *nnx; 0 5®#$t
«riri'X| G 38.8, nn*x| 0 3,r'*9# J 0 38.12, j>jv»xj E 21,3,
.xnB^x and ti'SB^x J E 21.4, xmB'x and x®B"»x j 15 21*5, *®B»X:;
E 21.22, xnB'x and xBB^xt; E 26.46, ®n*x(oaly in rose Nach-

raanides and Ghaskuni, Levy, op_. cit., Is p, 76)} D 22.22,
xrm*x and jin*x; D 22.24, nn*x; D 23.1 (RSV 22.30), ®®*xj
D 24.1, xnB*xj D 24.5, *®B»x and n*BB»x; D 25*5 (1st time),
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by the Pal. tg^*—Par,2 cm, 5 00^ and h5 and "by PJ. ^ Hence

as far as these two forms arc concerned—KJlJlX and KHH3K— PJ

stands in the Pal, tradition. Pith the abstract nouns, "mar¬

riage" s which only by extension mean, "woman" it is different.

TDK is used by 0J twice by PJ^ and once by n.9 1D3K is not

nft*Tj and D 2f,11, nri'x.

1. whereas the Pal, tgg par and 0(1, as also PJ, seem
to use both xnnsx and xnnx, where 0 uses only xnnx , Bom and

21 do not fall in line with the pal, tgg Par, CO, and PJ. Bora
seems only to use xnnx as also N, except for our verse (Nj
li'i), which is the only instance found that N does not use
xnnx,

2, Par uses xnnx at 0 57.55, xn»x.

5. Bom uses xnnx at (J 26.10, rjnnx ; 0 57.55? Xf**
(Vats xmn*x)j E 21.10, xax j e 22,15(PSV l6), ««>'/

1)., CO uses xnnx at G 6.18, innxi; G 25,28, nnxV;
9 57.55» xnn'xj e 21.22, nn»x and nnnx-r.

5. N uses xnnx at G 2.22, nnxV; G 2.25, 111115 and (mg)
nnx | a 2.24, n'nnxa; Q 2.25, n*nnxi ; G 6.18, *|nnxi $ a 7.15,
n*nnxi j a H.25 (nig), nnn»xn and n*nnxn? q 11,51, n*nnx?
G 12.15, nnx1? and innx? <g 20.12, nn'xVj G 26.10, ^nnx ; Q 25.
21, *nnx; a 25.28, nnx> ; G 50.4, nnxV j 1 50.5, nnxV • 0 54.
If, nnx1? ; G 54.8, nnxV j G 54.12, rims'? j G 58,6, nnx j g 58.8,
a*nnx j g 58.9, nnnx j G 58,12, n»nnx| G 58.14, nnxV; E 6.
20, nnx>; g 0.25, mnxV (extra a ab in); B 6.25, nnx> (extra
® ab in)| E 21.5, nnx and n*nnx; E 21,4. nnx and xnnxj s
21.5, ♦nn*j E 21.10 (ng), nnx; g 21,22 (1st time), nnx;
D 22.16, nnxV ; D 22.15, nnxV ; D 22.22 (perhaes 3 al In?),
nnnxj d 22.24, nnnx j D 22.25, nnxV j d 25.1 (RSV 22.50),
nnnx. d 24.1, nnx j d 24,5, nnx> (extra n ab ln?)j D 24.4,
nnxV (extra n ab ln?)| D 24.5, nnx and n*nnx ; D 25.5, nnnx
and sin*xV j and D 25.11, nnnx."

6. PJ uses xnnx at G 2.22, xnn*xV; G 2.25, xnnx and
*n*x j G 7,15, nn*xi; G 11.25, nn>x and nnx s 0 11,51, nn'x;
0 57.55, xn*x | a 58.6, xn»xj q 58.8, mn*xj <j 58.12, nn*x;
E 21.4, *n»x and x®*x j S 21.22 (1st time), «nn*x< d 22.22,
xnnx and »»*X| D 22.24, «*** f D 25.1 (SGV 22.50), *"1** j D
24.I, xn»x; D 25,5 (1st time), nn*x; and D 25.11, nn'x.
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found in the Pal, tgg, "but is used "by pj'^ and in some ass and
9

edd of 0. These references moreover show that of the nine¬

teen instances where the main 0 text tee IJlKj sixteen parallel
3

passages in PJ have IMS, and the other three in PJ have IJiK,

like 0, At these same nineteen places some mas and odd of 0

have ifllK which ia also the case at one additional passage.^
"*

j3 'jj useQ 1JMt Q 12,19 (1st time), G 20.12,
iA*x9; a 29.26, lA'x?; > 30.4, iA*x?j ' 50.9, ink?; ' 34.
k, ia»xs; g 94,8, ia*x?j g 9it,12, ia*k?t g 38.14* ia'x?j
S 6,20, iA*x9j ^ 6.29, iA»x9; S 6.25, lA»x9j 13 22.15 C^SV
16), lA»x9; D 22,16, lA»x9; D 22.19, lA'fc?; D 29.1 (RSV 22.
90), iA*x9;_ d 24.3, *1 A»kv5 D 24.4* in**?| «nd D 25,5 (2nd
time), lA'kV,

8, PJ uses inx at D 22.29, in'x9j D 24.9, ln»x9f
and D 25.5 (2nd time), ijipx9.

9. In the verse under discussion.

1. PJ uses max at G 12.19 (1st time), in3x9j G 20.12,
in3^x9; q 29.28, ih3x9j g ^0.if, in3x9; a 3°»9» in3'x9; 0
3k*k3 l»3^x>| G 34.8, nmxH G 34*12, li)3»'x9$ Q 38*14,
in3*x> | 1 .'.20, ij!»3*x!?| 1.23, in3»x9; K 6.25, In3x9j F,
22.15 \K3V 16), m3*x9; D 22.16, 103XVJ D 22.19, l®c»x>j and
d 24.4, in3»x9.

2. Levy, op. cit., I, p. lists m«f "nur in JH (i.
e. PJ), so Brederek, op. cit., p. 199 only has Aram. &»*'* and
ifV*x# The form max is found in 0 in the following mso and
edd j mss s Solg (1291). 282, 22.23-'30: and edd * Ix (1490),
Lis (1491), Ven 1 (1515), Oonnlut (1516) and Ven 2 (1524), as
follows} 0 2.22, Ix, Complut, 103x9; a 12.19, Solg (secunda
nianua or marginal note), Ix, Lis, Ven 1, Complut, Ven 2,
time), 103x9j o 20.12, Solg, Ix, Ven 1, Goraplut, Ven 2,
11)3x9; g 29,28, Solg (secunda nanus or marginal note), Ix,
Ven 1, Coaplut. in3x9; g 30.4 and 30.9, Solg, Ix, Ven 1, Ven
2, iii3*x9; Q 34.4, 8* 12, Ix and Ven 1, in3x9j g 38.14, Solg,
Ix, Ven 1, in3»x9; e 6.20, 23. 25, Solg (secunda nanus or
marginal note), 282, Ix, Ven 1, Complut» Tj»3K7j f 22.15 (.PSV
16), Solg, 232, Ix, Ve-n 1, Complut, Ven 2, lJ)3»x9; D 22,1b,
19 and 23*1 (RSV 22.30). Solg (eecunda magus or marginal note),
Ix, Lis, Ven 1, Complut, Ven 2, liaWj B 24.3# Solg (secunda
nanus or marginal note), Ix, Ven 1, Ven 2, in3x9| d 24*4*
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Only at one of these passages does a Pal. tg have either of

these: St TDK at our passage under discussion. The question

arises what is the relationship "between 0 and PJ in these nine¬

teen passages? 0 has 13 x iriX (some msa and edd: 13 xiniK)

equals PJ: lb % 1JUX plus J x 1J1K ? The simple explanation

that 0 influenced P«J, cannot "be forwarded, inasmuch as the

main mss of 0 only use TDK and PJ uae3 "both IflX and 1h3K.

It cannot he said either that PJ uses both 0 and the Pal. tgg,

"because neither of these spellings occurs in a pal. tg, with

the exception oi TDK once in E,

The nouns for "marriage" have no parallels from the

same rt in Syr.,-*' OP Aram.2 or H.-7 PBH does use the noun

however: rflWK f—Ehe.* Hence for a study of the rt of InK,

iniK, we must look at xnpx, KJ1P3K, These are parallels of

EH rrtyK . The derivation of the EK niyx and T'X is not a settled
T • T •

natter.5 The possible roots areW'K, "to he strong",^ cora-

Solg Cse'c'unda aanus or marginal note), Ix, Lie, Ven 1, Complut,
Ven 2, unasV ; and D 2b.5 (2nd time), 3olg (secunda manus or
marginal note), Ven 1, Ven 2, inss1?.

5. D 22.23; D 24.J; 25.5 (2nd time).

4. Q 2.22.

1. Payne Smith, Thesaurus etc., on. cit.„ cols 285,
287'f. ~

2. Schulthess, Lexicon etc., on. cit., p. 11*. and Payne
Smith, Thesaurus etc., or. cit."' col."288.

3» Koehler und Baungartner, on, cit.. pp. %Oft
70; n?3K , 32: *»•»?. EH uses for "to give her in marriage";
"to give her a£ wife". Cf. G 21; 38.12*.; 41.1*5 etc*

4. Dolman, A.-H. Hand worterhuc h. op. cit., p. 43, Jae-
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par lag Assyr, jjaiju, strong, and 1^3 X ,1 cither parallel to
, \ 2

yxj I » "to "be polite, kind, social** or to I, "to he soft,
effeminate",^ It is difficult to derive Q*W3X , "r.en"* izfiiK ,

• t—. v:

"mankind" and WK-'i "woman" from the verb (I) c?3X ,2 »to heT * * A »t

f > »

weak, to be sick", parallel to uJ I, * To take rm , Q*W3K
'f T • • T -:

andfrom (II) W3K parallel to I, "to he friendly,

social", would necessitate a relation he tween ^yU 1, "woman"
trow, on, 'git*, p. 6l lists, jho*k «

5* Of, Articles in rrora, Driver arid Briggs, eg, oil,»
p, 35, » p, 60, s?3x I and II, p, 6l, t?3x ill and n®x f and
Koehler und Bauiagartncr, 0£. cjt.. pp, kOf: w»x » p* ?0» rax ,
p. 92, 71|X .

5. Francis Brown, D»D*, D. Lilt,, 8.R. Driver , !>«!>,,
Litt, D,, and Charles . Brlggs, D.D., d# Litt,, A Hebrew and
kngllsh Loxicon of the Old it; 3 ta rent. with an Appendix con¬
taining the Bit Ileal Aramaic, etc,, (Oxfords At the Clarendon
Press, 1952), p* j|.Sy^Th^^S»ll»»tion with* , maintained even'

with the 3uffixes, 2) the rare pie*, fOffe'x t o*f*x ,3) the
impossibility of deriving- "both®*? and nwx "from t'he same Vnvx
from»±juit\ "to he soft", 4) the exceptional Aram* parallel

r'K (insertptions of Carpentros),

1, Of, Brown, Driver and Brigga, og« £il*» P* 35«
1) parallels of rax in cognate languages: m nrx , 32gypt, A raja,
arwifx j Aram, xnaox 9 Syr. ^Aj S|ab. c. euff, nnrisx, Old South
Arab* nfiax , at hi op, ft ??)">, Arab Itcf» also, ibid., p, Gl and
Koehler und Bautsgartner, op, cit,, p, ^2), 2) the plur, form

3) the f'em, form from a supposed nwsx , bt) the exist*
ence of wi 3x , "man, mankind", 5) Arab, , "man",

2, J® Q» Hava, 8. J., Arabxc~kaglish Dictioqar^ ^ o Me
D,0. (Beirut! Catholic Frees, 1951), p. If, col. 1.

3» rown, Driver and Brigge, op* cit,. p, l0| Koehler
und Baumgartner, op, cit,, p, 70, This verb occurs in BH as
Qal Part. pass, and Hlpru Jap if

A, So Koehler und Baumgartner, op. cit*, p, 70,

5, This verb does not occur In BIT, unless our -vordo
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and jjJJU f, "to "be friendly", which has not been determined go
iar^ although Wetzstein derives the (II) T273X from (I)

* f t

H73X (OJ I) oer antiphrasin. Brown, Driver and Driggs seem
T 9. f " /.Sk

to derive myK from Olj I, "soft" and hence from clxJ I, "to be
T • 1

soft",2 and for f'X feel that, "On the whole, probability

seems to favourvV*!?".^ It is possible and even likely that

more roots than one are- in the background of the nouns "man"

and "woman", so that each as we know them in literature, has

characteristics of more than one root in the different forms,

"man" frora <v4?,X and v^t, and "woman" from ( andVcSyj L%
Hence it occurs that we find XJiri3K and RftfiX, Aram* "woman" in

the Pal<, tgg and PJ» The official tg 0 renders in each case

the spelling without the 3 : xnnx, in the attempt to standard¬

ize the spelling# The same raay be the case with xmri3X,

XJl^DK , inasmuch as it is not probable that these depend upon

Vk*X, as does perhaps the P H JVny*X.^ And so both spellings

xmri3X, RmriX are found in ?J (only inx in N) and in the la¬

under discussion are its derivatives. Brown, Driver and
Brigga, op. cit., p. 60 and Koehler und Bauagartner, op. cit..
p. 70.

1. So Koehler und Bauragartner, op. cit., p. JO,

2. J. G. Wetzstein in Franz Delitzach, Paalmen, ed,
4, p. 882,^. as referred to in Brown, Driver and BrlggsJ op.
cit., p. %0«

9* Brown, Driver and Briggs, oj>. cit., p. 60,
k* Ibid., p. 95*

5* It is granted though that we have as little proof
of the relationship between Arab dU f and y> »' fas we do between

^juJ f aadVw'K orVwix.
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portant ass of 0 we have only the spelling without the as

TDK. 0 has again standardized the spelling, though some edd

and mss of 0 still have the J. It may he possible that the

orthography xmniK is a dialectical peculiarity of the Aram,

of PJ, which from ?J influenced 0. At any rate, it is least

likely that we can take these phenomena as simple influence

of 0 upon PJ.

In Leviticus we deal with 22.2/J 23.29, 32. The

first of these passages consists of a long introductory addi¬

tion in the Pal. tgg and PJ, after which the verse proper fol¬

lows, which itself is only interspersed with minor additions.

In the verse proper, there are similarities between 0 and PJ,

which however do not lead to the conclusion that 0 influenced

PJ, as well as a number of instances where PJ reads with the

Pal, tgg. As there are similarities between PJ and 0, so

these exist between the Pal, tgg and 0.

Of the similarities between 0 and PJ, there are only

two in which the Pal. tgg do not stand with PJ. First of

these is the preposition "from" in RSV, "...and from the eighth

day on...". 0 and PJ have the preposition attached to the

noun? KOVOl, following the Mt 01*0*1; whereas the Pal. tgg:

Par, Bom, GO, and if have a separate preposition: n/KOT |Q1.
It is quite wrong to think that this evidence is proof that 0

influenced PJ. It my be that the opposite has occurred, or

perhaps, and this is more likely, that this is no more than a

* '

6. "So Jaatroxvj Del man. has jjawK#



coincidence# The second of the examples follows upon the

first one. This deals with the expression, RSV, "...it shall

he acceptable. • iff s HXT, 0 and .. 9$nn* ; Par ? Bom, and
V T ••

Jfl 1WD I aid COH WfcD. 'Tin1, that is true in this cage

is that 0 and PJ have exactly the sarae reading, whereas the

Pal. tgg have a different reading. The possibility exists,
on the basis of this one example that 0 influenced PJ. But

the reverse is equally possible. However, though our verb

Xjn in the meaning "to be pleased with, accept favourably"-1,
does normally occur in Q,'~ and in TJ, y it also occurs in the

1. jastrew, op. cit,, p. Ik8& lists two verbs: our
verb, Ksn II Pe—to desire, take delight in; welcome, and tcjn
I Pe only—to feed, graze. Levy, op. cit., II, pp.
lists these meanings for one root xm • ifhe Hebrew counter¬
parts seem to favor two different roots, though here too a re¬
lationship may exist^between them. Of. coehler und Baumgart-
ner, op. cit., p. 906 and rown, Driver and Bri s, op. cit.r
p. 9537 am, to be pleased with, accept favourably", Ug:
rsw/j {?); El Amarna: arzi, liebte; " F Hi wo11en1 JA, Syr.

, acxallen haben; , mit Gefalien sehen; Old South
Arab: , Brown, Driver and Brig.gs, op. cit.. p. 955*
compare this wl th nsn H (for which cf. Ibid.. p. 9^5 and
Xoehler und Baumgartaer, op. cit., pp. J}8f), which,has as
meanings: Qal—sich einlassen mit, Pi.—ale Brautfuhrer
dienen, Hithpa—Gemeinschaft haben mit; At,jt Eu9 u, fern ruttu
Freund, Gerahrte; Phoen: ■*?"); bedouin: *£10 » Genoese}

)) u * t Jc *"
1, Joch, Grundbedeutung; suit einander zu cun haben.

Indeed there seems to be similarity in root meaning. The
roots how.ver in their orthography are different. The ortho¬
graphy of the latter word, :nsn II, would seem the same as
that of ajn I (Koehler und Baumgartnor, 0£. cit. B pp. 8$8>t and
brown. Driver and Driggs, op» cit.. no. Jkkfj —to feed, graze
PER} JA; Syr.: *anj Ak. s re'u; Phoen.: 9:m; ^ $ .

2. xyi, "to be pleased with, accept favorably" occurs
in 0 at: 0 53.10; L X• 2f; 7.18; 19.7; 22.23, 25, 27; 26.
34, 41, 43 and D 33.11; cf. Brederek, 0£« cit., p. 113, EH
bsi, for Aram. wan.

3. Besides our verse, PJ has *3T> at: G 31f*5«
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Pal. tgg1—Par/' Bom,-7 GG,^ arid H,^ as well as in Syr." and

CP Aram.' Also the noun, "will, pleasure" X15n occurs not

only in 0,'^ "but in the Pal. tgg aa well,-7 end in CP Aram.
1 o

r<L» o_^kn. In view of this evidence, it is not at all certain

that 0 influenced PJ here. It would seem more likely that the

of PJ represents one tradition of the Pal. Pent, tgg and

that *1WD 'liT* , as in Par, Bom, GG-, and H is mother tradition

of these, and finally that the editor of K chose the former.

This seems the more likely hypothesis in view of the use of

this verb XSH in the Pal. tgg and PJ as well as 0.

The other similarities between 0 and PJ, do not at all

ji**yinxi; AVsnif i. 26.54(1); *3^®! 26.54(2)?
♦rim j and L 26.45(1): *3n*m.

1. Of* wensinek, ...lexicon, op. cit., and Brederek,
J22• £11-» P- 185» Aram. *n and p." 115, BH "b

2. Par uses *3n at L 26.45(1); 'nm,

5. Bom uses at I 26.45(1): 'run.

4. CG U3es KWi at 0 54.15? xi:n and E 15*14;
pnnrixi.

5* N uses *3n at G 54*5: n'-vrmxi. q 54.2,1 n»»y-i:rixj
0 5A.15; n"anaKj L 26.54(1); a?™; L 26.54(2): 'run
and L 26.41s pn* .

6. Payne Smith, ,. .Dlctiona-1 ;•/, op. cit.. p. 545,

7* Schulthess, Lexicon etc., on. cit., p. 156,
8. Of. Brederek, op. cit.. p. 115, 0 has ann fqj. bh

at B 23.58; L 1.51 19.37" 22.19-21, 29; 25.11; 2) 55.25.

9. Gib wansinck. .. .Lexicon, pp. cit. 9 CG and Par at
0 4.4, 5» &* &T at a 48.1b! SSfyf in par at & 4.7; 19.24.
Wensinek also notes a*y?—.Mohlbehagen, in Esdr. 5.17. Ci.
as well Kuiper, ojo. cit., pp. ibOf for references in GO; G 4.4,
5, 8(5X)S nin; » 2B724: ""i.



mean any Influence of 0 upon PJ» Often these similarities

are shared "by one or more of the Pal. tgg, which are not either

influenced "by 0. In H3V, "...it shall remain..." the verb

forms are as follows, l,^T: 7T»n*l; 0, PJ, and Bom: *n*1; Par:
r t :

nn'1 , N: and 00: In. this Isapf. tense, third

person, nase. sing., 0, PJ, and Bom have dropped the T, and

Par, N, and GO have retained it. But this is not a cast or 0

influencing both PJ and Bom. It is true that in the ortho¬

graphy of 0 the 1 occurs only in the feci, plur. and so rue times

the first singular forms of the Iapf. The Jer. tgg either
1

retain the 1 or omit it in the Inrpf, In our case or the

third person masc. sing., the orthography of 0 always omits
2

the 1 , and that of the Jer. tgg is either with or without the

1 This is clearly the ease with GO, which has both and

*1iT Our vet se shows the former alBo found in Bon. This

10. Sehultheso, Lexicon etc., on. oit., p. 1$6.
1. Daliaan, Granmatik etc.. on. cit., pp. 5^ft par.

75: 1, 5-

2. Ibid., p. 555? "Im Onke 1 ostargum ist das .'au nur
in den Pcmininfortaen des Plural und au wellen in der 1 Sing,
des Imperfekts erhalten...Sonet wird es im Imperfekt stets
ausgestossen". One form of the third person masculine singu¬
lar with 1 is noted however on p. 55^» which is the exception
to this rule: G 13.18: . Another isolated example of
this is E 20.5: *iin* , which however is »n» in Ix, Lis and
Complut.

5» Of. Wensinek, ...lexicont op. cit,, and Kuiper, op.
ext., pp. 44f. For Par and N only the forms with the have
"been found; uw,

if. GO uaos »n» at: G 2y.»rr» and Q 55.'5: *n*.

5. GO usee *tti» at: G 4.12: *in»| a 4.14: *-an»;
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o

is the case as well with PJ, which uses "both *n* and **in*. *

Both to vim are listed for the orthography of the Palestinian
%

Talmud and Mid ra 3 him-- *71* and and are also reported in
• • J •• • •

the language cr the Aramaic portions of Be reshit Habla: iihue
<J|I M <*—

and iehe.^ That PJ does not reserve the use of the 1 for the

fern. plur. and sometimes the first sing, person of the Iiapf.,

as does 0, becomes also clear in the orthography in PJ with the
c C

*1 in the second raase, sing.,7 the third Biasc. plur., the second
7 8

rase. plur. and the first person plur. Hence, when we real¬

ise that o uses only one orthography in the third person aasc.

sing.: *JJ*, and the Pal. tgg use "both spellings: *71* and *m*,

it is very reasonable to feel that Par, N, and CO represent one

0 fc".'21: *rin'V; 0 9.11; *m*| G 9.141 *m*ij a J.l^s
»rn* j G 28.20: tun*; 048.19; G 48.20: *?.?!; E 9.
22; 'in' j E 9.292 *m*; £20.5; 'h"'; E 21.6;
IS 21.22°: *113* « B 21.25s **!?■* I' 2 22.22; *1i:a*j 1:22^26;
•Tin* | 122.2Ji *n n* j ft 28.25; *irn*.

1. PJ uses *3* at Or 6.21; *a*i j 0 9.11: *n*; 0 9,
14; *.3*1 ; G 9.155 *;a* ? 0 18.18: »«*Tj g 28.20; *a*j G
29.15: *n* j G 57.20; *n* • g 48.19; *n* • g 48.20; *a*i;
2 9.22; '3*1 j IS 9.29s *3* ; E 21.6; *n*i; 121.25s *n'?
E 22.26; '3*1 ; 122.27; *n*i| H 23.25;

2, PJ uses *1 n* at G 16.12; 'in*.

5. Stevenson, og. clt., pp.

4. Gdeberg, pp. ci. t., II, p. 59*

5. PJ with the 1 in ,Pe. Impf., 2nd raasc, sing, (or 5
fen. sing.): 0 21.50: *iinm.

6. PJ with the 1 in Pe. Irapf., 5rd masc. plur.; G 5»
15: ]iin* .

7* PJ with the 1 in Pe. Impf., 2nd maoc. plur.: D Jm
20: pinn.
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possible spelling of the Pal. Pent, tggl 'in', that P«T and

Bom have another possible spelling of the Pal, Pent, tgg:

, and that 0, which uses only one form in the third person

inasc. sing., is obliged to choose the latter: TP.

The ordinal numeral "eighth" in 13V, "...and from the

eighth day on..." is rendered in the context as, 10?.j 01®01

'PDOT; 0 and IT'; nXIPOn XQVD1; Par and Boa; SDT ]D1

71X3*011; and CC- and N: n'*3»0h 71/K01* pi. It is hence a dif¬

ference in orthography of the ordinal numeral; 71X3*011 (0, PJ,

Par, and Bom) and X**3'0fl (GO and IT), as it stands with a

oasc. sing, noun "day". 0 only uses this orthography with a
1

isasc. sing. noun. * The Palestinian Tgg and PJ however use

'both orthographies. ¥e find 71X3'DJ1 in Par and Bom here as

well as in PJ.^ But also X*'3*orP occurs in them; In PJ,*

B« PJ with the i in Pe. Impf., 1st plur*s O 5^.25*
»1 n 3 .

1. ax3*an occurs in 0 as follows; nx.3'*an xairo at ..

22.29 (RSV; 50); L 9.1; X 14.25; X 25.56; N 7.54; N 29.
55; 71x3* an xai*5i at L 12.5; X 14.10; X 15.14; L 15.29;
L 25.59; H 6.10; end n$3*an x3n*ai at I, 22.27. Cf. Dalrnan,
Grannatik etc.. op. c it., pp. lylf, par. 22, and A,-IT. Hartd-
wor'Terbuch, op. cit., p. 444.

2. rtK3»nn occurs in PJ as follows; nx3*on kbto at Ii
22.29 (RSVs 50}? X 9.1 (1st time); L 14.25; N 7.541 N 29.

nx3*an xai'ii at 1 14.10; L 15.14; X 15.29; tsir3i
ns3»an at L 25,59; N 6.10; nxo'an dp 1 at I, 9.1 (2nd time);
and ns3'an xai*ai at L 22,27.

5» Cf. Dalmaa, Grammatik etc,, op. cit., p. 151f, par.
22, teminai is the orthography of SereanTt -ce^iri Odeberr, op.
cit.. II, p. 69. '

4, PJ uses K»v3»an at.5 S 22.11; x»»3*an di»¥ and 1
12.5s »X3»an xai*m.
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CG^" arid H. It is therefore meaningless to say that PJ,

using l;oth forms, is made up of the pal. tradition and 0, "be¬

cause these sane two forms are also found in the Pal. tradi¬

tion. It seems more reasonable to third-; of TJ as part of the

Pal. tradition. 0 then favors the orthography HiCOii which

is that of Babylonian Aramaic, which also happens to occur in
%

PJ and the Pal. tgg at times.y The only difference is that

0 only uses this orthography.

The adverb 'on, onward sT'1 in •••SV, ''...and from the

eighth day on..is rendered, fV: nK^m ; 0, PJ, and Par*T » T T

J Bom, Stag I ; CO and N: e note how¬

ever that whereas the orthography PlK^m is the standard one

for 0,5 it is only here used in PJ and Par, PJ either uses
c

the one-syllabled form with the prefixed preposition! ^KrT?,

1, CO uses at L 22.27: n»*3'Dn asp Jdu and
L 25.36: ii*» 3-»nri KO"i' o .

2, H uses -n»* 3*dji at: E 22.29 (R3V1 JO) : xdivoi
•x»» 3*011 j L 22.2Ji tp'3'oji sdt* jdi and L 23.39: xovai
rp'S'on. This orthography with a suffix is used at L J.l:
pn"»3*or) son. The same orthography is present, writing one
* instead of two ** in: 71*3*011 xoi'xvs L 12.J; L lj.l^; L
15.29; N 6.10 and N 29«35» 71*3*011 xoi'a at L llf.2J and Jf 7#
54 and n*3nn SDimi at L lif.10.

J. ifargolis, op. ext.» p. 33*

4. Cmp. Syr, ; Arab; (Brown,
Driver and Iriggs, on. cit., p. 22J). for Aram, the forms Vn,
sVn and nxVn are listed. (Dalman. A.-if. Handworterbuch. 013.

T " T • " 1 " "" —•
cit... p. llj, and Levy, on. cit.. I, p. 199/« Levy, op. cit..
I, p. 191 also lists Vxn, pointing it Vxal PBH has Vn (Dal-
man, A.-h. Hand wort erbu c h. on. cit.. p. llj).

5. 0 uses-nx^n at: 0 19,9s nxVnV • f> 35.21: axVnoj
L 22.27: axVnVij N 15.2J: 317.2: ax!?n?j N 32.19s
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1 p
which, is the main form used in N, and is used Toy CG, or PJ

uses the orthography which it? also found in variants

of 0. In the former case Crxn'?) PJ stands with the QMp

of the Pal. tgg (N, CO) on the hasis of the evidence, even

though Dalman has found that the loss of ultimate syllables,

which are or have become unaccented only seldom occurs in the

Oalilaean dialect (Palestinian Talmud and ividrash).5 in the

latter case (X^if?) the orthography occurs in PJ and certain

variants of 0. This orthography of PJ is the simpler

one as compared with nx^n1? of 0. The orthography of 0 is

the literary correct one, and the simpler one of PJ reflects

a commonly spoken and used dialect. 'fe cannot therefore

think of any influence of 0 upon PJ in this latter case. It

remains to note that the orthography of Bom, in our vers©
£ 7

is also found in Hmg and is characteristic of pal. Aram.'

# Of. Dalman, Graramatik etc., on. cit., a. 21J, par.
43*3.

6, PJ uses Vn at g 82.24: J-d j E 1(5.21; i
and N 17.2j Vkp1? .

1. N uses Vn at: G 19»9? 7n7; L 22.2Ji VnVij N
15.23? % K 17.2: VnVj & 32.19? *?nVi.

2. CO uses 7n at: L 22.2Ji 7n7i.

3. pjr oees xVn at: g 13.5; • g 35.21? xVnV p.j
W 15.23; and N 32.1^; .

4« Certain mss and/or edd of 0 use x*?n at G 19.3*
94OQ, Freib, Ix, Lis, Comput, Sab; xVnV; G 35.21: Preib,
his, Ix; x7n"?» ; L 22.2J: Solg, JhOG, Freib, Ix. Lis, Venl,
Complut, Vcn 2, Sab; xVnVi } i'i 15.23; 494Q0, 2228~,30, Preib,
Ix, Lis, Veil 1, Complut, Vcn 2, Sab: xVnVi j H 17»2: Solg,
9400, 2223-'3°» Preib, Ix, Lis, Ven 1, Oomplut, Ven 2, Sab:
xVnV J H 32.19: 232, 34OO, 2228-'30, Solg, Ix, Lis, Freib,



Following are the instances where PJ sides with the

Pal# tgg» The noun "goat* is rendered by one word in 0 and

by another in PJ, Par, Bora, CO, and Ns Hi1: Ty and Ot T'yj

"but PJs K'Tl and Par, Bom, CO, and jf'f '*71. 0 thus renders

this with a noun, which is the sane as the Hebr. here. Both
1

words occur in BJfl ty, f—-she-goat' and '"H, m—kid (i#e.

Vcn f Qosi.olut, Von 2, :";;"vv j x^nVi#
5# Dal©an, Brcguatlk etc., op# eit*# par p* 95*

6. I^nV is Pound In Jtag in the present verse and at
55*21: jx'?nV »

7» Baiman, graiaaatjk etc.. op# cit., p. 102, par. l$t
5d *

1. Brown, Driver and r-riggs, art. cit. # p, 777: ty is
iroiaVtay, Arab#: jJlc~-«o turn aside, "A2 -—goat, Assyr. s
enzu« Syr# | eoristr.; ff Phoenic. and Palmyv#I "ry.
For "he-goat" the expression a1*-)? vvt? (a or the lote
n»«yn vs? (Dan# 8#5» 8) is used# i» yw ho—goat, "buck,
hairy one, and the corresponding ni'yb he-goat, arc Prom
Bin viJt, Arab# j "to be hairy, *L**i--hair, Aram*:
P?sg>^, Assyr#: gSrtu—hairy Skin# (Proui, Driver and
Brigge, op. cit#. p* 572). The derivation of the late •>:.
(Dan* 8#5, 3, 21 j II Ghron. 29#21 and Us, 8.55} or T'ss-.-hc-
goat, ie^not certain. Suggested is .perh. cp,
Arab. JJlSq leap (hut js^V). (rrovm, Driver and Brig&s,
op. cit.. p. '362). It is not clear whether Brown, Driver and
Briggs mean r^-•to plait a woma*0 hair; to twist a rope,
or to leap. (Of* Bava, on. cit#. p. ^19) (Desonlus
and Robinson, op. cit.. p# JOU, also refer to a root ^AJa—tc
leap: isx I, 2l bto dance in circie. also g&n* tg dance#
to leap; ... Aral, •jiSbld.' —Hence t»s: he-goat". On 11 leimi
Qeaenii, Thcsaurup Philologicvu: Criticus l inguae Tfebrneae et
Ohalda.ea.e* ^terit"YS-tafien'^'r" "A ITS 0 A'lTcm • .ec1mltm ITadTSo0
Digests Priore ttermanlca T onge Auctior et Tmendaiior. Three
Tomes in One. Teal Tertli Fasciculus ifoviseiaas, quo contin-
entur Indices, Additaneata et Krondationes, digessit et edidit
Aemilius koediger. (Lipsiae: Gumtibus Fr» Ghr# Guil. Vogelii
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young goat), in Aram.: X*'?, f—goat and XMa, in—he-goat,

icid, with XiTMi as fern*.'/ and PBHl Ty rap—goat^ and '131 ia—
▼ • I • •• • ;

kid.^ Both Aram. wordsXJ'y6 and are used "by 0 and the
Jer. tgg. There is a difference in their usage however,

ihereae "both 0 and the Jer. tgg use X*'y for "goat",* it ie

not so with X*1&. 0 is ibund to use X'lA with the- noun X-T'y:
t : - t : — t ■

'Ty 13 XM1—"a young male kid" orpiyi J*11 --"young male
8

kids", as if the noun XII does not have the meaning of "kid,

Josii Primi; TH29 J Tomi Secundis l3j59» et Toml Tertiij
1858), p. II89 diBCuse.es: .saltavit... St hanc quidem verbi
potestatem a prima ilia (No. 1) (i »e. w#_x> —'trillern) profi-
cisci, satis credibile eat, licet non. certum. Vestigia eius
in lingua Arabics esse possuntsail it vir, cucurrit,
assilivit equus. Sed quuia prq^*,Sodicant etlamjASo, haec
etiam alius famlliae esse possunt fsj?)". Oesenius-Buhl,
op. cit., pp. 6$2t dae3 not analyze VWx IV.) to leap,
seems ruled out because of its^third radical zlli. There is
perhaps a relationship withto plait hair, so that the
"goat" would be "the hairy one". (Cf* the derivation of^
—goat) (Is our word related to IIIlAss, of# Arab.jCjLx*—
to braid and BH ai*si f—'braid? Gf# Brown, Driver ana Briggs,
op. cit., p. 862). The "Xajfe?" problem remains,

» 8 '

1* Ma , Arab. : sl>-~kid, capricorn, perhaps related
toe vii— to request of anyone a donation, and I to ask (a
giTt, or a thing wanted). (lava, on. cit.. p. 81), Phoen.:
*tj « Assyr.s ^adu. gad 11a: Brown, Driver and
Briggs, op. cit., p. 152.

2. Levy, 030, cit., II, p. 207,

3* IMd.. I, p. 126.

Dalman, A.-N. Handwortorbuch. op. c i t. 6 p.
The corresponding fern, noun is f—goat.

5. Ibid., p. 71.

6. Levy, 0£. cit.fl II, p. 207.

7. Ibid., I, p. 12u.
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young goat" but means "young", so that a second noun became

necessary to indicate of which animal the young wae»^ The

Jer. tgg however use the word by itself, as referring to
?

"kid, young goat".1" it is in the tradition of the Jer.

tgg that PJ stands here—PJ, Par, Bom, CO, and H all use it

without another noun, where 0 and iST use KT'? and T?, reap.

The oi'thography of "when"? 0: *~IX; and PJ, Par, Bom,

GO and Hi DTIK , has already been noted.

The verb "to bear" in RSV, '"When a bull or sheep or

goat is born*..1" is a Niph. Inipf,, third person ma sc. sing,

in the MTS » 0 and CO haves l*1?*!)', followed by Hi
•• f • a

71?*n"3 . PJ and Par haves T'P'rpx, as also Boas

One ma of 0 (Solg) also has: The fact thus ill that

0, GO, and H use the Impf. tense, following the MT, but that

PJ, Par,, and Bom have the perf. tense. Two points are to be

made, apart from the fact that the verb tense does not alter

the meaning of the passage. First, PJ stands with the Pal.

tgg of Par and Bom, and is different from 0, even though GO

and N, two other Pal, tgg, agree with 0, Secondly, it is not

unusual that one or more of the Pal. tgg agree with 0* From

other evidence it is clear that this cannot be thought of as

influences of 0 upon these Pal. tgg. The reverse may be the

"

8* df* Ibta*. I, p. 12bs o 38,17, 20s *T'y -I3 K'-rij
D Ik.ifi 0 27*9' J'ty 'Mi, O 27»l6s »'ti
'T'y '33.

1, It is not clear which mem ing of these two is the
more original of BR »wa, .Aral Jt^9 Aram, x»wa etc. If the

roots are[o to request a gift, andt a>..».to ask a gift,
the noun »*ra may originally have the general meaning "gift".

• ;
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case, or other factors may "be involved such as the dependence

of both 0 and the pal. tgg upon the MT, mere coincidence, or

the state of affairs originating in late mss of each, having

been copied by the same scribe. Therefore, when we find

similarities between 0 and PJ, the sane phenomenon is the case

in PJ, as we have described for the Pal. tgg, and which has

occurred in our verse in CO and 1!. When this is the case in

PJ, PJ shares in a characteristic of the Pal. Pent, tgg, and

is seen to be in the same tradition as those tgg.

The numeral "seven" in RSV, "...seven days..." is ren¬

dered thus, mt: o: pan' ny2B?, so also h: nyav

]TQT; PJ only has: )'D1' Par, Bom, CG have: n/Kya*ltf
I'QT• A variant for 0 is in Ix: J$nw* PJ is different
from 0, aa a matter of fact it is N here which is the same as

G. But first we turn to Par, Bom, and CO, which spell the

cardinal numeral with a : xpaiu. We have noted at 0 7*lOt

where this orthography occurred in PJ and Bar, that this spel¬

ling does not occur in 0 and is peculiar to the Jer. tgg and

the Jer. Talm. Hence, Par, Bom, and GG stand in the Jer. tg

tradition here. The orthography of PJ does not occur
1 2

in 0. It is found in PJ only here. It occurs also in CG

2. Levy, oj). ext.. I, p. 12b: G 3'3.17, 20: T* J 1)

1. Of. Dalman, Grammatik etc.. op. ext. « par 21:1, 6,
pp. 125, 123 and A.-K. Handwort'erbueh. 00. cit., p. 414; Levy,
op. cit., II, p. kk9> and Brederek, 'op. cit., p. 113, BH:
yaw.

2. GO at H 28.21 has an yam?.
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1

ami |With it we compare another form, Tivntf, occurring

in PJ,2 Bon,-' CG,^ 1*5 and Wmg.° Of this latter emphatic form

ending in te, which occurs in PJ and Pal. tgg, "but not in 0,

Dalman says,

Die Grundzahlen haben cine fleterminlcrte Form
auf te# (footnotes Eine Form auf xn hat mit derselben
Bedeutung das palmyrenische, s. xrns?y "die Dekaproten"
Reohendorf. ZDPG XLII ,597» ®ine mSnnl. Determinations-
form ist r»jnn Vog. l6, 2, ZDM2 XXIV 102.) welche viel-
leicht mit Noldeke als Statue conotr. cines von. der
Pemininform gebiideten J.&akulinplurals angesehen wer-
den darf. Winer. Ghald. Granaa. § $b, beaelehnet dlese
Form falschlicu als St. constr. dee Zahlworts in Peni-
ninverbindung. Sie wird auch mit maskul. Subetanti-
ven vei'bunden. ...Oberhaupt kein Beispiel enthalt das
Onke'lostargum. Die jer. Targuae haben hier galil.
Formeri.?' '

The form is also noted in Bereshit Rabbaa where Prof. Odeberg

calls it "...a determinate form ending in -e..i &ubacte and

slB atcv^ In the OF Aran, loctionaries however this "...

Determ. St. est. ..."^ ends in an aleph and not a yodh

1. li at ?j 23.21 has

2. rnyi® in PJ at G 29.27: *nyaoj 7 29.23: 'nyat?
and L 25*56s »nyi®.

Dora at G 29,27 has > n y nw,
.. T S *

if. CG uses »nyow it 29.2/; »nya"i© and 7 29.28:
»nyoio,

5. N uses *nyn© at :7 29.27: »nyoo, a 29.23: 'nyow
and 17 2 .2h,% * n y 1 o •

6. 'Tri; at r> 7.10 has * n y n n? •

7. Dalman, Grammatik etc., op. cit.. par. 21:6, p. 129.

8. Odeberg, 0£>. cit., II, p. 68.

9. Sehulthesa, Lexicon coc., op. cit.. p. 200.
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The nouns ending in Kil, nJl (rPJl) and *n, are all variants of

the determinate farm ending in te, of which Hainan speaks.

This determinate form, in all its different spellings (RH,

*n, n'fi and nri) is only found in PJ and the Pal, tgg and not

in 0, as our examples have shown. Therefore, at our verse,

the orthography of PJ (xriyaw) stands with that of the Pal.

Pent, tgg.

For Iff: IBS* "its mother" the tgg haves 0, Pa? and

CO: n'D'K and U, Bom, and Hi n»DK. A ornsll variation in

orthography, hut one in which iff does not stand with 0, "but is

with Bom and K, whereas the Pal. tgg of Par and CO agree with

0.

The noun "an offering", MTs 1!7E is rendered as fol-
lows: 02 RIOlp| pj, Bom: Rianp; par, GGs pTTpi while

N omits the noun. As far as the orthography of the first

syllable is concerned, 0 s tands by itself ( **1]?} while PJ stands

with the Pali tgg of Par, Bom, and 00 (f"np). Analysis of the

orthography of this noun in other places, renders results not

obvious from our verse, though PJ remains with the tradition

of the Pal, Pent, tgg, 0 is found only to use the '"lip apel-
1

ling, though in three isolated instances is np found In 0,*~

rr-ffTd,, p. 200s 0 7,10lr^OBo-» w<LucJ (A Pal. Syr.
leet. etc. "tTTTud. Bin. VI}, oo. eft.. p. 91), l:i» %
^ m >t v 'feiesTTnian SyrT'ac Lecfrionary of the Ooe-
•pels. Re-edited from two Binai mss, and from P. d© Lagarde's
edition of the "Evangeliariua Hierosolymiianum" by A.mes Smith
Lewis, K,R,A,S, and Margaret Dunlop Gibson, f.R.A.S, (Londons
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubaer at Co. Ltd., 1,099}, p. 30), Mt.
22.23 (codd, B, 0)ixiqjt ^(fbid.. p. 157)» Luke 8,2 (cod 0)s

-ni ibid., p. 290T«
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The Pal. tgg and PJ seem to use "both Hip and 'Hp, though the

frequency of each in the separate tgg is not the same. The

usage in the pal. tgg and PJ ranges from one extreme In N,
1

ifesre only one use of 'Tip is found, hence a nearly unanimous
2

usage of Hp , to the other extreme of the FT, vtiere in Par

once Hp^ and four times 'Hp'4" and in Bom once Hp"' and five
c

times Hip ; occur* In "between these two extremes, stand PJ

and CO, in which either orthography is used equally often:

1, 0 uses the 'Tip spelling at; o if.lv: aH'nnpoi?
G if.5s nH'S-npni j l 2.1 (lot time): lonpj t 2*1 (2nd
time): afSsT^f t 2.2, 3, if, % 7, 3, 10, 11, 12, 1} (1st
time), 16} 7.25, 29, JO, J5, 36, 38; 22.27? N 28.19;
xSnnpj N 28,21f! janip.

A < i

2. Hp occurs in 0 at our verse L 22.2Ji X33"ip; l 2.
13 (2nd time): paip and in 2228-*30, 9400, Solg, Freih, Ven
1, Ven 2, Sah, at Q 4-3: "paip.

1.'Tip is found in If in mg at 1, 22,27 (the 2nd occur¬
rence of the addition): l^Hanp,

2. H uses Hp at G 4*4? nromp? g 4.6 (2x); L 2.1
(1st tims): imp j L 2,1 (2nd time): n»3mp| £ 2,2, 5» k$
h» 7» 3# 10* 11. 12, 15(2*), lb? 7.25, 29, 30, 35, 38, L 2.27
(2x: first occurrence of the addition? and the occurrence of
the verse); H 28,13: J*3"?; if 23.24? I3*1?.

3. Par has 'hp once at L 22,2J (the 2nd occurrence of
the addition): p^mp,

4. Par has 'Tip at: G 4.8 (1st time): lamp; a 4,8
(2nd time): *33Tip| L 22.2J (1st occurrence of the addition):
p»3anp; 1 22.27 (verse): I3">">P.

5. 'iom has Hp once, at G 4.8 (2nd time): *3 33P.

6. 'Tip occurs in Bom at: G 4*8 (1st time): liW-p-j
1 7.34S Hup* l 22,27 (twice in the addition): p'onnp?
L 22.27 (verse): *3:mp.
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in PJ fifteen times and fifteen times and in 00

three times 'TIP5 and four times'lp Hence, even though in

our verse the orthography of 0 is the exceptional and not the

usual one, PJ stands with the Pal. tgg. PJ and the Pal. tgg

namely use either orthography. The orthography of 0 however

is always, excluding the isolated exception,

In the phrase "to the Lord", MT? Tin*4?, in H3V, "...
T

as an offering "by fire to the Lord..." the preposition is ren¬

dered tnj? "by 0 and B, followed "by 00} :0T1J?J and KIM?1? "by PJ,
Par and Bom. This is another instance where some Pal. tgg

(CO and 3J) have a reading identical with 0, whereas others

(Par and Bon} have their own reading, with PJ agreeing with

the latter, and differing from 0.

In X 2J.29 there is important evidence that PJ is in

the same tradition as the Pal. tgg. Two similarities Between

1. 'Tip in PJ occurs at? 0 if.if? n'aaTipiis 0 4.5;
L 2.1: n»33iip (2nd time}? J, 2.3, 9, 15 (1st time), 16. 7.
29» 30j 35, 3^» L 22.27 (1st occurrence of the addition}%
|rnnp; % 22,27 (verse); itimpj r 28.23? i^aanp* h
23,24 (2nd time)? »biup.

2. 'ip in PJ occurs at 0 4.31 imp; G 4,8 (2x); L
2.1 (lot occurrence) s pip J L 2.2, if, 5. 7, 10, 11, 12, 13
(2nd time)j 7.25j M 28.19: xarnp) M 2c.2if (1st time)? pip.

5* 'lip in C0 occurs at 0 if.8 (1st time)? laanp*
I, 22.27 (2nd occurrence of the addition)? |3*3aTip} L 22.27
(verse)? pup.

if. 'ip in GO occurs at a L.8 (2nd time): "»33ipj p 22.
27 (let time of the addition): -ja'jmpj U 28,19? J * amp:
n 28.2if (ist tike): pip.

For the references cf. Levy, 0ju cit., II, p. 585f,
fensinck, Lexicon, on. cit., Brederek, 00. cit., p. 108,
Aram»t atp and Kuiper, ojj. cit., t>. 152,
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0 and PJ as well as 0 and CO cannot "be taken as evidence of

the influence of 0 upon PJ or the Fax, tgg. Some additions

are found in this verse, in PJ as well as in the Pal. tgg,

The orthography of DUX in PJ, Par, Bon, GO, and IT

and '"IX in 0 has ecu noted already.

For "whoever", MTs lBS3J1~'73t 0 only has: W2K 73J the
T '

Pal, tgg follow the i.T, with a unique addition in If as followss

Par, Bom: WB3 "73, CO: (WB3) *73 end III '"131 TPS! VD| and PJ

and Niag have: F3 "13 "73. Hag is not simply the variant from

PJ to N, because the full mg reading of If is different from

the reading in fJ» Nmg in full reads: □12'' X73 TP 3 "13 and

pj in full reads: cm' x1?! xn"*1? >id' 'l V2 33 >3 ai3x.

therefore take the reading W3 33 *73 to represent one stream

of Pal. Pent, tg tradition, presently found in PJ and as mg

variant in N. The other stream of Pal. Pent, tg tradition

reads VB2 "73 (with N adding: '331) and thus follows the IS*

That these two readings are clearly from the Pal. tg tradition

is again seen from the reading of 0: 373X "73 which is different

from either of the pal, readings. It is remarkable that 0

does not literally follow the Iff, which surely would have been

possible here.

In the choice of the verb "to afflict" in R3V, "For

whoever is not afflicted..." BJ again stands with the Pal. tgg

in the use of the verb 0^2 which does not occur in O1 and is

1. fredevek, on. cit.. p. 178, no Aram. 011 an» Levy,
op. ext.. II, p. 318."
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different from 0 (Kiy). r^e readings ars as follows: HT:

followed by Oi ':w KYfj PJ hoc; Dir K^l} Par:

na9s k^i, Pomi na99x k^i, cos na5^ k^i, h: prions Kyi.

The difference in tenae of PJ (Irapf.) from the Pal, tgg (perf.)

again reveals the individual character of the different tgg of

the Pal. tradition# Par has the correct third person feminine

sing*, referring to the feminine subject WS2, which seems to

have been overlooked by Bon, CO, and N* CO and N do correct-

ly render the person however in the second verb of the verse,

*3S*SP# Whatever the individual differences between PJ and the

Pal. tgg, it is clear that PJ stands in the tradition of the

Pal. tgg.

In the expression, "from his people", PJ and the Pal,
X

tgg insert 11, "the midst of", reading, "from the midst of his

people", or "from among his people". The readings are as

follows: irst rpaya (sayo); o: n'ayaj pji may no; cos
T V" •• T- ••

nay ii jaj m Kay pi ja» (Hmgs na). Again, PJ stands
with the Pal. tgg, and not with 0.

The first similarity between 0 and PJ and CO is in the

phrase, "...on this same day...", ET§ n*n Q1»n D^ya . 0 and

PJ have: pin Kai9 p22 t partly found in GO: Pn ^01' )DT *jn #

Par and Bom haves 01*2, Hs QT9 ]0T3 and Bmgi D1*3. Par,

Bom and N are followed by the addition, and read the phrase,

"... on the day of fasting of his atonement..i'his addition,

however does not occur in PJ and CO, and of course not in 0,

T. Levy, o|>. oit*. I, p. 128.



If PJ and 0 were the same, and both quite different from the

Pal. tgg, there would be equal possibility that 0 influenced

PJ or that PJ influenced 0. But there is more evidence here.

The word P3 used by 0 and PJ here, is also used in other places

in the Pal. tgg** Moreover, the latter part of the phrase,

pn KOI7 and the lack of the following addition occurs in CO
as well as in 0 and PJ. It is therefore likely that this is

one stream of the Pal. tg tradition ]*Tfi ROT* p33, which we

find in individual ways and with differences in PJ and CO;

and that the otter had JTmsD 012 QT3, which we find with in¬

dividual differences in par. Bom, H and Nmg. This being

likely, the reading in 0 was taken from rJ, probably because

it resembles closely the MT.

The verb in, "(be) shall be cut off from his people",
is a Hiph. Iiapf., 3rd pers. fem. sing., going back to the fern*

subject T27B2n 1 UJT3333 * 0 and PJ both have an Ishtaoh. linpf.,
VV* T t « * •

Jrd ma sc. sing. 5 'XWI | GC has the Shaph. Impf ♦ y^d pers.

fem. sing. ? *217133 and II an Ishtaph. Intpf. JxmI fem. sing.:

X2*ItZThl . This is not a case of influence from 0 upon PJ or

vice verse however. 0 and PJ have the 3rd pers. maac. sing,

because of different reasons. 0 has as subject 373 X Vd, which

is masculine, and PJ has the masculine subject 3273 13 *73,
Hence there is no case of influence of one upon the other here.

*

1.' bevy, oju clt., I, p. yY)} for example, D 1^*2



In L 25*52, there Is a unique reading in PJ, and a

similarity "between 0 and PJ; but most of the evidence centers

around the additions, which show quite conclusively that PJ

stands with the Pal. tgg here.

The phrase, RQV, nlt shall be to you a sabbath of

solemn rest..." is in the MT? D3^, followed by 0:

(compiut: jm?)Krnw, QQi ]nnw nnv and n; runty nm Only pj
is different? Xfj**il -K3W, "a sabbath and time of leisure".
In this ease the Pal. tgg are like 0 and PJ is different.

But we need not conclude that 1\J influenced the Pal. tgg of CG

and ii. There are two streams of Pal, tradition here, one

paralleling the iff, found in OG and H, and the other giving a

very free rendering of the kfF, found in PJ. These are both

streams of the Pal. tradition, and quite uninfluenced by 0.

The reading of 0, in paralleling the IS literally, happens to

be like that of GG and f, and is perhaps the influence of these

latter two upon 0, but surely not necessarily so.

The rendering of RSV, "...and you shall afflict your¬

selves", is in the MTt DJi»3yi, followed by 0 and PJi 713991*

GG and N have? (Hi M) rP3 pn*2Jl"L 0 and PJ are similar

here, as against CG and N on two counts? choice of the verb?

93y in 0 and PJ and 012 in GG and N, and the addition, render¬

ing the phrase, "and in Jtfc you shall humble your souls". Yet

there is equal possibility here for PJ influencing 0 as for 0

influencing PJ, we have noted in L 23*29 that the verb 012^

here in L 23*32 only used in GG and N, is also used by PJ and

the other Pal. tgg in the former verse. On the other hand,
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»37, "leidea aftahen, denutigea, ka3teien, peinigen" also

occurs in the pal, tgg.^" There is thus reason to believe

that m have to do in PJ with one "branch of the Pal. Pent, tg

tradition, different from the GCP-li branch. It ia possible

that 0 is Influenced 'by PJ here, and not at all likely that

the opposite has occurred.

In D 27.8, in the passage of the recording of the law

upon the stones after the Jewish tribes had crossed the Jordan
0

into Palestine, ' we have clear evidence in the verse and the

addition that PJ stands with the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, and

not with 0.

For *And you shall write", Lf s 0 'iaa exact

translation: 3*rD.ni$ but PJ and the Pal. tgg have the plural

person i ] 13113311 in Par, Boa, CG> and H, and p31113m in PJ.

PJ stands with the pal, tgg.

1, CP, Levy, 00. ait*, II, p. 228, i.e. K 1,12; L l6,
51.

2. w© shall not go into the relationship of this verse
to the previous parts of the chapter in Deut,, except to say
that two streaias of information can easily be detected. Gen¬
erally verses 1-4 and 8 speak of the setting 01 3a rge stones,
to be plastered and inscribed with all the words of the Law,
immediately after passing over the Jordan into the Promised
land. Verses 5-7 record the command to build an altar of un¬
hewn stones on 3ft, Kbal. Though the unhewn stones of the
latter cannot be reconciled with the pins a. red and inscribed
stones, the wo separate traditions became mingled niready
here, but especially in later interpretations. Of. Lie. Dr.
Carl Stouernagel in Kandkoiamentar znm Alton Testament,
herausgegebea von D. . Kowack, ag. cit,, I. Abteiluag, Die
hi0torischen BScher, Bands ffbersetguna und Erklarung der
"hueher Deuteronomium und Allgcmeihe Einleitung in den Hexa-
teuch (Sottingens Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, IJOOTT PP.
Dr. August Dillaann in ilurzgefasstes exegetlsches Handbuch aura.
A.Iten Testament. Dreizehnte Lief©rungs Die Bucher""Numeri,
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The noun "the cordis" in HSV, . .all the words of

this law..lisi miPin-'912^~,73~hK is rendered in C, pj
f m •• • • y •• *

GO, and Ms *D1JTS, and in Par, and Bom T13tf '*?'D aad Niags

n3\27 'PO« This cannot "be a case of PJ "being a cony of 0# he-

cause CG and N have the same rendering. It is more likely

that there were two renderings in the Pal. tgg for the Eehr.

'"11T, one "being the ordinary noun KDlflS, "word" and the other

being , as a noun commonly used in the pal. tgg, but not
•j

inO, for "word", the latter S^Q followed by ITSS?, rending?

Has? "the glorious words"2 or "words of praise".^ The

pal. tg tradition was not a uniform one, so that some tgg,

PJ, CG, and M had one rendering and others, Par, Bom, and Nag

had another. It is understandable that 0 chose the rendering

of the former, because the word is not used in 0. PJ

hence is not influenced by 0, but stands prior to 0, with the

Pal. tg tradition.

The words "very plainly" in RSV, "And you shall write

upon the stones all the words of this law very plainly", are

in the iff: ao'n "1K2, literally "made clear well". 0 trans-•• •• •• • '

lates nix* "made clear properly".The other tgg use

I)eu'teroriomiuiu und Jooua, fur die zwelte Anflage nou bearbeitet
von Dr. August Dilimann (Leipzig: Verlag von S. Hirzel, 1886),
pp. 36411.

1, Levy, op. cit., II, p. 37 and Bredereic, 00. cit..
p. 163, under Aram.; Y?tt or p. 63 under BH: >Va.

2. Stheridge, op. cit., II, p. 638.

3, Levy, op. qit., II, p. 447.

4. litheridge, 0£. cit.. II, p, 333 translates 0, "...
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the same verb for* the verb of 0, "but all have a form differ¬

ent from Oi 3HS01 and are thus in a different tradition from

0, PJ stands with the pal, tgg here. The second word in

0* mX'* $ "properly" is the same in CG and N. Bom and Nmg
1

have instead iriX3Ht "wall", which occurs only in the Jer,
2

tgg. Par and Lips have another form of this adv* K30,"

and i\T omits the word altogether, "' It is noted that Par,

Bom, lips, and Hag in having the adv "well*, use the same

root as the MS here, the latter having 2Q*n, whereas 0 was a

different root. In this respect Par, Bom, Lips, and Hiag more

accurately render the UT than do 0, CG, and li, which have

"properly", or than PJ, which omits rhe word. It is obvious

nevertheless that neither PJ nor the Pal• tgg copy 0 hero,

PJ and the Pal. tgg are in the same tg tradition, with its

characteristic individual differences "between the component

tgg. This is also seen in the addition.

Of D 54.10, which reads in the 3SV, "And there has not

arisen a prophet since in Israel like Moses", we can he very

"brief. All the evidence which this verse presents proves

PJ to stand with the Pal. tgg,

Gi'stinctly and 'beautifully.•, *,

1. Bom is translated "by Sther id ge, on. cit,. II, p.
65S, "...and plain, to be well read", reading the adv. "well*
with the following verb "to read", which latter verb lacks
the addition in Bom, following-it in the other tgg* "...in
one language",

2, Levy, eg. ext., I, p. 295*

5. Etheridge, op. cit., II, p. £58, translates PJ*
"...and distinct,..".
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The 112 has 11?, translated as "since". G and jf have
~x

the sane, which may simply he a Hebr. word, and not Aram.1
Kf and 01 have Tin, "later, afterwards", a word which only oc-

o
curs in the Jer. tgg, and not in 0. VJ here stands with

CG, and is in the Pal. Pent, tg tradition.

EST# "...whom the Lord knew..." translates iff:
•• ••
• •

mrr» *jnp . 0 changes the meaning of this ohrase, making the
* *• t :

relationship less intimate. The verb-voice is changed to a

passive, and the verb itself is changed from srr* standing for

an intimate relationship to the much less personal verb

"to reveal", 0 rands, mrr® H'1? 'blPKT, "...unto whom the

Lord revealed Himself. ..'V"* The Pal. tgg and PJ use the

active voice of the verb, and employ a verb signifying a

close and intimate relationship: con.1* TJ reads: D"I*1K

Tn niD'D JT9 IT' CPDn » "..."because the word Of the Lord had

known him...".'' Par, Lips, GO, and if have basicly the same

rendering. The Pal. targumlc understanding was of a close

intimate relationship between the Lord and Loses, which is as

wall indicated in the ME. The official Targum Onkelos made

'

1. Of. lastrow, on. cit., p. 1048 and Levy, on. cit.,
II, p. 203.

2., Levy, 0£. cit.. II, p. 532.

3, F.theridge, 00. cit.. II, p. 556.
k* Levy, 02, cit., pp. 253fs ^211, ■■e—1. verstefeea,

erkennen, wissen, weise scin?^ 2. den Be ischial aueubon, Lei-
wohaeaj Fa.-—1. weiset verstandig .machen, 2. » Pe. kennen, 3*
intrans: weise, veratandig sein.

5. Stheridge, 00, cit.. II, p. 685.
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the relationship more Impersonal and general without com¬

pletely altering the text. Clearly here we see? the different

circumstances and motives of the pal. tgg and the official

Targum Onkelos. And PJ stands with the former.

Finally the phrase "face to face" for the M'fs Q'JS• T

CP3S~7X , 0 Ly; )*SJC3 ]'*SX. PJ

and the pal. tgg of CG and IT have instead of the noun "face",
forms of the root 770. These render the preposition either

"by 73j?7 or hy 72j? 73, "gegenuber"."*" The readings are, PJ:

77©0 73p 173 77tt0, "...speaking opposite him (face to face with
o

.

him) speech..."; CG: 77© 73p7 7?D, "speaking opposite (him)
speech"; and Hi 77DD 73p1 73 77ftD, where it seems as if fch

prepositional phrase is misunderstood, so that the final 1
of 73 was prefixed on 73}?, as If it were a conjunction.* The

form 73j? 73 does not occur in 0|T hut is used in PJ and the

Pal. pent, tggs5 Bom,^ CG,7 ;fi and PJ.9 It is also found in

~T. levy, on. cit.. II, p. 341.

2. 77aa can either "be a Pa. Part.: 7Vaa? which as well
occurs with one a, as in 00 here (cf. following), or the noun:
77aa "speech". This noun also occurs with one vis. *77aT • * ▼ •

ae in OG here. Of. J&strow, op. cit.. pp. J')2 and 755 and
Levy, op. cit. y II, pp. 42 and 44. Ether idge translates PJ
(op* oit.» II, p. 685)1 "...to speak with him word for word...".

3, Qx, ilmg at 3 23.7;, 7api ba,

4, Jastrow, oa>. cit., p. I3O9; Levy, on. cit., II, p.
341; and Brederek, on. cit., p. 179 under Aram.; T$p9 p. 6B

• ' tri3 a.I "*Vaj?V, Vapa, Vapa or dtp) and p. 73,
under He>*. nan (Arams 7apV),

5. Gi. previous ftnt., -ensinek, «. .Lexicon. 00. cit.,
Daliuan, A.-h. Handv?ogterimcb, op. cit.. p. 3ari^ Dalaan,
Grammatik etc.. par 47 *"7/ pp. 231f •
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the Targ. of Ruth 4.4*°'" CP Aram, does not use ^ -i n ,

but does employ '-Q V8 and '-Ca\ . W-TSJ5 is not listed
3

as used in Syr. 7D occurs in Genesis Rabba (77.3) as

preposition, "towards, opposite, corresponding".^ It occurs

in Vaj. S, 22,5 and also in the Talmud.^ 7'3p~73, 1>^2p""73
"V: t •• T: t

K3H and '? 7'3j?~P3 occur in the Aram, portions of the OT,
y • • •• y* T

meaning, "accordingly, thereupon, forasmuch as, because, al-
7 8

though'!. It may "be accepted with Dalman that *73p 7D should

be pronounced 7'3$?. made up as it is of 7D\? and 7 and D and
not of'pip and P'3,9 and the pronunciation 73 may well

•• T: •• T T

~~~

~r. Q 25.18: Vnp Vs... T.

7. G JO.jBi 7opi73 and 0 38.26 (2x); **73p73,

8. G 25.I8: 7ip 73; G 35.12: I^oip >3 (ah in: 1^3
-j73iip)| B 25,37: 7ap 73} ;y 28.25: Va.P 73 (a;: Vap 173);
ii 28.27: Vopn 73 ]a (a' Ins 7.3 pi 730; rag: 7api 73).

9. 0 28.17: 7* 3p 73} 33 25.37s 7'3p 73} D 28.25?
7np 73; E 28.27: 7ap 73; E 28.371 7»3p 73,

1. Dalmn, Dransiuatlk etc., op. clt., par k7*7s ?• 231.

2. Schulthess, Lexicon etc., op, cit. „ p. 173 ...
Borologlan ...by lack, o£, ext., p. 08.

3* Payne Smith, ...Dictionary. op. ext., pp. 487f.

4, Gdeberg, on. cit.. II, p. 74.

2 «, 5* Salman, Grnmmatite etc., op. cit. c par 47*7* P* 2J1I
7*'ap 73.

'o. Ibid., arid Wensinck, .. .Lexicon, on, cit. Ail. I .,

4: 7»riip 73} Ter. II.Is 7^3p 73; Hall, IlTo} and Ket. 33a:
Vop 73.

7® Koehler und Baumgartner, op, cit.9 p. 1117.

8. Dalraan, A.-H. Hand - o r te r bu ch. op. cit., p. 369,
9, Koehlcr und Banmgartner, or>. cit.. p. 1117.
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have been "influenced by the Kaooretic traditional pronuncia¬

tion of Biblical Aramaic >3j? 7D".1 Only the form seems
2 - v ° '

used in Samaritan, whereas Arabic appears to use only luJ

and , P^eP» "before"*? The preposition "?2p "?D,

"gegenuber" my well be one peculiar to the commonly spoken

Aramaic of Palestine, and as such occurs in the Pal. tgg, in¬

cluding PJ, in certain . idrashic writings and in the Talmud,

(Its meaning in Bibl, Aram, is different from the meaning under

discussion). At this verse, we find the preposition in PJ

and Jf, When we compare the rendering of 0 (j*|»K3 pBX) with

that of the Pal. tgg and P«T 1>lp T?D 'P'PDD) for the Iff:

D*3B3X it is clear that 0 has a stiff literal rendering

of the Hebrew, whereas the Pal, tgg and FJ have a freer ren¬

dering, which no doubt has a true Aramaic idiom. In this PJ

stands with the Pal. tgg,

1, Ode'bor ;t ££, cit.» IX, p. 74.

2. The Gaaaritan Liturgy, Pdlted by A. . Go ley, In
Two Volumes (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, (Vol, 2:) 1909),
II, p. Ixviii,

Kava, oj), eft., pp. 5851' and Rev. 0. W, Thatcher,
1 .A., A,D., Arabic Grammar of the Wri :,ten Lnngua e» Fifth
•edition, Revised and Corrected by H. P. Nahmad ( ondon: Percy
Lund, Humphries <% Co, Ltd., 155^)» P» 419.



CHAPTER III

TARGUMIC ADDITIONS

We turn in this chapter to the targumic additions of

the Pentateuchal targums. Generally it is only necessary to

deal with PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and N. Occasionally an addition

is also found in 0. In these instances we have dealt with O

within the context of each verse under discussion. In the

former case we have ample opportunity to compare the tradit¬

ions of PJ to those of Par, Bom, CG, and N; in the latter we

can, in addition to this, determine the relationship of PJ to

0.

The first verses under discussion are G 4.7-10, 16,

dealing with the story of Cain and Abel. In G 4.7 there are

some minor additions in four Pal. tgg, lacking in PJ; some

additions in all five Pal. tgg—although minor differences
(l. yv, e: %■ . £\

exist between them--; and some unique additions in only one

tg.

In PJ: "if you do well your work (l), (2) it will be

forgiven to you (3)w, Par, Bom, CG, and N add at (l): "in

this world", at (2) "it will be pardoned and", and at (3) "in

the world to come."

Addition (1) occurs in all five tgg, including PJ

after a following addition "if you do not do your work well".

"your work" (CG: "your works") in these two cases occurs in
all targums, also in 0. It is not in the MT. All tgg,
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except 0 have "until the day of the great judgment your sin

is reserved" following "and if you do not do your work well in

this world." This addition, with the exception of "great" is

used by O, together with an addition peculiar to 0, in the

place of the translation of the last part of this verse.~ This

last half of the verse, not literally rendered by 0, is trans¬

lated by the five Pal. tgg as follows:

and at the door of your heart sin lies;
into your hand I have given the power of the evil

impulse (l),
and you will be powerful over it to be righteous or

to sin.

2
Neglecting minor differences , there are only two unique parts

in this addition. Only PJ adds at (l) "because for you will

be its desire". ' This phrase is taken by Grelot as a doublet

of the phrase, "into your hand I have given the power of the

1. Cf. below, p. 25>1.
2. For "you will be", PJ uses the shorter form, and

Par, Bom, 03, and N the logger form. Both forms are found in
the Jer. tgg, but only the shorter form for the 2nd pers. ma sc.
sing, is used by 0. (Daiman, Grammatik etc.. op. cit.. p.
353; cf. also Odeberg, op. cit.. II, p. 39; and Stevenson,
op. cit.. pp. 73f.) We have only found the longer form in
G3 (Wensinck, ... Lexicon, op. cit., and Kuiper, jQjg. cit., p.
44.) for the 2nd ma sc. sing., though both are present for the
other persons. Only the shorter form has been found for PJ
(G 4.7, 12; N has the longer form here 5 for this person,
though both occur in other persons. For "over" in "you will
be powerful over", PJ, Par, and N use a , whereas Par, and CG
use . Though the former use seems to be normal in Aram.,
CG uses both (G 4,7; 48.19; cf. Wensinck, ... Lexicon, op.
cit., and Kuiper, &£. cit.. p. 168) and both are listed in
Schulthess, Lexicon etc.. op. cit.. p. 207. The Syriac as
well uses both. [Payne Smith, ... Dictionary, ojd. cit., p.
579.)

3. PJ uses RMnD , translating MT npipn , the latter
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evil impulse" (PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and N) for the MT» "its de¬

sire is for you", PJ is said to represent "une lejon conflu-
1

ente . Let us note however that there are two phrases in

the MT, RSV reading, "its desire is for you, but you must mas¬

ter it." The two phrases in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and N, "into

your hand I have given the power of the evil impulse, and you

will be powerful over it..." do not translate the first phrase

of the MT, but really only the second. The first phrase of

the MT is only translated by PJ's insertion: "because for you

will be its desire." FJ thus follows the Hebr. more closely

than Par, Bom, CG, and M. This is sometimes a characteristic

of the Pal, tradition. We therefore take PJ here as one form

of the Pal. tradition, which follows the Hebr. text more close¬

ly than the other form (Par, Bom, CG, and N). CG uses for "to

sin" the root 23H, where the other four Pal pent tgg use

3. occurring only here, at G 3.16 and in Song of Sol.
7.11 (of, Koehler und Baumgartner, ojo, cit., p. 1043). No
other derivatives from the Hebrew root • ' ' are_found in the MT
(Ibid., p. 957), 0 does not use the Aramaic "(nD (Brederek,
op. cit.. p. 140). 0 omits this at G 4.7, and uses 3t
G 3.16 (ibid.» p. 120). Leyy, cit.. II, p. 80 lists three
occurrences of in Aramaic: Targum on Song of Sol. 7.11,
PJ at 3 4.7 and PJ and N at 3 3.16 (FT and CG are lacking here).
This word in the unique addition of PJ here, is no doubt a Pal¬
estinian Aramaic word, not occurring in 0, but occurring in the
PJ and N at another place. This substantiates the claim that
this unique addition of PJ is of the same character as unique
additions of the other Palestinian targums, namely independent
Palestinian Pentateuch Targum tradition,

1. Grelot, o£. cit.. p. 69.
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The noun of the root 3TH turns up at the beginning of this

verse in PJ, where "your sin" is added at (l) in "... if you

do your work well, (1) (it) will be forgiven to you." We

note finally that the word "powerful": E!'1?used by all five

Pal. tgg in this addition, occurs only in the Jer. tgg,1"
As far as these additions go, PJ stands with the other

four Pal', Pent, tgg, sometimes omitting minor expressions they

have, sometimes adding unique additions of its own. Except

for the fact that in one unique addition of PJ, PJ is the only

targum translating the fifth phrase of the MT, RSV: "its de¬

sire is for you", the omissions or unique additions of PJ are

similar to those occurring among the other four Pal, Pent tgg.

In this one unique addition, PJ alone, stands closest to the

MT, a fact which proves to be a recurring one.

In 3 4.7 0 as well makes a number of additions, some

with the other five tgg, and one not found in the other tgg.

For MT, RSV: "if you do well" (2x), 0 reads "if you do your

woxk well" (2x), as do all our other tgg (GC has "your works").
The last part of this verse, MT, RSV: "...sin is couching at

the door; its desire is for you, but you must master it",

which is translated by our five Pal, Pent, tgg (PJ, Par, Bom,

CG, and N), is not translated by G. O instead gives part of

the addition which in the five other tgg precedes directly the

translation of this verse, while G finishes this with an addi-

1. Levy, op. clt.. II, p. 485; cf. also the additions
at G 43.14, above pp.155/8 » and G 44.15, below on p»272.
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tion not found in the other targums. 0 reads:

...until the day of the judgment (your) sin is reserved.1
You will be punished if you do not repent;
but if you repent;, you will be forgiven.

The first line, with a slight omission of "great", is literally

from our five other tgg. The second and third lines are not

found in the other tgg, though the first part of line two re¬

minds us of the conversation between Cain and Abel recorded at

this verse in the Tosephta in Cod. Ox. 318: "and there is an¬

other world to exact punishment from the evil"^ sn<5 q j_n

PJ, Par, Bora, and II, Neither are the last two lines present

in any versions-, so that we find these as a. unique addition of

0, representing the editor's attempt to'make clear the meaning

of the Hebr. text. C-relot agrees that C borrows the first

part from the Pal. tgg: "TO connalt eviderament ce developpe-

ment sans rapport avec l'heb., mais il l'abrege."^ It Is

1. All five Pal. tgg read, "...until the day of great
judgment your sin is reserved." Cf. above p. 2l;0.

2. Das Pragmententhargum, herausgegeben von Oinsbur-
ger, o£. cit., r. 71, line 3: xsnsn'x'? Joins xnVs?
s u* o,0 reads : 13's xmsnK* t*ns,

3* LXXs fj<7o/oi.✓' 7Tpei <r* £ oifToTTpo^r) Qturoo Cot) <ru
oSpf&sj . (Septuaginta, edidit Alfred Pahlfs, in two
volumes. Stuttgart: Privilegierte Vurttembergische Bibelan-
stalt, 1935, I, P. 5) The acffoa-rpojj: the turning or in¬
clination, reminds of 0: 2inn: you repent.

It. Grelot, op. cit., p. 69



noted by Grelot how 0 then abandons both the Hebr. and the

other tgg, "pour donner une paraphrase de son cru."" This

peculiar rendering of 0, which stresses the idea of conversion,

may have been suggested, according to Grelot, by the LXX and

Vetus Latins. The idea can however not be from the LXX, which

no matter how strange its Greek: oi/Kt€«» bpOw$ TrporevcfKysfop 02$
oe A+*f 6rji<u.atfsrqs; fcr{/)(o(<rov*77po$ CT& J} Qtno<r7po<fif <xurodt/«*> <rl>
oturoD cannot be taken much different from, "Is it not so, if

you offer correctly, but do not divide rightly, have you not

sinned? Be at peace; to you is his desire, but you shall
2

rule him," The rendering cannot be suggested by the Syriac

either: i A \jDjt I V\ ^\o : '\S-oA ^
JS&J Ooi© cj b a\ /\ A I : nv~x^> i

"If you do well, will you not be accepted? But if you do not

well, sin is couching at the door; and you shall turn to it,

and it shall be ruling over you," The addition of 0 remains

a unique one, substituting the simple lines about repentance

or punishment for the metaphorical animal "sin" lurking at the

door.

We conclude, first, that 0 has used additions which

occur in all five Pal, Pent, tgg; secondly, 0 has not used

all he found there, 0 rejects the Hebrew text of the last

1. Ibid., p. 70.
2. Cf. Procksch (KAT, I), 0£« cit.. p. 47,
3. Cf. ibid.. p. 48.
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three phrases of this verse and the translation of this in all

five 2a1. Pent. tgg. 0 substitutes the simple lines about

repentance or punishment for the metaphorical animal "sin"

lurking at the door, over whom man must rule. 0 rejects this

metaphorical part, but PJ retains this, and in so doing PJ is

with the other four Pal. Pent. tgg.

In 3 4.8 we see once more that the additions of PJ are

the same as those of Par, Bom, C3, and N, with only very minor

variations between them. Close comparison shows that PJ and

N are practically identical, that Par, and Bomb, with changes,

have the same additions, in different order, and that CG omits

two paragraphs from this addition. We elaborate upon this,

taking PJ as a basis. Here four speeches are recorded: Cain's

first speech, Abel's first answer, Cain's second speech, and

Abel's second answer. We shall refer to the parts in this

manner. The translation, point by point, runs thus in PJ:

Cain's first speech: Said Cain to Abel, I am understanding

(a) that the world was created in love,

(b) but that it is not carried on according to the fruits of
good works;

(c) there is discrimination of persons in judgment,

(d) wherefore your offering vas accepted in.pleasure,

Abel's first answer: Abel answered and said to Cain,

(a) in love was the world created,

(b) and according to the fruits of good works it is carried on;

(c) discrimination there is not in judgment;
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(d) but because the fruits of my works are better than those

of your hand, therefore, before that of your hand was my
offering accepted.

Cain's second speech: Cain answered and said to Abel,

(a) there is neither judgment nor judge, nor another world,

(b) neither the giving of a good reward to the righteous nor
punishment of the wicked.

Abel's second answer: Abel answered and said to Cain:

(a) there are judgment, a judge and another world,

(b) there are both the giving of a good reward to the righteous
and the punishment of the wicked.

i 2N follows this same order, making slight additions ' and two
3

minor omissions." In these additions and omissions N agrees

1 3with one or more of the other tgg ' , except for one addition,
2

unique to N.

Par and Bom differ in the framework of the additions.

These tgg have Cain's second speech immediately preceding and

there attached to Cain's first speech, and Abel's second answer

thus preceding his first answer. In Par and Bom, Cain thus

has one speech (No. two plus No. one of PJ and N) and Abel thus

1. In Cain's first speech in (a) "not" is added, making
the clause negative. Par and Bom make the same addition. CG
is like PJ.

2. In Abel's second answer only N adds at the end of
phrase (b): "in the coming world".

3. In Abel's first answer, phrase (c) is omittfid in N,
Par, Bom, and CG. (In the last three, the phixase is also
omitted in (c) of Cain's first speech). In the same speech
phrase (d), "the fruits of" and "before that of your hand" are
omitted in N (both are in the mg however) and in Par, Bom and
Co.



has one answer (No. two plus No. one of PJ and N). Apart

from this general structure of the additions, the substance is

like those of PJ and N, except for four omissions'", one substi-
2 3tution and two additions' common to Par and Bom; one substi¬

tution in Par, which Bom has as an addition, retaining also
2 4

the phrase of PJ ; and one substitution only in Bom ; which

omissions, substitutions, and additions are in relation to PJ.

CG as it stands does not have Cain's second speech and

Abel's second answer. Though for the part where CG is present

it is in substance the same as the other tgg, sharing with them
*> 6

in minor differences", and also having unique readings*.

In all these additions PJ agrees with one or more of

1. In Cain's first speech, phrase (c) is omitted in
Par, Bom, and CG. The same phrase (c) is omitted in Abel's
first answer in N, Par, Bom, and CG. In (e), Cain's first
speech, "my offering" is omitted in Par, Bom, and CG, Abel/s
first answer, (d) omits "the fruits of" and "before that of
your hand" in N, Par, Bom, and CG.

2. In Cain's first speech, (b) "in love" is substituted
for PJ's "according to the fruits of good works" in Par, Bom,
CG. In Abel's first answer, Par makes the same substitute,
but Bom and CG both have this substitution (as an addition) and
the original phrase in PJ; "...and in love it (the world) is
carried on; surely according to the fruits of good works it
(the world) is carried on."

3. In Ccin's first speech, (a) "not" is added in N, Par
and Bom; in (d) "from thee" is added in Par, Bom, and CG.

4. In Abel's first answer, (d) Bom and CG use a differ¬
ent root for the word "better".

5. Of. above, ftnts 1-U and p. 2$h, ftnts 1-3.
6. In Cain's first speech, phrase (b) "not" is omitted.

This is surely an error, because it makes this whole speech
illogical. Abel's first answer is prefaced by "what if this
is so?..."
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the four other targums, excepting one phrase only found in PJ,

l
though it recurs as a marginal note in N.

It is quite clear that PJ stands with Par, Bom, CG,

and N as free targum tradition. Grelot points out that this

tradition is very old. The teaching of good works of this

story as basis for acceptance by God was known by the author

of 1 John:

II semble avoir et$ connu dans les cercles
Chretiens des la fin du ler sidcle, car la Ire dpltre
de Jean dit de Cain qui 6gcrgea son frdre; "St pour-
quoi 1'egorgea-t-il? Parce que ses oeuvres ^taient
mauvaises tandis que celles de son fr£re Staient bonnes"
(l Jn.. III^ 12). Cette allusion, jointe au parallfel-
ismes releves plus haut, perrnet d'apprScier l'antiqui-
te du theme recueilli par TP.2-

Of this ancient tradition, PJ is a part. In this tradition,

PJ and N are practically identical. Grelot has noted this,

and explains it by saying that when PJ uses the Pal. tradition,

it uses N. But, as we have seen here with the verse proper,

PJ is a part of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition. Only CG lacks

large parts of the additions of this verse. Minor differences
3

between all these Pal. tgg exist,' as can be expected in a tradi¬

tion which does not have one authorized text. If it should be

said that PJ is made up cf the verse parts of O (and we have

1. In Abel's first answer, (d) "before that of your hand."
2. Grelot, ojg. cit., p. 72.
3. We note in the closing addition in PJ: "and concern¬

ing these words they were quarrel1Inq upon the face of the earth"
that PJ, Par, and Bom use one root and CG and N another for the
verb "to quarrel".
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seen above that we cannot say this at this verse^') and of the

additions of the old Pal. tg tradition, then the same would

have to be said of N, for this verse. It is however clear

here that all five tgg: PJ, Par, Bom, CG and N are in the tra¬

dition of the old Pal. tgg, existing independent from 0.

The additions of G 4.10 give a unique presentation.

They are most extensive in Par, CG, and N. None of these oc¬

cur in PJ, but two have found their way into 0. PJ has addi¬

tions peculiar to itself. Also 0 and CG have unique additions.

At (a) in MT: "the voice of the blood of (a) your

brother," Par, Bom, CG, and N add, "the crowds of (N adds:

numerous) righteous, which were to arrive from Abel." 0 has in¬

stead, "the seed which was to come forth from" partly its own,

partly from the other tgg. PJ has "the killing of", its own

addition. Grelot admits that O here has used some of the Pal.

tg tradition: "TO ...conserve quelque chose du developpement de

TP-TJ .,."2 After "your brother" only PJ adds: "Which has

been hid in the earth". Grelot feels, viewing this unique addi¬

tion of PJ, that the latter has somewhat changed the center of

the verse, first following 0 and then the Pal, tradition.

Ps-J suit partiellement TO (cf les cinq premiers
mots), sans ignorer compl&tement la tradition de TJ (em-
ploi de pnis) jrsais il accommode & sa fajon le centre
du verset: "La voix du sang du meurtre de ton frsSre
Abel, qui a et.§ avale par l'argile, crie ..."^

1. Cf. above, ch. II, pp. 81-87.
2. Grelot, .op. cit.. p. 79.
3. Ibid., p. 79.
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Grelot then continues in pointing out that this idea is as old

as Liber Antlguitatum Biblicarum:

Ginsburger cite ici en r^f^rence le Talmud de
Babylons, Sanhedrin 37b (Jeh. b. Hiyya); ma is l'id<£e,
qui est conforms au texte I'hebreu, est atteste'e de'ja"
dans le Liber Anticuitatum Biblicarum. XVI, 2:",.,
et festinans terra deglutivit sanguinem ejus".^

It is difficult to see how PJ has changed the emphasis of this

verse. What is important Is the fact that PJ has incorporated

material which is found also in the first century document

Liber Ant iqu it. a turn Biblicarum. which Grelot himself dates, in

another connection, In the "dernier tiers du premier sie'cle
« 2

Chretien,M We have good evidence here that PJ itself, with

this unique addition, is an early tg, standing with the tradi¬

tion of the Pal. tgg. Furthermore we note how important it

is indeed when additions found in Par, Bom, CG, and N are also

found in 0, and when these are lacking in PJ, while PJ and 0

have their own unique additions, differing from each other.

Certainly there is no influence from 0 to be found in PJ here.

In G 4.16, we find one addition in common between 0 and

PJ, and another long addition in common between Par, Bom, CG,

and N, with minor differences among them. The long addition,

occurring after the RSV, "in the land of Nod, east of Eden",

reads in Pars

1. Ibid.. p. 79.

2. Ibid., p. 86.
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And it was so until Cain had. killed Abel (a) that the
earth richly yielded him fruits {b) like the fru ?, of
the Garden of Eden;
but because (c) he changed (d) and killed (e) Abel (f)
his brother (q)
it (the earth) changed for him (h) to yield richly (i)
thorns and thistles,

(a) Bom, CG add: "his brother". (b) N omits "fruits", (c)

for "because" Bom, and N have "from", meaning "from the time

that" and CG has "as soon as, when". (d) Bom, and N read in¬

stead "sinned"; CG: omits this, (e) end of folio for CG, no

more text in CG, (f) Bom omits this. (g) N omits this,

(h) 3om, and N omit this. (i) for "to yield richly" Bom; "to

produce", N: "to be yielding richly for him". No trace of

this addition is found in 0 or PJ*

The phrase "in the land of Nod" is rendered by 0, "in

the land a wanderer and exile", and by PJ, "in the land of the

exile of his wandering".~ After this, both O and PJ add,

"which had been prepared for him". Greiot correctly notes that

the addition finds no support in the Hebr. and that it does not

fit easily in the sentence. As adjectival modifier to the

noun "earth", it is separated from it by the phrase "an exile

and a wanderer". Referring to O, Greiot says:

Et surtout, is fin la section est paraphra¬
se® de facon tout a fait independante, sans aucun sup¬
port dans l'hebreu: *.%% film, Cette finale se
rattache fort mal a I'antecedent par dessus deux
adjectifs intercaies; c'est done une addition artifi-
cielie il dei$eijra sur la terra e%xile et banni,
(la terre) qui avait ete faite pour lui a l*orlgine

1. Cf. above, ch. II, pp. 9l|f.
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dans le jardin d ' Eden .1
.e note thst if PJ reads, "in the land of the exile of his wan¬

dering, which had been prepared", as Ginsburger corrects the

text, then the problem of the unnatural sentence structure of

0 does not exist in PJ. This could be interpreted to mean

that PJ knew 0 and improved upon it, but it could also be that

0 borrows "a wanderer and an exile1* from the Par-Bom-CG-N tra¬

dition, "which had been prepared for him" fran PJ, and that O

has not put the two phrases together with good structure in the

sentence. Therefore, we cannot say with certainty that 0 in¬

fluenced PJ here,

The additions in the tgg at the verses of the Noah

story (3 7.10; 8.1; 9.20), are only found in the Pal. tgg,

i.e. in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and N. No additions are found in 0.

A number of additions occur at G 7.10 in PJ, Par and N.

After "And it was at the time of seven days" PJ has,

"after the conclusion of the mourning for Methusaleh." Par

and N have only, "the mourning of Methusaieh" and read, "And

it was at the end of the seventh day of the mourning for Methu¬

saieh." The tradition that one week of respite was given du¬

ring the seven days of mourning for Methusaleh is present in

Ber. Rab. and is ascribed to Rabbi Nehemiah (third generation

of Tannaim, ca 150 ). Speaking of "the light of seven days"

1. Grelot, ojo. cit.. p. 84.
2. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc., op. cit., pp.

114f.
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(Isa. 30.26), which refers to the light which Cod created on

the first day and which served for four days until Cod created

the sun on the fourth day:

R. Nehemiah said: It refers to the seven days
of mourning for Methusaleh, when the Holy One, blessed
be He, lavished light upon them.'

This also occurs in B. Sanh.. where it is related to Rab's.name

2(first generation Amoraim, ca 250 ), and where it is said that

this was either to lead the wicked to repentance, or to give

the wicked a foretaste of the future world, so that they would

know what they were to miss:

What was the nature of these seven days? •—
Rab said: These were the days of mourning for Methuse¬
lah, thus teaching that the lamenting for the righteous
postpones retribution. Another meaning is: After the
seven days during which the Holy One, blessed be He, re¬
versed the order of nature, the sun rising in the West
and setting in the East, (ftnt: That the wicked might
be arrested by the phenomenon and led to repentance).
Another meaning: the Holy One, blessed, be He, (first)
appointed a long time for them, and then a short time,
(ftnt: He first gave them 120 years in which to repent -
this being the homiletical interpretation of Gen VI, 3--
this ended, he gave them a further seven days' grace).
Another meaning: After the seven days during which He
gave a foretaste of the future world, that they might
know what good they had withheld from themselves.3

There is also another interpretation of the reason for these

seven days of waiting, in Ber. Rab.. namely that God mourned

for seven days with the thought of his decision that he had to

!• Midrash Rabbah. Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. Ill, par. 6,
p. 22.

2. Strack, Introd,: to the Talm. etc.. op. cit.. p. 120.
3. The B.Talm. Nezifrin. Sanhedrin. op. cit.. par. 108b,

Vol II, p. 744.
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destroy the world. This is ascribed to Joshua b. Levi (first
1 2

generation of Amoraim, ca 250 R. Berekiah (fifth genera-

3
tion Amoraim, ca 350' ) speaks of this as a palace built by an

4 >

architect which displeases the king', (as do also R. Ammi and
5 6

R. Jassi--third generation Amoraim, ca 2501-- and as a father

(a king) who rejoices at the birth of a son, although eventually
7

the son, as all people, has to die (as do also R. Joshua b.
8

Karhah—third generation Tannaim, ca 150"-- and R. J shua b.

Levi~~first generation Amcraim, ca 250^--^°). We have here

thus two explanations, both with the authority of teachers as

early as the third generation of Tannaim, ca 150, as reported

in Ber. Rab. Both traditions are included in one discussion,

the former with reference to no teacher in particular and the

1. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc.. op. clt.. p. 12C.
2. Midrash Rabbah. Genesis. op.cit.. Ch. XXXII, par, 7,

p. 253.
3. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc., ojo. cit.. pp.

130 f.

4. Midrash Rabbah. Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. XXVII, par.
4, p. 222.

5. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc.., jgjo. cit., pp.
124f f.

6. Midrash Rabbah. Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. VIII, par. 3,
pp. 56 f.

7. Ibid.. Ch. XXVII, par. 4, p. 222.
8. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc., ojo. cit.. pp.

114 f.

9. Ibid.. pp. 119 f.
10. Midrash Rabbah. Benesis, op. cit.. Ch. XXVII, par.

4, p. 222.
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latter on the authority of Joshua b. Levi (ca 250} in the fol¬

lowing passage from Ber. Rab. :

AND IT CAME TO PASS AFTER THE SEVEN DAYS (VII,
10). This teaches that the Holy One, biassed be He,
gave them a respite during the seven days' mourning
for the righteous Methusaleh, so that they might repent,
yet they did not. Another interpretation: AND IT
CAME TO PASS AFTER THE SEVEN DAYS: R. Joshua b. Levi
said: Seven days the Holy One, tiessed be He, mourned
for His world before bringing the Flood, the proof be¬
ing the text, And it grieved Him (Gen VI, 6), while
elsewhere we read, The king qrieveth for his son (II
Sam. XIX, 3). (ftnt: The period of deep mourning for
a near relation is seven days.)
We have here an old tradition, in substance in PJ, Par,

and N, though the PJ reading is more wordy. The Pal. Tg tra¬

dition includes PJ.

Immediately following this, only PJ adds, "The Lord saw

and behold the sons of man had not repented". As we have seen

above, the tradition that those seven days were meant as an

opportunity for the wicked to repent is an ancient one, and as

such points to the antiquity of PJ. Moreover, it is to be

noted that the verb 811Jj) (or: 8tfl J -- to repent, used by PJ
2

here, is a verb which is only used in the Jer. tgg. It does
g 456.

not occur in 0"', but is found in PJ , the FT"% and N . This
~~

T7* Ibid.. Ch. XXXII, par. 7, p. 253.
2. Levy, op. cit. . II, p. 530.
3. Brederek, _o£. cit.. p. 191.
4. E 13.7, Impf. 3 masc.plur: Jinn* l 5.5, Perf. 3

masc. sing.: xnn ; L.5.24, Perf. 3masc. sing.: Xtirn .

5. G 6.6, Partic.: Bom: n3£U , Vat: Lips:
mm nirn

t Aruk at 2 , nnn : *nn nlrn . This reference is
cited in Oensinck, ...Lexicon, op. cit.

6i! G 6.6, Partic. : inn nmm (mg. inm)t
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verb is also attested in CP Aram.1, Syr.,"- PBII^ and is used
4 A

in Pal. non-Pent tgg as well as in the Jer. Talmud'. There

is no doubt that we have here a word used in the tradition of

the Pal. tgg--but also eisewhere--which is not used in 0. It

is in that Pal. Pent tg tradition, that this addition, only in

PJ in our verse, places our tg PJ.

In the latter part of this verse, "and the waters of the

flood came (lit: were) upon the earth," only PJ inserts after,

"were" the following, "coming down boiling hot from the heavens",

and thus reads, "and the waters of the flood were coming down

boiling hot from the heavens upon the earth". The tradition

that the generation of Noah was punished with hot water as re¬

tribution for their hot passions is in the B. Thalm. ascribed

to R.Hisda (third generation of Amoraim, ca 275^);
E Hisda said: With hot passion they sinned, and

by hot water they were punished. (For) here it is
written, And the water cooled: (ftnt: E, V, 'abated'.
Gen VIII, l) whilst elsewhere it is said, Then the
king's wrath cooled down. (ftnt: Est. VII, 10. In
both cases the root *pE? is used, giving them the same
meaning, and proving that the water was hot when it

1. Schwaiiy, op. clt., p. 100, Schulthess, Lexicon etc.
op. cit., p. 218.

2. Payne Smith, ...dictionary, op. cit.. p. 605.
3. Jalman, A.-N. Handworterbuch. op. cit.. p. 439.
4. Cf. Levy, op. cit.. II, p. 530: Song of Sol. 5.5:

n9nn, ich bereute; Eccles. 2.19: n»nn, ich bereute; and La¬
ment. 1.9: nan* sie bereute.

5. Wensinck, ...Lexicon, op. cit., Shab. I, 5:
*rtn, und er begann Reus 2U haben. ~

6. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc., ojo. cit., p. 127.
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2

This tradition is also present in the Jer. Talmud.

It is important that the Partlc. pass., masc. plur.,

absol. st. used by PJ for "boiling": J'Trn is from , a

3
verb which only occurs In the Jer. tgg^ . This verb is never

4 5 6 7
used by 0but does occur in PJ , FT and N . The verb is

!• The B, Tain.. Seder Nezifcin VI, Sanhedrin. op. cit..
par. 108b, p. 743. So also R. yisda at TJrie Babylonian Talmud.
Seder Mo'ed VII. Rosh Hashanah. Translated into English with
Notes, Glossary and Indices by Maurice Simon, M.A.; Ta'anith
... by Rev. Dr. J. Rabbinowitz, B.A., Ph.D.; and Shelfalim ...

by Rabbi M. H. Segal, M.A. (London: The Soncino Press, 1938),
Rosh Hashanah. op. cit.. par. lib, p. 43.

2. J. '5anh. 10, 29b, as referred to by Ginzberg, op.
cit.. V, p. 178, ftnt. 26, referring to the text in I, pp. 158f,
which paragraph in latter reads, "The water alone could not have
made an end of them, for they were giants in stature and stren¬
gth, IVhen Noah threatened them with the scourge of God, they
would make reply: "If the waters of the flood come from above,
they will never reach up to our necks; and if they come from
below, the soles of our feet are large enough to dam up the
springs." But God bade each drop pass through Gehenna before
it fell to earth, and the hot rain scalded the skin of the sin¬
ners. The punishment that overtook them was befitting their
crime. As their sensual desires had made them hot, and in¬
flamed them to immoral excesses, so they were chastised by
means of heated water." The ftnt, in Vol. V also lists works
of quite late date, to which some of the later elaborations
must be due.

3. Levy, op. cit., II, p. 440.
4. Brederek, ojo. cit.., p. 185.
5. Cf Levy, ojg. cit.. II, p. 440: G 50.1:.. i * V'J*'

|»nmf siedende Weine; N 24.16: wenn ex zurnte; N 25.6
nm

, er zurnte; D 19.6: rnm' , er wird ergluhen.
6. L 6.14, Partic., aufbrodelnd: Par: Bom:

, Levltas Methurqeman at * , ""i :xnmD, Aruk at nm;
n Fi h i h,

7. L 6.14, Partic.: nnino.
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1 2 3

used in CP Aram. , Syr. , PSH and is found in the non-Pent.
4 5

Jer. tgg and in the Talmuds . Neumark lists this as a qemei-

naram'a'isches word, which 0 never uses and in the place of which

C chooses the Aram. ofp» which outwardly resembles the Hebr.
6

text OK>n(Qn}'"'« Nevertheless, the fact is abundantly clear that
in the choice of this word PJ stands in the tradition of the

Pal. tgg and not in that of 0.

Therefore we take this addition, only in PJ at this verse,

to be from the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, in which PJ stands, here.

In G 8.1, one addition occurs only in N, one in PJ, for

which the other Pal. tgg have another added phrase, and one is

in common between all Pal. tgg, including PJ.

In the list of Noah and the animals in the ark, N lists

Noahfs sons immediately following Noah: "And God remembered,

1. Schulthess, Lexicon etc.. op. cit.. p. 197.
2. Payne Smith, ...Dictionary, op. cit.. p. 552.
3. Dalman, A.-N. Handworterbuch. op. cit.. p. 409,
4. Cf. Levy, ojp. cit., II, p. 440: Esth. 1. 12; Job

24,24 (2x), Pe,: in heissem (eig: gekochtem) Was-
ser; Job 41.23, Pa.: 'ftsna, aufwallend; Ps. 39.4, Pe,: .. nng,
er braust auf: Eccles. Pe.: nfliD1?, Pa.: zurne'n.

5. Cf. Levy, op. cit.. II, p. 440: Sanh. 108b (2x):
j»nnni, in boiling...; Ber. 29b: nmn, du bist aufbrausend;

Ber, 62b; Taan. 4a: rami, wenn er aufbrausend ist; Pes. 110a:
R3r?m» der Aufbrausande.

6. Neumark, Lexikalische Untersuchungen etc. (1905), op.
Cit,, p. 46. This is the" case at D 19,6, Mm on*~toal Itnpf. J '
masc. sing, from nan, cf. Koehler und Baumgartner, ojsu cit.,
p. 311), 0: on»» (so Sper; Ber has: nn*») (Pe. Impf. 3 masc.
sing, from an;, cf. Levy, o£. cit., II, p. 332); the Pal, tgg
use um or yrn, both only occurring in the Jer. tgg and not in
0 ( Levy, o£. cit., II, pp. 440f.): PJ: nm*; Bom:
N mg: pnT.



in his good mercies, Noah and his sons and ail the beasts...",

a unique addition of one Pal. tg only.

After, "And God remembered" only PJ adds: "in his word

for which the other tgg have (Par, Bom, Lips, Vat, CG, and N):
1 2"in. his good mercies"*". A unique addition in PJ for an addi¬

tion in common by the other Pal. tgg, showing individuality of

the PJ form of the Pal. tgg,

After "wind" in RSV: "And God made a. wind to blow over

the earth", PJ, Par, Bom (also Vat, Lips), CG, and N add: "of

mercies". A number of different genitive constructions are

used, showing that this is no single tradition: PJ has the con

str. st.; Par, Bom, Vat, and Lips the emph. st. plus J; and

CG and N the constr. st. plus *7 . But PJ is with the Pal. tgg

in this addition. Moreover, if the thesis is held that PJ

1. Bom reads , with the adj. in the sing.
Doubles, op. cit.. under "Gender, Number and Person", reports
the same for the Nor Ms. Doubles takes Bom and Nor to be in
error here, since Lips, CG, and N all have the adj. in the plu¬
ral form, as we know, and so also Vat: lama, as Doubles
reports. It is possible that the reading of Bom was under¬
stood completely in the sing: "in his good mercy", because the
termination of the 3 masc. sing, suffix or contracted to *
is reported to have been used for a sing, as well as plur.
stem. C£, Stevenson, o£. cit.. p. 40 and Dalman, Grammatik
etc.. op. cit.. pp. 39bf, Cf. also the following ftnt,

2. &a f ollow the translation of Doubles, ojg. cit.,
"Gender, Number and Person". Etheridge, ojo. cit., I, p. 181,
translates Bom: "And he remembered in his mercies the good
which was with Noah." No doubt this is another attempt to
justify "good" in the sing. This is not a possible transla¬
tion however, because "Noah" is preceded by the object particle
it3 n» . Cf. also Doubles, op. cit.., under "Fuller Readings".
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borrows from 0 and from the Pal. tgg, mostly the verse parts

from the former and the additions from the latter, why does

PJ in this case change the genitive construction? Why would

PJ not have used any of the genitive constructions of the Pal.

tgg, inasmuch as they are all used by PJ at one time or anot¬

her? Or could we hold that this is a later addition in PJ?

That however is least probable as the addition is in the other

Pal. tgg as well. The facts here again point to the thesis

that PJ stands among the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, a tradition

with a great many unique readings in different forms of it.

The addition of "to be" in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, arid Nmg,

of "righteous" in Par, Bom, CG, and N, both of G 9.20, have

been dealt with in relation to the verse proper. It now re¬

mains us to note the addition only in PJ in this verse, in

which is embedded the latter part of the verse. This part

of the verse reads in PJ: "and he planted for himself the vine¬

yard". We translate this addition in PJ as follows:

And he found a grapevine,
which the river brought from the Garden of Eden;

and he planted for himself the vineyard.
Then, within that day, it {the grapevine) brought

forth blossoms;
it (the sun?) ripened the}grapes,
and he pressed(them) out.

According to PJ, Noah finds the vine shoot which the river

/ 1.. Etheridge, od. fill,, I, p. 185, translates PJ:
"And he found a vine which the river had brought away from the
garden of Eden; and he planted it in a vineyard, and it flou¬
rished in a day; and its grapes became ripe, and he pressed
them out."
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brought to him from the Garden of Eden. In Ber. Rab.« Rabbi

Abba b. Kahana (third generation Amoraim, ca 30Ql) is quoted

as saying that Noah himself had taken the vine shoots with

him in the ark, based on G 6.21, which in RSV reads: "Also

take with you every sort of food that is eaten, and store it

up (SI50K1); and it shall serve as food for you and for them.''
t : : T : '

2
The Midrash reads :

HE PLANTED A VINEYARD. And whence did he
procure it? Said R. Abba b. Kahana: He took into
the Ark with him vine shoots for planting, and young
shoots for fig trees and olive frees, as it is writ¬
ten, And thou shalt gather to thee {Gen VI, 2.1): a
man gathers in only what he will need (in the future).

qAnd again, also in reference to R. Levi of the same generation"*

AND TAKE THOU UNTO THEE OF ALL FOOD THAT IS
EATEN. R. Abba b. Kahana said: He took in pressed
figs with him...(and) said: He took in branches for
elephants, hazubah for the deer, and grass for the
ostriches. R. Levi said: Vine-shoots for vine plan¬
tings, fig shoots for fig trees, and clive-shoots for
olive trees...In the view of R. Levi... And gather it
to thee (implies): a man does not gather~Tstore) "any-
thing unless he needs it (for later) (ftnt.: He under¬
stands gather---hSDX-~ to mean store, hence it means
for future use, viz. for replanting)4

The tradition that the vine-shoots came from the Garden of Eden

5
is only found in our tg and in the ninth century work :

1.
124ff,

Strack. Introd. to the Talm. etc.. op. cit.. pp.

2.
3, p. 289.

Midrash Rsbbah. Genesis, od. cit.. Ch. XXXVI »

3.
124 ff.

Strack. Introd. to the Talm. etc., op. cit., pp.

4. Midrash Rabbah. Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. XXXI, par.
14, pp. 247f.

5. Strack, Introd, the Talm. etc.. op.cit.. pp.
225f.
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"ItybK ' . We have thus two traditions as to where Noah ob¬

tained the vine-shoots. That in 3er. Rab.that he had taken

them in the ark, was prevalent in the third century, and pro¬

bably goes back to an earlier time. The tradition in PJ, that

the river brought them to Noah from the Garden of Eden, is in

a modified form present in the ninth century midrash, But
2that midrash is one composed in Palestine . Our addition in

PJ therefore is probably Palestinian in origin. It is possi¬

ble that it is s late addition, especially because it has no

place in Ber. Rab. But this is not probable. We hold that

this addition is not an appendage to the Pal. tg tradition,

but that it forms an integral whole with that tradition in PJ

and in the other Pal. tgg, because of the following reason.

At G 4.163 we studied the expression ]"T5n KTl'312*! for Garden

of Eden, as used by PJ. We noted that PJ constantly uses this

1. Amsterdam, 1709 or Warsaw, 1852, as quoted in Gins¬
berg, o£. clt.. V, ftnt. 57, p. 190. In the text in ibia..
I, p. 167, to which this ftnt. refers, Ginzberg writes: "Noah
found the vine which Adam had taken with him from Paradise,
when he was driven forth." We know that PJ has it that Ncah
found the vine, as brought to him by the river from the Garden
of Eden. It is then probable that the information that Adam
had taken it from the Garden of Eden when he was driven forth
is from Pirke Rabbi Eliezer. This is not clear in the ftnt.
in Ginzberg. All that he says there is, "That the grapes
came from paradise is mentioned only in the two last sources."
(Ibid.. V, ftnt. 57, p. 190). The view of Origen, at G 9. 20,
that Noah's vine was the offshoot of the tree of knowledge,
seems to be related to this tradition. So Ginzberg, o£, cit..
V, ftnt. 59, pp. 19Gf,

2. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc.. op. cit.. pp. 225f.
3. Cf. Above, pp. 98*108.
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word Kri'a*i3'l for the Garden of Eden, and that PJ makes no dis¬

tinction between the Garden where Adam lived, and Paradise pro¬

per" . Such a distinction is neither made by the other Pal.
2 8

Pent, tgg , nor in the popular conception". But the distinc¬

tion is made by the rabbis and is elaborately represented in
4

the Talmud. Hence in the use of K]1'213*3i for the Garden of

Eden, PJ is a unified targum in itself, and stands in the same

interpretive tradition as the other Pal. Pent. tgg. This

whole Pal. Pent, tg tradition antedates the rabbinical views
5

of taimudic scholarship on this point. Therefore we would

consider this addition as a true representative of the Pal.

Pent, tg tradition in PJ.

The tradition that the vine had blossoms, and grapes

on the day of planting, and that Noah pressed out the grapes

on that same day, is not far removed from the OT, which reads

in the RSV: "He planted a vineyard; and he drank of the wine,"

(G 9.20b-21a), is present in Ber. Rab.. referring to R. Hiyya
6

b. Abba (fifth generation Tannaim, ca 200 ):

R. Hiyya b. Abba said: He planted it, drank
thereof, and was humiliated all on one and the same

1. Ibid., p. 106.
2. Ibid.. jp. 102f.
3. Ibid.. p. 107.
4. Ibid.. fp. 106f.
5. Ibid.. p« 10?.
6. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc.. op. cit.. pp.

118f» and Mishna etc.., op. cit.. pp. 799f.
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day.

Thus also this part of the addition is of ancient character,

going back to the second century, if not before.

We repeat that this addition is of the nature of those

found in the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, and that it occurs in

this case only in PJ.

Of the Joseph stories we look at additions in 3 43.14

and 44.15.

In 3 43.14 we find additions in one, two, four or in

all five of the Pal. tgg.

In CG, for "the man" after S331A the addition

is present: "the ruling man." As noted before, the word

omitted in M, but the adaition is present there:

Here is an addition in common between CG and N, which moreover
2

is a word occurring only in the Pal. tgg. That this word oc¬

curs in all Pal. Pent, tgg, including PJ, has already been
3

shown." Only CG adds to this phrase the word SyiKI : "the ru¬

ling man of the earth."

The end of the verse, MT, "And I, if I am bereaved, I

am bereaved," is duplicated by 0: "And I as I am bereaved, I

1. Mid rash Ra bbah. Genesis, op. cit.. XXXVI,. 4, p. 290.
2. Levy, ojd. cit.. II, p. 485.
3. Cf, G 4.7 in Ch. Ill, above, p.250 . Cf. also A'en-

sinck, ...Lexicon, op. cit.. who cites a number of examples:
G 27.29: 34.19; 39.1; 44.18.
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am bereaved." Around these four words a considerable addi¬

tion has grown in all five Pal. Pent, tgg, with minor differ¬

ences between them. As basic reading we give Par and Sent,

which agree with each other

And I, behold, even as I have not become childless
with regard to Joseph, my son,

likewise I shall again not become childless:
not with regard to Simon,
and not with regard to Benjamin.

Tradition had it that Jacob knew, through revelation by the
2

Holy Spirit, that Joseph was still alive. N agrees with this

reading in substance_ In the third line, N omits: "likewise",
and of all of the fourth and fifth lines N has: "with regard

to Benjamin," thus omitting Simon, In CG, the substance of

the addition is changed: in the first line "not" isomitted,

thus making this positive, and the verb is put in the passive:

And I, behold, even as I have been made childless
with regard to J-seph, my son...

The rest of this addition in CG is present as in Par-Bom, ex¬

cept that "likewise" is omitted in CG. Here in the CG tradi¬

tion, Jacob thinks that he has lost Joseph, but knows that he

shall not lose Simon and Benjamin. Now, in PJ, the first two

lines of this addition stand the same as in CG: the negative

1. Etheridge, ojg. clt.. I, p. 31C, translates Bom:
sb i*n: "behold if" the same as PJ: 1*8... . "behold

...if". Quite clearly the former Bom as well as Par, CG, and
N should be rendered: "even as". Cf. Jastrow, op. cit.. p.
382 and Levy, op. cit.. I, p. 197.

2. Levy, op>. cit.. II, p. 537, FT: "so wie ich durch
Josef nicht kinderlos geworden (er soil dies naml, durch Ein-
gebung des heiligen Geistes gewusst haben), so werde ich auch
den Simon und Benjamin nicht vsrlieren; vgl. auch 3enes. r.
Sect. 92."
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is absent, and the verb is a passive. The only differences

between CG and FJ are that PJ has ]9^... KH ^: behold...if,
instead of in the other Pal. tgg: behold, even as;

and that PJ omits wmy son". This part of PJ reads:

And I, behold, if I have been made childless
with regard to Joseph...

Thus this first part of PJ is in agreement with the Pal. trad¬

ition as in CG. In the rest of the addition, PJ agrees with

CG in leaving out the word "likewise" but stands alone in

(here as well) omitting the negatives and putting the verb in

the passive: as Jacob had lost Joseph so also would he lose

Simon and Benjamin. Next, PJ also adds a phrase of its own

at the beginning of this addition, informing the reader that

this knowledge comes by inspiration of the Holy Spirit. PJ

thus reads:

And I, behold, now have received & message by the Holy
Spirit that

if t have been made childless with regard to Joseph,
I shall be made childless

with regard to Simon
and with regard to Benjamin.

First we note PJ's addition of the word *122, "now".

It is an interesting variant. The word is an adv. meaning --

2
"a long time since; long ago, already; once." In BH the

3 4
word occurs only in the late Eccles. 1.10. It occurs in PBH.

1. Cf. above, p,155,ftnt. 1.
2. Jastrow, cit.. p. 609.
3. Harkavy, ojq. cit., p. 283.
4. Jastrow, o£. cit.. p. 609 and Oalman, A?N. Handwor-

terbuch. op. cit.., p. 191.
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Dalman lists the Aram. 33D as occurring in the tgg at Jer. 38.

9, Eccles, 1,10 and Esth. (second tg) 5.14, He also lists

our verse, G 43.14 in PJ and states that this word does not oc-

2
cur in 0. The Aram, does occur in Gen. Rab. at 2.8; 4.1;

4.7; ' 10.9; 52.12. The word is found in CP Aram." and is al-

6
so listed for the Talm.and Mishna," In Syr. the word is found

7
not in our meaning,but only as a particle of doubt; "perhaps".'

Neumark lists this Aram, word as a Hebraism^, though it occurs

in BH only in the late book Eccles, We have not found the

word in the FTgg, CG or N. We therefore note that it is a

word peculiar to PJ's stream of Pal. tgg, and that it does not

occur in 0.

The addition in substance in PJ is peculiar. If the

FTgg and N on the one hand speak of Jacob's not losing Joseph

and therefore his not losing Simon and Benjamin, and CG on the

other says that Joseph was lost but Simon and Benjamin would

not be, then how does PJ relate to these two traditions? PJ

bears some resemblance to CG, as has been noted, yet it is

1. Dalman, A.-N. Handworterbuch. op. cit.. p. 191.
2. Dalman, Grammatik etc.. op. cit., p. 213; cf. also

Brederek. opi cit.. p. 158.
3. Wensinek, ...Lexicon, op. cit.
4. Odeberg, ojo. cit., II, p. 71. Cf. also Dalman,

Grammatik etc.. op. cit.. p. 213,
5. Schulthess, Lexicon etc.. op. cit.. p. 90.
6. Neumark, Lexikalische Untersuchunqen etc., (1905)

op. cit., p. 24.
7. Payne Smith, ... Dictionary, op. cit.. p. 203.
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closer to the FTgg-N tradition than to CG. When PJ says: if

I have been made childless on account of Joseph, I shall be

made childless with regard to Simon and Benjamin, the implica¬

tion is that the protasis of the condition is probably not true,

and that therefore the apodasis will also not come to pass. Or

in other words: Joseph is alive, <3acob did not lose him, and

he will not lose Simon ana Benjamin either. This is the very

same thing which the FTgg-N tradition says: Joseph is not lost,

the others will not be lost either. CG however is a different

tradition: Joseph is lost, but Simon and Benjamin will be saved.

Here then is one Pal, tradition in all Pal.Pent, tgg, in which

a certain degree of unity can be seen, though two streams of

development can be detected, the PJ-FfH stream and the CG

stream.

Around G 44.18-19, the passage dealing with Judah's plea

before Joseph on behalf of Benjamin, many additions have deve¬

loped in the tgg, excluding 0. Only one of these additions oc¬

curs in PJ, and is in common with the other Pal. tgg. We pro¬

pose to deal with it first, after which we shall, as briefly as

possible, deal with the many additions, some of which are in
■J

common and others unique, in Par, Bom, CG, N, Nmg-tg,x Tos. and

the FT-Cod.Ox.2305.

The addition of PJ is generally the same in the other

i. A continuous variant of 25 lines is present in the
mg of N. We refer to it as Mmg-tg in distinction to the vari¬
ants in the rcgg of M, referred to as Nmgg.
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Pal. tgg, though peculiarities are present in PJ es well as in

the other tgg. The addition follows the main part of verse

18: 'Then Judah went up to him and said, "O my lord, let

your servant, I pray you, speak a word in my lord's ears, and

let not your anger burn against your servant; The ad¬

dition then ends omitting the last words of the verse proper,

"for you are like Pharaoh himself". The addition reads in PJ:

Because from the time that we came to you,
you have said to us: I fear the Lord.

But now your judgments are changed,
to be like the judgments of Pharaoh.

The addition is present besides in PJ, in Par, Bom, CG, and N,

0, Tos., and FT-Cod. Ox. have the verse proper without the ad¬

dition and end with the phrase, "for you are like Pharaoh him¬

self" .

The addition is generally the same in the Pal. tgg,

with a few peculiarities.

In "that we came" PJ, Par, and N use the verb KflK:

|3'nK*T? whereas Bom ( J3W!2n ) and CG ( ]9nn3 |39im) have
jins.

Unique renderings of one tg are the following. After,

"that we came down to you", Born adds, "to Egypt". After, "of

Pharaoh, your Lord", only Bom adds, "by whom you swear'". For,

"but now": in PJ, Bom, CG, and N, a larger phrase is

given in Par: Xfl371 p*D"l» "and now at this time". At the

end of the addition, Par only omits the verb "to change",

slightly rearranging the order. For PJ, Bom, CG, and N:
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"...your judgments are changed, to be like the judgments of

Pharaoh", Par reads, "...your judgments (are) like the judg¬

ments of Pharaoh..." Also PJ has some unique renderings.

"Because"; □TIK occurs only in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and N have *

; "Did you not...tell us..." "From the time"; ]73

Khr? in PJ, is given in Par, Bom, CG, and N as: ]D

"from the first time". PJ omits the addition "your lord"
after "Pharaoh", of Par, Bom, CG, and N.

We have seen that the one addition of PJ here is ess¬

entially in common with the Pal. tgg of Par, Bom, CG, and N.

Even though the further additions of these tgg are omitted in

PJ, there is no reason to doubt that PJ stands with the Pal.

tgg in tradition. There has been no indication in these ver¬

ses proper and in the addition, that PJ depends upon O, We

cannot therefore assume that PJ is a compilation of 0 and of

but part of the additions found in the Pal, tgg. It is pos¬

sible that PJ had more additions, which have subsequently drop¬

ped out of the it. However, PJ as it stands here is a whole
and is likely to represent a branch of the Pal. Pent, tg tradi¬
tion which did not experience the further development which the

other Pal. tgg had here. In any case, PJ stands as a branch

of the Pal. Pent, tg. tradition.

We now turn to the further additions of Par, Bom, CG,

N, Nmg-tg, Tos., and FT-Cod. Ox., not found in PJ.
We remember that the general outline of these biblical

verses is as follows: (i) Judah's tactful approach to Joseph
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asking if he may speak to him, that Joseph's anger shall not

burn against Judah and saying that Joseph is like Pharaoh him¬

self: and (2) Judah repeats the question Joseph had asked,

whether they had a brother or father. With this we may first

compare the outline of the text of Par and Bom, which are para i-

lei, and then that, of Tos. Par and Bom are in outline: (l)

Judah's tactful approach, {2) Judah asks if he may speak and

prays that Joseph shall not be angry, (3) Judah mentions the

former statement of Joseph that the latter feared the Lord ana

asks why he has now changed his judgments as Pharaoh does, (4}
Judah compares his father and himself respectively to Pharaoh

and Joseph, saying that each two are honorable, the former two

in Canaan and the latter in Egypt, (5) Judah threatens to draw

his sword and to kill all people in Egypt, beginning with Jo¬

seph and ending with Pharaoh, (6) Judah relates how his bro¬

thers Simeon and Levi killed ail the males of Shechem, because

of their sister Dinah and says how much more they would do this

on account for Benjamin, head of a tribe, (7) Judah says how he

has become sponsor for Benjamin at the hands of his father, (8)

Joseph sees Judah's strength, (9) Joseph calls his first-born,

Banasseh, who stamps his foot so that the whole palace trembles,

(10) Judah recognizes such strength as that of his father's

house and begins to speak mildly and (II) Judah repeats the que¬

stion Joseph had asked, whether they had a father or brother

(this is verse 19 proper)• The order in the Tosephta is as

follows: (l) Judah approaches without tact, ready to fight,
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strong as a lion, (2) Judah mentions the former statement of

Joseph that the latter feared the Lord, (3) he accuses Joseph

of false words and deeds--thair having been treated as spies,

Simon's imprisonment and torture and Joseph's capture of Benja¬

min as slave Dy placing his cup in Benjamin's sack, (4) Judah

relates how his brothers Simeon and Levi killed all the males

of Shechem, because of their sister Dinah and says how much

more they would do this on account for Benjamin, head of a tribe,

(5) he mentions that in Benjamin's land the Shekinah will dwell

and that in his heritage the sanctuary will be built, (6} Judah

threatens to draw his sword fand to kill all people in Egypt, be¬

ginning with Joseph and ending with Pharaoh, (7) Joseph and Ju¬

dah mutually threaten each other; Joseph then reveals that he

knows how his brothers had sold their brother Joseph, dipping

his tunic in blood, sending this to his father and announcing

the death of Joseph; Judah fears greatly, cries loudly and fright¬

ens — all the Egyptians so that every child comes forth from

the womb of its mother, as well as half the cattle of Egypt com¬

ing forth, (8) in turn Joseph Is frightened, calls hanassah,

lays his hand upon his shoulder and strikes the pillar of the

palace so that the whole palace shakes, (9) Judah begins to

speak mildly, (10) Judah asks if he may speak and prays that

Joseph shall not be angry, stating how Joseph is like Pharaoh

(this is verse 18).

As has bean pointed out by Dr G. Vermes, we have to do

here with two traditions. In the Par-Bom tradition, Judah
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approaches Joseph tactfully, as he does In the MT, but becomes

furiously angry on account of Joseph's inconsistency. It takes

tho feet of strength of Manasseh, Joseph's son, to calm Judah,

because Judah realizes that this Is tho strength of his father's

house. Judah then speaks gently again:

In the Fragmentary Targum, the opening of
Judeh's address corresponds to the biblical account.
He politely reminds Joseph of his profession of faith
in God, and points out, still with restraint, that by
changing his mind, and by not remaining true to his
word, he becomes as inconsistent as Pharaoh. Then
suddenly his attitude changes. He becomes furiously
angry, declares himself Joseph's equal, and threatens
to kill all the Egyptians, Joseph and Pharaoh includ¬
ed. He reminds Joseph that two of his brothers ex¬
terminated all the male inhabitants of Sheehem because
of the violation of Dinah, and. boasts that he is strong¬
er than Simoon and Levi together. Benjamin, he says,
as the father of a whole tribe, is more important
than Dinah, and his loss will cause the death of Jacob,
to whom he had promised his son's safe return. At
this point, Judah is beside himself with fury: but
once again, his attitude suddenly alters. When Jo¬
seph's son, Manasseh, performs a feat of strength,
Judah recognises him as a member of his own family,
and subsequently lowers his voice and takes up his
former humble and courteous approach, 2

The tradition of the Tosephte is quite different. Here Judah

from the start approaches Joseph with threatening words. His

rage increases in his accusations of Joseph. They frighten

each other; Judeh by his threats and accusations, Joseph by

1. Geza Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism.
Haggadle Studies, We refer to the typescript of this admirable
book'In which Ur. Vermes applies the method of historical crit¬
icism to Jewish exegetical traditions. The typescript (the
book has not yet appeared in print) has been made available to
ue in Oxford through the kindness of Prof. P. E. Kahle, with
whose permission we quote.

2. Ibid., pp. 23f.
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his revealing the knowledge of what they did to him formerly,

then Judah again, by crying so loud that it is heard in all

Egypt, and finally Joseph by calling Manasseh, placing his

hand on his shoulder and by kicking a pillar of the palace.

Then Judah speaks mere quietly, realising that this is the

strength of his father's house:

The literary structure of Tosefta is quite dif¬
ferent. Judah shows Joseph no courtesy at ail. On
the contrary, he approaches him "strong and mighty as
a lion", and immediately proceeds to threaten him. By
the time he has come to the end of his angry dispute
with Joseph, his rage is almost beyond control; but
although Manasseh's strength is hinted at in this ver¬
sion also, it is sn action of Joseph himself which
calms his furious brother, and causes him to speak mild¬

ly for the first time.1

Dr. Vermes states:

Comparison of the ... texts show that ... the

As far as these two differing outlines are concerned, CG agrees

in general with the Par-Bom tradition, and FT-Cod. Ox. with the

Tosephta. N seems to use both of these traditions ana results

in a number of doublets. At present we note how this is true

for the opening sentences of the verse. Jv begins, like the

other tgg, "And Judah approached him," following in general

with the opening remarks of Tos., though with unique words of

its own, "thundering fully, from which he then turned in tongue,

1, Ibid.. p. 24,
2. Ibid., p. 23.
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grumbling like a lion," then following with the Par-Bom tradi¬

tion, "and said, 'In beseeching you my lord, let your servant

now speak..." Clearly we have to do with a doublet here, where

two different traditions are next to each other making the mean¬

ing abrupt. Or. Vermes noted this character of N in general

in this verse:

Comparison...shows that...Neofiti attempts to
harmonize the Fragmentary Targurn and Tosefta, and con¬
tains a long repetition,^-

and in particular relating to the opening of the verse:

This same Tosefta exegesis appears in the open¬
ing words of Neofiti: "Judah approached him, first speak¬
ing furiously, then softening his tongue14, but the

words immediately following reveal disharmony. "I pray
you, my lord," etc., has little in common with a roar¬
ing lion,"2

We leave this discussion for the present, to look at the differ¬

ent details of a passage found in both the Par-Bom tradition

and in the Tos., namely item 10 In the Par-Bom outline and num¬

ber 8 in that of Tosefta. In the former, Joseph sees Judah's

strength and calls his first-born Manasseh. Manasseh then per¬

forms the feat of strength: he stamps his foot, so that the

whole palace trembles. N here agrees with Par and Bom. The

latter reads in translation:

In that hour Joseph motioned to Manasseh, his first-born;
and he pounded with his shoe;
and all of Joseph's palace trembled.

In the Tosefta version however, Joseph calls Manasseh, lays his

1• Ibid., p. 23.
2. Ibid., p. 24.
3. This is continued below on pp. 301if.
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palace, so that the whole palace shook. If reads in transla¬

tion :

Now Joseph was afraid, and motioned to Manasseh,
his son,

And he laid his hand upon his shoulder;
then Joseph struck the pillar of the palace,
and he shook it.

FT-Cod. Ox. follows the reading of Tos. Both of these tradi¬

tions are found in Genesis Rabbah. as Dr. Vermes points out.1

They are under the heading,"Thon Judah came near to him". The

version of Par, Bom, and N is found as follows in Gen. Rab.

FOR THOU ART EVEN AS PHARAOH. Just as Pharaoh
decrees (promises) and does not fulfill his decree, so
dost thou decree and not fulfil...As Pharaoh is a king
and thou art second to him, so is my father a king in
the land of Canaan and I am second to him. If I draw
my sword, I will begin with thee and finish with Phar¬
aoh. Now had he said, I will begin with Pharaoh and
end with thee, he would have left him alone. But when
he said, I will begin with thee, he made a sign to Man¬
asseh, who gave one stamp on the floor at which the
whole palace trembled. Woe! he (Judah) cried out;
such a stamp can only be from my father's house, When
he saw that matters were thus, be began speaking with
gentle words: My. lord asked..

The tradition of Tosefta and FT-Cod. Ox. is also found in Gene¬

sis Rabbah:

Another interpretation of THEN JUDAH CAME NEAR
UNTO HIM...When Joseph saw the signs by which he knew
that Judah was angry, he trembled and was terrified,
thinking to himself, Woe is me! he may kill me...
What did Joseph do in that hour? He kicked the stone
column on which he was sitting and reduced it to a heap
of fragments. At this Judah was astonished and ex¬
claimed ,

1* Ibid.. pp. 25f.
2. Midrash Rabbah. II, Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. XCIII, par.

6, pp. 86Gf.
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Leaving the discussion of the content of these two tra-
2

ditions for the present*"", we look first more fully at the compos¬

ite character of N. We have already seen how N contains a

doublet in the opening lines of the verse, using both the "fight-

ing approach" of Tos. and the tactful approach of Par and Bom.

There are four other doublets in N, which we note, numbered one

to four. Each first member of the doublet of N will be refer¬

red to as "aH, and the second as "b".

The first doublet deals with Judah's reference to Jo¬

seph's former statement that the latter feared the Lord and Ju -

dah's question, why Joseph had now changed his judgments like

Pharaoh. Doublet la reads in N:

Did you not say to us, from the first time when we came
to you; I fear the Lord?

But now your judgments are changed,
to be like the judgments of Pharaoh, your Lord.

comparable to PJ, Par, Bom, and CG. Bom reads here:

Did you not say to us, from the first time when we came
to you in Egypt: I fear the Lord?

But now your judgments are changed,
to be like the judgments of Pharaoh, your lord,
by whom you swear.

Doublet lb of N follows immediately upon la, and is translated

as follows:

And he said: Now, our lord,
Did you not say to us, at the first time when we
came: I fear the Lord?

But now you say, I fear Pharaoh.

"TTTbld.. XCIII, 7, pp. 862ff.
2. This is continued below on pp. 293-296.
3. CF, above, p.282 and also below pp. 293-296.
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This addition occurs generally the same in Nmg-tg and in FT-

Cod, Tos. here omits the phrase MI fear the Lord" in this

addition, giving it however toward the beginning of the follow¬

ing addition. The addition under discussion, and the phrase

from the following addition read in Tos.:

Did you not say to us, at the first time when we came
to you: I fear Pharaoh?

And on the third day you said to us:
I worship the Lord.

Of doublet one, part a of N agrees with PJ, Par, Bom, and Co:

and part b with Nmg-tg, Tos., and FT-Cod. Ox.

The second doublet deals with Judah's relating the She-

chem account, how Simeon and Levi killed all the males there be

cause of the violation committed against their sister Dinah;

and concludes how much more this would be done for Benjamin,

head of a tribe. 2a reads in N:

As illustration: Has it not been said to you or has
it not been heard by you,
what Simeon and Levi, my two brothers, did in the

strong city of Shechem?
That they went into it and killed there all males,

because they violated in it Dinah, our sister;
That she was not numbered (with) the tribes,

and had no portion or heritage in the devision of
the land.

So much the more because of Benjamin, our brother,
who is numbered (with) the tribes,
and who has a portion or a heritage in the division

of the land.
And I have strength mora powerful than the strength

of Simeon and Levi.

This reading of N is essentially the same in CO, Nmg-tg, Tos,

and FT-Cod. Ox. Tos. reads as follows:

Have you not been reminded or has it not been heard by
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you,
what my two brothers, Simeon and Levi, did?

That they went into the city of Hamor, the father of
Shechern,
and killed all males,
because of Dinah, our sister;

That she was not numbered (with) the tribes,
and had no portion or heritage with us in the divis¬

ion of the land.
How much more for Benjamin, our brother,

who is numbered (with) the tribes,
and who has a portion or a heritage with us in the

division of the land.
And I in my strength am more powerful than the two of them:

the strength of the Lord, the 3od of Israel.

2b follows in N after doublet 3a, Judan's threat tc draw his sword

and kill all people in Egypt, and boublet 4a, Judah's comparison

of his father and himself to Pharaoh and Joseph, resp. We trans¬

late N:

Has it not been heard by you or has it not been told
to you,
what my two brothers, Simeon and Levi, did in the

strong city of Shechem,
while they were in peace?

(That) they went into it and killed all males,
by means of the sword,
because they violated Dinah, our sister;

that she was not numbered with us with the tribes,
and did not receive with us her heritage.

By how much more for our brother,
who is numbered with us with the tribes,
and who receives a portion or a heritage with us

in the division of the land.
How much stronger am I than they (are),

and how much stronger is my strength than theirs.

2b of N is the same as Par and Bom, which latter reads:

Because, has it not been heard by you or has it not
been told to you,
what my two brothers, Simeon and Levi, did?

That they went into the strong city of Shechem,
while they were living in peace,
and killed all males,
by means of the sword,
because they violated Dinah, our sister;
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that she was not numbered in the tribes,
and did not receive a portion or a heritage with us,

in the division of the land.
By how much more for Benjamin, our brother,

who (is) numbered with us in the tribes,
and who receives a portion or a heritage with us

in the division of the land.
And my strength is stronger than theirs.

Clearly, we have again a doublet here in N, of which part a

agrees with CG, Nrag-tg, Tos., and FT-Cod. Ox. and part b with Par

and Bom.

The third doublet narrates Judah's threat to draw his

sword and to kill all the people in Egypt. 3a in N reads:

Upon my oath, if I should draw my sword from the sheath,
I will not return it to the case,
until the time when every Egyptian is killed;

With you I am beginning and with Pharaoh, your lord,
I am ending.

Doublet 3a in N is found in CG, Nmg-tg, Tos,, and FT-Cod. Ox,

The Tosefta renders as follows:

If I should draw my sword from the scabbard,
I will not return it emptily to its covering,
until I have killed every Egyptian;

With you I am starting and with Pharaoh, your lord,
I am ending.

Member b of this doublet follows in N after doublet 4a, where

Jacob and Judah are compared with Pharaoh and Joseph, resp.

The translation of doublet 3b in N is:

For if I should £>e drawing my sword from the covering
of the sheath1,

1. alt J |d, translated to illustrate that here
we have a combination of the words used in 3a in N:
"sheath" and xna > "covering". A better translation is, "..
from the belly of the sheath or simply with Etheridge, op.
cit., I, p. 315: "...from within its sheath" (the latter for
Bom: xp*n ti jd).
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I will not be putting it back in the sheath,
until X have filled the whole land of Egypt with

• slain;
I will not be putting it back in the sheath,
until I have made the whole land of. Egypt desolate

of inhabitants;
With you T am beginning and with Pharaoh, your lord,

by whoa', you swear,
1 am finishing,
even if it must be done against the will of my

father.

This portion, 3b, occurs also in Par and Bom, which latter
■ '

reads in translation:

For if I should be drawing my sword from the covering
of the sheath-1,
X will not be putting it back in the sheath,
until I have filled the whole land of Egypt with

slain:
I will not be puttxng it back in the sheath,
until I have made the whole land of Egypt desolate

of inhabitants;
With you I am beginning first and with Pharaoh, your

lord, I am finishing,
even if it must be done against the will of my
father.

In the third doublet we have thus the same evidence that we

found in the second: part a is found in CQ, Nmg-tg, Tos, and

FT~Cod. Ox. and part b in Par and Bom.

In the fourth doublet, Pharaoh and Joseph are compared

with Jacob and Judah. Part 4a reads in N:

Because I am honorable like you, and my father
is honorable like Pharaoh, your lord.

Because as you swear, which swearing you do in him,
so I am swearing (like) you in the life of the head

of my father,
as you are swearing in the life of the head of Phar¬

aoh, your lord.

Bom and Par have the comparable passage, the former reading:

1. Cf. p. 288, ftnt. 1.
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Because I am honorable like you, and my father is
honorable like Pharaoh, your lord,

in whom you swear.
Can I not be swearing in the life of the head of my

father,
(only Bom adds: as you are swearing in the life of

the head of Pharaoh, your lord?)*
and not lie?

Following in N are doublet 3b, Judah's threat to draw his sword,

doublet 2b, the Shechem story and Judah's relating how he has

become the sponsor for Benjamin. Then follows 4b in N;

As you and Pharaoh are rulers in the land of Egypt,
so I end Jacob my father, are rulers in the land

of Canaan.

The parallel is only found in CG:

As Pharaoh, your lord, is great and a ruler in the
land of Egypt,
and he dwelled in his home,
so my father is great and a ruler in the land of

Canaan.

In the case of this doublet 4, where the Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox.

are lacking, we find 4a in Par and Bom and 4b in CG.

There can thus be no doubt of the composite character

of N. We have to do here with real doublets, which have more¬

over not been worked into the fabric of the text artistically,

but are found put together without much editorial revision.

Dr. Vermes states, on the basis of the comparison of the Frag¬

mentary Targum, the Tosefta and N in these verses, that "Neo-
1 2

fiti is a mixed version" , and continues in the footnote ,

"This example indicates that Neof. cannot be considered as a

1. Vermes, ojo. ext.. p. 23.
2. Ibid.. ftnt. 12.
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pure version of T. Yerushalrai". There can be no doubt of the

mixed character of N in these verses. However, as in Dr. Ver¬

mes' paper, "its study is postponed until later"L, so in the

context of the present work, we must take into account the char¬

acter of N as a whole, covering the Pentateuch.

Before leaving the study of the doublets in N, we may

summarize how the other tgg stand in these places. If we sep¬

arate the two traditions in each case by the word "versus". we

have the following evidence: doublet 1: CG, Par, Bom versus

Nmg, Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. (the same was the case in the doublet

at the opening of the verse): doublet 2 and 3: CG, FT-Cod. Ox.

Tos., and Nmg versus Par and Bom; doublet 4: CG versus Par

and Bom. In general here, Par and Bom never agree with Tos.,

FT-Cod. Ox, or Nmg-tg, where the latter are present, but always

give the other tradition. It would thus appear to be correct

to speak of two traditions here: Par, Bom on the one hand and

Tos.., FT-Cod. Ox and Nmg-tg on the other. As for CG, it now

agrees with Par and Bom (doublet 1 and opening doublet), and

then again presents the other tradition from them (doublet 2,

3 and 4). The same seems to be its relation to the Tos. and

FT-Cod. Ox.: CG agrees with this tradition in doublets 2 and

3, but presents the opposite tradition in case of doublet 1 and

the opening doublets. CG here is folio 7a of Ms B 8 of the

Taylor-Schechter-Coilectioh of the Cambridge University Library.

1. Ibid., p. 23.
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We have here one targum ms (the tg follows the Hebrew verse

for verse in this ms), which is not simply in one tradition or

the other, as we have found these two traditions above. In

one place C3 stands with Par and Bom against Too., FT-Cod. Ox.

and Nmg-tg, and in another place CG reads with Tos.? FT-Cod.

Ox. and Nmg-tg against Par and Bom. We have however not to

do with a compilation in CG. The latter has a unified charac¬

ter, When we thus have seen the evidence of CG, as well as

that of Par-Bom, of Tos., FT-Cod. Ox., Nmg-tg, and of N, in

these verses, we cannot simply speak of a ms giving one of two

possible traditions of interpretation unless the ms were a

compilation. CG does not fit in such a classification. In

the Palestinian (Pentateuch) Targum tradition we have rather to

do with different aspects and emphases in the targumic inter¬

pretation, occurring over the years in different localities in

Palestine and possibly coming in contact with each other. These

different emphases, which over the years grew into specific

types of interpretation, existed independently of each other in

a free state of tradition, and with equal claim as "targum",

as translation and explanation of the text. Such a frame of

reference deals adequately with the facts which we have found

in these verses.

We now return to the discussion of the two traditions

of the feat of strength performed by Joseph or Manasseh which

brought Judah back to milder speech^; and to the doublet in

1. Cf. above, pp. 2'82ff.
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N at the opening of the verses1*.
We return first to the two accounts of the way in which

Judah was brought to milder speech. According to one account,

found in Par, Bom, and N, Joseph motions to Manasseh and Manas-

seh stamps his foot so that the whole palace trembles:

In that hour Joseph was afraid and quivered before
Judah|

and Joseph motioned to Manasseh, his son;
and he stamped with his foot upon the palace;
and all of the palace was made to shake.

The other account is found in Tos. and PT-Cod. Ox. According

to it Joseph motions to Manasseh, lays his hand on ManssseMs

shoulder and then strikes the pillar of the palace:

In that hour Joseph rose,
and hit the pillar of the palace
and he shook it.3

The difference is that of Manasseh stamping his foot in Par,

Bom and N and of Joseph striking the pillar in Tos., and FT-

Cod. Ox. It was shown above1 how both these interpretations

are present in Genesis Rabbah. the former in chapter XCIII, 6
5

and the latter in XCIII, 7. As Dr. Vermes notes , the latter

passage is considered by J. Theodor to be an interpolation in

the text of Gonesis Kabbah^. Dr. Vermes states that, "...

1. Cf. Above, pp. 278-283.
2. This is the translation of N.

3. This is the translation of FT-Cod. Ox.

4. pp. 28L]„f. above.
5. Vermes, op. cit.. p. 25.
6. Rabbi Freedman notes this in a footnote in Midrasb

Rabbah. II, Genesis, op. cit.. p. 861, ftnt. 2, "Sec. 7 is
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textual criticism of Genesis Kabbah confirras ... (the) ...

conclusion ... concerning the secondary character of the To-

sefta version."-'* The haggada of Genesis Kabbah XCIII, 6 is

said to presuppose the targum because it comments on the tar-

gumie expression "I will begin with you and finish with Phar¬

aoh", and subsequently establishes a logical connection between

Judah's threat and Joseph's following action. The haggada of

Genesis Kabbah is seen to be an exposition based on the targum

of G IjJb. 18-19, which makes the targum in question older than

this "most ancient" part of Genesis Kabbaht

As for the targumic exegesis, it can safely
be stated that Genesis Kabbah does not create the hag-
gadah, but presupposes it. This is apparent from the
fact that it comments on the targumic expression "I
will begin with you and finish with Pharaoh", and sub¬
sequently establishes a logical connection between
Judah's threat and Joseph's further action. In other
words, the passage from Genesis Kabbah is a commen¬
tary based on the targumic exegesis of Gen. xliv, —
which is consequently older than the final composition
of this most ancient part of the Midrash Kabbah. This
chronological sequence, established by pure literary
analysis, has certainly some significance, but It is
still, needless to say, merely relative. No precise
date can be attached to the haggadah in question.2

l/o do not wish here to discuss J. Theodor's judgment that Gen¬

esis Kabbah XCIII, 7 forms part of an Interpolation, nor his

reasons for this judgment, though Rabbi Preedman includes the

transposed in Th., and comes after 9 and 10. Th« adds that
sections 7, 8, 11 and 12 are interpolations."

1. Vermes, op. cit., p. 25

2. Ibid., p. 25.
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passages in question in his translation.^" We do however note

that in the targumic sources, even though we find two traditions

of interpretation, there is striking similarity between the tg(g)

of one tradition and the tg(g) of another and dissimilarity
2

between the tgg of one tradition."" K, being in the tradition

found in Par and Bom, has certain marked similarities with ei¬

ther Tos. or FT-Cod, Ox. of the other tradition: "(Joseph) was

afraid": ^POJIK , is only found in N and Tos. "his son" is

found in N and Par of one tradition, and in Tos. of the other;

Bom has "his first-born". Dissimilarity in the Par-Bom-N tra¬

dition is seen in unique renderings of N. Only N has, "Joseph

quivered before Judah" : rn*in'*T mtnp JD *}0V hDIKl . Where
Par and K read, " and he stamped with his foot": nPilj nsC31 ,

Bom reads, "and he pounded with his shoe": n'3SDDJ 3SIT .

There is also dissimilarity between Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. For

Tos, "now": pa » in "Now Joseph was afraid", FT-Cod. Ox. has,
"in that hour": K'fina , which latter is literally the same

as N, and similar to Par: KfiSK? H2 and Bom: SlOTS il'J, of the

other tradition. For "Joseph was afraid": •r)OT? briSflXin
Tos., FT-Cod. Ox. has, "Joseph rose": ^jDI9 □{?. For, "then

Joseph struck the pillar": ST1DS72 3^3, in Tos., FT-Cod.

Ox. reads: "and he hit the pillar": KDni. We hence

see how we have to take into account the facts of similarity

1. Midrash Eabbah. II, Genesis. op. cit.. Ch. XCIII, par.
7, pp. 862-866.

2. Cf. the translation on p.283f.(Bom and Tos) and (N and
FT-Cod. Ox.), p. 293.
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between tgg of different traditions and dissimilarity between

those of one tradition, as well as the fact of finding two tra¬

ditions of interpretation concerning the passage in question.

The evidence is not fully explained by seeing here no more than

two traditions of interpretation, of which one is later than

the other. There is an inter-relatedness of these traditions

beyond that which can be explained by the fact that each tradi¬

tion interprets the same Biblical text. We must rather think

in terms of a Palestinian Pentateuch Targum tradition, which

grew up in different places in Palestine, emphasizing different

aspects of interpretation. Though different traditions of in¬

terpretations came to exist in different localities, the taryumic

tradition was a fluid one in which local targums on specific pas¬

sages may have come in contact with each other. We have in

our case in point to dc with two traditions, which came into

existence in the development of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition,

which traditions in the earlier and more fluid state have come'

in contact with each other. The latter development explains

both the facts found immediately above"1" and the character of C3
2

as relating to the doublets found in N.

Before -we return to the discussion of the doublet in N
O

at the opening of these verses , we refer to Dr. Vermes* thor¬

ough analysis of the origin of these two traditions. The Par-

1. Cf. above, pp. 29Ipf.
2. Cf. above, pp. 291f.
3. Cf. above, pp2?8~233,292f. and below, pp. 302ff,



Bom tradition is said to move away from the text at the phrase,

"...for you are like Pharaoh himself," which is a compliment

in the MT, but a reproach in the tg. Dr. Vermes analyzes that

the interpreters were not thinking of the Pharaoh of Joseph's

time, but of the Pharaoh of tha later Exodus, who vacillated be¬

tween letting the children of Israel go, and keeping them in

Egypt. And indeed this targumic exegesis which is found in

the last paragraph of Genesis Rabbah XCIII, 6 is under thehea-

ding, "For thou art even as Pharaoh" :

...however, it is possible to make some prog¬
ress in the matter of establishing its link with the
biblical text on the interpretive level. The key ap¬
pears to lie in the phrase "for you are like Pharaoh".
It is from this point onwards that the targumic exege¬
sis moves away from the biblical narrative, Genesis
presents the phrase as a compliment, but in the Targum
it is clearly a reproach. The comparison implies in¬
consistency, weakness, the promise of good and the do¬
ing of evil. Why? Because the name of Pharaoh was
indissolubly bound, in the minds of the interpreters
of the Bible, with the Pharaoh of Exodus, the ruler
who vacillated between his promise to the children of
Israel, and his refusal to grant them their freedom.
The whole haggadah is in fact, founded on this pejor¬
ative interpretation. As so often happens, tradition
was stronger than the exigences of the context and its
general significance.

This observation is confirmed by external evi¬
dence. Under the heading "For you are like Pharaoh",
Genesis Rabbah xciii.6 summarizes this whole targumic
exegesis. '

As the interpretation of Pharaoh for G 44.18 comes from

E 7-9 so the character of Judah is interpreted as found in G

1. Genesis 44.18.

2. Vidrash Rabbah, II, Genesis, op. cit.„ Ch. XCIII,
par. 6? pp. 86C)f.

3. Vermes, .op. cit. ■■ pp. 25f.
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49.3-9. These two facts, the vacillatory character of Phar¬

aoh and the strength of Judah are inserted as particular exe¬

gesis of "...for you are like Pharaoh himself" between verses

13 and 19. The passage thus opens and closes on a supplica¬

tory note :

According to the usual midrashic process, Gen,
xliv. 18 is interpreted in connection with the relev¬
ant passages from Ex. vii-ix referring to Pharaoh's
behaviour; and Gen. xiix, with reference to the char¬
acter of Judah. However, by introducing this partic¬
ular exegesis of "For you are like Pharaoh", the Tar-
gum interrupts the harmony between verses 18 and 19.
In Genesis, both verses belong to the same supplicato¬
ry prayer, but in the Targum,Judah's address opens

quietly and courteously, and then moves straight on
to threats and reproaches. Finally, in v. 19, it re¬
verts to its former tone. The sudden change from host¬
ility to reason is explained by Judah's discovery of
kinsmen in the persons of Manasseh and Joseph...In
this way the targumic haggadah is fashioned into a co¬
herent, and psychologically well-constructed albeit
popular interpretation. 1

The seccnd tradition, that of Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. did

not take its inception from the phrase, "...for you are like

Pharaoh himself", but rather from "Judah approached him". The

word "approach" was often used in the context of battle, and

so here it was thought that Judah wanted to fight. The open¬

ing of the verses in this tradition is different from that of
2

the MI, as opposed to tradition one."

Dr. Vermes presents a number of indications that the

Tos. tradition is secondary. The first of these is a long

addition in Tos., occurring in the passage just before Joseph

1. Ibid., p. 26
2. Ibid.„ pp.26f.



kicks the pillar of the palace. The additions, in which Jo¬

seph and Judah mutually threaten each other, are seen to be an

independent development:

Tosefta's account of the altercation between
Judah and Joseph, in which the governor of Egypt re¬
veals an astonis'hing knowledge of Judah's past, is
clearly an independent development, and to judge from
the structure of both documents, the exegesis of the
FT would appear to remain closer to the biblical nar¬
rative .

The addition of Tosefta which follows immediately upon JUdah's

threat to kill all people in Egypt, reads in translation:

Joseph said to him, "If you should draw your
sword, I would be turning it against your neck."
Judah said to him, 'Now I will open my mouth and will
swallow you up." Joseph said to him, "If you shall
open ycur mouth, I will close it with this stone,"
Judah said to him, "The fire of Shechem is burning in
my heart." Joseph said to him, "With the fire of Ta-
mar, your daughter-in-law, I am extinguishing (it)."
Judah said to him, "Now I will submerge the land of
Egypt in blood." Joseph said to him, "You are sub¬
merging (in blood) all your days, as you did to the
tunic, of Joseph, your brother, when you killed the ram
of a goat, dipped it in blood, brought it to your fa¬
ther and said to him, 'Seek to know now whether this
tunic is of your son or not.*" Now Judah cried with
a loud cry so that all the Egyptians were afraid; ev¬
ery child came forth from the womb of his mother and
half of the cattle came forth from the land of Egypt.

The second indication of the secondary character of the Tos,

tradition came from a comparison of the account of Joseph's

kicking the pillar (Tos.) or Manasseh's stamping his foot (Par-
Bom) with these traditions in Genesis Rabbah XCIII, 7 and 6

resp. It was pointed out that Genesis Rabbah XCIII, 7 was

considered to be an interpolation there, by J. Theodor, The

I. Ibid., p. 24.
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account of Tos. was therefore thought to be secondary to thatof

Par-Bom:

In fact, textual criticism of Genesis Rabbah
confirms that provisional conclusion already arrived at,
concerning the secondary character of the Tosefta ver¬
sion. The passage in which it figures, xciii. 7, is
considered by J. Theodor as an interpolation.

Thus, Dr. Vermes comes to the following conclusions about the

two traditions: (l) the Fragmentary targum presents the more

primitive form of G 44.18-19, based on the association of G 44,

49 and E 7-11; (2) the tradition of Tos. is independent of

that of the Fragmentary targum, building on a different base;

(3) N is principally made up of the Fragmentary targum, but in

addition combines the exegesis of both FT and Tos.; and (4)
both of these traditions were known at the time of the original

2
redaction of Genesis Rabbah.

In conclusion Dr. Vermes points out that the two differ¬

ent approaches of Judah, the ferocious one and the rniid one,

are both referred to in Genesis Rabbah:

THEN JUDAH CAME NEAR UNTO HIM. R. Judah, R.
Nehemiah, and the Rabbis commented. R. Judah said: He
came near for battle , as in the verse, S_o Jcab and the
people that were with him drew nigh unto battle (II Sam.
x, 13)* R. Nehemiah said: He came near for concilia¬
tion. as in the verse, Then the children of Judah drew
near unto Joshua (Josh, xiv, 6)--to conciliate him... :

Dr. Vermes notes that the Tos. exegesis is traced to R. Judah,

disciple of R. Aqiba, who lived in the first half of the second

century A.D. This being true, the exegesis of the Framentary

1• Ibid., p. 25.
2. Ibid.. p. 27; No quotation is available.
3. Midrash Rabbah. II, Genesis, op. cit.. Ch„ XCIII,

par. 6, p. 859.
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targumic tradition is at least as old or perhaps older than

R. Judan's time. It is however also warned, that absence from

pre-Rabbinic sources shows that if the tradition were known be-

for Aqiba's time, it was not widely accepted.^
We need to ask ourselves whether the proof for the se¬

condary character of the Tos. tradition has been decisive enough.

It rested mainly on an addition in Tos. which shows an indepen¬

dent development and on the fact that the Tos. rendering of Jo¬

seph kicking the pillar of the palace occurs in Genesis Kabbah,

where it is thought by Theodor to be an interpolation. It has

already been pointed out, that the two traditions of Judah's ap¬

proach, the ferocious one and the mild one, are in Genesis Kab¬

bah XCIII, 6 attached to the names of Rabbis Judah and Nehemiah,

resp. These men are contemporaries, later pupils of R. Akiba,
2

and are often found to be in controversy with each other." This

would indicate that both traditions existed side by side during

the time of the third generation of Tannaim (approx. 13'. -160 .1.

D.). We have already twice seen that the hypothesis of two in¬

dependent traditions of exegesis did not do full justice to all
3

the facts. This is equally true if we ascribe a secondary char¬

acter to one of these traditions. With these questions and

the previous discussion in mind, we return to the discussion of
4

the doublet in N at the opening of these verses.

1. Vermes, op. cit.. p. 28.
2. Strack, oao. cit., p. 115; R. Judah ben El'ai and

R. Nehemiah.

3. Cf. above, pp. 291ff. and 291+ff.
4. Cf. above, pp. 278-283, 292f., 296.
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This concerns the approach made by Judah at the opening

of verse IS. We had noted hew N seemed to combine the mild ap¬

proach of PJ, Par, 3cm, and CG, with the ferocious approach of

Tos. and FT-Cod. Gx. This comes out clearly in the following

translation of N, numbering the lines for analysis:

1. And Judah approached him,
2. thundering fully,
3. from which he then turned in tongue,
4. grumbling like a lion;
5. and he said, wIn beseeching you my lord,
6. let your servant now speak..."

Line one, stating that Judah comes near, is the same in all the

tgg, 0, PJ, Par, Bom, CG, N, Tos., and FT-Cod. Gx. Lines five

and six of N, are the following lines of O, PJ, Par, Bom, CG,

and Nmg-tg. Lines two, three and four of N however give the

substance of interpretation of the corresponding line of Tos.

and FT-Cod. Ox. Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. read:

1. And Judah approached him,
2-4. mighty and strengthened as a lion,
5. and he said, "Listen to me, o king!"

We note the different phrasing and word choice of Tos. and FT-

Cod. Gx. on the one hand: K'IKD 12AI1D1 and of N on the

other: Dm "paTOn p'?M , as it concerns

lines two to four. Now we call attention to a fact which has

not been noticed so far. The approach like a lion is mentioned

for a second time in FT-Cod. Gx. It follows there immediately

upon Judah's threat to kill ail people in Egypt, and is follow¬

ed by Joseph's kicking of the pillar. The phrase reads: KTsrn

rp-lira pn'W nun' op IW , «At that time Judah stood and
roared (grumbled) over them like a lion". We note a rea], lit-
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eral similarity between this (second) reading of FT-Cod. Ox.

and line 4 of N: both use the same verb OH3, "and he roared",

as well as the noun JPhJQ , "like a lion". This literal simi¬

larity between the second reading of FT-Cod. Ox. and the open¬

ing of N is striking in comparison to the lack of literal simi¬

larity between the opening of Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. and the op¬

ening of N. (except for the word*1*Tib , "like a lion") Hence,

though the meaning of these lines in N, Tos. and the two places

in FT-Cod. Ox. is the same, N has more literal similarity with

the second reading of FT-Cod. Ox. than with the first reading

of the latter and Tos. The context of the second reading of

FT-Cod. Ox. is very natural: Judah is speaking his wild words

and threatens to kill all Egyptians; here our reading is inser¬

ted, saying that Judah stood and roared over them like a lion;

next Joseph stands and kicks the pillar of the palace. That

the second reading of FT-Cod. Ox. forms an integral part of the

context is seen in the use of the verb □{?, to stand, in this

reading, and in the phrase immediately following, where it is

only used by Tos. and not in the other tgg in the parallel pas¬

sage. We may thus assume that this "second" reading of FT-Cod.

Ox. is found in its right and proper context. This reading

shows similarity of words as well as of meaning with line four

of N. Moreover lines two to four of N are not in their proper

place there, but are an insertion of material from the Tos-FT-

Cod. Ox. tradition. It is not impossible to regard the origin

of these opening lines of N, not the opening lines of Tos. or



FT-Cod. Ox., but rather the context and place of the second read¬

ing of FT-Cod. Ox. Indeed this is more reasonable, viewing

the literal similarity of the opening lines of N and the second

reading of FT-Cod. Ox. But if this be so, this can be how the

tradition that Judah approached ferociously from the start, came

into being; from its former place (second reading in FT-Co. Ox.)
to the beginning of the verse (opening lines in N). Once a be¬

ginning was made with the idea that Judah approached like a lion

from the start, it developed into a tradition of interpretation

and was taken over by other tgg (Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox.).

Thus, as far as the opening lines of these verses are

concerned, we have two traditions. The main tradition tells of

a tactful approach of Judah. This is found in the MT and 0, and

of the Pal. tgg in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and in N. A ferocious at¬

titude in Judah is found later on in the passage and is specifi¬

cally stated in FT-Cod. Ox. (second reading). This made its way

to the beginning of the verse, and is found in N, next to the tac

ful approach of Judah. The account of the approach of Judah

which was ferocious from the start became a tradition of exegesis

and found its way into the opening of Tos. and FT-Cod. Ox. These

two traditions of approach then come to be equal traditions and

they are associated in Midrash Rabbah with the names of Rabbi Ne-

hemiah and Rabbi Judah, contemporaries in the first half of the

second century A.D. The tradition of ferocious approach is

thus developed from the tradition of humble approach, N providing

the link between these, and the doublet of the ferocious attitude
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in FT-Cod. Ox. providing the clue. Behind these two tradi¬

tions of approach lies the Pal. Pent. fg. tradition,, with differ¬

ent tgg developing more or less independently and sometimes com¬

ing in contact with each other, accounting for the relatedness

of the two traditions. It remains to be said that once the

ferocious attitude of Judah had transplanted itself from a later

place in the passage to the beginning, it would have been easy

for a ferocious approach to be suggested through association of

G 49, as mentioned by Dr. Vermes.

As for the difference in these two interpretations with

regard to Manasseh stamping his foot {Par, Bom, N) and Joseph

kicking the pillar of the palace (Tos., FT-Cod. Ox.), these are

best regarded as two interpretations which grew from different

emphases in separate branches of the Fal. Pent. Tg. tradition.

They had become independent traditions in the time of the Mid-

rash Rabbah. and occur both in Genesis Rabbah. XCXII, 6 and 7.

As for the passage as a whole, it is best to think of

two traditions (evidence of approach), with one tradition (Tos.

and FT-Cod. Ox.) having sprung from the former (PJ, Par, Bom,

CG and N), though both N and FT-Cod. Ox. present an in-between

stage of movement from the former to the latter tradition. As

for the accounts of Manasseh stamping his foot or Joseph kicking

the pillar of the palace, these took inception as independent

emphases of the Pal. Pant, tg tradition. Both the two ''tradi¬

tions" (approach) and the different emphases (feats of strength

of Manasseh or Joseph) are found in Genesis Ra bbah. and were
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established at the beginning of the second century A.D. But

most important of this discussion is the fact that underlying

these two "traditions" and "emphases" are the different branches

of the Pal. Pent. tg. tradition. This was well seen in the in¬

ter- relatedness of both the "traditions" ana the "emphases" which

we have discussed so fully. This tradition thus rests in time,

before the end of the first century A.D. It directly underlies

all the tgg discussed: PJ, Par, Bom, CG, N, Nmg-tg, Tos., and

FT-Cod. Ox. It remains to be admitted that the doublets of N,

loosely put together as they are, point to a crude putting to¬

gether of different targumic readings in N. This is not "ar¬

tistic compilation" done by an experienced targumic editor. The

nature of N in other passages must be looked at, before a judg¬

ment be made about the nature of N.

1. It remains to give in translation two unique additions,
one in Tos. and one in FT-God. Ox. The first occurs in Tos. fol¬
lowing the mighty approach of Judah and his mentioning of the

former statement of Joseph that he feared the Lord: '"You have
spoken to us false things and hard words. You have treated us
as spies of the land and have chained us in prison for three
days. Then on the third day, you have said to us 'I worship the
Lord; leave with me one of you, till you will bring back to me
Benjamin, your brother.' And Simon, our brother, you separated
from us and chained him in prison to torture him. Now we did
according to your word and brought to you Benjamin our brother.
Then you placed your cup in his sack to make him slave."' The
second addition follows the account of the Shechem disaster in
FT-Cod. Ox.: '"How much more has he kept him alive to be lifted
up to greatness. But you are wishing him for kindlingwood, for
service." And Joseph replied and said to Judah, "I see that you
are of the intention (that you hope) to do in Egypt what you did
in Shechem." And Judah said to Joseph, "My weapon is the word
which comes from my mouth. As two of us laid waste Shechem so
we destroy you: each inhabitant, for I am stronger than the
two of them..."'



We begin the additions of the passages dealing with the

Ten Commandments at E 20.1. An addition is found here in the

phrase, "all these words" referring to the Ten Commandments.

Par, Bom, Co, and N insert the noun FIT.?, and read generally,

t "all the excellency of these words". The ad¬

dition is also found at 0 27,8 in Par and Bom only, lacking as

it is there in PJ, CG, and N.~ Ihere also, the reference is

to the words of the Torah. The evidence need not mean that PJ

is not in the Pal. tgg tradition. The facts as compared with

D 27.8 would be that there may have been more streams in the

Pal. tgg, of which PJ at E 20.1 is one stream, omitting the ad¬

dition, and the tgg of Par, Bom, CG, and N the other, including

this addition. At D 27.8, CG and N agree with PJ in omitting

this addition. It may therefore well be that PJ here at E 20.

1 has one tradition of the Pal. tg, and Par, Bom, CG and N have

another.

Two additions of E 20.2 have been dealt with In the dis¬

cussion of the verse part, namely in relation to the phrases,

"who brought you out" and "the house of bondage". Remaining

are one unique addition, in the context of the verse proper, in

Par, and a long paragraph introducing this verse.

Instead of "...out of the land of Egypt", Par gives "and

from the servitude of Egypt, as you were slaving under the hand

1. Etheridge, ££. cit., I, p. 510.
2. Cf. below.

3. Cf. above, Ch. II, pp. l6lff.
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of the Egyptians (*snS»T )" • We note that PJ also reads:

"KISS!* "from the house of the Egyptians", though lacking the

unique addition of Par. The addition in Par, giving an ordi¬

nary but vivid explanatory comment., is of the kind often found

in the Pal. tg tradition.

A large addition is prefixed, to this verse and describes

how the first "Word of the Lord" came from His mouth like

storms, lightnings and fires, was seen, by the camp of Israel

and was engraven on the tables of the Commandments. The intro¬

duction leads up to the quotation of the "First Word", i.e.
1

the verse proper, '"I am the Lord your God..."' With minor va¬

riations, this addition is present in PJ, Par, CQ, and N. PJ

reads (numbering the lines):

1. The First Word, as it came forth from the mouth of the
2. Holy One, blessed be His name,
3. was like violent storms, like lightnings and like

flames of fire,
4. a torch of light on His right and
5. a burning torch on His left.
6. It flew and soared through the air of the heavens
7. and was again seen by the camp of Israel.
8. It returned and was engraven on the tables of the

Covenant,
9. which were given into the inside of the hand of

10. NSoses^, and were turned in them from side to side.
11. Then He called and spoke, "My people, sons of Israel..."

This addition, except for minor additions noted below, is the

same in PJ, Par, CG, and N. As an introduction to the "First

1. This same addition is similarly prefixed to verse 3,
where it introduces the first commandment, cr second word, com¬
ing from the Lord. The addition of verse 3 is prefixed only to
PJ and N and is nearly identical to that of verse 2 here. Cf.
also below at verse 3.

2. Etheridge, op. cit., I, p. foil translates, "...that
were given by the hand of Mosheh...".
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Word" spoken by the Lord, Illustrating its splendor and might,

it is a part of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, with which PJ is

one here.

In the description of the First Word coming from the

mouth of the Lord, "...like violent storms, like lightnings

and like flames of fire..." only PJ has P'Sinbw, "flames". N,

Par, and CG have |'T(*)2(D)V, "torches". PJ preserves a unique

choice of noun of the varied Pal. tg tradition. PJ also

preserves a unique reading of the Pal. tgg in, "...which were

given into the inside of the hand of Moses, and were turned in

them from side to side.1' In PJ it follows the engraving of

the Lord on the tablets and is a relative clause to "tablets".

Only the second part of this stands in Par, "...and they were

turned in them from side to side..." where it follows, "...

and it was engraven upon the tablets of the Covenant...", and

- is not really intelligible there. PJ here preserves for us a

2
reading of the Pal. tgg, which only imperfectly stands in Par."

Unique readings occur in Par and h, one in common bet¬

ween Par and CG. For HVyj VP (PJ), ".ole.ssed be His

name" in PJ and N, the reading H20D rPQW VP, "praised be Ms

1. In E 20.3, PJ reproduces the second part of this ad¬
dition. Cf. also there.

2. Presumably, part of the addition in Par was lost, It
is less probable to assume that PJ has copied the addition as_
it stands now in Par, and has added to it to make it intelligi¬
ble. Ginsburger, in the edition of PJ, refers to Mechiltha

at verse 15 for this addition in PJ, but this reference does
not seem to have any relation to it. Cf. Mechiltha. \5ber-
setzt von Winter und Wunsche, .sjo. ext., pp. 219f.
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name" occurs in CG. Par combines these two, adding the ad¬

jective "great" to "name", the adverb "forever" to the verb

and preceding the whole with "blessed be He", thus reading,

"...blessed be He whose great name is blessed and praised for¬

ever": dvr? natn "prio kn fpot k.v sin V"13. in line six,

Par, inserts "firmament", thus reading, "It flew and

soared through the air of the firmament of the heavens". In

N, the spelling of "torch" agrees three times with that of the

word twice occurring in PJ: 1EQ7. Par and CG omit the -~J anc

have twice each: 1 A'-. The reading without the ® is also pre¬

served in a mg of N.
1

Lines seven, eight and eleven of PJX:

(7a) and it circled around (b) and was seen (c) by the
camp of Israel.

(8) It returned and was engraven on the tables of the
Covenant...

(11) Then He was calling and spoke, "My people, sons of
Israel..."

are a doublet in N, which we translate belcw, marking the first

member "A" and the second member "B", and following the subdi¬

vision of line seven into "a", "b" and "c":

A
(7a) and it circled around (b-c) and all Israel saw it

and feared.
(8) And it was returning and was engraven upon the two

tables of the Covenant.
(li) And He spoke, "My people, sons of..."

B.
(7a) and it was again circling around (c) the camp of

1. Omitting line nine, an addition peculiar to pj, and
line ten, an addition in common between pj and Par. Line saver,
has been subdivided into "a", "b" and "c".
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^ , Israel.(8) And it was again engraven^on the tables of the Cove¬
nant.

3x) And all Israel saw it.
11) Then He was calling and spoke, "My people, sons of

Israel..."

The first member (A) of the doublet in N, parallels the render¬

ing of lires seven, eight and eleven in CG:

(7b-c) and all Israel saw it and feared it.
\8) And it was returning and was engraven on the two

tables of the Covenant.
(ll) And He spoke, "My people, sons cf Israel..."

The second member (B) of the doublet in N, is like the render¬

ing of these three lines in Par:

(7a) it went forth and circled (c) around the camp c£
Israel. ^(8) It returned and was engraven" on the tables of the

f Covenant. 4(10) and were turned in them from side to side."
{11) And when He was calling and spoke, "My people, my

people, house of Israel..."

That the reading of N is a doublet can easily be seen.'

Member A of N resembles the reading of CG: (7b-c) is the same

in both, except that CG adds "it": ft 38 after the verb "ftarod"

1. ppnnsi *nni can either be translated "and it was

again engraven" or "and it returned and was engraven". Cf. Le
vy,..oj3. cit.. I, p. 248: Pe—1. umkreisen, umringen (,
zuruckkehren: Bom. at G 49.19); 2. mit nachfolg. Verbum adve
ialiter: etwas wieder, noch einmal thun.

2. Line 8x is a unique addition of N, which therefor
does not form part of the doublet.

3. Cf. above, ftnt. 1.
4. Line ten is an addition in common between Par and PJ

and does not form part of the doublet.
4A. The following verse, E 20.3, also has the doublet

in N. There the same long addition is prefixed to the verse,
only in PJ and N. Cf. the addition there.
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(7a) :T?n> f "and it circled around", may be borrowed from PJ^"
or the editorial work of the scribe of N, using this verb four

times introducing lines seven and eight in each of the two mem-

2
bers A and B, to make a unity of N-.~ (Par and Co use the verb

only once, in line eight, referring to the returning of the

word and its engraving on the tables) Line eight in this mem¬

ber A is exactly alike in N and Co, "And it was returning and

was engraven upon the two tables of the Covenant." As com¬

pared with the rendering in PJ and Par, N-C3 uses the auxiliary

verbrnr} within , "it was returning" and specifies that there

were two tables of the Covenant. The presence of line eleven

here in N is important, 'And He spoke, "My people, sons of..."'.
This set phrase is generally used in the tgg to introduce the

speaker, as it is in PJ, Par, Co and member B of N. But after

its mention^-11 member A of N- the speaker's words do not follow,

but instead the second rendering of these lines, i.e. membei B

of the doublet. That this line eleven is part of the doublet,

and is from the C3 tradition as seen in the fact that both have

the same :'32 (C3:^ } f whereas PJ has mi a p3i

1. Cf. the discussion below, p.319? ftnt. 1. But c .

also below, for the same addition in verse 3, There PJ
reads *1TR without the conjunction 1 , while N has, as here in
verse 2,riTrn . Hence whereas the reading for PJ and N are the
same in verse 2 ). thev are different in verse 3 (PJ:
and-N *»"" ).

2.ivn j_n n at (A7a): 5 "and it circled around" :
at JA8): Vi'n "nn1 , "and it. was returning"; at (B7a 'i * "TTTil

sjpai ^ "and it was again circling around": and (BB):
"and jjt was again engraven".
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*32 "*Xi¥ » 'Then He was calling and spoke, "My people, sons of

. We have hence seen how member A of the doublet in N

is like CG (lines 7b~c, 8 and 11) and perhaps in one word like

PJ (line 7a).

Member B of the doublet in N is like the rendering of

Par, with affinity to PJ: for (7a) PJ has: 7?m, "and it cir¬

cled around*, Par: *}9|?1S1 V'TJE, "it went forth and circled
around" and N (member B) : *jj?D1 Itni, "and it was again circlin g
The second part in N uses the same root (^pS ), though a diffe¬

rent form, as Par. The first part in N is the same as PJ;
2

Gtm , and may be either borrowed from PJ or the editorial
o

work of the scribe of N in making the doublet a united whole ,

The same was the case at line (7a) in member A of this doublet,

where N borrowed from CG but included the first word of PJ:

7TR*l . It is obvious that the first word of Par ( be¬

comes unnecessary to N when "Itm of PJ is chosen. (7b) of PJ,

"and was seen" does not occur in N here and in Par. (7c) is

the same in PJ, N (member B), and Par, "by the camp of Israel",

reading in N: VK1797 11 n 9 J119 r"P ,13 '?V. Line e 1 even in N, and

Par is similar. Both use HIS, "to call", with the auxiliary

1. Whereas PJ, Par, and the second member (3) of N have
*Qy for "my people", CG has UV and the first member (a) of 7
has . (Kahie footnotes this rendering^ in CG with the
note "a. R.".) Also in this form ssy-svsv as opposed to *8?,.
it seems that part A of N has affinity with CG,

2. Cf, the discussion below, p.319 and there ftnt.l.
3. Cf. above, p.3l2and there ftnt 2.
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verb mn . N reads, 'Then He was calling and spoke, "My peo¬

ple, sons of Israel..."' The reading of CG is simply, "And He

spoke...".

There can be no doubt of a doublet in N, made up of CG

and Par. We must however look at two more aspects of this dou¬

blet, the addition peculiar to N, numbered line 8x in member B

of the doublet and certain peculiarities of line eleven in the

same member B of the doublet, before we can inquire about the

relationship of PJ to this doublet.

Line 8x, in the second member of the doublet of N, reads:

n'il* |»nn bints0 , "and all Israel saw it". Two mgg of N
also have this phrase, preceding (and in one mg preceding and

following) line 8x with line eleven, which only follows line 3x

in the text: mn id n9ip pnn bra9 Pi non nra t2 nn pi

'ra9 933 'D81 niK , 'And thus (or: hence) He was calling

and spoke, and all Israel saw it when He was calling and spoke,

"My people, sons of Israel..."' and: Vol 1DX1 nib niH pi

p'Til AS!-v9 , "And thus (or: hence) He was calling and spoke
and all Israel saw it". It may be posited that N here in line

8x is a repetition of part of lines (7o-c) in part A of the dou¬

blet, which is literally the same in CG and is substantiated in

Ntng for lines (7b~c): pbmi n'Tl9 ]99QH bDl , "...and all

Israel saw it and feared". This presents some difficulties how¬

ever : In the first place, why the change from (occurring

only in the Jer. tgg for "to see" ) in line (7b-c) in N, Nmg, CG,

"TTTevy, £it., I, p. 264.
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and PJ (the passive of the verb occurs in PJ in this passage:

... >y *0111101 Tim » "and it was again seen by...") to KTfl

(usually used in the Bab. tgg--including C-~for "to see""*") in

N, and substantiated in two Nmgg? Secondly, if the phrase in

N is a repetition of the earlier and similar phrase, why does

the latterly occurring phrase occur in two mgg of N? The mgg

of N are not likely to be scribal fabrications, but rather quo¬

tations from other tgg. Therefore, this phrase in N, marked

line 3k, is uniquely a part of an old Pal. tg reading at this

place, occurring in the two mgg of N in a different word order

with the following phrase.

We now turn to line eleven. The reading of N, in mem¬

ber B of the doublet: lOKI mil nil p3 » is nearly the same

as that of PJ: ID81 Hill pll . We translated N, "Then He was

calling and spoke...". For this purpose CG remains outside of

the discussion, because it only has, "And He spoke..." as does

N in member A. Par uses 131 , "when" instead of p3 , "then" in

N and PJ. The reading of Par also occurs in a mg of N. Par

has: 1?381 Hill nil 131 , 'And when He was calling and spoke,

"My people, my people, house of Israel..."'. The meaning of

this sentence with "when" does not come smoothly. Ginsburger,

in the text of Par, corrects 121, "when" to ]*131, "thus", of

which the contracted form pi occurs in two mgg of N here. The

first mg of N has: }'m >31 10X1 Hill 11 11H pi

1. Ibid.. I, pp. 24 5f.
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'tJXI ms mn T3 » "And thus (or: hence) He was calling and

spoke, and all Israel saw it when He was calling and spoke..."

and the second mg reads: p*TFl VSIS*' 1QK1 niS nin |tn
nvn* , "And thus (or: hence)He was calling and spoke and all Is¬

rael saw it". Is Nmg the more original and has part of Par

been lost~~the character of Par is fragmentary I--making the pres¬

ent Par somewhat unintelligible (for which reason Ginsburger

makes a correction in the Par text)? Or, assuming that Par as

it stands is imperfect, which we must assume, did Nmg correct

this into an intelligible reading? The latter is surely not

the case, because the mgg of N are rather direct quotations

from other tg sources or mss, as we pointed out above. The

meaning of Nmg (especially the first mg) is perfectly clear and

complete, and could be rendered freely, 'And thus He was call¬

ing and spoke — and all Israel saw it when He did so--, "My peo¬

ple, sons of Israel..."'. Hence, Nmg preserves a unique read¬

ing of a Pal. tg, only imperfectly and unintelligibly preserved

in Par. To an extent this unique reading of Nmg is also pres¬

ent in the text of N (line 8x)'% which therefore apart from the

mgg goes back to this Pal. tg with a Unique reading at this point.

But in addition to this Par-Nmg branch of the Pal. tg

1. But cf. E 20.3, the following verse below, p.321.0-o
the large addition preceding the versa proper, which is repeated
in verse 3 from verse 2. There the text of N reads: Tiin p*«
51111:2 » "thus He was calling" at line 11, which is precisely the
reading of the unique Nmg at the present verse 2.
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tradition, which is present to an extent in N, we note that the

reading of N shows similar ties with FJ, so that N-PJ may be

shown as another branch of the Pal. tg. tradition. N .reads:

httKI mis mn pa and PJ: JOKI mis pm. The difference

between these is the lack of the auxiliary verb Hin in PJ. But

in the following verse, where both PJ and N have this same long

addition, both do use the auxiliary verb H1H, and are thus

alike.We can therefore speak of a PJ-N branch and a Par-Nmg-(N)
branch of the Pal. tradition here.

We must conclude this discussion of N, on the basis of

the facts we have found, viz. (l) a unique rendering in N and

its mgg, noting that N offers us fragments of the Pal. Pent, tg

tradition not found in the other texts we have; and (2) a dou¬

blet in N combining C3 and Par, and perhaps also PJ. The fact

of the unique reading in N prohibits us from saying that N is

a compilation of other Pal. Pent tg texts available at present.

Could N be a compilation of Pal. Pent tg texts, some of which

are not extant at present? This may always be posited as a

possibility for any of our Pal. Pent tgg, because -we - o not

know the extent of lost mss. This possibility must however

not be exaggerated in view of the oral and unofficial character

of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition (there was no one authorized ver¬

sion in this tradition), manifesting itself in many individual

1. Of.' the discussion below, pp.323f. The difference
between PJ and N in verse 3 is in the adverb, PJ using ° in
verse 3 as here, but N using J31 in verse 3 (agreeing with the
mentioned Nmg-Par branch of verse 2) in place of P2 of verse 2.
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forms. These individual forms can easily have come in con¬

tact with each other and have been partly or wholly fused, ad¬

mittedly, the doublet in N here shows a coming together and

fusing of material from different branches of the Pal. Pent,

tg tradition. We would go even further and say, that this

fusing has been done by the editing mind or hand of an intelli¬

gent meturgeman or scribe, preserving individual bits of infor¬

mation, as well as giving the whole a character of unity. How¬

ever there is enough unique material in N--in our verse and in

general throughout N—to substantiate the hypothesis that N is

a branch of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition in its own right and

not a mere ("latex*} compilation of that tradition.

Now we are able to look critically at the portion of FJ,

which in N is the doublet. The doublet in N, we saw, is gene¬

rally made up of Co and Par. We may think of CG and Par as orig¬

inal Pal, Pent, renderings of this fact. Once more we re¬

view the description of the fact. After the "Word" of the

Lord soared through the skies, in CG: (l) it was seen by Israel,

(2) returned and (3) was engraven on the tables; while in Par.

after the soaring through the skies, the Word: (l) circled

about the camp, (2) returned and (3) was engraven on the tables.

Besides the mention of "two tables" and of "Israel's fear", in

CG, the difference with Par is that in CG Israel sees the Word,

and in Par the Word encircles the camp of Israel. This is a

difference ,in expression, and surely leads to the same meaning:

the Word circled about the camp and was seen by the people in
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the camp. Now, in PJ, both these facts, the Word's encircling
the camp and its being seen by the people in the camp, are ex -

piIcitIv mentioned, as if PJ had taken elements from each of the

two original Pal. renderings of CG and Par. We therefore now

look in detail at lines seven, eight and eleven in PJ:

(7a) and it circled around (b) and was seen (c) by
the camp of Israel.

(8) It returned and was engraven upon the tables of
the Covenant... (omitting lines 9 and 10)...
(11) Then He was calling and spoke, "My people, sons
of Israel...

(7a) in PJ: » "and it circled arouno" is the same as Par:

» "and it circled around", though PJ uses a different verb

h?n ) ^^0® Par (Aph. of rip3 ) , L (7b) in PJ: » "anc*

1. An interesting but unanswerable question is why PJ
uses^vfj here for "to circle around", using the verb for the
second time in this passage. We noted above (pp.312 ff» and of
P.315; ftnt 2 ) how CG and Par only use -,Tri once each, referring
to the returning of the Word and its engraving on the tables.
We noted how N uses the verb four times in the doublet (twice
in each member of the doublet) which -we translated In order
(the underlined parts represent our verb): "...and it circled
around...and it was returning...and it was again circling

around...and it was again engraven..,". PJ uses 1T!7 twice,
which we have translated, "...and it circled around...It ret -
urned... It would seem that it is normal for PJ to use .7Tt7
twice, in both instances using the same general meaning: to
encircle, to return. This is not to deny the word play and
poetical characteristic of which is made use in PJ by using
this verb twice:

Vinw Vs? *nn'nbi nrni
• • • • . • • • • T,rrii _ *1 ■ -

m**p 'm"? l?v ppnxi;:*i nun
T T J ** • •* • III iT*-

But as for N, where the word is used four times, employing the
different uses of the verb: (l) as verb meaning: to encircle,
to return, and (2)as adv: again, with a following verb, we cer¬
tainly have to do with word play and a poetical characteristic
imposed by an editing mind or hand. We have therefore spoken
(for N) of the fusing of material done by the editing mind or
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was seen", may be from the "original" 03 branch of the Pal.

|*B0» "they saw", (7c) simply duplicates Par. As far as the
discussion of , "when" (Par and Nmg), p, "thus, hence" (two
Nmgg) and p3» "then* (N and PJ) in lines eleven is concerned,
PJ and h have a common tradition, different from Nmg-Par, and

again different from the CG branch. Hence in PJ, in lines 8-

3-il, there is material from each of the basic renderings of

this fact: Par and CG, as wall as unique material in common

with N. In the case of the doublet in N we have spoken of a

coming together and fusing of material of different branches of

the Pal, Pent, tg tradition, performed by the editing hand of

an intelligent scribe. But in PJ at this placs, there is,

with certainty, no editing of material from other branches of

the Pal. tradition. There is in fJ a kind of fusion of the

hand of an intelligent meturgeman or scribe, although by this
we have not meant that the character of N is that of a comple¬
tion. Going back to PJ, it is not likely that PJ knew N, be¬
cause in that case PJ with its wish for rather fuller explana¬
tions,, would have copied something of the doublet. It is pos¬
sible that N knew PJ and conceived its quadruple use of
from the dual use of it in PJ, But it is more likely that i.
fusion o f material from CG and Par putting *nn twice ,;.n the dou¬
blet of N, plus the possibility of using the verb as an adverb,
"again", gave the editor of N the idea that the Word circled

around the camp and was engraven "again", i.e. for a second time.
It is perhaps instructive to read N here in one part, to real¬
ize this: 'It flew and soared through the air of the heavens,

circled around and all Israel saw it and feared. And it was

returning and was engraven on the two tables of the Covenant.
And He spoke, "My people, sons of...". Again it was circling
around the camp of Israel and again it was engraven on the ta¬
bles of the Covenant. And thus He was calling and spoke—and
ail Israel saw it when He did so—, "My people, sons of Israel

(The last sentence, from "And thus He was..." on, is
the Nmg reading, which in substance is also in the N text.)
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description of the Word's encircling the camp (Par) and its be -

inq seen by the people who were there in the camp (CG). But

this fusion need not be of the original Par and CG traditions,

but could merely be suggested by a mental picture or visualiz¬

ing of the situation. If we visualize the Word soaring through

the sky, circling the camp, returning and being engraved upon

the tables (Par), it would be normal to think that this Word is

seen by those who were in the camp. Similarly, it can be ar¬

gued with CG. That the kind of fusion in PJ of these tradi¬

tions was suggested by a visualization of the situation, is al¬

so seen from the fact that when the "encircling" of the Par tra¬

dition is mentioned, PJ does not use the root of the verb of Par

^33 ) but another root (ITH ). Similarly in (7b) PJ has not co¬

pied the P'nn Vinr» of CG, but only has the verb, and

it in a different theme: 'DfTilfaT , "and it was seen". ?J thus

goes back to a unique Pal. Pent, tg tradition, visualizing this

event. This is also borne out by the evidence of line eleven,,

where PJ (|33*1 ) shows affinity with N (J33), yet has its own

reading, omitting the verb : PJ: HITS and N: HUE' mn.

We conclude that PJ, in these lines seven, eight, and

eleven is an "original" branch of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition-,

on a par with the CG branch and the Par branch; and that in PJ

no formal fusion of other branches has taken place, but rather1

a more explicit recording of the characteristics of this event,

Some fusion of material has taken place in N, yet on the basis

of the evidence we have concluded that N also represents a
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branch of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition here, with unique read¬

ings, As we have seen all along, a more explicit rendering

of events or facts is characteristic of the Pal. Pent, tg tra¬

dition (including PJ). This conclusion for PJ is borne out
1 2

as well by the unique rendering and addition in PJ in other

parts of this verse.

At E 20.3, there are two main addition, one preceding

the verse proper in PJ and N and the other following the verse,

only in Par. Bom is completely absent here.

The long addition preceding the verse, and describing

the giving of the "second Word" is nearly identical to that of

E 20.2. Here it occurs only in PJ and N. The only differ-
3

ences in PJ are that in line seven' the T is omitted, reading

here 'Dnhftl htn , "was again seen", compared with E 20.2, "and

was again seen";" of lines nine and ten, line nine is omitted,

so that "their turning in them from side to side" (line ten) no

longer refers to the tables of the law of Moses's hand (line

nine), but to the Word being engraven on the tables (line eight).
6

The complete addition of PJ in the previous verse (E 20.2) read:

1. p'ainV© forl'fsaV at line three of the addition.
Cf. above, pp. 308f",

2. Line nine, "which were given into the inside of the
hand of Moses..." Cf. above, pp. 308i.

3. Cf. above, p. 308.
4. Cf. above, pp,3Hf, and ftnt. 1 of p. 312.
5. So that Etheridge, .pp. cit.. I, p. 511, translates

PJ here: "...it returned, and was engraven on the tables of the
covenant, and was turned in them from side to side".

6. Cf. above, pp. 308f.



(8) it returned and was engraven on the tables of the
Covenant,

(9) which were given into the inside of the hand of
Moses, (lC) and were turned in them from side to sid

This incomplete addition (only line nine) in PJ, was similarly

present in Par in E 20.2. It is possible that the incomplete

addition (Par at E 20.2 and PJ at E 20.3) is the more original,

reading with Etheridge, "...it (the Word) returned, and was en¬

graven on the tables of the covenant, and was turned in them

from side to side""1 and that the full addition is a scribal cor

rection and addition, because of the obscure meaning of the in

complete addition, made however in PJ only at E 20.2, and over¬

looked in PJ at E 20.3. The meaning of the incomplete addi¬

tion is obscure~~how can the Word, being engraven on the two ta

bles, be turned in t^em from side to side? It is quite possi¬

ble that the full addition of PJ in the previous verse is the

original reading, that the parallel in Par, partially dropped

out, and that the incomplete reading of PJ at.E 20.3 was comp¬

leted by memory from the verse just preceding. In fc*10 latter

case, PJ In both verses 2 and 3 of E 20, stands in a Pal. Pent,

tg tradition. In the former case, E 20.2 (line 9) would be a

scribal addition made later than the earliest stages of this

branch of Pal. tg tradition, but verse 3 would in this case be

of the earliest rendering of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition. The

final difference in PJ Is that in line 11 PJ in verse 3 reads:

nux n hi t «Then called", adding the auxiliary verb 11

1. Etheridge, op. cit.. I, p. 511.
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as compared with verse 2. At verse 2 PJ reads: fllB pDl ,

"Then He called" The reading in N at verse 2 also included

the auxiliary verb: miS HIM p3 , "Then He was calling". Sim¬
ilarly N in verse 3 reads: Hin pi . We see that this dif¬

ference in PJ between verse 3 frills mn } with verse two ( )

even more closely unites PJ with the Pal. tradition as found in

N.1
One difference is noted in N between the reading of verse

2 and that of verse 3. Apart from this, the doublet, as not¬

ed in verse 2 is identically repeated in verse 3. The diffe-
1 A

rence is in line eleven, where verse 2"* uses the adverb p3,

"then" (at verse 2 PJ has: pDl > "then", Par: *D1, "when" and

Nmg has: "thus.. .when"), and in verse 3, N has pi,

"thus" (at verse 3, PJ has the same reading as at verse 2tp31,

"then"). Hence, thereading of N at verse 3 (pi) is part of
that of Nmg at verse 2 (id...pi). About the reading of Nmg at
verse 2, we have noted that it preserves a unique reading of a

2
Pal, tg, which is there only imperfectly preserved in Par. Now

in verse 3 we find a trace of this unique reading in N itself.

This is indication that the nature of the text of N is that of

the Pal. tg tradition.

Immediately following the verse, Par has a unique addi¬

tion, giving the reason why there are not to be other gods be-

1. Cf. above, pp.

1A. Cf. above, pp. 3l£ff.
2. Cf. above, p. 316.
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fore God. Par reads:

For as I only created the whole world,
and there is not another with me,

so you shall not bow down to another god,
but to Him who has strength.

There seems to be no direct reference here to that material al¬

so found in Mechiltha. Reference to the God who created and

who has strength, well distinguish this real God who acts from

idols, as those mentioned in Mechiltha. from gold, silver, cop¬

per, iron or clay. The"other gods" of the verse are thus in¬

terpreted as "idols" by the Par targum. Though this is a def¬

inite interpretation, and not a mere extension of the text,

the interpretation is understandable as made by Jews, surround¬

ed as they were by idol-worshiping peoples. Therefore we

hold this unique addition of Par to be from a branch of the old

Pal. Pent, tg tradition.

It remains to be said that the end of this long addition

introducing the verse proper is present in PJ, Par, CG, and N.

We note the similarity of PJ: VK~!5'* and Par: 'DV

as opposed to CG:^K*W» 533 V and N: 'DV,

another indication of the relatedness of PJ with a branch (Par)

of the Pal. tg tradition.

Two additions are noted in E 20.4. The first occurs

in the verse in PJ, N and CG. "graven image", MT: ?QB, is in

OjO*?0^ and in Par: 0^'. PJ and CG however have: nilST J1?:*,

"image and figure". At N here there is an erasure of about ten

spaces with letters faintly showing, though not distinguishable.

Obviously the two words misl have been erased, perhaps as



Pater G. Schelbert has noted by the (sixteenth century) censor

who felt that this commandment was too directly a prohibition

of the "Bilderkult", though it is no more than a translation of

the MI." Nevertheless, we see that in this addition to the

word of the verse, rendering the MI: bos » stands well with

the Pal, tradition of CG and N,

Similar to the previous verse, Par has an addition fol¬

lowing the verse proper, explaining the reason of the prohibit¬

ion of making images. The reason is that God has made all of

them (the image-gods?) and they were frightened and bowed down

before God, therefore Israel ought to worship the Lord in great
2

fear. The source of the addition is not apparent and also the

meaning may be puzzling. The full reading is:

...for all of them I have made in six days
and they being shaken from before me like..,(?),..
went out and bowed down before me in great fear.

So ye shall worship before me in great fear.

We now turn to the additions in E 20.5. One is only in

CG, two only in Par, a number in all the Pal. tgg including PJ,

and some as well in 0.

Instead of '"...for I the Lord your God am a jealous God ■'»

1. Pater Georg Schelbert, Zur Geschichte und Eiqenart des
Ms. Vat. Neofiti I.. A copy of this unpublished paper, which ae als

in a detailed fashion with the history of N, was made avail¬
able to us at Oxford through the kind offices of Professor P. L.
Kahle, F.B.A., with whose permission we quote: "...Gen...Ex 2 ,

4...Deuteronomium...ist an den Stellen gegen den Bilderkult sol-
am oder surah ausradiert, obwohl es wiederum meist nur wortliche
Wiedergabe des Schrifttextes ist."

2. Cf. Me c hi Itha. libersetzt von Winter und Wunsche, op.
cit.. pp. 210f,
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where the verb is understood and not explicitly present, CG

has the verb "to be" present ( KVi), but between "I" and " the

Lord your God", thus reading: '"...for I am the Lord your God,

a jealous God..."'.

After, '"...for I the Lord your God. am a jealous God

and an avenger, avenging in jsa:sy,.."' Par only adds:

...for I am prepared to extract punishment from every
one who bows down to them, instead of bowing down be¬
fore me,
and also from them I shall make judgment upon them
who bow down to them, the creatures.
For I am the Lord.

This is an addition which explicates the meaning already pres.

ent in the text, and is common to those often found in the

Pal. tg tradition.

The translation of Par continues after this: '"...re-

quitting the sins of the wicked fathers upon the rebellious

children to the third generation and the fourth generation of

those who hate me, when the sons are continuing to sin after

their fathers...1" immediately upon which follows the unique

addition of Par: because of the rebelliousness before me

and because of the transgression against my word.'" Here is

another addition making explicit the meaning already implicit

in the text.

A number of additions are found in PJ and in all or most

of the Pal. tgg. After "serve them" PJ and N add: pn'QTj?,
i. It is not clear whether "the creatures" are the idol¬

aters or the idols. The latter half of the text reads: upsi
kn1?!? mn k3k*r pnV nncn K3»t fays pma.
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reading, "serve in their presence," or "serve before them".

CG adds instead: |( infill )$?•-'? , reading, "serve their idolatry".
After '"...I the Lord your God am a jealous God,"' PJ,

Par, and CG add, 5"...and an avenger and avenging in jealousy.,"'.

The text reads (in PJ) : PlShDI , n has nearly
1 2this same, '" ...and an avenger who avenges in jealousy..."

In the phrase '"...the iniquity of the fathers..."'

the noun "fathers" is followed by the adjective "wick¬

ed"; '"...visiting the iniquity of the wicked fathers,.."'.

N omits this 'whole phrase, but does have fo and thus

reads, '"...for I the Lord your God am a jealous God and an

avenger who avenges in jealousy from the wicked ones..."'.

The addition here hence is in common between PJ and the Pal,

tgg of Par, CG, and N. It repeats what is already present

explicitly in the text, namely that the "fathers" under discus¬

sion are evil persons.

Now we come to two important additions, both occurring

in Par, N, and 0, and the first one also in PJ and CG. The

first one adds the adj. I'TIB (CG: "pllID) "children",

reading, "'...visiting the iniquity of the wicked fathers upon

the rebellious children.' This addition is added in 0, PJ,

Par, CG, and N. The second addition, following immediately

1. N reads: which is probably a scribal error
for , and probably has no relation to —erkranken.
(cf. Levy, £2. cit.. II, p. 21}

2. Cf. above, Ch. Ilfp.l65,ftnt,2,f©r the Peshitto's use
of the same verb^ysin "the phrase "...visiting the iniquity".



upon, • "...to the third and the fourth generation of those who

hate me..."', and reads in 0, Par, and N: "...when the sons

are continuing to sin after their fathers...". The text of

Par reads; pfinnax hm * Drift1? pft? ft. N reads the same

in the main, "...when they"1" are continuing jnwater (?) in sin

after their fathers: them I call hating me..." The point is

quickly seen; Whereas the text speaks of punishment of chii-

d, an, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren of evil fathers, be¬

cause of the evil of the fathers and quite independent of the

morality of the posterity of the fathers, the tgg punish only

evil posterity of evil fathers. The tgg hence reject the "tr3 n

ferred punishment" cf the text, and substitute individual pu n_

ishment of the wicked. And this change of meaning of the text

is present not only in PJ and the Pal. tgg, but also in 0. And

what is important for the relationship of PJ to 0, only the shor

ter addition is present in PJ, whereas both are present in 0. 0

has therefore not borrowed the second addition from PJ or CG but

from the Par-N branch of the Pal. tg tradition. It is not like

ly that PJ has bean influenced by 0 to adopt the first addition

and not the second one. If this were the case, the same could

1. "sons" is perhaps also present in N. In the other
tgg it follows the verb "continuing", (PJ); x' aa paVua *ro
pnnmr ma t in n this phrase ends nearly at the conclu¬
sion of a line, with a loosed following there, which may well
stand for ;,3a: a pnnax ma asona j»a>ru K»aa jnn» to .

The is not the first letter of the first word in the next line-
as is sometimes the case, so that the word would have been spel¬
led out beginning the next line. The following line begins:
mp na* pnV , "then I call...".
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be said for CG. It is more likely to speak of a PJ-CG branch

of the Pal. tradition, which has only addition one, and a Par-

N branch, which has both additions« 0 then has the reading of

the latter branch of the Pal* tgg. The meaning is however the

same for ail the tgg here--the rejection of transferred punish¬

ment. This interpretation of the verse is also present in Mech
X

iitha , which reads:

"Er ahnded die Sc'nuld der Vater an den Kindern",
d. i. wenn sie nicht unterbrechen (uberspringen), aber
nicht, wenn s a unterbrechen. Wis so ist das? Bin
Frevler,3ohn eines Frevlers, Sohn eines Frevlers. Eir
Abschneider, Sohn eines Abschneiders, Sohn eines Ab -
Schneiders.; ftnt: " Vann Sohn und Enkelsohn des Frevlers
ebenfalls Frevler sind; wenn hingegen die Reihe der
Fj;evler duroh einen Tugendhafteh unter.brochen wird, so
fallt die gottiiche Ahndung an den spateren, selbst
frevelhaften Nachkommen fort." S. Levy, W8. Ill, s.v.
**»° 586.)

As far as this change of meaning of the text is concerned, it

is part of all the Pal. tgg, including PJ, and has been adopts

by the composer of 0. The important conclusion In this context

is that PJ is not a copy of G here, but forms with CG one branch

of the Pal. Pent tgg, with Par and N forming the other branch.

It is the latter from which 0 has copied.

Finally we note that 0, PJ, and the Pal. tgg spell out

the noun "generation": once each after "third" and "fourth"
of the MT.

The following additions are made in E 20.6. Par, CG,

1. Mechiltha. ubersetzt von Winter und rfunsche, op. cit..
pp. 2l2f, at E 20.5.
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and N introduce this verse not by 1, "and" but by D13, "how¬

ever, but". These same tgg follow the verb "keeping (showing)"

by the pers. pron. "I": K3K, "...but I am keeping". "Stead¬

fast love", MT: IQH, is in Q: 13*0, "goodness", which is also

the reading of Par. PJ, CG ( 12131 TOrt), and N however have:

13*131 ion, "mercy and goodness". These two words of the Pal.

tgg, "mercy and goodness" for the text, "mercy" are the reading

of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, in which PJ participates hero.

It is not likely that PJ has the first word from 0 and the see-

on i from the Pal. tgg, because then the same could be said for

the Pal. tgg. It is mors likely to think that the reading "good¬

ness and mercy" in PJ, CG, and M is that of the Pal. Pent, tg tra¬

dition. As for O, we have another example here of it not using

the Aram, word *T0n (and this word is used by 0 in general"'") which

is the same root as the BH here: ion, whereas the Pal tgg of PJ,

CG, and N do use that Aram, word: ion. The Pal.tgg hence give

a more literal and accurate rendering of the text here, than O,

Finally, it is difficult to know the relation of 0 and Par, Beth

have the same reading: 13*13, Was Par ( 12*J) one branch of the

Pal. tgg and PJ-CG-N ( 13*21 10H) another, with 0 choosing the

former? In that case, why did O choose the former? Or is

there in Par influence from 0? In view of the additions and

verse parts which Par in this verse has in common with the Pal.

tgg, any possible influence of 0 upon Par would have come about

1. Cf. Brederek, op. cit.. p. 152, Aram: ion.
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at a (for Par) late date. Par would thus be seen as an early

Pal. tg alongside the other Pal. tgg--accounting for its common

material with these—but one which at a later date during its

growth was influenced by tg O—taking care of its reading in com¬

mon with 0. The question remains of why 0 chose this reading.

Other additions are the following. Following "thou¬

sands'* ail tgg: 0, PJ, Par, 03, and N insert |'Tl, "generations",

so that God's mercy is understood to be extended not to thousands

but to thousands of generations. This thought also occurs in

the Mechiltha"1" as follows:

Deshalb 'heisst en (Ex. 20.6): "Der abgr Gnade
ubet an Tausenden". "Wenn an Tausenden" so kcdnte
ich meinen: die Mindestzahl von Tausenden, namlich
7 /ei (Tausend)? Daher heisst es (Deut. 7.9): "Bis
in tausend Geschlechter*, d. i. Geschlechter der Ge-
schlechter ohne Erforschen und ohne Zahl.

0 has an addition, which further interprets the text, in common

with the Pal. tgg. It is quite possible that O has been in¬

fluenced by these tgg.

Following the verb "to iove" in "thousands of those who

love me", PJ, Par, CG, and N add £""7'It (PJ), "righteous ones",

thus reading, "to thousands of the righteous who love me..."

This, is saying explicitly what is implicit in the text, viz.

that to love God and to keep His commandments are characteris¬

tics of the righteous. PJ stands with the Pal. tgg.

Finally, "my commandments", MT: 'MpO, is in G and H:

(N: snip's). PJ and Par have a common reading, no

1» Mechiltha ubersetzt von Winter und Wunsche, o£. cit.,
p. 213, E 20.6.1
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doubt one of the Pal. tg tradition: PJ: * fl* *1X1 *9npB and

Par: "Tip's , "my laws and my teaching", C3 and

Nmg have another common tradition, which doubtless gives us an¬

other branch of the Pal. tg tradition; CG: 'fl'TUn hML'tt, and

Nmg: Kfl"T"IKT XJill ED , "the commandments of my teaching". Some¬

thing similar is present here, as what we saw above with "mercy

and goodness". If it were Par there which had the same read¬

ing as 0, here it is N which agrees with 0. There seem to be

two branches of the Pal. tradition for the text "my commandments"

viz. PJ-Par, "my laws and my teaching" and CG-Nmg, "the command¬

ments of my teaching". That 0 does not choose the Aram. XJYKiD

"commandment" for the BH niJD , whereas the word does occur here

in CG-Nmg, is caused by the fact that this word does not seem
2

used in 0 at all, though it does occur in the Jer. tgg.~ Thus

here there is an explanation of the fact that some Pal, tgg use

a word from the same root as the BH to render the text, and not

C. As for N, we must assume that it stands in the Pal. tg tra¬

dition, viewing the material in this verse which it has in com¬

mon with those tgg. Yet we may think of a late (for N) influ¬

ence upon it from O, parallel to that we have spoken of for Par

above. For PJ, as we have noted, it stands with one branch of

Pal, tg tradition here (PJ-Par), the other being CG-Nmg.

The following additions of minor nature are present in

1. Cf. above, p. 331.
2. Levy, 0£. clt.. II, p. 61 and Brederek, ojo. cit., p.

178, no Aram. or kisd and p. 98, BH and where for
the BH noun only the Aram. is listed.
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in E 20.7. The verse is prefaced in PJ, Co, and N by >33 >DP

VK"W> and in Par by h*2 'Dp' >DP. After the verb

"take" in "you shall not take", PJ, Co, and Nmg add |133D in

and N has ]*133D 133 : "not one (not a man) of you shall...". Af¬

ter, "for the Lord will not hold him guiltless...B PJ, GG, and

N add H/K3T n/S3'T CJV3 and Nmg simply K3»3 iV3, "on the day

of (great) judgment". In these PJ very much stands with the

Pal. tgg of CG and Nmg. Par however lacks the additions here.

We now discuss the variants of the adverb "vain" in

"taking the name of the Lord in vain". The word occurs twice

in the text, '"You shall not take the name of the LORD your God

in vain: for the LORD will not hold him guiltless who takes his

name in vain..."'. The MX has twice KV.>j PJ and N read two

times pa ?V, "unnecessarily, falsely"; CG uses the first time

two nouns np*13' , "the oath of falsehood", and the following

time a second verb, which makes this whole part of the second

phrase: ~ij: n°\ HQV3 P3jT..QT JD "everyone who is swearing in

my name and is lying": 0 uses the first time K31D?, "unnecessar¬

ily, falsely" using a different construction of the adverb from

PJ-N ( pD /P) however, and the second time /"?, "falsely".
Part 1 of Par, which is of a composite nature reads: ..

T hi, "unnecessarily, falsely.., and (not) thou shallt lie".

Part l-a of this composition is the adverb, "unnecessarily, fal¬

sely" of G, PJ, and N, but not in the spelling of PJ-N: 7P,
but in the spelling of 0: S31D5?, Part 1-b of the composition



of Par, reading completely: Ip^m *D72 ^3D';,n KVl, is much like

Part 2 of C3: hpm nmn nwi , though the participles have

been changed to imperfects. Part 1 of Par thus seems to be

composite of 0 and C3, which statement must be modified by say¬

ing that the reading like 0 is similar to that of PJ-N, so that

this does not simply need to be influence of 0 upon Par. Part

2 of Par is not present as such. It is rendered by the fo.,.lov;~

ing long addition:

because I am the Lord your great God, an aveng¬
er, who is ready to take vengeance of him who lies in
my name, for in my great name was the world created.
Everyone who swears in my name and lies (concerning)
revelation in my presence, thrt one I will destroy in
his sins. Everyone who keeps his soul ;nd does not
swear to false revelation in my presence, is in his
righteousness established eternally. And everyone w
is established eternally, for his sake he shall have good¬

ness in this world and in the coming world.

The verb for swearing occurs here twice, and is the same

as in PJ and C3. Thus here again in part 2, as in part 1, ihe re

is repetition in Par, and perhaps here again we can speak cf a

composition. Three times there is a rendering for the "in vain"

of the MT: a: npgftn , "who lies", b: , "and lies" and c:

t "to false revelation". The Part/lpSTK) in a and b

are the same as CG, part 2: . Instance c: KIpLv, is the

same as the adverb , "falsely" in C, part 2, but is here

in Par used as an adj, with the ? serving as preposition "to",

"to false revelation". This also resembles the noun hps?,

"falsehood" of part jL of C3: hpSTT "713" > "the oath of false¬
hood". Hence, part 2 of Par may be composite of CG, PJ, and

0, which must again be modified by saying that the rendering
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like 0 is also like CG, so that we cannot necessarily speak of

influence from 0 upon Par. Finally ve consider the maa of K.

where part 1 has; npsfr. . .5*2IT!9 and part 2: nj?S?V..
Hence both times the adverb "falsely, unnecessarily" is used.

This form as adverb occurs in part 2 of 0; Kip*?,?* The form
also occurs in part 2-c of Par: KGLC2♦ though there it is an

adj. The same root is used in part 1 in Par (b: ipym as

verb) and CG (p.77*7 : as noun) and in part 2 in both Par and CG

as verbs. We cannot simply say that part 2 of Nmg is a refer_

ence from 0, because not only are there the difference of emph.

st. (O) and absol. st. (Nmg) and the fact that the same root

(Par and CG) and the same form (Par, part 2~c) occur in the Pal',

tgg of Par and CG, but the verb for "to swear" in Nmg, the Ithpe.

. does not occur in 0 here, but is present in PJ, Par, and

CG at the corresponding places of this verse. Thus we see thai

Nmgg are like CG and Par (part 1-b and 2) and as far as the verb

is concerned are also like PJ.

Looking only at the text, we have three traditions as

far as the verbs are concerned ("take" or "swear") in the tgg;

N: 3D9 , PJ-CG-Nmgg: 5?2rrc?K and 0: 1DK . Par is composite In

part 1 using both 0 (Par, part 1-a) and PJ-CG-Nmgg (Par, part

1-b). In part 2 of Par, if this also be composite, Par uses

only the PJ-CG-Nmgg tradition. 'We thus have, for the verbs

the following traditions: 1. N; 2. PJ-CG-Nmgg-par (l-b and 2)

and 3. O-Par (part 1-a).

The traditions we find when we look at the renderings
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for "vain" do net parallel these for the verb. For "in vain"

we find the following two traditions: PJ-N: |1D VP * and CG

( npran •. • IpSTT )-Par (1-b and 2: Kipy*?. , .. .1p*/D1.. )
-Nmgg (ipy'V .. .IpE?*? ). These forms of 1p£7 are individually diffei
ent from each other, and can never be classified together. 0

seems to partake of both traditions. Part 1 of G has K31D1?,

a changed form of PJ-N: and pari 2 of 0 uses Kip9 "? ,

from the CG-Par (l-b and 2)-Nmgg. It remains to be said thet

Par (l-a) is like C. Thus, we have the following two traditeo. s

pj-N-G (1)-Par (l-a) and CG-Nmgg-Par (l-b and 2). On the basis

of this textual evidence, we can but aee PJ, CG, N, and Nmgg as

a related targum tradition, one which allowed for individual dif¬

ferences among its members, such as was the Pal. Pent, tg tradi¬

tion, G does not belong in this tradition (verb), and yet s.. m

to have known this tradition and to have borrowed from it, chanS

ing an expression such as ?pto one used by itself: K33D?.

We might say that Par is composite of 0 and the Pal. traditi .

Is this however warranted by the facts? There is unique mater¬

ial in Par, such as the whole of part 2, which there takes the

form of a unique addition. Moreover, the part in Par which is

like G, is one complete phrase, which if omitted left Par as a

good Pal.tg, and taking away the composite nature of Par.

1. The reading V!? for the adverb, seems not to be
used in 0 but is used in the Jer. tgg here and at D 5.11 (PJ ana
N) and in the Jer. Talm. Sanh. X. 29a, (Jastrow, o£>. cit..
729; cf, also Levy, ojo. cit., II, p. 7. 0 uses instead
Caiman, Grammatik etc., op. cit., par. 42-1, p. 210 lists Vj?
tjo also for Midrasch zum Hohanlied II, 2 and Vaiiikra Rabba 22.
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is not impossible to think of part 1-a in rar as a later addi¬

tion from Q.~

It remains to look more closely at the meaning of these

words employed for "in vain". The KIT' of the MT : K1:/? has the

meaning of being "evil, foul, unseemly or worthless",' That

this word has the original meaning of both emptiness and false¬

hood, evil, is well noted by Peaerson in two passages:

The powerless, empty juggling of falsehood the
Hebrews often denote by shaw'. It is difficult to es¬

tablish wherein the shade of difference between this and
the other words (i.e. sheker and kazabh. falsehood) con¬
sists, but perhaps it may be said that, whereas the otn-
er Hebrew stems equally denote the conflict within the
soul and the powerlessness, this more onesidedly denotes
the latter, i.e. emptiness, delusion. The prophet
this appellation for the sacrifices of the Israelites.,,
because they are mere forms without any power of reality,
and the same is said about the salvation of man.. .To ire ice
some thing lashshaw*. unto emptiness, is to do it aim¬
lessly, without meaning and without result...shaw' is
chaos, tohu Is, 59,4), the confused mass to which life
has not given the shape which makes it reality, for
chaos is not reality, for the very reason thai it cannot
realize? it lacks the construction of the living organ¬
ism. He who acts for shaw' consequently throws his ac-

1. This evidence must be briefly compared with j 5.11,
where this commandment is also given. There only PJ and N a re¬
present and Bom, Par, and CG are absent. The renderings of
PJ, and N, for verb and adverb in both parts are the same as
those in the present verse. The ragg of N however read as fol¬
lows: ipg?V 11onVx nMBa duo f 1 gam?xi sV and yanmnr
noun ( or:. 5?ft ) Jl? • W# note that" the "oT part 1
is not present at part i of G, PJ or N, though it is present 1-
part 2 of . But Tpual of Nmg in part 2 is not present in ci¬
ther part of the other tgg at D 5.11. These readings are pres¬

ent at E 20.7 in the Pai. tgg. It may be that Nmg at D 5.11
quotes from the Pal. tgg of E 20.7. However there Is also ur que

material in the Nmg of D 5.11, i.e. the word following the
verb in the second mg, which we have not been able to read clear¬
ly: npt? or po ; and also the plural number of the verb in part
1: pennon . We therefore posit the hypothesis that Nmgg a
b 5.11 are variants from other Pal. tgg at D 5.11. which are n
otherwise extant to us than in the Nmgg. These may have been
CG or Par, which are lacking here in D 5.11.

2. Brown, Driver and Briggs, oq. cit.. p. 996 and Koehler
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tivity into empty space."

and :

The enemies are constantly called the practic-
ers of 1awen. which word, as we have seen denotes the
false strength, deeds involving disaster, witchcraft
and magic arts. All that they do is shaw1. falsehood,
corruption, acts which proceed from a sinful, inhuman
soul and do harm. In secret they utter their fatal
words, so that they themselves do not need to fear any
thing...mostly they send them forth during the night,«the
time when evil of ail kinds has the strongest effect.

The commentators thus find three basic meanings in ;,h;s

word, viz. emptiness, falsehood, and evil. The commandment

against pronouncing the name of God emptily, falsely or in an

evil fashion is thus taken to include 1. empty swearing, i.e. that
3

a stone is a stone ; this is empty, useless or vain swearing;
A

2. false swearing, such as that a stone is wood and 3. an evii

use of the name cf God, witchcraft or conjuring. Some commen¬

tators, like Holzinger take the commandment to refer mainly to
6

false swearing. However, the division between useless and

und Baumgartner, o£, cit.. p. 951.
1. Jo'ns. Pederson, Israel. Its Life ana Culture. In

two vols. Volume II (First published in 1940; reprinted, photo -
print, 1947: London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford University
Press; and Copenhagen: Povl Bran.oer), p. 413.

2. Ibid.. p. 443.
3. Levy, op. cit.. II, p. 7.
4. Ibid.. II, p. 7.
5. Baentsch (HkAT, I, 2), o£. cit.., p. 181, C. F. Keil

and F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament. Vol¬
ume II: The Pentateuch, translated from the German by Rev. James
Martin, 3.A., Nottingham. (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1864),
p. 118 and Dillmann-Ryssel (KeHhAT, XII), op. cit.. p. 233.

6. Lie. Dr. H. Holzinger, Kurzer Hand-Commentar zum Al¬
ien Testament. in Verbindung mit Sachgelehrten hereusgegeben
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false swearing is that of the Talmuds1 and marks an attitude

of legalism not originally present in the text. It is better
2 3

with Professors Martin Noth and Beer-Galling' to think of the

basic underlying idea that for the Semitic peoples the name

was a duplicate of the person. The knowledge of a name meant

knowing the inmost personality of its bearer and having power

over him. The correct use of the name of God was praising His

name, i.e. letting Him be in this world him who He is. The

"vain" use of the name of God was thus in the widest sense the

denial of God as He has revealed Himself in His name, which in

a narrower sense specifically forbids the pronouncing of curses

in God's name and magical undertakings. False swearing in the

name of God would surely be included in this prohibition, if

the distinction between false and useless swearing were origi¬

nally felt in the text, the latter would also be included. But

basicly the "vain" must be seen as "zu einem nicht.iaen Zweck" .

meaning both a negating of God's being and an evil tempering

with God's power: 'Aussprechens des Gottesnamen zu einem "nich-

tigan Zweck"...wobei der Begriff des "Nichtigen" gleichbedeute
,4

1st mit dem Begriff des Bosen .'

von D, Karl Marti, Abteilung II, Exodus. Mit acht Abbildungen.
(Tubingen: Verlag von J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck}, 1900, p. 71.

1. So Levy, ojo. cit.. II, p. 7 under I*3.
2. Martin Noth, Das Alte Testament Deutsch. Meues GoA t-

inqer Sibelwerk.. in Verbindung mit Sachgelehrten herausgegeben
von Artur Weiser: Teilband 5, Daszweite ' uch Mose. Exodus.
(Gottingen: v'andenhoeck and Ruprecht* 1959), p. 131.

3. Beer-Galling (HfaAT, I, 3), op. cit.. p. 101.
4. Noth (ATD, V), ojo. cit.., p. 131.



The two Aram, words used have been }1U .end The

first, basicly a noun is rendered: Nichtigkeit, Leerheit,"^
2

and also: grace, undeserving gift. With or without prepos. it
9.

is used as adverb meaning: umsonst, ohne Nutzen cder Entgelt.

The basic meaning of the verb is: lugen, tauschen, treulos

handeln, with the accompanying nouns : Lu'ge, Tauschung,

trugerische Rede, and K1J?7: der Lugner, Tauscher, which latter
T T "

• « O
is really an adj. and for which is also used der Ltigncr.

Whereas the meaning of °Y[?W is only "lie" that of ]1Q seems to be

both "lie" 3nd "emptiness". Levy points out in the article n

]1D"' that 0 at E 2C.7 and D 5.11, following the talmudic intar-

pretation, forbids speaking God's name S2IDV, i.e. both "use¬

lessly" and"falseiy", and then pronounces the severe judgment

only on the latter kind of speaking of God's name, i.e. on that

spoken "falsely":

Exod. 20, 7 0, u. Dsut. 5, 11 o, Kara sV
X35n> "jnVK du sollst nicht schworen bei dem Na~
men des Herrn deines Gottas zur Nichtigkeit, d, H. so-
wohi auf unnutze Weise, umsonst (talm. 0*23® pi?

er spricht den Namen Gottes vergeblich aus,
d. h. hier: Kins? |38 V? er schwort z. B. auf einen
Stein, dass es ein Stein ist, weicher Schwur uberflussig
sei, da Jedermann doch sieht, dass es ein^Stein ist), als
auch auf falsche Weise (npc? z. B. er schwort: sint? pK >5?
y? auf einen Stein, dass es Holz ist (vlg„ Schebuoth
20 fg. snt'rt r»» JiiauV yava), Tw. snt?V. Da aber die ^da-
be i angedrohte harte Strafe nur auf leztern Fall (na'mi.
f.alschen Hid) Bezug hat, so giebt 0 das in dem~

1. Levy, 0£. cit.. II, p. 7.
2. Jastrow, oo. cit., p. 729.
2A. Levy, op. cit. , II, p. 7.
3. Levy, o£>. cit., II, p. 514 and Jastrow, ojg. cit., p.

i626.
4. Levy, oja. cit.. II, p. 7.



selben Verse zweite »^durch wieder...
With this in mind, Dillmann-Ryssel point out how the of the

tgg, meaning "falsely" does not st all cover the meanings of

the textword :1

) zur Michtiqkelt. zum Nichtigen, Eiteln,
Leeren; es deckt sich keineswegs rait zur alsch-
heit oder LOge, vvelche allerdings in mit enthalten
ist...sondern schiiesst auch den Begriff des Shhdiaer
(Hi 11, II. Jes 1, 13. 3, 18 u.o.) urid Unndthlcsan. Ver¬
ge blichen (?s 127, It. Jer 2,30. 4,30. 6, 29. 46, II.
Mai 3, 14} in sich, so dass also nicht bloss das unnfft*

ze und falsche Schworen (worauf Jos. ant. 3,,5, Pes.'
u, Target. es beschranken...), wodurch allerdings der
hi. Name Gottes entweiht wird..., sondern jeder sttr-.dig

. (z. B. zu slindiger Verwflnschung, Lgsterung, Zauberei,
Wahrsagerei) und unnBthige Gebrauch des Namens dadurch
getroffen wird.

Holzinger, though in the light of the verb he interprets

KV in 3 wider sense, including "sundig, frevelhaft", says,

...wird von Wellh. Comp. 91 Anm. 1, wie schon
von Josephus ant. Ill 5, 5, Pesch. und Targ.» as ltfgen-
haft. falsch verstanden.. .es wUrde sich dann urn falsches
SchwBren handeln.

He thus assumes the meaning of the tgg and the Ml to be the same,

as opposed to Dillmarin,

Against this background we judge the interpretations of

the tgg as follows. Beginning with the broad meaning of the

verse in the MT, there is indeed the tendency toward particular-

izing in the tgg. Three stages can be noted in this process.

The first one is PJ-N and the second one Par-CG-Nmg. Though

1. Dillmann-Ryssel (KeBbAT, XII), ojo. ext.., p. 233.
9 <jr. 2. The expression of the Pesh. is X=>, f rom

J £ ai-yj ; f--faJ.sehood, untruth, lie; treachery, unfaithful¬
ness, rt". \L<? ; --to lie. (Payne Smith, .. .Dictionary. oo. cit..
p. 83.) >*

3. Holzinger (K HC AT, II), o£. pii,, p. 72.
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the second shows a further stage in particularizetlon than the

first, it may have developed independently from the first, as

a branch of the i-'a 1. Pent, tg tradition. The first stage is

thus PJ;|JD V? .. .yams and N: jjq >57... 203 • The adverb is
here "emptily, falsely". V»e admit with Di 1 Imann-Rysse 1 that

strictly literally this word is narrower in meaning than the M•

Kit? because it does not specifically contain the "evil" meaning

of Kit?. However |3ft 7V does literally both include "uselessly"
and "falsely", and furthermore occurs both in the phrase forbid¬

ding this, and in the'phrase pronouncing the punishment. It

thus may well have been meant in 3 wide sense of a "wrong" use

of God's name, very similar to the MT. We hold that this first

step is therefore no real removal, or at the most a minor remov¬

al in the direction of particularization, from the MT. Two

traditions are present in this first stage, viz. N which refers

to speaking vainly, and PJ, swearing vainly. Admittedly, the

latter may be more particular in meaning. In stage two the read¬

ing is "swearing falsely". which is a definite interpretation

of the MT, and a particularization from stage one. The members

in this group all use , to swear, and some form of

to lie, falsehood, or falsely: Par-CG-Nmg. As for Par, its

part 1 is composite, and we omit part 1-a for this consideration,

because as we have pointed out, it is most surely an insertion

in Par of an 0 reading. We thus have two branches of the Pal.

tg tradition, PJ-N and Par-CG. The mgg of N ere variants of

the second branch as compared with the former. Stage 3 of the
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process of particularization, i.e. O, condemns speaking the

cord's name emptily and falsely (KJAD'?. . ."1DK} and gives punish¬

ment to the speaking of His name falsely ( inp'TZ?1?., ."lftK). This

rendering is specific and follows the talmuaic legal concept

which interprets the commandment as forbidding swearing--both

useless swearing (that a stone ia a stone) and false swearing,

(that a stone is wood)—but punishing only the false swearing.

Whereas the "false swearing" of stage two permits a wider inter¬

pretation than specifically "false oaths" in the sense of the

oath that a stone is wood, the rendering in 0, specifically

speaks of useless and false oaths, as legally understood by tal-

mudic scholarship. Thus 0 is the third and last stage in'devel¬

opment of particularizing the meaning of the commandment, do¬

ing back to Par, if a scribe who were acquainted with the specif¬

ic particularization of 0, were copying Par, he would not prop¬

erly understand the wider meaning of stage two, where "false

swearing" is both condemned and punished. Understanding "false

swearing" along taimudic lines, this scribe, acquainted with 0,

would insert a phrase from O in Par, so that both false and use¬

less swearing were condemned. Now it becomes clear, that i "

/ar were a copy of 0, then Par would have only used the adv.

in part i, which in 0 and taimudic understanding includes both

"false" and "useless" swearing. That is the reading in o. As

it is Par uses both 831D1? , "falsely" and "uselessly" and HpW,

"falsely", thus being marked by a clumsy repetition of "falsely".
Therefore Par stands with the second stage, one branch of the



Pal. tg tradition (Par-CG-Nmg), and has at this place an inser¬

tion from 0. Most important for our discussion, is the con¬

clusion of the inter-relatedness of P-J with the Pal. tgg and of

the fact that PJ with N stands possibly at a stage in the devei _

opment of particularization of the meaning, which is closest

to the MI, as compared with stage two of Par-CG-Nmg and stage

three of 0. Surely there can be no doubt on the basis of exam¬

ples like this one, that PJ is as a matter of fact a representa¬

tive of the old Pal. Pent, tg tradition, as much as the FT and

N a re.

We note a minor addition in N, and a longer reading in

Par, at E. 20.11.

In '"...and (he) rested the seventh day..."', where the

verb is MI: » N reads* '"ID*7{ K: "and it was
sabbath and he rested before him", perhaps in repetition of verse

10, '"...but the seventh day is a sabbath to the Lord your God..."'

where PJ, CG, and N read, '"...but the seventh day is a sabbath

and a rest (N: FPU"! KX-) to the Lord your God.,."' Finally,

there is the long addition, concluding this verse in Par:

Established Is every appointed time and command¬
ment from all the festivals and desired things of the
commandments to the sons of Israel, as instructions. For
ail who honor the sabbath, compensation I establish as
to those who are honoring me, upon the throne of my honor,
because as regards to the glory of the sabbath, the sons
of Israel shall be strong to the coming age.

In conclusion, we give a full translation of PJ, which

is the same as that of CG and N:

My people, sons of Israel, let every man be in¬
structed in the honor of his father and in the honor of
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his mother, that your days may be increased upon the
land which the Lord your God gives you.

In E 20.12, the usual addition precedes the verse in PJ,

CG, Par, and N: My people, sons of Israel (Par; My people, my

people, house of Israel). In Par, the second part of the verse,

i.e. "...that your days may be long in the land which the Lord

your God gives you..." is phrased differently, and reads, "...

because everyone who honors his father and his mother, I give to

him increasing of days and lengthening of years..." After th s,

Par closes the verse with the unique addition; "Because on ac¬

count of the honor of father and mother I strengthen him to the

coming age", which addition, explicating the text, is the kind

often found in the Pal. tg tradition.

In E 20.13-16 (Aram. 13), we have a long addition in PJ,

Par, CG, and N into which the verses are woven. We also find

one addition in u, who reads at MT: Hinn !?S "You shall not

kill" the following: , d3 $7, "You shall not kill lite",

an addition not found in the other tgg.

Following is the translation of PJ giving the full read¬

ing, incorporating the verses. The readings of the Pal. tgg are

generally the same, individual differences being noted below:

My people, the sons of Israel, you shall not be
murderers; you shall not be companions of or partakers
with murderers: in the congregations of Israel there
shall not be seen a murderous people; neither shall
your sons rise up after you and teach one another to
take part with murderers: for on account of the guilt
of murder the sword (C3: death) comes forth upon the
world.

My people, the sons of Israel, be you not adul¬
terers, nor companions nor partakers with adulterers:



nor in the congregations of Israel shall there be seen
an adulterous people, that your sons may not arise after
you to teach one another to have part with adulterers:
for through the guilt of adultery death (Par: the punish¬
ment) comes forth (a) upon the world.

My people, the sons of Israel, you shall not be
thieves, nor companions nor partakers with thieves: there
shall not be seen in the congregations of Israel a thiev¬
ish people; that your sons may not arise after you to
teach one another to be like thieves (b): for on account
of the guilt of theft famine comes forth upon the world.

My people, sons of Israel, you shall not testify
against your neighbors a testimony of falsehood, nor be
companions of partakers with those who bear false witness:
nor shall there be seen in the congregations of Israel a
people who testify a testimony of falsehood: neither
shall your sons arise after you to teach one another to
have part with those who testify falsehood: for because
of the guilt of false testimony the clouds go up and the
rain comes not down, and dryness comes (c) upon the world.
(from "the clouds" to "upon the world" following tgg have
variant, readings, Nmg: the clouds go up and rain does
not come down, N: cattle of the field were held back oy
the sons of men, Par: the kingdom breaks in upon the sons
of men and exile comes upon the world.1 Cf. the latter
reading in PJ at the following verse.)""

Minor individual differences are, at (a) PJ: j?*Es3; Nmg: SXlK,

Par: CG: • at (b) PJ, N: 1*33* 07 *1107. .. p; ,

"and they teach (one another) to be like thieves"; CG: llhb''!
1*333 Uinnb... t "and they teach,..to be thieves"; Par: Oll'D?

1*333 1*333 07 , "to be 1 ike thieves, so that

they shall not teach... the way of thieves": Nmg: 'ITTNi. .. psb'l
*331 ]32*"1 , "and they shall teach...the way of the sins of thieves

and at (c) PJ, Par, CG: K»V7 >7 5 N, Nmg: MlW?. Though

in Nmg we find quotations from PJ, Par, and CG in this versa,

there are an amazing number of unique renderings, preserving for

us variants from other branches of the Pal. tg tradition.

1. The translation follows in the main that of Etheridge,
op. cit., I, pp. 5l2f.
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name only one, in the phrase "neither shall your sons rise up

after you" in each of the four paragraphs, the mg variant of N

has: "their sons after them". Relating to our study of PJ, we

note that the last mg of N: is11? 'PtJDI |'j?^0 X33$7,

is from PJ: !T>H3 X? ]'s?bO }'W, "the clouds go up

and the rain comes not down". PJ surely presents itself here,

not as an addition of the verse proper from O to the addition of

the Pal. tgg, but rather as integrally related with the Pal. Pent,

tgg, as a branch of that tradition.

The additions of E 20.17(14} show PJ to be in the same

tradition ss Par, CG, and N. Much is in common between these,

although both PJ and Par show individual additions.

The addition placed in front of the verse, reads in PJ

a nd N:

My poeple (l), children (2) of Israel,
you shall not be covetous,
neither companions nor partakers with the covetous:
there shall not be seen in the congregations of Israel

a covetous people;
in order that your sons do not rise up after you,
to teach one another
to be a covetous people."

The addition as a whole occurs in PJ and N. Par and CG have

minor omissions, a change and an addition. At (l), Par adds a

second, "my people". At (2), "house" is substituted for "chil¬

dren" by Par. Of the eight lines, CG omits lines three, four

and five and Par line seven. The simple moral elaboration of

this addition upon the verse, surely marks it as part of the

1. Etheridge, oo. cit.. I, p. 513 reads for this last
line: "tc have part with the covetous".
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Palestinian tg tradition. 3ut this is moreover borne out by

the use of the words. The noun "partaker" in the third line:

» is not listed as occurring in O.""" The same is true for
' T

the verb "to teach" used in line seven: I'*?.? In the same

line, we note the word used for "another" * PJ:l'J,i?, CG and N:

. Both forms are used by the Pal, tgg, but only the form

]13X is used by O. The form used by PJ here is the one used
3

by the Pal. tgg, but not by 0."

For RSV, '"You shall not covet"', PJ and Par .read, "Not

one from among you shall covet," and N reads, "Not one man from

among you shall covet," CG simple reads, "He shall not covet."

PJ stands with the Pal tgg here.

The verse ends with the following addition, as it reads

in PJ:

...because by the sin of covetousness,
clouds go away and the rain does not come down,(only
Par )
the kingdom (government) attacks
the possessions of
the sons of man,
and the wealthy in possessions are made poor,
and slavery comes upon the world.

Of the whole, as it stands in PJ, lines four and six are unique

to that tg, and line 2 occurs only in Par, showing the individual

elements within the Pal tg tradition. All four Pal. tgg have

line one, Par omitting lines three and five and N omitting line

1. Levy, oo. cit.. II, p. 523.
2. Levy, ojo. cit., I, p. 335.
3. Jalman, Grammatik etc. op. cit.. p. 325, Stevenson,

op. cit.. p. 15 and Odeberg,. o£. cit,., II, p. 3.
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seven.

The lack of the thought of this addition in the talmuds,

midrash and other Jewish sources tends to show that this inter¬

pretation is one from the Pal. tg tradition, with each tg having

grown into its own unique reading. Ginzberg lists the thought

as follows, found only in the "Yerushalrni Tsrgumim Ex 20.14"1:
The content of the tenth commandment is: "O My

people Israel, covet not the possessions of your neigh¬
bors, for owing to this sin will the government take
their possessions from the people, so that even the weal¬
thiest will become poor and will have to go into exile.

This is further borne out by the use of words. The verb, "to

attack" in the Ithpa: as used in the third line by PJ,

CG, and N, is in this theme not listed as used by 0. Again,

the word for "possessions": used in line four uniquely

in PJ is commonly used in the Jer. tgg, hit only once listed oy

Levy as used in 0.T The verb, "to make poor" used uniquely by

PJ in the sixth line: also is not listed as used in

5
0. The point is.that this addition is the property of the

Pal. tg tradition, of which PJ partakes as well as the other

1. Louis Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews. Volume VI,
Notes to Volumes III and IV. From Moses in the Wilderness to
Esther""!Philadelphia : The Jewish Publication Society of Ameri¬
ca, 5706-1946), p. 43, ftnt. 234.

2. Louis Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews. Volume III,
Bible, limes and Characters ,Fxam ±M Exodus io the Death of Moses.
Translated from the German Manuscript by Paul Rati in (Philadel¬
phia: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 5707-1947),p.102,

3. Levy, on. cit.. I, pp. 153f.
4. Levy, on, .cit., II, pp. HOf: 0 uses this word at D

8,17: pVsn "these goods",
5. Levy, nJ2» cit.. II, p. 52,
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Pal. tg.

A few additions are present in E 20.18(15} in PJ, and

also in Par and CG.

At the beginning of the verse, where RSV reads, "Now

when ail the people perceived the thunderings and the lightnings

..." PJ reads,

And all the people saw the thundarings
and every one of them was turned around
when he heard them coming forth from the midst
of the lightnings.

The addition does not occur in the other tgg, and has not been

found in other sources. Its content is not so much theological,

as a vivid picturing of the thunder—the flashes are seen, the

thunders are heard coming from the area where the flashes had

appeared and the impact of the thunder turns people around as

if it were hiding their faces for protection. This is the

kind of vivid picturing of a circumstance which one expects from

a targum going back to oral tradition. This addition points us

to the ancient character of PJ, as part of the Pal. Pent tg tra¬

dition.

Following RSV, "...and the sound of the trumpet" only

PJ adds, "as it will raise the dead" The sound of the trumpet

or as in some midrashic sources, more trumpets, refers to the

1. Etheridge, op. cit.. I, p. 513 reads, "And all the
people saw the thunders® and were turned back., every one as he
heard them coming forth from the midst of the lights". Gins,
inserts in the text, "the lightning flashes as" and reads,
"...when he heard them--the lightning flashes—as coming forth
from the midst of the lightning", with the ftnt. that the ms
omits this insertion.



voice or voices of God on Sinai.- The trumpets which were to

sound at the resurrection were modelled after the voices of God

2
at Sinai.' The eventual interpretation of this passage was

that:

"When the Divine voice sounded, ell the dead in
Sheol were revived, and betook themselves to Sinai? for
the revelation took place in the presence of the living
as well as of the dead, yea even^the souls of those who
were not yet born were present/8*3

Our addition in PJ to the phrase of "the sound of the trumpet"

explaining that this would, be similar on the resurrection day,

is an ordinary comment of description, like the kind found in

the Pal. Pent, tg tradition.

An addition is found as to the distance which the people

stood "afar off". PJ reads "twelve miles", Par and CG read

'/♦VXD , "removed" or "aside". A descriptive addition here is
thus found in two Pal. tgg as well as in PJ, putting it with

that tradition. The "twelve miles" is thought to be a refer-

ence to the length and breadth of the camp/ which "is already

1. Ginzberg, op, clt.. VI, p. 39, ftnt. 214: Shab. 88b
and others.

2. jntjan jn'Ji , ed. Jellinek, (Leipzig, 1853-1857), Vol
VI, p. 41, as"referred to in Ginzberg, op. cit., VI, p. 39,
ftnt. 214, and III, p. 97.

3. Ginzberg, op. cit.. Ill, p. 97 and VI, pp. 39f, ftnt
215: nan mat? tms , ed. Wilna, 1887, chapter 28, par 6; jma

>*<1311 it lit, •-"v .IV,/tat * ,jfJT i tn* lis ®n'a . o? ., .KBirrsn
ISLLl i » Wilna, 1833, 7itro, par II; nty*?s VrTyns , Amster
dam,""1709 or Warsaw, 1852, 41; snp»o* n3looT'TTtTop/ dttd,
Gen and Ex, ed. Buber, Wilna, i8»0, Lev, ftum, TfefitT" 6d/' Padua,
Lekah, V, 99.

4. Ginzberg, op. cjt.» Ill, p. 95 and VI, pp. 38f, ftnt.
210.
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found in very old sources.. .e.g. Mekilta Sah.ociesh 2, 62b; 9,7
l

lb, and in many other passages."x Moreover, the word used for

"mile": K*?9D, is one occurring only in the Jer. tgg. * There¬

fore, we find PJ not only to stand with Par and CQ here, but we

find its character to be an ancient one.

In E 20.25(22) an addition is made regarding the tool

not to be wielded upon the stone of the altar. The word used

for this by MT and 0 is 31 n, meaning "sword" and "chiseling

tool". PJ, Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg use S>T*1h : "iron". After

RSV, "And if you make rae an altar of stone, you shall not build

it of hewn stones" the following addition occurs in Par, Bora,

CG, and Nmg: "because iron, the sword has been made of it,"
i-

N reads here "because the iron of (from?) the sword has been

made." A mg of N reads, "from the sword, death is created to

all who use (?) the steel edge, that you should not lift up the
(

sword upon it and should not profane it," has the same addi¬

tion transposed to follow immediately the word "iron", and there¬

fore not repeating this word in the additiont "because of it,

the sword has been made". For "sword" however PJ uses

3
also used in the unique addition in Nmg.' The prohibition, of

using an iron tool in the building of an altar is also referred

to or mentioned in Joshua 8,31; I Sam. 14.32ff; I Kings 6.7,

18.31f. The reason for this prohibition is by men such as

~

1. Ibid.. VI, pp. 82f, ftnt. 445.
2. Levy, op. cit.. II, p. 31.
3. This word is also used in 0, Cf, Levy, .cit,,

II, p. 161,
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Oesterley » Robinson Smith and K» Marti*4, thought to be that
such use would drive away the spirits which were felt to live

in these stones, especially in the altar stones* J. Israel-

stam firmly rejects this reasoning and points to "the reason

for the banishing of iron tools from the building of the altar
3

or a temple given in Middoth III, 4, as follows:

The stones both of the ascent and of the altar
were taken from the valley of Beth Kerem. They dug
into virgin soil and brought from there whole stones
on which no iron had been lifted, since iron disquali¬
fies by mere touch, though a scratch made by anything
could disqualify...The plaster was not laid on with a
trowel of iron, for fear that it might touch and dis¬
qualify, since Iron was created to shorten man's days,
and the altar was created to prolong man's days, and
it is not right therefore that that which shortens
should be lifted against that which prolongs.'

This would seem in line with the thoughts in the additions in

the Pal. tgg and in PJ here. We see that the addition as in

PJ Is the same as that of the Pal. tgg, and has elements referred

to in Nmg. PJ stands with the Pal. Pent tg tradition here.

Prefixed to E 20.26(23) the Pal. tgg and PJ read most

of the following addition:

1. As referred to in The B, Talm.. Nezlfrin VIII, Aboth.
op. cit., V, p. 63, ftnt. 6.

2. Robinson Smith, Religion of the Semites* p. 202 and
K. Marti, Geschlchte der israelitlschen Religion. 3. Aufl.,1897,
p. IOC, both as referred to in Baentsch, oja, cit.. p. 188.

3. The B. Talm., Mezikln VIII, Aboth, op. cit.. V, p. 63,
ftnt. 6.

4. Iks. Jaj&lMiaa lilasisb l&dMhjL&b Temurah,
Translated into English with Notes, Glossary and Indices by
Rabbi L, Miller, Kerithoth ... by Rabbi Or.I. Epstein, Ph.D.,
Me' ilah ... by Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein, Ph.D., Tain id ... by Mauric
Simon, M.A., Middcth ... by Maurice Simon, M.A., ICinnim ... by
Rabbi Or. S. 14. Lehman, M.A., Ph.D. (London: The Soncino Press,
1948), Middoth, ch. Ill, f. 4, p. 13.
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And you priests, sons of Aaron (Msons of Aaron om.in PJ)
who stand and minister
before me (om, in Bom, CQ, and N)
on my altar (cm, in PJ).

We have here a descriptive addition in the Pal. tgg, in which

PJ shares.

After RSV, "...you shall not go up by steps to my altar",
PJ adds uniquely, "but by sloping bridges", using the word

This word does not occur in Q.x The fact that an altar had a

ramp was a well established one, mentioned in passages dealing

•with altar sacrifice in the Talm.. such as Mo'ed: flaqiaah 11a,

where Rabbi I. Abrahams describes this in a note as "the in-

clined plane leading to the altar"," It is also mentioned in

the frlishnah. "There was an ascent (incline, ramp) on the south

side of the altar, thirty-two cubits (long) by sixteen broad."'

The addition of PJ here is really nothing new. The verse states

that the priest is not to go up to the altar lest his nakedness

be exposed upon it. PJ explains that the ramp is to be used.

Such a point of explanation is common not only to PJ but to the

Pal. tradition.

Three unique additions are found in E 21.20, all in PJ.

After "manservant" and "maidservant" PJ adds the adj. "Canaanite".

1. Levy, ££. cit.. I, p. 157 and Brederek, ££. cit.. p.
145, Aram. and p. 23, Hebrew 7©*,

2. The B. Talm.. Mo'ed, VIII, ffagiaah. op. cit., ila, p.
57, ftnt. 8.

3. The jg. Talm.. Kodashim. Middoth. op. cit.. Ill, 3,
p. 12, as also The Mlshnah. Kodashim. Middoth. op. cit ., 3, p.
594.
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Baentsch^ feels that this passage speaks of slaves in general,

both Hebrews and non-Hebrews, especially referring to E 21.2-6,

where laws regarding Hebrew slaves are laid down. It is more

probable to realise with Dillmann-Ryssel the major distinction

to be between Hebrews—whether free or slave—and non-Hebrews,

pointing especially to L 25.44-46, hence that here "nur an die
2

Sklaven nichthebraischen Stamms...zu denken ist"Such is al-
n

so the interpretation of Mechllta on the authority of R. Eli'ezer.

This being the general understanding of the passage in the Hebrew

OT, PJ is no more than an explicit mention of the understanding

already inherent in the Hebr. This kind of popular explication
I

in a word or a phrase, is a mark of the Pal. tgg. Similarly,

we can look at the addition, "on that day" which only PJ has af¬

ter, "and he died". This is even more obviously the meaning in

the MT than the above was. For the following verse states, (RSV),
"But if the slave survives a day or two, he is not to be punished

Hence PJ here explicates verbally the meaning already ob¬

vious in the MT, and as we said, this is a mark of the Pal. tgg.

Finally, the addition at the end of the verse, following

the verse part, "and he shall be punished", the addition reading,

"with the punishment of death by the sword". The MT does not

list the punishment for this case. Though the death in such a

case would be caused by the flogging, the following verse indica^"

1. Baentsch, (HkAT), ££. cit.. p. 194.
2. Dillmann-Ryssel, (KgeHbAT), cit., p. 256.
3. Mechiltha. ubersetzt von Winter und Wunsche, ojo, cit.,

Mischpatim jNez.ikin), 7. Abschnitt, p. 261.
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ing that the slave is his owner's property, the owner's money,

indicates that this is not premeditated murder. For premedi¬

tated murder the lex taliones holds, as is clear from D 19.11-

13.': death for death. This case is not premeditated murder

however, but "accidental death". According to N 35.22-28, in

the case of unintentional murder, the murderer could live in one

of the cities of refuge, and the averger dared not harm him, un¬

til the death of the high priest, when the (unintentional) mur¬

derer could go free to his own land of possession again, quite

free and guiltless. Commentators generally feel that the death

penalty is not meant for this in our verse, but a lesser fine,

pointing to a comparison of penalties for slaves and free men
2 s

in general: (a) when two men fight, and one hits the other

with as result that the second has to go to bed; if the second

rises and walks again, even though with a stick, the first one

is clear, except that he has to pay for the loss of time and has

to have him thoroughly healed (E 21.18-19). But if this happens

to a slave, there is no punishmant (E 21.20-21). This case how¬

ever does not have much weight, inasmuch as a master would pay

1. Cf. also L 24.17, 21b-22; N 35.15-21. Though it is
clear from L 24.22 and N 35.15 that this law holds both for the
native Israelite and the sojourner or stranger; it is not clear
whether it applies both to free men and to slaves. Commentators
generally apply these laws of intentional murder to both free men
and slaves. So for instance Dillmann-Hyssel, (KgeHbAT), pp. cit..
p„» 256, in referring to these OT passages, "Bei der absichtlichen
Tbdtung wird ailerdings jener Unterschied nicht gemecht, wenig-
stens nicht von andern Verff."

2. Dilimann-Ryssel, (KgeHbAT), op. cit., pp. 256-257;
Baentsch, (HkAT), op. cit.. p. 195 and Beer, (HhAT), pp. cit.., p.
ill.
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for the healing of his slave anyway, so that the slave may work

for him again, {b) if men fight together and hurt a woman with

child, so that there is a miscarriage but no hurt (!), then the

man shall be fined; but if there is hurt, the lex taliones holds;

life for life, eye for eye, etc. (E 21.22-25) If a slave is in¬

volved, i.e. looses his tooth, then his master who knocked out

his tooth shall, let him go free. (E 21,26-27) Here we would

comment, that this seems quite a loss for the master: is it not

more to loose the slave of thirty shekels of silver than a tooth

for the master? (c) when an ox gores and kills a man or woman,

it snail be stoned, and its flesh not eaten, i.e. a total loss

for the owner. But if the ox had done this in the past, and the

owner has been warned, then not only shall the ox be stoned but

the owner put to death. (E 21.28-31) No explicit distinction

is made between these two possibilities with a slave: in this

case the owner of the ox pays thirty shekels of silver to the

master of the slave, and the ox is stoned. (E 21.31-32) We

feel, though we admit that there was a difference in treatment

before the law between slaves and free men, that the difference

in treatment of slaves and free men must not be over-estimated.

In the cases mentioned above, in (a) the slave too would be

healed, (b) the slave gets his freedom, which of course was not

possible if this happened between two free men, and (c) uninten¬

tional murder is surely thought of, as intentional murder (if the

ox had gored before and the owner had been warned) and would here

too make the lex taiiones applicable. In such a case, the owner
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of the slave would not avenge the blood of his slave and kill

the killer, but the owner would require the price of a slave

from the killer. Whatever the correct interpretation of the

punishment in our verse, where the owner of the slave is the

killer (unintentionally}, some Jewish expositors interpret the

punishment to be death: the Talm.. Raschi, I Es."" The Samari¬

tan Pent, stands in this tradition rendering JilD' mo. Mechil-

tha gives as penalty the death by the sword on the authority of

Rabbis Nathan ha-Bahli (fourth generation Tannaim, second cen-

2 *"5tury'} and 'Akiba (second generation Tannaim, died 135''} :

Gestraft, gestraft soil er werden, d. i, mit
dem Tode. Du sagst: Mit dem Tode, oder vieileicht
is es nicht so, scndern mit Geld? R, Nathan sagt:
Es heisst hier: und es heisst dort (Lev. 26,25)
Sfi'pJ : MUnd ich lasse uber euch kommen ein Schwert
strafend die Strafe des Sundes*, wie dort Schwert, so
hier Schwert. R. 'Akiba sagt: Es heisst hier nb'us,
und es heisst dort (Num. 31,2) ns'pa. "Strafe die '
Strafe der Kinder Israels", wie dort durch Schwert,
so auch hier durch Schwert, wie hier durch Gerichts-
hof, sg dort durch Gerichtshof. (ftnt: Bileam

wurde namlich nach Siphre zu Num. Piska 157 (Lemma:
"Und Bileam, der Sohn Beors, mit dem Schwerte"} vom
Gerichtshofe zum Tode verurteilt.H

Hence, the tradition that death of a slave as a result of flog¬

ging, is punishable by death of the owner-flogger is an ancient

one, going back not only to the time when officially mentioned

on the authority of rabbis, i.e. to the early second century ,

1. As referred to by Dillmann-Ryssel, (KgeHbAT), op.
cit., p. 256.

2. Strack, Introd. to the Talm. etc.. op. cit.. p. 117.
3. Ibid.. p. 112.
4. Mechiltha. ubersetzt von Winter und Wiinsche, op. cit..

Mischpatim (Nezikin), 7. Abschnitt, p. 263.
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but surely before that time, and is found in the Samar. Pent.

PJ as a targum has this tradition for us, no doubt as it was

understood by those who read and heard the Law. That this is

not found in the Pal. tgg, would again show the circulation of

different branches of a Pal. Pent, tg tradition, without a "re¬

ceived text".

In E 21.25, PJ prefaces the nouns "pain of burning",

"wound" and "stripe" by '&*!, "an equivalent of" or "the value

of , as addition. This verb *?irr--gleichJ ahnlich sein, does

not seem to occur in 0, though the noun is recorded as
t :

1
used there. Ginsburger refers for these additions here and

in the previous verse to Mechiitha z. Stelle. The latter how¬

ever simply reads, in translation, "Auge an Stelle des Auges...
2

Brandmal an Stelle von Brandmal.,.This however is not a

borrowing from the Mechiltha. but rather a popular exposition

of the lex taliones which applies in this case of harm following

when men striving together hurt a woman with child and cause a

miscarriage. This kind of popular exposition is common in the

Pal. tg tradition, which has as its ethos the ordinary folk* PJ

stands in that tradition.

Of the additions, one is only inpj„ one only in some Pal.

tgg, some are in PJ, and some Pal tgg.

PJ only adds after RSV, "If it is torn..." the phrase,

1. Brederek, op. cit.. p. 147, Aram, kd-t and ssjnei and
pp. 25f, BH na*? and runs*?.

2. Wechiltha« ubersetzt von Winter und Wunsche, op. cit.»
Mischpatim (Nezikin), 8, Abschnitt, Kap 21,24.25, pp. 266f.
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"By a beast of the field". The noun "beast": Xrji|an is one

not used by 0.L This is an addition quite in line with the mean¬

ing of the MT. The MT verb as used here, meaning, "to tear,
2

rend implies "by wild beasts"." Moreover this addition pictures

explicitly what was meant here. This is the kind of vivid»expli c"

it description common to the Pal. Pent, tg tradition, in which

PJ partakes here,

Par, Bom, and CG add after, RSV, "let him bring", the

phrase "of its members". As we have seen above, this is the

meaning implicit in the OT, followed by the Sam. Pent., and in

the Mechiltha ascribed to R. Josiah of the third generation Tan-

naim. (ca, 130-160 A.D.) This again is the kind of vivid'ex¬

plicit explanation of the meaning already implicit in the MT,

which is common in the Pal. Tg tradition.

PJ and Bom have, following the verb, "let him bring":

n,5?» perhaps in imitation of the suffix on this verb in the MT,

which is translated, RSV, "...let him bring it..." The suffix

has to be read as referring to the owner in the context of Bom

however, "...let him bring to him from its members (as) evidence

With the verb in PJ as a Part., the may perhaps be

taken as the subject of the Part., simply, "...he shall bring

witnesses..." However, here is a reading of a Pal. tg and

1. Levy, pp. cit.. I, p. 253 and Brederek, pp. cit. p. 151.
2. Koehler und Baumgarner, pp. cit.» pp. 356f.
3. Etheridge, pp. pit., I, p. 520, translates PJ, "...

let him bring witnesses...", and 3cm, "...he shall bring of its
members,..".
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of PJ, which are the same, and which is not found in 0.

Following PJ's "...ha shall bring witnesses..." PJ and

Wmg have an addition in common. PJ reads, "or he shall lead

him to the carcase", after which the verse follows, "of the

torn animal and he shall not make restitution". Nmg reads,

"He shall lead him to the carcase (of) the debt of the torn

animal and he shall not make restitution". The nwrilfilli
T

which PJ uses for carcase is one not used by 0. As we noted,

this interpretation is followed by the LXX and is found in the

Mechiltha under Rabbi Jonathan's name. (third generation Tan-

naim, ca. 130-160 A.D.) Nmg is not simply a reading of PJ here,

it has distinct differences, but has the same meaning as PJ, Of

the addition, the verb for "to lead" and the preposition "to"

are the same. A different word is used for "carcase", and the

noun "debt" is added in Nmg, We would therefore assume that

this rendering was a part of one branch of the Pal. Pent, tg

tradition. The scribe of N knew or had access to this, and

added it in the mg. PJ is that tg in its written form.

In this same addition, we note the insertion of "and"

in front of the negative "not" in PJ and Nmg. We noted that

this is also done in the Sara. Pent, and the LXX, so that the

phrasing of the MI is put one word farther, and the Part, "the
torn animal" is taken out of the last phrase, and put into the

preceding phrase. Thus PJ in toto reads,

If it has been torn by beasts of the field,

^ cit., I, P. 131 sn-' Brederefc, o£. cit. ,
p. llf-3# no Aram. xsii.
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he shall bring witnesses,
or he shall lead him to the carcase of the torn ani¬

mal;
and he shall not make restitution. '"

This addition of "and" takes away the doubt that exists in 0,

Par, Bom, and N, as to which phrase the Part., "the torn animal"

is to be put in. As said of the previous addition, this evi¬

dence of PJ and Nmg, marks PJ as part of the Pal. Pent, tg tra¬

dition.

The additions of L 22.27 may be dealt with .in two parts.

First there are those additions made in the verse proper and

secondly there is the long addition in PJ and the Pai. tgg, pre¬

ceding our verse. The first class, with which we shall begin,

include two additions only in PJ, an addition in both CG and N

and most important an addition in all the Pent, tgg, including

PJ.

PJ only adds after RSV, "...when...is born"; nilXD

1. Etheridge, op. cit.. X, p. 520, translates PJ: "If
it hath been torn by a wild beast, let him bring witnesses, or
bring him to the carcase: because for that which is (so) torn
he shall not make restitution." This rendering of the last
two phrases is to be rejected. The conjunction 1 in: IK
oV©* Tarn xsu iv n* 3'fin"*, makes it clear that the i can¬
not be taken as a conjunction "because" but must be taken as
a genitive construction, as we have translated in the text.
Ibid.. translates Bom, "If it hath really been killed, he shall
bring of its members, as a testimony, and for that which is kill¬
ed he shall not make restitution". The alternate translation
is also possible for both Par and Bom, "...he shall bring (Bom
adds: him) of its members as a testimony of the torn animal and
he snail not make restitution". The conjunction is not pres¬

ent in the text and is to be supplied by the translator in
both cases, which is also the case in the MT, The same cannot
be said for 0, which ibid.. I, p. 395 translates, "...and if
it be torn, and he bring witnesses that it was torn, he shall
not repay", because it is awkward to render, "...he shall bring
witnesses of the torn animal".
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KD*?7 * "...according to the way 0f -the world..." and after RSV,

"...with its mother": V*!©' smDJT**! "for it shall
be known that it is not imperfect". The latter addition is

also referred to in the Midrash. not attached to the name of

any teacher:

THEN IT SHALL BE SEVEN DAYS UNDER THE DAM (XXII,
27). Why seven days? So that it might be examined
(ftnt: It is not clear why this should necessitate a
wait of seven days. Radal proposes an emendation, oi
the text.); for if the dam gored it, or if any blemish
be found therein, it,is disqualified, and wi.U be un¬
fit for an offering.

Both additions, which we may compare with the Sifra at this place,

are on expounding of the basic text, and do not add anything new

to the meaning of it, They are of the kind frequently occurring

in the Pal. tgg. Therefore the character of this addition,

though only in PJ here, puts PJ with the character of the Pal.

tgg.

After, "it shall be (remain)" in RSV, "...it shall re¬

main seven days with its mother..." N adds 92hRD, as also CG;
' "growing". Again here we find an addition which ex¬

plains or makes more explicit the basic meaning of the text, of

which we spoke above, and which we find in the Pal. tgg and in

PJ.

Next we turn to the last phrase of this verse, where 0,

as well as the Pal. tgg, has an addition as compared with the

1. Midrash Rabbah. op. cit., Vol IV, Leviticus. Chap¬
ters I-XIX translated by Rev. J. Israelstam, B.A., Chapters XX-
XXXVII translated by Judah J. Slotki, M.A. (London: Soncino
Press, 5 Gower Street, 1939), XXVII, 10 p. 354.
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MT. The phrase reads, MT : HVrS |2ir?V ilSI*» RSV, M..it
If - V" -; t2 V T •«

shall be acceptable as an offering by fire to the Lord.81 -p
t -

is the Niph. Impf, meaning "to be treated as favoured, be accep

ed", of n*L"? , 3a 1 — "to be pleased with, be favourable to",1
▼ t

2
pT," is the most general noun for offering" HFK is a

noun in its own right, probably nomen unit as with BH:

"fire, fever", and perhaps related to c-» w I ? "goods". The

usual translation is offering made by fire"."' In our verse

nm is a noun in the genitive case, upon which the noun |3"ir?

in the construct state depends: ftgpK | mp, "an offering made
- : T

by fire". For this compound idea in the MT, iTu'S the
V - : T :

tgg have : 0: SO Dip K2hj?9 , PJ t RUmij? , Par • K3"lprj>

pllp , Bom: S?33Tlp 1\*BP KTIpD*?, C3: 13*1*1 j? nnpfeV,
and N: n*rP HllpD1?» Beside the addition of "it" in Par, Bom

C3, and N, the tgg have a verb and a noun for the two nouns in

the MT. The verb is a Pe. (Par, Bom, CG, and C) or Pa. (( e<vj

PJ) Infin., meaning "to offer" or "to be offered" . The mean¬

ing of the tgg is thus different from the MT. The MT speaks

about a specific kind of offering, namely a fire-offering; the

1. Koehler und Baumgartner, op. cit.. p. 906.
2. Ibid., p. 853.
3. Ibid.. p. 92.
4. Levy, ojo. cit.. II? pp* 383f., Jastrow, op. cit., pp

1410f. and Dalman, A.-N. Handw'orterbuch. op. cit.. p. 388. For
the Pe or Pa themes, cf. discussion below. Etheridge, op. cit
II, p. 131 translates 0, "...it will be acceptable to be off ere:
as an oblation before the Lord...", PJ (ibid.. II, p. 216),
it is acceptable to be offered an oblation to the Name of the
Lord..." and FT (ibid., II, p. 217), "...it shall be fit to be
offered as an oblation to the Name of the Lord."
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tgg however speak of an offering which is to be offered, the

meaning being general. Why does u choose this general meaning,

also present in the Pal. tgg and PJ in lieu of the specific

meaning of the MI? Though the different kinds of offerings,

the different ways of offering, may not have been important at

the time of the tgg, surely the different ways were remembered.

But in this case 0 might have simply used jyjp'?. Perhaps the
fact that was not externally in agreement with MT: phoV
H ■$, , was a reason that O chose the two words present in PJ

and the Pai. tgg. Whatever the reason, this is an addition in

all the Pent. tgg. We note the difference between O-i-J (Pa.)
and the others (Pe.). The Pa. theme is listed as meaning "to

offer"', which is not the case for the Pe. The Pe theme gener¬

ally is rendered "to come near, be near"" and it may be an in-

fiuence from PBH, which renders the Qal often as "to be offered",

that the Aram. Pe. is translated "to be offered" here. It is

not necessary however to assume this, because, as Jastrow notes ,

the Pa. meanings, "to bring near; to offer" were also used for

the Pe. forms, and it is quite understandable that the meanings

of the Pe. and Pa. themes were somewhat mixed in common parlance.

This means however that the language of Par, Bom, Cj, and N re-

1. Levy, ojo. cit.. IX, pp. 383f.
1A. Ibid., II, pp.383f.
2. Jalman, A.-N. Handworterbuch, op. clt.« p. 388.

BH (Koehler und Baumgartner, op. cit.. pp. 581ff } neither the
Qal ("to draw near") nor the Pi. C"to bring near") but the Hip? .

("to bring near") is used for "to offer", although the meaning
of the Pi. would also lend itself for the use "to offer".

3. Jastrow, o£. cit., p. 1410.
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presents common parlance, whereas 0 and PJ have the verb-theme

exactly correct. What hence is the relation between 0 and PJ?

It is not likely that 0 copied the addition from the Pal. tgg

(changing the theme), and that it carne into PJ from 0. It is

quite likely however that, as both -themes Pe. and Pa. were used

for "to offer" in common parlance, one theme happened to be used

in the FT, CG and N here (Pe,)» another in PJ (Pa.) and that 0

chose the reading with the Pa. (PJ) rather than the Pe. (Pa.~,

Bom, CG, and N). because of its grammatical exactness. We

therefore interpret the addition in all the Pent, tgg here as

one of the- Pal. Pent tg tradition, of which PJ is a part,

addition in 0 is influence from the Pal. tgg.

Preceding our verse is a long addition in PJ and the

Pal. tgg. Its outline is as follows: (i) introduction: the

orders of our offerings, (2) the offering- of the bull, remembers

Abraham, (3) the offering of the lamb, relates to Isaac, (4) the

offering of a kid, reminds of Jacob, ana (5) conclusion, leading

into the verse. This outline is in its main lines present in
2

the Midrash Rabba'n ':

Another exposition of the text, WHEN A BULLOCK,
OR A SHEEP, OR A GOAT, IS BROUGHT FORTH. The bullock
was in allusion to the merit of Abraham, of whom it
saysj And Abraham ran unto the herd (Gen. XVIII, 7).
The sheep was in allusion to the merit of Isaac, of
whom it is written, And looked and behold ... a. ram

1. That PJ stands with the Pal tgg here, rather than
with 0, is also shown in the orthography of the nounjsjamp.

2. Midrash Rabbah. IV, Leviticus, op. cit., XXVII, 9a,
pp. 353f.
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(lb. XXII, 13). The goat was in allusion to the me¬
rit of Jacob, of whom it is written, Go now tj2, the
flock. and fetch me from, thence two qooa kids of the
goats (lb. XXVII, 9).

Thus we may deal with these five sections successively; intro¬

duction, the bull, the lamb, the kid, and conclusion, as they

occur in the Pal tgg—Par, Bom, CG, and N as well as PJ, Two

long rag notes in N also render nearly the whole of the prefixed

addition.

The beginning of the introduction reads basicly in

these 'five tgg: "The time (1) that you will remind us of (2)
our offer^ing(s) (3)." Slight additions exist in each of the
tgg at one or more of the numbered places: PJ only adds at

(1) "...is to us the righteousness...", thus reading literally,

"The time is to us the righteousness that you will remind us of

the orders of our offerings", or more freely, "It is a time of

righteousness for us when you will remind us of the orders of
1

our offerings".'" This no doubt was added to link the introduc¬

tion closer with the passage of the three offerings. As the

offerings reminded the people in turn of "the righteousness of"

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, so this time of remembering was a

time of righteousness to the people. At (2) PJ, Par, and Bom

add, "...the order(s) of..." and CG adds, "...the appointed

time of the orders of...". N is the shortest version here,

then comes PJ~Pa.r~Born, while the longest version here is CG,

1. Etheridge, oj>. cit.. II, p. 215, translates PJ,
"What time thou callest to our mind the order of our oblations,
as they shall be offered year by year," which is simply impos¬
sible from our text, then continuing it with, "being our ex-
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The sentence is finished at (3) by N with, "...which we were

offering...", by Bom with, ''...which we were offering annually

..." and by Par, CG, and Nmg (Nmg begins here) with, "...which

we were offering before thee annually...". PJ has no addition

here. Hence, for this first part of the introduction, PJ and

N are the shortest versions (though a unique addition is found

in PJ), Bomb is somewhat fuller, followed by Par and CG as the

fullest readings and Nmg seems to give the Par-CG fuller read¬

ing. The second part of this introduction, consisting of two

sentences, does not occur in PJ. The first sentence reads in

Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg: *&nd) our offerings were atoning for our

sins." N has, "And it (the preceding "our offering" is in the

sing.) was atoned for our sins...", though a note above the line

changes the verb from the Ithpa. to the Pa., "And it (our offer¬

ing) was atoning for our sins". N is one tradition here, the

shorter one, and Par-Bom-CG another, which Nmg seems to quote.

A longer sentence finishes the introduction, in Par, Bom, CG,

and Nmg: "And when we have sinned, and have not anything which

we might offer from the flocks of our sheep...5'," leading into

the second paragraph of the offering of the bull. N only has

this in part, adding a reading of its own, "And when we have

not anything which we might offer from the flocks of our sheep,

piatory offering for our sins, when on account of our sins (such
sacrifices are required), and we have none to bring from our
flocks of sheep," which does not occur in Ginsburger's ms of PJ.

1. A more literal translation is, "And at the time when
the (our) sins have given occasion, and there is not to us that
which we might offer from the flocks of our sheep,...".
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it will be atoned for our sins..." In conclusion to this

first section, "the introduction", we have seen that PJ is the

shortest reading, but that this framework is also in Par, Bom,

C3, and Nmg, which have greatly elaborated upon it. The read¬

ing of N has this basic passage of PJ, though in a changed form,

and not so fully elaborated upon as do the other a. tgg. Most

important is that the reading of PJ, with the exception of one

unique addition, is the central part of the reading of the Pal.

tgg, which in turn have greatly elaborated upon it. Therefore,

PJ here is an early and true representative of the Pal. Pent, tg

tradition. In anticipation, we note that this same evidence for

PJ is also found in the other parts of this lengthy addition be¬

fore the verse proper here.

The second section deals with the offering of the bull

remembering Abraham. Again here, the main lines of this sec¬

tion are present in PJ and the Pal. tgg, but the Pal. tgg only

have the considerably longer version. The section in PJ, the

Pal. tgg and Nmg reads in general: "...a bull (l) you shall

choose before him (me), in order to remember (C3, N: before me)

(2) the elder (3), (4) from the east (5)...". Par adds at (i),

"...or a lamb...", which Ginsburger by way of correction omits.

At (2) both PJ and N add, "...the righteousness of...", noting

the link between PJ and N as Pal. tg tradition. N only substi¬

tutes, "the man" for "the elder" at (3). PJ only gives a verb

at (4), "who came". At ('5) PJ, Bom, CG, and Nmg add the adjec¬

tive, "sincere altogether", again showing PJ to stand with these
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Pal. tgg. Following this, only N adds, "who in his old age

was blessed in his fulness". After this, PJ, Par, Som, CG,

and Nmg read, "He offered to thy name a young bull...", which

PJ follows immediately by the adjectives, "tender and fat".

These adjectives occur as "tender and good" in Par, Bom, CG,

and Nmg, and as "fat ana good" in N, in the midst of additional

material, not found in PJ. So far, in this section of the sac¬

rifice of the bull, we have seen that PJ is very much a part of

the Pal. tgg.

The longer addition of Par, Bom, CG, N, and Nmg reads

in general, "And he ran (CG: running) to his herd and he took

(N: brought) a young (-fvrrr&t'k) bull, (Nmg begins here:)
tender and good (N: fat and good), and he gave (it) to the boy,

and the boy (N: he) hurried to prepare it, (and) unleavened

breads (Par, Bom, CG, and N continue: he baked and he gave to

eat to) the messengers. And he became worthy to bring (N ana

immediately he brought) good tidings (N adds' to Sarah) : 'Beholc,

Sarah will bear Isaac.'" The first part of this, concerning
1 2

Abraham running to his flock, occurs also at G 18.7 and 19.3

in O, PJ and N. The reading in our addition, in PJ, "tender

and fat" is that of 3 18.7, PJ, whereas the "tender and good" in

our addition at Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg, is the same in G 18.7 in

0 and N. The second part of this, the announcement to Sarah,

1. The corresponding texts of 6 18.7; 19.3; 18.2, 10
have been included in footnotes of the Text in Chapter V. Cf.
Brederek's translations, op. cit. .1. p. 68 for 0 and p.210 for PJ.

2. Cf. Brederek, op. cit..1. p. 71 for 0 and p.214 for PJ.
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1 1
is found in 3 18.2 in PJ, Bom, N", in 3 18.10 in 0 , PJ, Bom,

3 4
N , and in the addition in Par at E 15,18 . These additions

in Par, Bom, C3, N, and N'mg are insertions of other parts of

the Pentateuch in this place, having to do with the circumstances

which surrounded Abraham's "sacrifice" of a bull, which he gave

to eat to the three "messengers" who told him that he was to

have a son by farah. So far as this whole second section is

concerned, PJ is in the main like the Pal, tgg, showing small

unique embellishments, as do also the Pal. tgg at certain places.

The passage in N seems in minor details different from that of

PJ-Par-Bom-CG; it is the latter tradition which Nmg quotes. In

one respect however PJ ("tender and fat") and N ("fat and good")

are related, over against the tradition of Par-Bom-CG-Nmg ("ten¬
der and good"), showing the relatedness of each of these tgg to

the others in a Pal. Pent tg tradition, which for some time wos

in a state of fluidity partly as oral tradition.

In the third section of the addition, the offering of

the lamb is related to the offering of Isaac, in whose stead a

lamb was found for sacrifice. The section consists of three

parts. The first or basic part is found in PJ and the Pal. tgg,

including Nmg. The second part is a long addition, only found

in N. thirdly, there is an addition which begins in Par, Bom,

1. Of. Brederek, .op, cit., I, p. 209 f.
2. Cf. Brederek, op. cit.. T, p. 71.
3. Cf. Brederek, op. cit.. p. 210.
4. In the addition: xmtdtt naoa jafna piV'1? smx:

"Four nights were written in the book of records" under the sec¬
ond night, included in the footnotes in the Text (Ch.V).
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CG, and Nmg, and ends in these as well as in PJ. The first or

basic part, in PJ, Par, Bom, CG, N, and Nmg, reads in general as

follows, "A lamb (CG adds: which) was chosen secondly (N has, in

lieu of the previous phrase: And following, thus was chosen a

lamb,), in order to remember the righteousness of his son (l),

who was sacrificed (so PJ and N; Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg have in¬

stead: who sacrificed his body)..." The sentence is concluded

by all these tgg with, "upon the altar", which in N is taken up

in the long addition, unique only to this tg. Interesting var¬

iations occur at fl) describing Isaac who was sacrificed (PJ, N)

or was sacrificed (Par, Bom, CG and Nmg) upon the altar. PJ

only has, "his son": Par only has, "Isaac"; Bom only has "his

chief one": both CG and Nmg have, "the righteous one": and only

N has, "the only man"1. One may well speculate why there are

five different readings, with reference to Isaac, in six tg doc¬

uments. We can certainly say, serving the present purpose, that

this testifies to the individual uniqueness of each of these tgg,

that the individual targums were quite independent streams in the

Pal. Pent, tg tradition and that this tradition was at first not

a unified whole, with a received text. The second part consists

in the unique addition of N:

...upon one from the mountains, as he spoke to
the Most High upon the altar, and He liberated him, and
in His good love he arranged his sons to be saving and

1. N reads: ng'ti' mas . Levy, ojo. cit., II, p. 236
lists for J i (i.e PJ): Knmo *,ju
and translates, "die Tugenden seines Lammes (bilcu. fui Jizchak,
s.w.), welches auf dem Altar geopfert wurde."
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their lambs of their hand in the time of my dis¬
tress. Of the fat of the flock 1 gave at this
time, and I heard a voice..and I remembered
the lifting up of Isaac, our father.

It is not readily clear which the reference is that is inserted

here. The insertion of a unique reference does however typify

the Pai. Pent, tg tradition. The third section begins in Par,

Bom, Go, and Nmg as follows:

Then he stretched forth his neck, for the sake
of Thy name (CG adds: o Lord). The heavens declined
(CG has instead: lowered) and descended and Isaac saw
their beauties. His eyes were dimmed from the height:.

Part of this is also found in Par. at E 15,18, where it reads,

"...the heavens came down (different verb) and descended and

Isaac saw their beauties and his eyes shed tears (different
1

verb) to the height.,,x The passage continues in PJ, Par, Bom,

CG, N, and Nmg:

...because thus (PJ has instead: and) he be¬
came worthy and there met him there (PJ omits "there"}
a iamb under him as a burnt offering.

"we cannot but conclude, from our study of this third section

concerning Isaac, that PJ is an integral part of the Pal, tg

tradition. Within this tradition PJ is closer to Par, Bom,

CG, and Nmg, than to N.

Fourthly comes the offering of the kid, which reminded

of Jacob, The same evidence is here, that we found in the

previous sections. The Pai. tgg of Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg are

1. In the addition TD02 piV'V yais:
"Four nights were written in the book, of records" under the
second night, included in the footnote in the Text (Ch. V).
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than that of PJ. Though N parallels this, it is in a differ¬

ent tradition than PJ-Par-Bom-CG, and it is this latter tradi¬

tion which Nmg quotes, The passage reads in PJ:

A kid, a young of goats, was chosen thirdly in
order to remember the righteousness of the perfect one
(i), (2), who prepared a kid, a young of goats: broth.
And he brought (it) to his father (3). And he became
worthy to receive the order of the bessing (4),

The most important variants are at (i), PJ: the perfect one,

Par: the mother, Bom, CG, and Nmg: the upright one, and N: the

upright man. Here again we become aware of the variation be¬

tween the tgg. At (2) H reads in addition.: "who put on the

inside of his hand skins of kids, the youngs of goats..." Ref¬

erence is made to this in Par, 3om, CG, and Nmg as well. At

(3) and addition is found in Par, Bom, CG, N, and Nmg. The

fullest reading , of CG, is as follows: "and he gave his father

to eat of his broth and wine he gave him to drink." At (4)

Par, Bom, CG, and Nmg conclude the section with:

And he became worthy to receive the order of
the blessing (N is present until here) from Isaac his
father, to establish the twelve holy tribes to thy
name.

PJ is essentially the same as the Pal. tgg here, though the lat¬

ter have by far the fullest readings.

The conclusion begins in N only with the following

words:

These three offerings are the offerings of the
three fathers of the world, who are Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob..,

and is continued in PJ, Par, Bom, CG., N, and Nmg, with the
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following words, which we quote from PJ:

...because thus expounded Moses the prophet of
the Lord and said, "My people, sons of Israel."

In conclusion, it has become clear that this whole addition pre¬

fixed to the verse, in PJ, is in the tradition of the Pal. tgg.

We have also seen that the version of PJ is far shorter than

that of the Pal. tgg. Furthermore, the PJ reading has stood

more with the Par-Bom-CG-Mmg reading than with the N reading,

though PJ has also shown marks of relatedness with N. It has

become clear that this tradition of the Pent, tgg is not a uni¬

fied one, but existed in individual streams.

In L 23.29, the first addition is found following "who¬

ever" in RSV, "For whoever is not afflicted on this same day...".

The readings, which show individual peculiarities are as follows:

PJ: t?nD9 '"7, N: tmnT PDKn (mg: O'm); Par: nOKD '1

, CG: D1XD? noou n and Bom: tma? nODDT.
]

translation of Par, Born, and CG is, "who is able to fast",x and

we note that the verb one us®d "the Pal. tgg, but
2

not in 0. PJ and N read in translation, ...who will be able

to fast...", taking PID* and >DKJ1 as Impf. forms of
3

meaning "to be able to" This addition makes two points.

1. Levy, op. cit.. I, p. 363 translates similarly,
"Bine Person, die zu fasten vermag..." The translation of Ethe-
ridge, ojg. cit.. II, p. 220, for the FT, "...who hideth himse.U
from fasting" is certainly to be rejected.

2. Levy, ojp. cit.., I, pp. 368f and Srederek, op. cit..
p. 159, no Aram. no»D.

3. Levy, o£. cit.. I, pp. 33f. itheridge, op.cit.,_IT.
p. 220, takes our verb to be >dk, "to eat" (cf. Levy, ojg. cit.,
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First, PJ stands with the Pal, tgg—Par, Bom, CG, and N, in

adding this explanatory thought. Its character is not of add¬

ing 'anything new to the text, but of explicitly stating the

meaning, "For whoever is. able to fast and does not afflict him¬

self on that same day, shall be cut off from his people." Second¬

ly, there is the individual variant: PJ and N use the verb PT3*

and Par, Born, and CG use 110*03. These individual differences

are characteristic of the Pal. Pent, tgg tradition. Hence, PJ

surely reads with that tradition here.

The next addition follows "on the day" and together with

that, reads: "...on the day of fasting of his atonement." The

readings are: Par: P'THF) Gil JV3, Bom: H'ThJ DIP 01*3

(Vat: V-1U.T), N: n"T)E5'DT HOI J 01' ' 373 and Nmg: ii: -:1' •

'IPO. As we have said, this is an addition which formed the

reading in one branch of the Pal. Pent, tgg, namely the FT-N

branch, and which did not occur in the PJ-CG branch. It is the

character of the individually existing streams of the Pal. Pent,

tg, which did not have an "authorized" version, that additions

occur in some tgg and not necessarily in all. In our case, PJ

and CG, which lack the addition, are also representatives of the

Pal. tgg.
•j

Finally the addition, "by cruel death""1" after, "(they)

I, p. 27), translating, "...who eateth in the fast...", hither
verb is possible from the verb form, however Td7, to be able to,
seems the more probable because (i) it is a more understandable
variant from Par, Bom, and CG: riDa3~~to be able to, and (2) the
meaning fits better in the passage.

i. Levy, op. ext., II, p. 18 and Jastrow, ojg. c it.. p.
752. Ftheridge, os. clt.. II, p, 220 has, "by death".
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shall be cut off", only in PJ. It is of the same character as

the additions throughout the Pal. tgg: the meaning Is already

implicit in the MT: the day of atonement is perhaps the most

important day of the year for the Jew; anyone who does not ob¬

serve it as the faith ruled, would be killed. VVe hence find

this addition of PJ to be of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition.

The following additions are present In L 23.32 for con¬

sideration. Preceding the phrase, RSV, "...on the ninth day of

the month beginning at evening, from evening to evening shall you

keep your sabbath..." PJ only has, "...and you shall begin to

fast," This is the kind of addition usual to the Pal. tradition,

adding nothing new to the MT, but making the meaning more expli¬

cit ,

An addition is inserted In, "on the ninth of the month",

MT: snn'? n$?VJ73 , the noun "days" in PJ, C3, and N, to
• • T « * •

read (PJ): n/Krn'? n/XShi'nD . o only does not have the

addition, and reads, HI7' HD . This is another point of

evidence that PJ stands with the Pal. tg tradition.

For, "at evening", MT: 31373, 0: » CG: fWD33, only
• • •

PJ has: R.-tfi '31*7'^3 f wat even time". Here is a unique addi¬

tion in PJ.

PJ only inserts the modifiers "that" and "next" in the

phrase RSV, "from evening to evening" and reads: "from that even¬

ing to the next evening...": J Tin K'JDl iy Klhh XTtVI ]D 0 and

the four Pal. tgg read: (n/K)&tn 19(1) (n/k) D3 |D .

For the MT: EDH3.1 , RSV, "...shall you keep your
... - - ; : •
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sabbath..."' 0 has. flDrPU J 1)11311, "...you shall rest your

rest..." . PJ and the Pal. tgg have two parallel phrases, one

of which, probably the first one, has to be seen as an addition.

The reading in PJ and the Pal. tgg goes, "...shall you fast your

fast and repose in your quietude..."}' Only minor spelling var¬

iations exist between them. PJ reads: ps'DIX )9D"2 pi fin

pD'3 pn3 3 . Obviously PJ stands with the Pal, tgg here.

The question remains, why 0 chose the verb and noun from M3

for the MT : CD PUS? IhSSTt , and not those from fix,./, as we find

in the Pal. tgg and PJ: pD9X pfiXETI. Ofs characteristic

often appears to be to parallel the MT literally, even to the

extent of external equation. Why does ( not do that here, in-
2

asmuch as 0 uses this root in other passages. It may be that

0 wishes to distantiate itself from the overwhelming evidence of

all the Pal. tgg and PJ in favor of this word. At any rate in

this translation p39Xi' pfiX'Jl for the MT, PJ stands with the

Pal. tgg, and not with 0. Again, in the addition, preceding

this, I'D9':: pinn , PJ again stands with the Pal. tgg.

Finally an addition is present at the end of the verse,

in Par, Bom, CG, and N: p^TSPD (CG adds: 5AH ) ]93D*T pnjTI
rrmnc

t "that you may employ the time of your festivals with
n 3A

joy." Etheridge also lists this addition in PJ , but it is

1. Etheridge, 0£. cit... II, p. 134.
1A. Ibid.. II, p. 220.
2. Brederek, op. cit.. pp. 118f, Aram:
3. Etheridge, op. cit.., II, p. 22< .

3.A. Ibid., II, p. 220.
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not present in Ginsburger's edition of the British Museum ms.

It can be understood as part of popular piety that the day of

atonement, the most important religious feast of the year for

the Jews of Biblical times, a day with its fasting, abstaining

from work and offering, is to be a festival of great ioy. This

window into the popular religious mind of the time we may gain

from the.Pal. tgg. And we may assume on the authority of Ethe-

ridge that the addition also exists in certain editions of PJ.

L 23.32 shows rather conclusively that the reading of

PJ is like that of the Pal. tgg.

In D 27.8 one addition is present generally in the Pal.

tgg and in PJ, centered around the words "very plainly". The

addition is absent in G. Putting the verse proper In parenthe¬

ses, the addition reads as follows in PJ:

written engraved (and made clear (l) ),
read in one language (2)

and interpreted in seventy languages.

As said above, at (l) Par, Bom, and Nmg add, "well" and CG and

N add, "properly". The phrase "in one language" at (2) is omit
ted in Bom and N. The story of the inscription of ail the

words of the Law upon plastered stones Immediately after the

crossing of the Jordan into the Promised Land, is present D 27.

1-4 and 8. Here the story seems confused with the information

of verses 5-7 where it is commanded that an altar be built of

unhewn stones on Mt. Ebal. The Mishnah at Sotah 7.5 has the

addition of the "seventy languages", whichare the total number

of languages in the world according to the Rabbis," in which
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the Lav; was to be written, probably inferred from the fact that

it was to be written "very plainly". The two stories, of the in¬

scribing of the Law and the building of the altar at Mt. Ebai,

have become fused in the account:

And afterward they brought the stones and built
the altar and plastered it with plaster. And they wrote
thereon all the words of the Law in seventy languages, as
it is written, Very plainly, (ftnt.: Deut. 27.S)2

The story is found in the Mishnah in the context of the Blessings

and Cursings, pronounced at Mt. Ebal (Deut 27.15-26), which stand

among the sections which "must be said in the Holy Language" ,

An explication of the inscribing of the altar in the

Gemara is connected, with the names of Rabbis Judah and Simeon:

Our Rabbis taught: How did the Israelites in¬
scribe the Torah? -~R, Judah says: They inscribed it
upon the stones, as it is stated, 'Thou shalt write
upon the stones all the words of this law etc.' After
that they plastered them over with plaster. R. Simeon
said to him, According to your explanation, how did the
nations of that period learn the TorahJ (ftnt.2: Since
the inscription was covered with plaster.) —He replied
to him, The Holy One, blessed be He, endowed them with
exceptional intelligence; and they sent their scribes
who peeled off the plaster and carried away (a copy of
the inscription). On that account was the verdict
sealed against them (to descend) to the pit of destruc¬
tion, because it was their duty to learn (Torah) but
they failed to do so. R. Simeon says: They inscribed
it upon the plaster and wrote below. That they teac
you not to do after all (their abominationsi. Hence
you learn that if they turn in penitence they would b
accepted. Raba b. Shila said: What is R. Simeon's
reason? --Because it is written, And the peoples shall
be as the burnings of lime --i.e., on account of the

1. The B. Talm., Nashim VI, Lotah, op. cit.. Ch. VII-
f. 32a-32b, p. 159, ftnt. 2.

2. The Mishnah etc., op. clt.. Nashim. Sotah. VII, 5,
pp. 300f.

3. Ibid., Nashim. Sotah. VII, 2, p. 300.
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matter of plaster. And (how does) R. Juda'n (explain
this verse)?--(Their destruction will be) like plaster
-- as there is no other remedy for plaster except burn¬
ing. so there is no other remedy for those nations (who
cleave to the abominations) except burning. According
to whom (is the following teaching) which has been taught:
And thou carriest them away captive -- this is to include
Canaanites who reside outside the land (of Israel) so if
they turn in penitence they will be accepted. (36a)
According to whom is this? --According to R. Simeon.^

The historical fact remembered is that of writing all the words

of the Torah "very plainly" upon the stones, after the crossing

of the Jordan into the Promised Land. The understanding of this

fact, in the targums, is that the Law, bringing salvation, is

not only for the Jewish tribes, written in their Holy Language,

but is for all peoples, written in the seventy languages encom¬

passing the whole world. This missionary feeling is completely

different from the thought of exclusiveness of the Jewish people

over against the despised Gentiles. The former, reveals the

belief on the part of the Jewish people that the Lord's Law or

Salvation was for all people. The latter, the belief of the

exclusiveness of the Jewish People, developed so sharply in later

Judaism. The missionary belief not only preceded that of exclu-

sivaness of later Judaism, but it was an attitude which would

have been part of the faith of ordinary Jewish people, people who

faithfully listened tc the explanation of the Torah in the Syna¬

gogue from Sabbath to Sabbath. This is the nature of the Pal,

Pent, tg tradition: it embodies the belief of the faithful Rab¬

bis and their faithful congregations as opposed to the later and

1. The B. Talm., Nashim. VI, Sotah. op. clt.. Ch. VII,
f. 35b-36a, p. 176.



official teaching; it is a relatively early recording of this

faith, not corrected hy the exclusiveness of later end offi¬

cial Judaism. And of this tradition PJ is organically a part.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Having analysed the language and traditions of the

Psoudo-Jonathan Targum In Its relationship to Targum Cnkelos

and with reference to the other Pentateuchal tar-paras, we pres¬

ently come to a systematic summary of the evidence. he will

compare the view concerning the relationships between these

targuras, which we forward on the basis of this evidence, with

the views of scholars given in Chapter I. Particular passages

of importance, which have not been discussed, will be dealt

with here.

Of the verses proper in PJ we can confidently say

that generally they read with Par, Bom, CG, and N, and sta.nd

in a tradition other than 0. ,/e have noted similarities be¬

tween PJ and 0. Those similarities, if looked at in isolr-

tion of the passages and of the other tgg, as some have done,

have boon taken as indications of Influence of 0 upon PJ. A

different view has emerged however, as we have looked at thcso

similarities within the contexts of the passages in FJ and in

the other tgg. The following facts have presented themselves:

(1) There are not only similarities between PJ and

0, but also between one or more of the Pal. tgg (Par, Bom, CG,

and N) and 0.

(2) The verse proper of PJ generally has the same

reading as the Pal. tgg, and is different from 0. Often how-
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ever, there have been more than one reading In the Pal, tgg,

distinguished as different branches of the Pal, tg tradition.

,.any times, in these cases, PJ agrees with on© branch of this

Pal. tradition, and 0 with another. If ve can speak of in¬

fluence of 0 upon the second branch of the Pal. tradition,

in these eases, it is clear that PJ is uninfluenced by 0 and

stands fully with the Pel. tradition. It is howe-ver equally

wrong to speak of the influence of 0 upon those Pal. tgg, as

it is to refer to the influence of 0 upon ' J In the cases

where these last two tgg. showed similarities.

(3) A closer look at the similarities between PJ and

0, which are invariably small similarities, shows that these

minor resemblances are found in PJ in the midst, of material

which overwhelmingly agrees with one or more of the Pal. tgg.

(1|) Such evidence causes us to consider seriously

the possibility of coincidental affinities between PJ and 0,

or between one or more of the Pal. tgg and 0.

(5) The possibility also exists that any minor like¬

ness between PJ and 0, or between a Pal. tg and 0, has come

about through the copying of rnss. The odd and rass which we

have are of a relatively late date. The Cairo Geniza Frag¬

ments have been dated from the seventh to the ninth centu¬

ries.^ The edd of the PJ are no earlier then the first

Biblia Rabbinice of Romberg, dated 1515-1517. The codex of

1• Das palastinlsche Pentateuchtargum etc. ... von
Paul Table, o£. clt., p. 12*.
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PJ, preserved as Ks. Brit. Bus. add, 27031, is certainly not

older.1 The codex ; is Ueofiti 1 of the Vatican Library has

boon dated by Pater f'eorg Schelbert as from 1512-1515, though

Professor P. A. hies Macho, who discovered the ms, ascribes

it to the fifteenth century:

Per hint decker des M&nuskriptes verlogt es in
das 15. Jahrhundert. 2 „,. v/ir werden nicht fehl yehe .y,
wenn wir die Bestellung der Abschrift des jerusalerai-
sehen Targums durch Bgidlo in die Jehre l5ll|-/l5 ver-
legen. ... Die untere Grenze diirfto I5l6> die obere
1517 sein. Auf Grund des Anfangs 1515 brieflich be-
zeugten Interesses am Targum, ist seine Bos tel. lung
F,nde l$lh una seine Vollendung im Adar d. h. Pebruar/
harz 1515 die wahrsaheinlichste Annehme.3

These mss are all from a late date and must be the result of

1. rsoudo-Jonathan ... von Cinsburger, op. cit.

2. Schelbert, bur Geschichto und onart des hs. Vat .

hoofiti 1} o__, cit., Ch. I.

3. Ibid., Ch, II. The "very learned master Bgidio"
of the colophon of I, has beon identified by G. Sacerdote as
Cardinal Byidio da Viterbo (1265-1532). Pater Scholbert fol¬
lows this judgment. The colophon on p. 2-35 of the original
page numbering of the ms reads:

RTipn irmisn pin

'ditd ri ro anas o'ppinDn tys »n» 7y o7t?2
ansa ri 'd 'o 'a '7 't xsnn nua "i rD 'n » rx '» ssnn

nest's Tin DDnn 7k pmnm ausnn n»2K Ksnn
nrr»t?K fK mnm nnan us unn7 san ro fn "i ">

'»*>7 D»7n»ar3 7o DoaaV yas'n iprn
and is translated by Pater Schelbert (ibid., Ch. I), "Bravo,
SchreiberJ Und I-.utiy, Leserl Vollendet vora Jungs ten der
Schreiber, Menachem, Sohn des ver-ehrten Aretes Mordechai, '
Pis behute ihn sein ;'els und ;irloser1, Sohn des verehrten
Aretes P. enaehemj und geschrieben habe ich es fur den gros-
son Gplehrten Maestro ligidio, 'hoch sei seine Ilerrlichkeit,1
im prachtigen Konat Adar will ich Gottes Grosstaten kuftien.
Sold tapfer und mutlgen Horsens, all© die auf den lerrn vor-
trauen!"
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much copying and recopying of earlier mss. We can be cer¬

tain that the copyists were well acquainted with mss of 0.

Undoubtedly many readings from the authorized targum Onkelos

were 'firmly Imprinted upon the memory of the copying scribe.

It is quite possible that these were written down unconscious¬

ly in the copying of a Pal. tg, or of FJ. Ginsburger already

noted that the scribes of the FT diss were familiar with mss

of 0. In a comparison of passages found in both Par and Vat,

he observed, that Par often loaves out those words which were

identical to 0, Whereas Vat includes these:

Das zeigt sich bosonders da. wo in beiden I'e-
censionen nur eine fregraentarische Ubersetzung vor-
liegt. Hier 1st P. in Allgeraeinen insofern genauer,
als er solehe Worter die sich such im Onkelos finden,
weglasst, wahrend V. sio beibehalt ... hierfur habei-
wir den Grund darin zu suchen, dass die betreffende
liberset zung im Gross en una Gsnzen rait Onkelos uber-
einstimmt und von P. weggelassen wird.l

It is quite nossible that some readings similar to 0 found

their way into PJ or the Pal, tgg In this way.

With these facts in mind, the general thesis holds

true, i. e. that fcho verses proper of J are in the same tra¬

dition as those of the Pal. tgg.

With the additions of I J we can say that most of these

are in common with one or more of the Pal, tgg. Unique addi-

1. Dr. M. Ginsburger, "Die Fragments des Thargum je-
ruschalmi zum Pentateuch," Roltschrift der Boutschen I'orgon-
lendischen Gesollschaft, Kerausgegeben von den Geschaftsfuh-
rern ... unter der versntwortlichen Redaction des Prof. Dr.
A. Fischer (Leipzig: in Co..-lission by 7. A. brockhsus, 1903),
LVII. Band (1903), pp. 7Bf. Cf. also his "Neue Fragments cos
Thar rum jeruschalml," in SDMC, LVIII. Band (1901)), p. 377.
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tions occur in PJ, es is also the case for the Pal. tgg. Ad¬

ditions are sometimes present in 0. These have been clear

instances of influence from J'J or she Pal. tgg, or from both,

upon 0. Usually the longer additions are not found in FJ,

but in one of the I el. tgg. The general character of the ad¬

ditions of PJ and the Pal. tgg is that of explication of the

Hebrew text by a shorter or a longer addition. Often, nothing

new is added to the Hebrew text, except that the passage is

made more vivid. Sometimes definite interpretations are at¬

tached to the verses. In some of these instances it has been

noted that these interpretations differ from the authorita¬

tive traditions of Judaism as found in the Mishna and Tal¬

mud s, and that they are thought to be prior to them. In gen¬

eral, the character of the additions of FJ is the seme as that

of the Fel. tgg.

There are however additions which indicate a late date.

To these, insofar as they have not been discussed above, we

now turn.

In G 21.21, PJ mentions KF'iy and Kft'US , in which a

reference has been seen to contemporaries of Mohammed. Geiger

refers to these persons as the wives of Mohammed.-*- Seligsohn

and Traub ascribe a late date to PJ because of the presence

of these names.c There can be no doubt that we have to do

1. Geiger, or. cit., pp. Jj5lf.; cf. above, p. 33.

2. Seligsohn und Traub, on. cit., p. 110; cf. above,
Ch. I, p. I'l.
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with contemporaries of Mohammed. They are U-mLi Lc , • Aishah,

his wife, and , FRtimah, his daughter, .married to

All, the cousin of the prophet. The Aram, is usually pointed

KtZ'Kp and The ma of PJ wrongly swells out the name
r r • -

of 'Alshah, inserting a 1 : 'Adishah. Ginsburger corrects the

KW'TP of the ms to , The ed reads Kflp as well.2 The

Biblical passage deals with Ishmael, who with his mother

Hagar was banned into the wilderness by Abraham. G. 21.21

reads in the RSV, "He lived in the wilderness of Paranj and

his mother took a wife for him from the land of Egypt." PJ

reads in translation, "And he lived in the wilderness of

Paranj and he took 'Adishah as wife. But he put her away,

and his mother took FStiraah for him as wife, from the land of

Egypt." The passage does not occur in the FTgg or in CG. C

and E simply follow the Hebr. text. There can be no doubt

that we have to do here with a very late reading, dating from

Eoharamed's time, i. e. the seventh century, or later. It

would be quite wrong to judge the whole of PJ on the basis

of this obviously late addition. We have seen how the tg

as a whole stands with the Pel. tgg in tradition. It Is

therefore likely that a reading like this one was inserted in

a ms of PJ by a later scribe at a certain point In the copy¬

ing and re-copying of these tgg. If we think of PJ as one

1. Levy, op. cit., II, pp. 201;., 260, and Jastrow,
op. cit., pp. lOlji:, 1155•

2. Biblla Rabbinica ab Bragad1no, o£. cit.
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representative of the Pal. tg tra lit ion, it would seem normal

that this late addition put in one fori of the Pal. tradition,

never found its way into any of the other mas or edd of this

tradition.

A number of late references occur in the tgg at K 2k.

1.9-21}., which is a part of Balaam's prophecy. Verses 19, 21-

22, and 2k read in the RSV:

19 By Jacob shall dominion be exercised, and
the survivors of cities be destroyed J" ... 21 And ho
looked on the Kenite, and took up his discourse, and
said, "Enduring is your dwelling place, and your nest
is set in the rock; 22 Nevertheless Kain shall be
wasted. How long shall Asshur take you away captive? 1
... 21].. BUt ships shall come from Kittim and shall
afflict Asshur and Tiber; and he also shall come to
destruction.

These verses in PJ read in translation:^

(19) And a. prince of the house of Jakob will
arise and destroy an? consume the remnant that have
escap ecj from Constant Inc. the guilty city, and will
lay waste end ruin"the rebellious pity, even Kalserln,
the strong city of the Gentiles. ... (21) And he
looked upon Je-thro, who had been made proselyte, and
took up the parable of his prophecy, and said: How
strong is thy habitation, who hast set thy dwelling
in the clefts of the rocks' (22) Yet so is it def¬
orced that the children of the Shalmaia must be de¬
spoiled, but not until Sancherib the kin of Athur
shall come and make thee captive. ... (2k) And ships
armed for war will come forth with great armies from
Lombarnia, and from the land of Italia, conjoined
with the legions that will come forth from Constan-
tina, and will afflict the Athuraee, and bring into
captivity all the sons of Eber; nevertheless the end
of these and of those is to fall by the hand of the
King Heshiha, and be brought to everlasting destruc¬
tion.

1. Ether idee, or. cit., II, pp. k3Off.; the under¬
lining is ours.
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We have thus the mention of Lomberdy end Italy, and of Pome

end Constantinople.

We need not discuss the mention of "Athur" or more

correctly of "Assyria" because this occurs et verses 22 end

2k in the Hebrew (IVjr'X), c (TIJ1K) and the Pal. tgg (Par:

s-nnx, Bom: XTUIX, N: XT1WK and mill*, and IWog: ST1DK)f
as well ec in PJ (KhlhW). Again, we noed not discuss the

Shslmaia in PJ at verse 22 for the Hebrew reference to Kein's

descendants. The Shalmaites (HSft'?®')* an Arabic tribe, are

referred to here in verses 21 and 22 in 0, Bom, and N, where

the Hebrew refers to Kenites. PJ has Jethro in the first in¬

stance and Shalmaites in the second. The word occurs in non-

Pentateuchal tgg as well as in 0 at other places (G 15.19)" •

The mention of Lcmbardy occurs in verse 2b

in PJ, Per, Bom, and in a FT quotation in Levite's Hethurge-

318n*'~» The spelling of the FTgg is somewhat irregular (Par:

K'p,o;;:Tl an(4 Levj[ta: K*3"n'?),but the seme word is

meant.

PJ (the ed end not the ms), Par, and Bom mention

Italy SHKp)-5 in verse 2h. This is also the reading

1. Jastrow, op. cit., p. 1537; of. Levy, or. cit.,
II, p. l>89.

2. Basel, X£>I:1; as in Has Pragmententhargum ... von
Ginsburger, op. cit., cf. p. 91.

3. The ras of PJ reads for "from Lorabardy and from
the lend of Italy": jnKtn p. The addition of
x'Vb'K is a correction of Ginsburger. The ed of PJ (Blblia
Pabbinics ab Brage dino, op. cit. , reads for this phrase: ja

inxn-i s'lnaia1?.
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of the Vulgate at this point: Venient in trioribus do Italia.1
The city of Pome ('DTl) is mentioned in verse 2li in

PJ, Par (2x), Bom, Levita's Gethurgeman (2x), and in Aruk2.
It is also used in verse 19 in Par, Bom, end Levite.1 s Methur-

geman. Instead of the "wicked city which is Pone" (X3'*n KD1D

K»m) of Bom3, pj reads "the rebellious city of piD*p,
the strong^ city of the Gentiles" (r|"tj?n piO'pH STT1D KD1D

EtherIdg© translates £Q02£2 Xinn KD~ID as

"...the rebellious city, even Kaiserln.. ." P^S'iT. ls often
used in the Talmuds referring to Caesarea. This city on the

coast of Palestine north of the present Jaffa, originally

known as Straton's Tower, was rebuilt by Herod the Great co

25-13 3. C., renamed after I iperor Augustus, and made capital

of Palestine ca 13 B. C.1 It is also used to refer to the

1. Etheridge, op. cit., II, p. 532.

2. The edition of Pathan b. Jechiel (Landau, I8l8f.)s
as in Des Eragraentanthergum ... von Ginsburger, op. cit. , cf.
P. 91.

3. Ethe ridge, op. cit. , II, p. I]3l, translates Bom:
"the strong city". Par reads like Bom here: x»n xi xa»*n xdts
itill» as does also Levita: »sn x'nt xdpd. Blblia
Rabbinica sb Bragadino, ojg> cit. , has for 'dVuiV: xdtd ja
x a»»n.

5. Etheridge, on. cit., II, p. 530 renders the Mnp
of PJ as "strong".

5. Ginsburger notes (Pseudo-Jonathan, on. cit., p.
276), that in the ms of PJ the phrase xju»*n *mp 'T^oaooip jd
{no'p xinn sma snn'l Mx»1 has been crossed out, The ed
(Biblia Rabbinic a ab Bragadino, on. cit.) reads here: }jj
Tpn IrSSa annn xnn»»n xrnp »3»&3*ot?ip

x*a»5? mp,

6. Etheridge, on. cit., II, p. 2-30.
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Caesarea (Philippl) in the north of Palestine.1 The noun is

also used in the Pal. tgg, e. g. at G lit.lU in Bora and H.1
The Caesarea of Herod "wurd© bekanntllch Kleinrora genannt und

gait als die Keberibuhlerin Jerusalems."3 it is therefore

quite understandable that FJ refers to the rebellious little

Koine, where the other Pal. tgg refer to the wicked city Home.

Only FJ cites Constantinople in verses 19 and 2k. In

verse 19 it is an addition and is mentioned along with Caesa¬

rea as guilty and rebellious cities, where the other Pal. tgg

mention the wicked city of Home. In verse 2It it is mentioned

with Rome: "...and joined to legions which will come from

Rome and Constantinople..."(]D ppQ'1 J*3VJlV3 psiOS'l

) J' The noun also occurs in the non-Fenta-

teuchal tgg In Psalms and Lamentations.^
We can be sure that either Lombardy or Italy and

7. Levy, op. cit., II, p. 360. Cf, The Oxford Dic¬
tionary of the Christian Church, Edited by P. L. Cross (Lon¬
don: Oxford University Press; Hew York, Toronto, 1961), p.
21k.

1. Jastrow, op. clt., p. 1365.

2. Here Abram pursues his enemies as far as Dan.
Bom reads: p»lo'p7 p 73? , "as far as Dan of Caesaroa"; The
text of H has: p*io*p 73? . The other Caesarea is probably
meant hero.

3. Levy, o£, clt., II, p. 360.
k. Etheridge, 0£. cit., II, p. k32, translates this

phrase, "conjoined with the legions that will come forth from
Constentina".

5. Jastrow, op. cit., p. 1336.
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again either Pome or Constantinople were also mentioned in N,

as there are two lacunae at verse 21; in the ms of !•:, the first

one in the place where ?J reads "in Lorabardy from the land of

Italy" P1KD and the second one where PJ has,

"from Borne and Constantinople" ('foil |D) . Speak-

in,;;; of the censor who mad© certain changes in ms H when it

was at the house of the "College of Reofytes" during the six¬

teenth century, Pater C-eorg Schelbert says,

Num 2i;,2h 1st die Kennung Italiens und Boras
ausradiert. Uese Ausraersungen entsprechen In otwa
den Regeln, wie sie die Indices expurgatorii, die urn
diese Zeit zusammengestellt wurden, bieten, von denen
sich einer, wie erwahnt unter den Handschriften des
Reuses fand.1

The first lacuna measures two end one half cm and the second

two cm. Each lacuna would have contained from two to three

words. Therefore we can with certainty say that one name

from each of the two groups ("Lorabardy ... Italy" and "Rome

... Constantinople"), and perhaps .ore, was written in II.

Judging from the facts that of the first group both words

also occur in the FTgg and that the corresponding lacuna of

II is the larger, we would say that both these nouns occurred

originally in K: "Lombard y ... Italy". V/e would re a;1 the re¬

stored text of the first lacuna: K'^D'S ]D K'mtfpn. Of the

second group only "Rome" occurs in the FTgg. It may be pos¬

sible to see the faint outline of the D, the outlines of the

__

""Schelbert, Zur Oeschichte und Blgenart des Ms. Vat.
Keofltl I, op. cit., ' h. IV.
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upper parts of the preceding *n and of the following '1 at

the beginning of the second lacuna. The space left following

this in the second lacuna, and another faint outline may have

been the following word Kh . The restored tent of the second

lacuna would road: K*1 *1 ft 1*11 .;'

he have thus seen that the nouns Lornbardy, Italy, and

Rome arc not only present in ..." J, but also in the PTgg and in

N, in our passage. The name Gaesarea is mentioned here only

in PJ, but elsewhere also in the other Pal. tgr. Undoubted¬

ly, these proper nouns did not originally occur in any of the

Pal. tgg or PJ. It is quite nossible that they have found

their way at a late date into the relatively late rass which

we have. Although our passage in question is not extant in

the CG* fragments, these nouns have not boen found to occur

there- anywhere in the Pentateuch. 2 The only reason can be

that there we have to do with earlier rass of the Pal. Pent,

tg tradition. Important to note is that these let© additions

occur not only in FJ but also in the Tgg and in IT. It is

true that Constantinople is not mentioned in the FTgg and

does probably not occur in K. Here we have a late addition,

which only occurs in PJ. We can however explain this in the

"

i". The whole verse in IT reads (the restored lacunae
underlined): PpV k»Vp»x ?a K»:napfr3, |Mo poiVpix PP«*

»*tpin |a JMO |last *l»n7 s*i nam ns'io
ptiyuM , etc. The third lacuna of nearly one cm cer¬

tainly contained the noun Rome. In the mg also some erasures
have been brought about.

2. Wensinck, Lexicon, op. cit. ,
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same way in which the late additions of the other Pal. tgg

were explained. These ere additions made by the relatively

later scribes of our late mss. These late additions have to

be noteds but they cannot be used as showing the character of

PJ or the other Pal. tgg. In general, the character of the

Pal. Pont, tgg, of which PJ is one branch, is that of targums

which were made and developed locally, which had no one au¬

thorized text and existed in many differing forms, and which

contain true insight into the religious life and the linguis¬

tic tradition of certain Palestinian localities.

We have seen from the evidence in Chapters II and III

that the character of the TJ targura is generally the same as

that of the Pal. targums. It is therefore quite tmjustified

to take the Pfgr as remains of the Pal. tg tradition and FJ

as a compilation of the FTgg and 0, as hes been done by Fran-

kel, Geiger, Bacher, Bassfreund, Bloch, and Grelot.-*- This

does not adequately take Into account certain similarities

between 0 and the Pal. tgg, which vie have found.

These similarities between 0 and the Pal. tgg and be¬

tween 0 and PJ have led scholars like Jansma, Seligsohn, and

Traub to believe that both PJ and the FTgg have been influenced

by 0, and came into existence after 0 did." But there is too

i~. Frsnkel, or. cit., pp. 11? and 120, cf. above,
pp. 30 and 32; Geiger, 0£. cit., pp. i:5l-J;80, cf. above p.
35-; Bacher, op. cit., p. 60, cf, above, p. 50; Bassfreund,
or. cit., p. TtT5,~cT. above, p. $2\ Bloch, or. cit. , pp. 30
It, cT7 above, p. 72; and Grelot, or_. cit., p. 00,' cf. above,
P. 73.
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much materiel in common between PJ and tho Pel, tgg which is

distinctly different from 0, The similarities between any of

the Pel. tgg or PJ and 0 arc minor and few. They must be tak¬

en into account when the nature of these tgg is determined,

but they must be seen within the context of the overwhelming

amount of material in common between PJ and the Pal. tgg which

differs from 0. Zunz rightly points out that both PJ and the

FTgg go back to the very old Pal. tg tradition.1 Yet, Zunz

takes the late references in these tgg (the wife and daughter

of Mohammed; Rome and Constantinople) as oroof that these tgg

cannot be dated earlier than the second half of the seventh

century. But we have maintained above that these late addi¬

tions to the tgg, though determining the date of the tg rass

and edcl, do not give a lata date to the particular branch of

the t£ tradition as found in those mss and edd.

Ginsburger has correctly seen that in addition to the

common material between FJ and tho FTgg, which is different

from 0, each tg, PJ and the FTgg, has unique material, dif¬

fering from 0. This has led him to believe that these two tg

groups, PJ end the FTgg, go back to two separate branches of

the Pal. Pent, tg tradition.'1 He has correctly seen and em-

_____

j^smaf cit., pp. 6f., cf. above, p. 28; and
Seligsohn und Traub, op. cit., p. 100, cf. above, p. 37.

1. Zunz, op. cit., op. 73ff... of. above, p. 26.

2. Pseudo-Jonathan ... von Ginsburger, op. cit., p.
XVII, cf. above, p. 37.
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phasized that the Pel. lent, tg tradition does not represent

a single end codified whole, but existed in many different

forms:

t)berhaupt kann nicht genug derauf hingewiesen
werden, dass die sogenannten palastinischen Thargumin
nicht aus einera Gusso ©ntstonden slnd, sondern nach
ihren einzelnon Bestandteilen auf genz verschiedone
Verfasser zuruckgehen. Mir bcben es ©ben hier mit
herrenlose •. Cute zu thun, wo ein Jeder sich fur be-
rechtigt hi©It hinzuzufiigen und urazuandern, was or
wollte, und wo daher oft unmittelbar nebon sohr alte
tlbersetzungen ganz noue zu stehen kamen. Dieso von
den meisten Gelehrten zugegobene Thstsache wird be-
sonders bei dor Beurtoilung des Pseudo-Jonathan1schen
'Thargum su berucksichtigon soin.l

He has also found certain similarities between PJ and 0, and

between the PTgg and 0, It was his opinion however that t

complete study must be made of the content, the grammar, and

the vocabulary of each document, before a final decision be

made about the relationships of these tg; . •' That study, of

which a beginning has been made in this research, is a much

more fruitful and possible as well as justified undertaking

at present, with the help of additional tgg—the Cairo Geniza

Fragments and Ms. ITeoflti 1.

Professor Paul E. Kahlc has shovm that the CG fragments

are in the same tradition as the PTgg. Moreover, the discov¬

ery of these tg fragments proves that 0 was not accepted in

1. Ginsburger, -EC , LVII (1903)? op. clt., p. 30.

2. Pseudo-Jonathan ... von Cinsburger, 0£. cit., p.
XXI, cf. above, p. )?6.

3. Ginsburger, MC-'MJ, XLI (1897), op. cit., pp. 3hh
f., cf. above, p. 57.
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Palestine before the tenth century.1 Prof. JCahle has also

noted that N forms one tradition with those tgg.2 Ho -aas

seen that- much material of the same ancient character as the

Pal. tgg, occurs in PJ; and has pointed out that a thorough

study of PJ must be mad© before we can accopt the hitherto

held thesis that J is a compilation of 0 and the Pal. tra¬

dition. -:

Our research has been to analyze the content and lan¬

guage of PJ in comparison with 0, particularly where the im¬

portant CO fragments and Ms. Par. 110 of the FT are present,

in correlation with N and the other mss of the FT, We have

found that for the verses pro-or and for the additions, PJ

undoubtedly stands with the Pal. Pent, tg tradition. The

realisation of this fact for the verses proper has been -lost

important, because the verses proper of PJ were alleged to be

borrowed from 0. Such a statement can now be categorically

denied. The verses proper of PJ are of the seme tradition as

those of the lal. tgg. There are minor similarities with 0,

but not only in PJ but also in the other Pal. tgg. It is

furthermore of extreme importance to see that these similar¬

ities of PJ and the Pel. tgg with 0 are minor and do not con¬

sistent!'/' occur throu hout the PJ or Pel. tgg. Therefore we

1. Kahle, The Cairo C'orAza, on. cit., pp. 19hf and
202, cf. above, pp. 66ff.

2. Ibid., p, 195, cf. above, p. 67.
3. Ibid., p. 202, cf. above, p. 69.
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cannot think that PJ is a Pal. tg "more or less consistently

modified by Onqelos text"1, as Prof. A. Diez Macho has recent¬

ly stated:

Nowadays scholars say that Ps is a combina¬
tion of 0 with FT. And this is correct. What per¬
haps is not so correct5 what in many cases is liable
to discussion, is the common statement that the bas¬
ic text of Ps was 0, to which portions of the PT were
added. There are many proofs for the contrary, vis,
that a FT was thoroughly revised in accordance with
0; in other words, that Ps is a PT more or less con¬
sistently modified by Cnqelos text.2

Those similarities are rather due, as Grelot has said, to the

copying of these mss by scribes who knew the authorized tar-

gum 0. -

Again, we have noted late additions in I J as well as

in the Pal. tgg. These additions have accrued to the partic¬

ular tg mss during the development of the tg and in the his¬

tory of its mss. It is of the nature of this tergumic tra¬

dition, which was permitted to grow and develop, that we find

older end newer materials side by side. Such is the Pal.

Pent, tg tradition, of wrhich PJ is one form.

Although we have found that II also is a form of this

Pel. Pent, tg tradition, we cannot here give a final Judgment

about the position of IT within this tradition. vie have, e. g.,

1. A. Diez Macho, "The recently discovered Palestin¬
ian Targum: Its Antiquity and Relationship with the other
tergums," Supplements to Vetus Testamentum. Edited by the
Board of the Quarterly, G. b. Anderson, P. A. H. de Boer, G.
R. Castellino, Henry Cazelles, E, Haramershairub, H. G. Hay,
W, Zimmerli (Leiden: E. J. Brill), VII (I960), p. 239.

2. Ibid., p. 239.

3. Grelot, op. cit., p. 63, cf. above, pp. 731.
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noted a number of doublets in the text of II, Furthermore, a

study of the mgg of N reveals not only readings from the other

known Pal. tgg (including PJ) and 0, but reveals also many

unique readings. Here we have variants from another tg tra¬

dition.

We thus find it proper to speak of the Individual tgg

or tg fragments: PJ, the FTgg, CG, and N as forms or branches

of the Pal. Pent, tg tradition. This tradition is different

from 0, and has been shown to include materials which are prior

to 0 as well as to the authorised traditions of the Mishna

and the Talmuds»

It remains that we comment upon the relationships be¬

tween the Pal. tgg (including PJ) themselves. Generally, these

tgg are both interrelated with each other and independent of

each other. They are interrelated because their common basis

is the Hebrew text, and because they had their inception and

further use in Palestine. They are different from each other

because they developed independently in separate localities.

Though some mss of this tradition (CG) are older than others

(Par, Vat, PJ, N, etc.), the evidence does not warrant seeing

CG as the basic Pal. tg, IT as the first later branch of this

tg, upon which PJ depends, and Par as the second (later)
1

branch of this tg, upon which 0 depends, as does Grelot.

It is more justified on the basis of the evidence to take the

17 Grelot, on. elt., p. 85•
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different mss and edd aa forms or branches of the Pal. Pent,

tg tradition, though the individual ins3 of later date,?, have

certainly gone through a longer history of copying.

With FJ as one form of the Pal, Pent, tg tradition,

and the discovery of the complete targum Neofiti 1, another

form of this tradition, added to the other Pal. Pent, tgg, we

have indeed a rich storehouse for the study of the faith and

language of Palestinian Jewry of the first centuries of our

era. Such a study is indeed of vital importance for the

understanding of the Hew Testament and of the Christian Church.



CHAPTER V

TEXTS

We proceed with the texts in parallel columns of the

passages studied.1 For most verses six texts are present:

Targum Cnkelos, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Ms Paris 110 of the

Fragment Targun, the Fragment Targum as in the Bomberg Bible,

the Cairo Geniza Fragments, and lis Ueofiti 1. When an addi¬

tional targum or Tossfta of importance is present, it has been

included in another column,'"- Significant supplementary parts

of the Fragment Targum tradition^ and extended marginal targums

of Ms leofiti 1 are also compared in extra columns, Variants

for Targum Onkelos have been found in the editions of Berliner^
and Sperber- . Variants within the Fragmentary Targums can

be found in G-insburger1 s work.0 Great care has been taken to

list all the margins found in Ms- Ileofiti "1.

1. Cf. above, p. 77.

2. These can be found in The fontatouch According to
Targum Onkelos ... by Sperber, op_, cit., pp. 35^-357.

3. Ginsburger lists these as "Zusctzthargumim", cf.
Pas Fragmententhargum ... von Ginsburger, op. cit., pp. 71ff •

b* Targum Onkelos ... von Berliner, op. cit.

5. The Pentateuch According to Targum Onkelos ... by
Sperber, op. cit.

6. Cf. above, p. 76, ftnt. 1.
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'ooy |d xaopa no j> n'bi

mm p'ay
paa 'oop onanx

S'30 S0300>
'>13 o'oe sna'oo

pom oa piP 30p

1. Vat; xVopna JH 2. Vat:
I»k o'Vt?' r,5? n»oa px

nT0s2 n»02s >»?»■> nn i»i&
3. Vet: »0K\ I;. Vat; n'V nn».



Ms Far 110 Fragment Fragment Tg Bomberg nairo Genius. Fragments

(22,12 1, SS1 (22.12
9Kmt? p n9> m"

pi9no
: a1?'"9 K>

(22.14
2K11K >9T9

: K190B3:

(22.15
KQ31ED3

: nn9 o031S9
13Till ]19F (22.27
]3»im m p'mmp mo p

R3ff1 S3H? >32 "pip |931pD
yj p |91S3» |39331p film

p'mn ima 9i nsi pmin
9my I'D K31p3 KD f? I"!9?!

]393KyFin

K30

pnn 13 *p0 mip

paa moip mamx ma's
rmna>

Xfl39lD!

91139K |D H9? 'il99
i9no

: aVv9 S> K>9Sj?
2

(22.14

nVma ma a am9 oiis (22.15
nmsD npy VDF9I JIOIK K>I

: KfiK> "I'V I'ID9
13111 |19F (22.27
p9ini no pnmip 9mo p

RStfl I?3£? >33 |931pD
>V p!S3D p933mp

K'jin IDia *1 1131

9my p K31P2 HQ |> JT9>1
mm p9ay

1913 'imp mru-iK
IT9 3D K121D1?

9 >13 1913S Kill9 ID

I mm 13 ■ j'Dv1? mp

>Qpn9 (n>epna ps) (22.12
. K K!"l

□Vf9 tp ntty rftya (p*0 (22.14
(...) Kin l9IK |'K

_ >wt.^pk M., y* «nj
; i i T

n>ira ma irw (onm) (22.1s
naiiDQ rtpy tdf9i hoikd k> 9i

: nmip n> nn9 (p)s9
mum p9y (22.27
pnrn p93mp 9mo fa? : p

HlVl fl3ff >33 "fDllp p31pG
7v p pi son f3933mp pirn

n"3in idii 'i ] 1131 fn9inn
9my |s naipa n» p ji»>

Klin P92F
pa a "dip mnnKi

IT9 3D H131D7

9?i3 i9v3s nmnm

13 *}(T:!7 31]?

1. Ginsb ens icV'ap ■?»«& 2.
Glnsb on: nmsx. 3. Ginsb ens

J is9 n 31 sis. h* Glnsb ens Kiln.
5. Ginsb en: om»

1. Vat: tt>apit& pa 2. Vats
ps q9Vv9 sV n9o*y n9*i& ps

■ntosa n»iss Vm»9 sin i»is
3. Vats »"r«\ if. Vat? a»V nn9.

Ms Heoflti 1

*]Y091 Hf/llD ps (22.12
fin"

i
p-fno

:1aV^9 K> K>9Up
Q>v?9 K> '9DF H91D DK (22.14

>3[?1K Kin I9IK 19K2
% p

: H11K3

nVinn ma Dsn9 dyiki (22.15
naiEiD5,6 nay mt'i 4HOIKD K>i4

: 6iii9k> n9> nn9 5fm9
mini fi9y (22.27

pmrn Brm yp,9mp p
p.i9ipD

■?9 ylD3HD1
f H31 p9mn

9my ]D n'mpD1? f> ,n9?i
rmn p?Ken >f issn9 p9iy
paa 9 Dip 10ifiann?
mam n9rn3T "Dip rmio>

n9ni3.9o3i n"ri3iD

n'?D3 ^^fiajiK

I. Mgs -sai9B SM12 m "PBS11
fjVe'9 sVi 8T3fli'. *2. Mg? shss.
3. Mgs Vs si.i n»nss Vs jtn
9i9os • 4. Mg: uotk'rV . 5»
On; ms reads;' ns' nnsQ. 6.
MgJ KJS'jsV SS»V a;ms' sa'ns?^.
7, Ab ln.s 3. 8*,*Ab In; 1m • 9«
Ab In; 'sal . 10. Ab In; 'a9j this
is plseed above the n of the text
so that perhaps *a»s is meant.
II. Ab Ins 'n»; of. previous ftnt.

IllDt? 22.12, lk, 13; Klj?91 22.2?

Margin of Ms Heofiti 1

(22.27
p9ini

mm naff >3 imp pmipn
p fis3D p933mp p9nni

I a'am iDia 9i imi p'nn
9my p naipa hd p n9>i

rmn p93F
pa3 'Dip inim

n"no nmiDF
9 ? 13 T»qb nn2i;m

prnii m fa#? nip



gar-gum Onkelos

p*as prim 9 3 an %*? 'Dip

pin o'lrs
na^pnm n*?y

(20.26

Vy pirn pon K*?n
9l?xnn shi tdid

: «ripy p9iy
pl32 ]1S3» 91K1 (21.18

ik Kaaxa n»ian m lai wi
?is9i mo* x>i xr'cmaa

: fpQiaV
n9iay ft' in *isn (21.20

n9mx m IK

mm md'i pVwa
I in" K3U1K n9 "i9

*}Vn OK 13 (21.25
KS?IS «]Vn xyi3 nxia

: *Blpl?fc Bf?n *Blj?SD

Targum Psouco Jonathan

pa*xn pnm 93an kV

n'3'Dl XVtlB JIQ'IK pXl
xno»sx S3 as >y kd99o laynft

: nm

X»3iia pmi (20.26
»mp mro> pa"pi

?y p*j?ioea pj?0Ji Xs?
*tthnn k5?" s'Tj'ia jnVx 9naia

• »py "]Xl99l9P
|»13U J12J3 9 331X1 (21.18

is xanxa n'lanV in pnn9i
>ib»i ma9 x>i xpmoa

: FID"?

n9iay m 121 9na9 QTixi (21.20
Km ay 3D n»ms m is nxsysa

mmi xm 9 xinna mo9i x$9aiwa

Is>i pi9 xaimx n9i9
:XS99D Jf?9Up

*f?m pino lyx 9m (21.25
xsnis *)^in syne »oi -jnno

: \mwa>n t'mn *oi

Ms Par 110 Fragment Tg

pppri pnm pi an t? W?
T3i?m K2111 XPlJ) 01IS 1P'33K

x>na Kmay px n939?3
mosx2 prnyy

pnm
pnxi nuai mana pnxi (20.2s
9ai >y "Dip p&mtn pm9pi

9ai >y pin5? pson k1? xnaio
maiD

(21.18
5

oiyV pVtmi 3xpimoa
: yio

(21.20

4 4

o»3pm xoapno
♦

(21.25

:5WST?1 5
1. Cinsb cn omits this word.
2. Ginsb cn: ao'st?. 3, : rl
arpjnari ts ssasa. l.t, :'v
mmia. 5. em 9BiVr.n :'?«

It28.

1110^ 20.25 cont.~26 {Aram. 22 cont.-23)j 21.18, 20, 25

Fragment Tg Bomberg

pa'sn '2an k> 9?x->
i9aynn sain x^ns anx

xVns may 'K n93o

no9sx 9r?y

: n9m

pnxi 9'm K»ana pnx i (20.26
9ai Vy pwapai pa9 9pi

yj prra 112oil k> 9naia
9 iiiji x5i 9nai»

: 9 P. -jmiy
(21.18

IK

Dip? pp;9a ma9 Kpima3
: yia

(21.20

apam sapana

Cairo Oeniza .Fragments

p9sn pnn9 plan kV 9aip
layna xain kVtib oiik

xVnb px nan
nosK pn9Vy

: pnn9
pnsi 9i33i n92na pnsi (20.26

933 P; pmna 1 pa99pi
932 Vy pjTi3 ppoii tp 9naia

nVin K5 iv7K 9H3ia
: 19?y imiy

(21.18
ik pK? rran r,9 132 9nn91

mj'j/tP as9'] ma9 K7i pinion
: nn(a

niny m 132 9na9 qiixi (21.20
nnnas n9 tk

mnn man hq93Tu?3

02pm noipna m9

Ms MsofIti 1

pa'sri1 pnn9 man s> 9at>
Kinyna Kaim 2k'?tib onx

may 3
hobki pnpy

;3,lpnn,
pnsi 9333 K"3na pnxi (23.26

932 >y ptuiaa4 pa99pi
932 py p2iia ppon k"? 9naia

9V2itn Kh 9i nmn
. 9-J7J? 4"jn'iy

P132 5p393 9 011X1 (21.18
is |3K3 nmnn n9 112 9na9i

oiya p"?a9i rn?a9 s>i °p*imD3
: nyia

n9iay JI9 132 9na9 ansa (21.20
n9nnaK 119 is

mnn
7 929a

rt9an nu'ai a

inBm7 n9i9

9al'?v;r! .i99H3

Kyis 9aiP?n (Kyis)
: 9ian 9aaVin

{21.25 9aiP?n n9na (21.25
n99ii3 nyis 9aiP?n syis n933

9nan : omi 9ai7iJi ami

1. MgS K23R KVtlS D1IS 29SR
KVTTD n*r2$? {'x n:*0 -rasns

n'l)1 fio'ss 2. Ms repeats: ons
SVTTS 3. Kg: 'sin nans na'D
is®»o c9m kVi ibbok SriaV kjiid
n»n* o9sn sVi »Vs I;.. Mg: ii'^y

Kpooa fipon 2??3 Ku2*raV iins's
'1," nVsn 5. Cn; ms reads
Jis*3» 6. Enci of line in rns. 7.

Kg-: 33pn* &o3p3



Tarrum Onkelos

(20.17

Tann

i'dnr. i\? "jinn n'3
n'myi pan nn'K

mini Tiam

rinrf?" >31 mom

jt )th kay >31 (20.18
T>p

jti

r.'i T'nya

81S Iff >f?
Kay stin pam rm n'l

ioj?n iyn
:j?'mn

1»3w p 3 3 k h31q dkv ( 20 .25

'Targum rseudo Jonathan

k> >k1t '33 'qs? (20.17
k> pman pinn

an |'man as? psniff &>i pirn
oy pnnmaa pamr

|a pmn palp' xm prion
p3'n nn? ps>»i ps'im
Tars' s>i pman as? 'in'a?

para in
tins?'? K/i mam h'nno'x it

x>i n'mn> s?>i n'naxi Ti
rs'ianV n'ri pa !?d> x>i man?

x'man 'ami mis

K'TT kjiisVO
aonfri Ks?a 'am pn'0,3'33

I'3D oana pons 'i',nsn prur
: xa'yy >y Tax sjtPJH

ii' |"an has? >di (20.is
pns?dfd3 pasnno 11.1 "|'n t»>j?

ipn s"td? n'ia im in van
IT 1 **"11? 3 Kli |D ]'pS3 11.1

u'n'a 'nKD run *j»n kisw Vj?
say >3 parn pan sua iti

lo'in lop is?rm
: i?'ma pTa

myn p33K ninr pin (20.2s

lis Par 110 ISragxae nt T.g

'33:2 x'nna KniD>a
: xa>y >y tux sSirPai ks?3'k

k> >kit it 3 'as? 'as? (20.17
*> pnan pinn

k>i pnan ds? p sniff *>1 pirn
as? >kiti pniw'333 'amr
pa'33 palp' x>i pnan

1
pmma

2i'ann' k>i pnan as? 'in'a1?
pa 3d in

n'ns?r k> n'lrmi n'nm
kVi mil it x>i n'nax> xm

^nn1? n'si >d?i n'ian>
pp>2 p 3 3s? x'man *aYrn on*

ji'n3 ss> sia'ai

: xa>y >y k'jik snnxni

(20.18

p'Vxo pn> papi
:j?»rn p

piapn p33£ nana p*i (20.25

1. Glnsb en; the phrase is om
in the ms.

1 . Ginsb adds : f i qV 1. 2.
Ginsb cru nan*. 3. Ginsb cn:
n'*ntr?«

frs.nment t'r Bomber#

jt pan in Kay Pi (20.18
K'rp

s't'2? jti

il'l

snis'snr K>p
Kay p'am iay sim jti

pn> lam lyri
:P'nia

pnyn p33K rma nxi (20.25

ma:y 20.16 cont.-18, 23

Cairo Geniaa Fragments

t? Vxit '33 'ay) (20.17
(-prni nn':i} v'nan (pinii

|a pa'3 3 paif?'
p3'K nnV (|i2b'i ]iDin:i

lain' (k8? -.pnan) w 'mar
pa 3D m

n'tp) kbi n'nm kjistk1?
Kyi niiii? (sVi nr,an? Kbi

nianV itki na Via k'n rnaif?
n"nani 'nnr am?

-."'lira Km idVa
hf3k '323

: na'?y 3y htik siiirn
,ry |"an pin Kay !;oi (20,18

["! 9 9'*(5p
n"ir:'r r.'i

n'l

KllD'ul n'3p
nay Vd pani pn kud nn

(pTssa pnb papi).... msi
:p'ni |a

pirn p33Ki nnna pKi (20.25

1; 2?.

Aram. 13cont. -15', 22 )

Ks hoofIti 1

KTs'S '2 32

kv '33 w (20.17
kV pnan pinn

k'?i pnan ay ]'aniy k5?! pirn
□y Vsiw'i pnnTiDD 7'ann'

p pD'n1 palp' r'n pnan
pi'K mrp 'paV'i ^pa'ina

nam' pnan ay nnrP
k>i mam sji'3 paao it

n'nry KVI n'lan- n'nns
ti 'nr. sVi 2n'nan K'n

•'■jnny 'i na ba kVi n'nan
n'man 'nni oiik

p'nna KrnaVa
k\?3k '333

. 3 3

rt p'an k?ay '?di (20.is
n"Vj?

' 'ma? r.'i

n'l

'115' .1 K>p
Kay pani pn Kiia jti

pn> lapi iy?yi?Ki
:p'm |a

man i'sdki nana oki (20.25

1. Mg: |in»n3 in jina; 2. Cn?
ms roads: *nn?ja 3« Kg: smVsi

'a7s;V



Targura Onkolos Targum Pseudo Jonathan

I?V

XV
K 111.10

(20.15
ai a a9n

•pnnn
{ 20 .16
vnon

X1p9w51

P391JO Jft p3933 palp9 XVi
□y nnrj; pan tin? psV9!

xn99i »3inn anx pirn
: xaVy Vy p*s3 KitID

XV Vxir9 "33 9 ay (20.15
psrrn xVi pun xV pan pinft
pnny'iaa 9arm9 xVi pan ay

palp9 xVi pan ay Vxi79i
psV9i pomnn fa pom

pan ay 9inaV p39n tin'?
□ 11X

: XDV? Vy p'9D3 X3S3 S»D33 931R3
xV Vxiw9 9 an 9ay (20.is
stno panaris pinoa pinn

xipn
9ann9 xVi

pinoa ay Vx-nn pnjipam
pans •palp' xVi xip'r nno

pan nnV psVn jianrn
Kip*7 9i.no pinoa ay 9in9aV

pa ay Kip'7 nno 9 21m onx
KJ111S21 n9na xV kiq'di ppvo

xaVy Vy K'rn

Ms Par 110 Fragment Tg

pD»ina pa9in palp9 xVi
pajimix pan (nrrV) psVn

ni'i mm anx

: xnVy Vy x9iis (kdi'di) xmsyns
xV Vxi79 nn 9 ay 9ay (20.15

pBJVt?/ xVi pinn xV pnn piau
pan ay

paip9 xVi
pn9inn pa*33

xaVn pnn w 9in*»V
□us pnn mix pa9 as psV9

:xaVy Vy (x)9nx xan3 xnaa mm
x!? Vxii?9 nn 9ay 9ay (20.1e

9 tno pin91]
ay psfiiw xV 1 pian xV xip9®

»onn* xVi xip9 • 9tno
□y Vxif9i primam

p3»aa paip9 xVi xipn 9tno
) 1 sV91 p39mn

Ki9pw 9tno a9 »in»»V
xip97i Kino 9mm mix

I). 26.

ft!Df 20.1k cont.-l6 (Hebr. 13, llj.s 15, 16= Aram. 13)

Cairo Gentza Fragments Ms Meofiti 1

pains ]n pans paip9 xVi
nnaV pan nnV . pa1?9"
n9i99i mm anx pi"i

: xaVy Vy 9nx Kftia

XV "I9 931 9DF (20,135
psnn xVi pian xV pma pinn

nms nrm9 xV n9mi ay

paip9 xVi (pa) 31 ay nn
psVn paina ]d pans

p333 nnaV p39x nnV
aiix

xoVy Vy 9nx X3sa n "mi mm
xV Vxiw9 *aa 9ay (20.131

pnno pmoa pinu
ay pam? xVi plan xV ipn

9DRft9 xV ipm pino pinoa
pinoa ay '?jt 9t pin,.9son

p3933 paip9 xVi ipm ]'mno
p39x nnV psV9i pmnn |a

■pino

1p39iftn ]a pa'in1 paip9 xVi
oy 9inaV2 p39x nnV psV9i

xn9i 9ninn anx 2pn9i
:sxaVy Vy xnx xsma3

kV Vxi' 9 9sn 9ay (20.15

psm® xVi piin sV p33i ninrs
pnir?93D3 9antft9 xVi 4pn3i ay4

palp9 5xVi 1932l ay Vkt79ie
)1SV91 °p391fl3 p p39336

]933i ay 9inaV pa9x iin?
7 7

□ UK

:®XQVyV 9ilK K3S3 K9331 93lm
xV Vxiv9 933 9rjy (20.is

pino9 pinft
ayi0 psnis? xVi pinn xV 9ip®

9ar?ft9 kVi 10Kipor 9ino
ay Vxi®9i pnft'.'9nan

p3933i3* palp9 8V1 xip9w 9ino
p3*x iinV psV9i ia"pa9iji3 ja
42Kip7 9ino ay 9inaV

is
jnpS, *ino »nn3 diik

13

nVnna Kin ni'n

»inaV

1. and of folio. 1. Lft mg: pn»in3 |a pn931
2. Lft mg: j9ii»3 pn»r? 'nni^
3. Lft mg: 'aVyV Knx xniJj" Is.,
Lft rag: '"335^ 5 • bt mg:
kVi 1*231 'Si©9 *321 6. Ft rag:
|n9tii2 t& pn*3i 7. Lft mg;
'* 23 5 ] 12»fj 'miii 3. Lft mg:
'sVy~'s 9. Lft rag: Kip©7 i 'inq

10. Ft mg: ip©i s*rno^ 11. Ft.
rag: pn*iri2 |a pn*32 12. Lft
rag;: ip©*r *tno1? pan 'nils 13.
Lft rag: 'i»di ppVo 833?
n*ni



Tsrgun Onkelos Targum Psendo Jonathan

(20.12 im Vmv9 9 33 (20,12
n9 np9 naa pwnr

*p9K n9i pas p n'oxn snp9m nmxn
V9ti vvaa

f*mnn pao*'n
"jnVs 99n xns Vy pi9 panVs it? xynx Vy pa9ai9

f? a9n9 pa'? a'n9
• •

« •

XV (20.13 XV VXTS?9 933 9sr (20.13
mi Viop9n xVi | nan xV pVisp pinn

mnm9 sVi pViop ay penny
pVittp ay Vriw9i pnt93sa

panna p pa'ia poap* xVi
ay 9inaV pr 9n nn> psV'i
Kain x*Viop 9aina a*nx pViap

: :xaVy Vy p*aa
xV (20,14 xV Vxti?9 9 3 3 9ay (20.14

apiji xVi pnan xV pm99a pinn
♦arm* xVi pnvn ay psnw
pirn ay Vkt?9i pnra*aaa

lis Per 110 Fra gment Tg

9nxn xaVyV Veto?9 9aa pa on9
: eiiai? ri'Vim

Tin Vet 9 n»a 9ay 9ay (20.12
xTp9xa |9n9nT

p3D9Xt Slp'RUI pal3KT
(rmx) 9iqki 913E ip9D"t |sa Van
niy9aoi pan9 jun'ix n9V sarin9

| 91ST
xaxn mpn V9nn ;i*nx
:9 nx1 xaVyV n9 V x 3 a9 a n?a xa 9 s*? 1

xV Veto9 n9rt 9ay 9ay (20.13
sVi pian eV pViap pinn-

9ann9 xVi pVnop ay psm
pViap ay (Vet?9!) pnnrmm
pwina |'i39.13 paip9 xVi

ay 9in»aV pa»x (nvnV) psV9i
sn-in s9Vtop 9mnn a tie pViap

:xnVy Vy p*sa
1

xV Vet;;?9 n9:i ny nay1 (20,14
xVi pnsr? sV 1pn9a pinn

9»nn9 xVi pnm ay psniy
pnn ay Vst*v»t pnns?93aa

1 • flinn sV Vxw9 *33 »»y : T
|'T393 .

h

m?SP 20.11 cont.-lk (He or. 13, Ik, 15, l6=Arsm. 13)

Cairo Genize Frajgaents Ms Keofxti 1

pin is79 nn 9ay (20.12
nnp'xn paan mi Va pn9nr

113 naxm 9niniin
Win

pio9)
panVx '"1 synx (Vy pom9

paV nn9

(xV Vet?9 9 a a 9ay) (20.13
xVi pnan XV pVT3j? |linn

9ann9 xVi pViap ay psniy
pViap ay 'w*i pnffl?9a-aa

pa»ana p |iD9an palp9 sVn
9inoV p39x TinV psVn

xniD n9ViQp 9aina urn pVnop
:x»Vy Vy 9rtK

XV '2?9 99T3? (20.132
xVi pian xV pn"i pinxi

9Dnn9 xV n9n"i ay psmy
pi"a ay ' 9T pDiw'mn

pin Vet?9 9an 'ay1 (20.12
nnp*a mi pm*

|d ri'D'Ei mp»xan 9iaxn

pion
panVjs ,99t efts Vy pa*m9

paV nn9

kV Vet?9 9aa 9ay2 (20.13
xVi pian xVi pVisp pinn

9&nn9 kVi x9ViQp ay psnir?
4pViop oy Vetv?9is pn9m93aa

sp39nm p jin9j3S paip9 3xVn
ay ?9i;iuVi pi's mnv psV'i

Sinn E9Vl0j? »31H3 onx s pViop
:8xaVy Vy p»sa8

xV Vet?9 9aa 9oy (20,14
xVi pun xV }'iTi pinn

9ann9 xVn "pni'i ay "psnis
iopnn ay Vet?9n10 pnm?9aaa

1. Rt mgi 'T3i, "the
fifth word". 2, Ft mg: 'Tst

3. Ft ran: rK*i™» *3 37
p V1 op. L . Ab In: '9 V1 ep.

5. Kt rag: pn»7Ji3 1» ]in»33.
6. Lft mg: "Vsp pa« nns. 7.
A 1 is the end of the line, end
is not repeated with the word
on the next line. 8. Ft rag: "nK
'aW* 9. Lft rag: TO.

Lft mg: '»n»a 'is?* »3s>



Targuru Onkolos Targum Peondo Jonathan

'in (20.8
n'hinnp? Rjosn xm9 n9 n'an

n'?sn pdt nri'7 (20.9
: -[rn'a'y 5?a Taym

xms7 nw9 as? m191 (20.10
n'anrs X5? "pVx 99 mi?

-jirm 1131. nx KT'a'y >3
•p»yai inns 1 113s?

: 1 in'pan *pim
nay |'ni9 nn's? 9nx (20,11

n9 xy*iK n'i x»ds? n' 99

I man ^a n'i xn9
urn9 a mi

99 -p-ia I'd nxy* as?
n'nnpi xnas?*t x?m9 n9

pin Vxusr* ma 9df (20.8
Kimpnn xnasn Km9 pn'an

:n'h'

11 rPsn 19m9 Kn'r.-' (20.9
: pann9ay *?a pnaym

xasr nxyas? xni'i (20.10
pnayn xV panVx fn cinp n"3i
pa'nam papal pns Kma? *?a
9n pa'ni'11 pa'nnnsi pamayi

: pa'TTpa
xna |»av xji9s?a ons (20.11

n9 xynx n9n xnw? n9 rn

pna n'Kt nn ^a n9i s»9
Km9 a mi

rn i9na p pia nxy» as?
n'n' w'npi xnan Km9 n'

n'V'na xdVf a"j?n?.n pro ?ai
snpy'ni pnn xaVya n*V ia'0

: »nxn

nn tkt.■9 n'n '05; »oy (20.8
n'mmpV xnasn Km9 n9 pn'an

W I'm9 Kfr'S/ oil* (20.11
xnx jti x'm n9 'n

pnan Va n'i
Km'a mi

'n pa p >y nxy*as?
'KDp n'n' f'npi xnasn- Km' n'

k*3o*t Imo mom K'nmn >aV Kin

Vxn ' '33? n'nn'nnn am.'nm

'm snas- np'on pn Vai n'n'niK
' onm 'V np'm jxiaa 'kq|?
xnann xnp'x >'nn on* np»

filD'T 20.7 cor.t. - 11

Cairo Genlza Fragments Ms I'oofiti 1

pin Vx-iv' 9:n 'ay (20.8
,nnpo'? njoisrr xm9 n9 Apvnr

:n»n'

prf?sn pm9 ant?' x (20 .9
: pann'ay Va pnayni

naii? n"y»as? sari (20.10

pnayn sV pan?x "9 onij? n"3i
pansm pa'am pm nn'ay ^a

pD'n'^ai pannnxi pa'nnyi
: p3"nij?a n'xn pa mm

xna pm' nan's anx (20.11
n9i xynx n'i n"Du7 n' V?Dvn

pna n'xn no Va rs'i n"o'
nm'n rimnxi

fm pna pa pin |D :n"ym
n'n' snpn rwimm nm9 rs' "'n

pin Vkib" 'aa »oy- (20.8
KnpD1? snam Km9 n' pn'an

:«n'n'

pn'?sn |"oi' 2Kn»7A (20.8
: 4|ia?naF l?a °pnasMT

Has? sK'y'ar kdi'I5 (20,10

pnayn kV parpK r" onp n'3i
panaai pa'aai pm many >a

pan'yai pa'moKi pana.Fi
:Spa'in'pa 'n pa'ni'ii

sKna pai' yK.nP? ainK (20.11
II' KF3K n'l K'oo;

mm pnan9 no >a n'l n'o'
sKDi'a 'imp n"3i xKas?

10-pa pna pia10 K'F'av
n'n' ,npi Knam Km9 n9

1. Perhaps a scribal error for 1. Et rag: n»!/m n»a: 2. Ab
In: fness 3. The yodh Is prob¬
ably a wav. h„ Ah In: "ii'S 5.
Lft "if-: '.nt? 'at*? 6. Ab In:
"TPs 7» Et rag: nnc?s 8. Lft rag

»TD»a V&SM.9. Ft rag: |na '»st
qi»i b»3jjki 10. Lft rag: |o
*»•? *prj*s 1T3 p pss



irgnm Onkelos Tsrgura Pseudo Jonathan

11 byi 'n'bn 11 by pna p33
ID »X30b »y'31

pruin38 inn 'onab K'33 I'd"? ?a

'11 byi 'Krt'bn n by pna pi2
: 'X3wb "y'Dl

13*0 T'3yi (20.6
'Dm1? pii 'sbxb

mp's 'i©3bi
(20.?

mm 'D'n Kb
k a m? *pbK "1

'DT ' Kb 'IK
i 9

xip'$b n'm;3 'n"i n'

13'in "'ion I'oai (20.6
x"p'i>. "iamb pii psbKb
:'n"iixi "Hps 'iwabi

Hi' 9.13 »DS? (20.7
aI'll pD3D in y31*7'
I in by ponbK 'nn n»in»n

'DTD Mb D11K

K21 K3'l 01'3 M

H'DWD yijism ]KD bo h'
| ID by

1. Ginsb: Zu streiehenj vgl.
mein Frgm.

Ms Par .IIP Fragment Tg

*n byi 'Kn'brt n by piiD p33
-a 'K3^b »y»ai

pnjirnK inn 'onob x'an pDbrzD
mm by

:'Dans by my"? byi "Dip
13»0 ID3 K3K cm (20.6

K'p'H "Drub pii 'sbxb
;*n'»nsi "Hp's 'iioabi

bsir?' n'3 'dp 'DP (20.7
KD«?3 'D'fi Mb

sbl K33Db -]HbM 'HI
ipwiii 'DH yamm

kdi psnbM rn Kin K3Ki
ipwm |hdd syisrnb vnyi pis
SDby '13J1K K31 'D$?3 OTIS 'Dli?3

s'ba ipwdi 'D173 yahtroi jkd VDI
bm n'b H33»inx 'isinai »mj?

Mij?\?;b yauj/D xbi n'wsa 10201 jxd
KDby □"pn?j n*ni3T3i 'Dip K»b3

IllDt? 20.5 cont. - 7

Cairo Geniza Fragments Ms Keofiti 1

ii by "n'bn 11 by pmn pas
"mi ob "y'si

i byl K'ii'bn n by pun pan
K'D3 pin' ID »K2v?b 'X'y'31

|nm3K ma hkgno pabsra
"sat? sip naie pnb1

13151 ion K3X ID3 Q13 (20,6
n"p'n "brnb pin psbsb

: 'ri'iisi nmsm »io3bi
bsir' '33 'by (20.7

□173 p33D in y3Jt?' Kb
n*nbs "'1 niD'D

'dtd Kb mis ipn nym
nil na'1 ai'3 rr"3'n n' "

IptTDI HQ173 yintl/Dl ID bo

13'01 ion K3K 103 013 (20.o
s'p'ip 2»iamb pin psbsb

:3K»lip'B '110371
bsm no »ay xunsb (20.7

.IDS? n' | ID 3D 133 3D'4 Kb
pa by nnbs "»i

'DTD Kb OllK

K31 4S3 ' 1 01*3

"»1 .IDS? 3D' »1 ]D Jl»
513D by n'nbs

rfi

C

1. The letter 3 after the space
following on jnnnix finishes a
line of the ins. We suggest that
X*32 is meant, although the word
is not spelled, out at the begin¬
ning of the next line, as is the
usual practice. The next line
begins with the next word pnV.
2. Lft rag: 'am1?. 3. Lft rag:
kh'^iut xnnso. Li. Fit rag:

"1 n'naa ana psss in pans?*
" »dia anx ipc?1? pa»nVx

K3»i Qi*a *2*ni p3»3in n*« 5»
Lft rag: ipp1? »ai2 yanna »i.



Targura Onkeloa Targum Pseudo Jonathan

'I'd 13 prm n>'« *]> 2('3'n 13 pmx isn^x 1|131?

a>'i? "p tayn x> {20,4
sV9P?D x>m:n idi >31

n>n xyixsn

Kyi8> 71>D X'D311

jrni3i □>£• pi5? piayn k? (20.4
S n y>D K'DWII 1Q1 >31

$n>n xsnsa 'n

xyix> yi>a k'd3 *11

x>i pn> mon x> (20.5
S3?? 'IS p3'r?>EiJ1

K3p >K inbK "

x>1 pn> pnoh s> (20.5
K2S cmx | in'Dip pn>s.n

pilBl ]X3p n>8 pD«1>X 'H
ns3'p3 nami

>y pax 'iin nyoo >y pyf,?i 4 '?ras 'ain 12id
n~"Spatere" Ausp, "p58 Onk. 2.
Cinsb: Msc. fe. This phrase is
also missing in the Bitolia Rab¬
binic a. ab irsgadino, where
Vkin' of verse 3 is immediate¬
ly followed by the |iiaya kV
of verse ij. 3. Ginsb:. Zu strei-
chen; vgl. main Prgra. But now
that we know its occurrence in
0(1 and 51, there is no reason for
its omission. This is & reeding
of the Pal. tg. ix. Ms; jnniiK J
sd, pr: nnnx.

Ms jar 110 Fragment Tg

Q11K »2'D 13 pHIX KlVt? "j>
>) ii' 'rv'13 'in'ri' xsxi XDD

pin 'Kins pmx run k>i xo>y
jx> k*?k pmx n>x> p-non x>

:Km 132 n'T'1

Q??v ^ I'lpf! K> (20.4
W>D- K'DW3 '1 im >31

(xjnx>) B1>D xshx3 '11
Kins'? yi>D k'd:i 'ii

Kh'v?3 '.I'll p;f?3 DUX
'Dip |D pyiyiTD pa'KI I'Dl'

'Dip pilOQI pp.D3 . . 'X 13
plIDh J1J1K |3 X31 K(n)?ni3

:K31 X>ni3 'Dip
X>1 p;f? 112 Oil X> (20.5

2K aIIK pi'rpsn
|12l K3p H>X psn>x 'H
'2»D> 1'ny x3x1 hx3p3 f1sbd1
1'D1p hdd'?) pnV t101 >3 )D

11201 K2'1 T37K pH30 E]1K1
ion xn>x Kin K3Si Kh"i3 pn>

>y py*m p38 'im
1. lech Ginsbergers Ansicht zu
strichen.

HI DM 20.3 cont. - S

Cairo Genlza Pragments Ms Beofltl 1_

'3d 13 pnk H>X p3> '3d 13 81HK .1>8 *;>

nilsi □>» p3> p-ny.n x> (20,4
>y> |D n»'»3 .n'Ki idi >31

yi> |d xsnxa itxii
syir? rnnh p n"D3 jtkii

1( ) ] 13> pi3Fh K> (20.4
3>'p>?3 KW3 '1 2h1D1 >31

5m> ]Q 4??riK2 '11
|d kyik> mmi p k'do »n

mnrt

k>1 pn> plloh k> (20.5
k3k diik }(inmi)yq> pn>sn

pilDl HX3p KH>K |13H>K Kin
nK3pn yiiiiDi

x>i pn> piioh r? (20.5
h3k oiik pn'dip pfi>en

6piD1 "3p n>K ]13H>K
K3p3 yiBJlDI

>y pywi p3K '3in (13)in ?v K'ym ]d

1. Lacuna of ca. 10 spaces; ob¬
viously. mi si dVs has been eras
2. Ab Ins Drr. 3. Lft mgr |o
T j?"?. h. Lft rag; n* j?iss. 5. Rt
rag: piVo. 6. A scribal error for
final *



Targum Onkelos Targum Paeudo Jonathan

pbS 9«p K3K
^nppn-n

synxD

Q'lSDJ

Kjrray n*a»

(20 „ 3

pnmmwo by
9mb by ppnmi ntm bxnw9n

9vi9 «pa pn'n9 pirn xa"p
iqo(? iso p pna -pannDi nwan
pai

9sn 9oy nmn mis

9*r panbx1 rn Kin ksk bxnw*
I ion9 np'sxi n9pnB

xynx p pp»is

mnF'V/ H'3 p 'KIKOn
: K*nay

s?932 nin no £3"3n m*ai (so„s
,n p3a nw 9n* »nip did p

pmnbwa 9rn ppnaa 9rn ppna
ISttbl H939D9 p 1131 ISO1? *1131
n9ixa o"tn nns ripsaw p sw9sn

narwi i?n X»DW

*i?rn brw9n pjwvwD by
psnnm kd99]? 9mb by pprtnoi

no0s? nso p pna
nasi mis mn pan

9in9 Kb 9in9 Kb) bx*w9 rr'a *»y

Par lis 110 Fragment Tg

pnri'n t3 by mpm b9 tx
9mb bs7 pprntm nrn bxnw'i

XD99p
noob nooo pna pnnm

1nai
n9a 9oy my maxi mis nin

panbs 'n xaK bsnw9
n9j?nsi pan9 n9j?9ssn

2 2
pan9

pnbo pn'in no a'nx&i snaywai
mays ma a rxnsan pnn9 nmn

: pnmmy
(20.3

9in9 Kb bxnw'9 n9"a my my

1. Ms missing. 1. Ginsb en: |»*tdi . 2. G'rinsb en:
xjnx ?o .

maw 20. 1 cont. - 3

1+21.

Fragment Tg Bomberg Cairo Genisa Fragments

933 ay nasi

9n ]nanbx 99 sin sax 'w9
pan* n*psin n9pns

nsnx p pp9ns
rsan

mayw n*a p
: n99nay

1 (20.3

91 m9 Kb bxnr9 9aa 9?ay

1, Ss hie ftnt j !t s 3' 9 3 n n i9 3 *r

unrip ob fd p3s nun td (a. 8 . )."'

Ms Meoflti 1

pmnmnwD by *jj?m nrrn 1922
9nib by pprmm ntni bxnw9n

KD 9 ' p

pa n9n9 |"tri bins?* bo 1 "*' :'
9an my 3toxi mi3 mn

9n panbx 99 mn rm 2bxnw9
pan9 npssi njns

4xyns jd pp»ns
nmm*i

n93 p
*nay

p903 rnn0 id sa'an xn9an (20.3
^,n .p3Q nDiy KH9 KWUp ais ]D
pnsob I'm ppna I'm f*p*r

noobi n29?39 p man nsab man
nmsn o"oi ms nbKDw p xwxn

rs'n9 ]"on bsnw9 bm nrm kmw
pnn by pprnioi nrn mm j'brrn

n?ni 932 9oy nosi KD"p 9nib
nrni bre9n pn9,ni"mm by gpm

Ko99p 9nib by ppnnm
binw9 boi

nmn mix mn pi n9n9 p*rn
9mn9 Kb bsnw9 933 my

1. As ftnt 8, p. I+20. 2. Ft mg:
>31 nasi nils (?ms) jx nn pi
'ssi rns nin id n»ji9niT9Tn >sis?»
'K1©9 9 33 9»? • 3. Lit mg: pi

]»»tn >«i®9 >ti nasi nis nin
n'f!9 . [j. Ab In: 'yiSB . 5. Ah In:
33 .



Targum Onkelos

9 3 9 D't STIOV p0a9 KW 9ia9
D»nn "in9 a? ma m9nos ns 9is

: 'ntmnpi mo n9
9i9 n99 nQKI (19.24

prim riK j?D9m mn 99y9k
pilE)9 K9 KDV1 K93Ha 1 "]B'V

29isp* Ka9n 9T9 mp9po9a9
: pna

m?3 nm nnn (19.25
pn9 nam 3

9a n9 919 9'9ai (20.1
:T»»»9 p9*fl K»miP

(20.2

Targum Pseudo Jonathan

539o*t xmia9 po9a9 Kay p9a9
o9nn n?o'n9 xaa m'noK n3S mnx

: 9 romp i xmita n9
fn H99 1DK1 (19.24
prim J13K po9m rnn 9t9k

p31139 X? SsDSn K9 93?iai 'py
9iap9 xa99n in Dp pio9»9

: pnn
m9 1 1 ny» nrm (19.25

I1?9 Dp TDDp pnV nam KW
: x"nn9n 5m0 Q9 wmx

9a n9 en P?ai (20.1
:DD9D^ ppKH K»V3n
mn no nxmp Kn9nn (20.2

Sf*np 013 p p9S3
pna n9?xH 9n9

9m ppnna 9m ppna 9n
p mm naa9 ii3H p9nin9yn
n99K»y p xr*sn ie)d9i n9:i9D9

K9m miKD 099G1 n*is

9annai ntrn

Par Ms 110 Fragment Tg.

9 390'1 mi0 9y pi Dip XW p9a9
pnn na9a9 p rn9no.K m arm*

^pnn9 mipi Km a n9
Til KID9D H99 nam (19.24
pnm ns pio9m mn 9i? 9x

pprn9 x9 KD71 mnrm py
ppn9 xa9n ti onp pioa9

:mn an pna
sma p riwo nnm (19.25

n, m9np pn9 nam any9
: mnnn xn??y

A9 Tin .mna9n 999m (20.1
:na9a9 p99xn K9nan nay
nnn no nxap xnan (20.2

Kin pna gvnip en 3D p9E-a
a*?*?1? naroi paa Kan n9ay kh9

pm ppna pm pp9? pn
man *i®9 man ]9 n9 s9

n99xm?a xwki ns9i n939a9a

k9Dv? y»pn nmxn o9xm nns

1. Soig, Ix, Lis, Von 1, Ven 2: 1. Ginsb cn:|11ie) .a

□np . 2, Complut: «ppn9 . 3. Ix,
Cosuplut: kei5?V •

1. So msj Ginsb cn; n^».

illDT 19.23 cont. - 20.2

£>20.

Fragment Tg Bomborg Cairo Geniza Fragments Pis Meofiti 1

(19.24

2
xmo p mro nnn (19.25

°iP9api ia9nps prP nam 2my7
: 4K9na9n 9rnw

^3 p,, 5,,^ KnQ9D P*?D1 (20.1
:na9Q^ ppKn K9na9n nais1

1. Vats 'm n9ns9s n9V asm

ia9j? pa»i ns pio9ni nin ®?9i9k
pigs'? |iprn» sV K.ayi S"3nDi

?ixn pinrx «]ipB9 rVt rn Dip- 2«
Vat: s05? mV» 3« Vats ian{?
iVnp. £'■• Vat: nV9n93t« f
1?9 n»3 7 .

93 9on nmaV pioo9 w }9'?a9
orni nnnp |a m9noK hk ans

: nn9 tmpni nmo n9
'"n n9n?a9n n9'? nam (19.24

ninK pnx.i UK piorn n9n v9vk
penn9 k9 kdfi n"2nm pay
tpprj? K?n f99 amp piotP

: t mn pna
rmn ma p htq nnai (19.25

I'map ia9np pn? nasi kdf
. n99n9an 9nn ry

9a n» '"n n9na9a 99ai (20.1
:na9?P |"?Kn n"n9an na*y

nnn na mranp nn9an (20.2
mmp os p pB3

naya H9DT 9n9

p9n ppna p9n pp9r pn
p man n*}9 man pis'?
h99kdt pa ni?Kn ns?i nn'Q9

:n"DS? n9iKa d9koi nns
n9n9 |9 9an 9kt?9 9m
ppnrrai nrn mini ma ]99nm

na99p 9rm9 pnn 9y

9 39 on sms9 1po9a9 Kay p9a"
ann na9a? p mnos jik ans

: n9n9 urrpi ma n9
n99 nasi (19.24

fnnKi nK po9m mn 9t9k
ppnn9 k9 sayi K'anai pv

k9*t nnp po»a9
: rmn pna 9in9

rni9 rna p nm nmi (19.25
i99ap lamp pn9 nam my

: K"n9an Kin'tiy

9a n9 "9 99a 1 (20.1
:na9a9 p99sn K"n9a9n nay

2mnn K9anp K"man (20.2
Kmip 4pib p 3p9s3
piaa nai? sn9

pm ppna pni 5pp9r *]9n
p man 7nsa9 "man pnb»9
ii'to p KTKn nsa9i n9a9a9

K"at? n'iKa o99m nns

n9n9 p9an 9sny' 9ai nrrn8
ppnnai nrn mm p9nm

Kay nam kd"p 9m9 pnn 9y

Vat

1. Rt nig: piDDV. 2. Ab In: 73.
3. Ab In: »an« ln: on. 5.
Ab In: v»7»sV. 6. The t is un¬
doubtedly a scribal error for
the <}. 7. Ab In: 7sV« 0. Lft
rug: pnm n9n9 j"an Vkiu9 Vdi

stn? i9in l?s? ppnnai itn nini



Targum Onkelos Targum .Pseudo Jonathan

VnK snsii? Vp rnni (19.19
V'VDD nm Kin? *j'pm

' nmo 'i' oip pi
Vpn nP

'VlJlKI (19.20
'3'01 K11E5 ?P '1'

'!» Klpl Kilo
: rwo i?'Vol ma »n!? itob

m?uV '1' 1DK1 (19.21
I ills' kdVi Kay 3 i 'nok mn

pnp Vm'i 'rnob »i'
: '10

I'l'lpl K'IHj «J*n (19.22
XD?! |lir?j?JT* '1' Dip KlTDwV

V'TR K1S1W ?p nini (19.19
V?a» mn mm Kin? *]'pm

'3J7J1G mn m oip pi
XJTD'F31 Mtf&l Q»y3 V>p3

:X"?D
'Vinsi (19„so

v'l >y '3'01 KlllO ?F M

M Klpl Kills
:.n©a p'Voi Kino s?'i? n®a?

TWI±> M . 1DK1 (19.21
] 13ni' kdV'i rdpd mnox inn

up pnao V's'" KVOJIO'EV M Dip

2t.
] 1.13

. K «j 9

kV '1' aip rvm idei (19.23

: |in:n 31
l'3'lpl K'3HD *j1Xl (IS. 22

SOV* 1 | iWlpJT' M Dip XEOT?
]in3 Viop'

: m

K? M aip nm imn (19.2s

V'tk xms'vrr n'Vp mm (19.19
V'Vdd mn mm sin? mpm

'3FJ1Q M Dip pi
sVp 1n?o.'?33i a'03 bps n'V

*

XIO'D '>in'K1 (19.20
U?'lV '3'01 Kills ?F Ml

Ml Kill n'V Kl'pl 8*1173
:7Wft p'VDi kiio h'i .p m?bV

mmV Ml XID'D 1DS1 (19.21
kVt ssya 1'noK rnnlipni'

11.1373 Vis' SVl 'DUD? M rjlp
: iT'ao poiVoiK

I'D'pi X''3.113 linVl (19.22
KDV'I ptpipn' m Dip psrasai
2°£>k nai 31 1 in a ppn'

: M Dip °p
8? M Dip n®D 1DK1 (19.23

1. 2228-2230, 8lj., 282, Solg, Ix,
Lis, Ven 1, Complut, Ven 2s
t'l? » ■ Complut :1| *j p^} 9 .

1. So msj Ginab ens ncyiai.
2. Nacfa Ginsbs' Ansieht zu

str-eichen, 3. Ms oraj Ginsb en..

Fragment f r; Dorabepg

1 (19.19

2
(19.20

3 (19.21

I man Vs 'i
:3|'ao I'OlbllK

4 (19.22

5
(19.23

1, Vat; 5?»tK XYismi n»>p mm
s »l VV.023 rnn nws mil?' *j *pm

a'y2 Vpa k*V >2Fim nin rn Dtp.
2. Vat i Vy 'rn kio'b *>srs'xi
ni'a? si pi si iq tma m'ov xm a
ir»» p*?oi sua i?*i |» fni. 3.
Vat: ris nsmV 'm a*ip»a nam

'n nup 11pim sh soya nnoK
I'.oiVsiK ?i.i3s ?*s'i 9ar;'a?

I "so. k. Vats K"3.id nnVi
pwipn® vn omp j'wut-si po"p-r
ra nip |a fiJi fins «jipii* s?*r.
5. Vat: s? 'n a-np iexi

*3*01 iniB? -p'lo'oV k?j|7 pVa*
a'nnx is*sV |a .HI'OK US anS

n*n* wipi mis B*,

1x19-

mtw 19.19-23

V'tk nns'vi n'Vp mini (19.19
VVdd mm. hvd run'? ;|'pm

'3S7JTD mm anp pi
mm D03

Vtk kiib'vi KVp mm (19.is
Vips Wdq mn nv/Q Kin? s-,pni

nisFHD mn Dip |Qi a'V2
>p3 r.'V

n'ns'Dv ip' n"ViiiKi (19.20
mm Vv '2'01 mis Vf '"1

"'1 n'iD'0 Kip.i mis
:nm pVoi rniD mn Vy ivdV
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preceding phrase in Far. 3* Ab
in: jt»3-ra. 4* Repeated in rt mg

"

iitly " " -'si ig' above here. 5. Ht mg:

MVS nipna* 6* Repeated in 1ft
rag. 7. ut mg: primps on. o. lit
rag: 'sa. 9. The line ends with
*sna, but the following line
repeats the full spelling:
G'i'sn fa.
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preceding phrase in Par. 3. Ab
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"imp ipia* 6* Repeated in 1ft
rag. f. Bt rags pnnipsoa. 8. Rt
rag: 'Ka. 9, The line ends with
'sot, but the following line
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n'v/xis liJLt. 18-19 cont.j mm 19.1, 2

Tosefta Fragment Tg Cod Ox 2305
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Ms Meofiti 1 Tosefta Fragment Tg Cod Ox 2305
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ill2.

n' 'K11 i|Ji.l8~19 cont.
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1. Vat: omaST. i. Kahle ftnt; "Zur Srganzung;
vgl. den Text, den Ginsburger,
Pregraententherguri, S. 73 aus
der- Oxforder lis, Br. 2305 ab-
druckt,"

Is Be.oflti 1

p ppO .0*5*0 83X1
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'*12)31 K y i x; Lft rag : | a t o S?
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1. Kahle ftnt: "Zur Brgansung
vgl. den Text, den 0insburger,
Fragmententhsrgum, S. 73 aus
der Oxforder Hs. Br. 2305 ab~
druckt."

1. f t mg: Vd la:/9 »*r j»t ay
'»a.xoa sjnK; Lft rag: ja» ay
pViep D'asaa xyax P Po»a;
also: 'yas P iVas'a. 2. Lft
mg: sVn r"o» nax 731 nyaaai
yan«K kP

iill.
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1. Ginsburgers Verbesserungs-
vorschlag: "Tnp'aV".
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paoo Km miriK

Hp H'K1 !'3a

11s?'S3 K33f?K1

1. We complete this to: 1, j.ft m;:;
fixmiVj cf. Par at this verse
below: * T 0311 K3102 *i!m pynf
Wopi jsimV rum iVy. Cf. al¬
so 0 (Berl) at G 3ii.25: f?n
iVapi jsnnV iDii't snip 7y, deal¬
ing with the same story* ?t Qf.
ftnt 1 of p. b09.

L10.

n'mno Lib.. 18-19 cont,

Tosefta Fragment Tr Cod Ox 2805

x7n
no

»nx pm
«?y J

*|7 131'<8 X7.1
.*|7 711DJWK

nayi

.'ibi pyow
nam xnij? 7y

ipD pgp-f .03171 'HI 38
7'13 K1131

.KinnK K3*i

|' 300 Knj]'71
17 Jl'711 K'Q3W

31723 X30y xaonxi f?7m
P '33 HDD 1 103 J1FJK 7.7 : 8718

p:s?;;D Kirn .xainx
p7in n'7 n'Kii .x»bat?

:K71K 11722 X20y 83 01181

n'monxni xm'31* 'im n'yixai

: KnpO 13 mil

871

no

'ns pin

mom1)
73 173!

7'13
K2Jinx H2'i

-[7 i:ns x7n
37 yilDJWK

11371

'i7i py»-
8 flip3

13 33-./1 ( 'Hi3X
K11D1

21?'E3

I'D'23 Kl

l?7in

]'2dd K'n n'7i
n7 n'7i X'oa*

8301X1 -j7n
X71K

piDD Kirn minx
n'7 rr'Ki K'33W

K71K 3l7S3 momn

°K303nn7 n'n'
(2Till pi) 7.3

97ID HK1 xrn 317

e]0i' 3'iiKi :Siiay*?7 X3inx7 n'7
pl7 S3'DH Kll.1'7 n'7 1DK1

137D7 ]inx (px'ni) pi'301
tdk aa-a pmayi id d'ixdi
73rx pyDM «]Di"'7 nun' n'7

1. Ginsb ftnt: "So am Rende".
2, Ginsb ftnt: "Ira Msc. 1st
nach 7D ein freier Faum, dsnn
folgt '38i, wes ich sis Fehler
beschte fur 'okt. her Sinn
ware denmach: urn wie viel raehr
hat er (Gott) ihn em Leben er-
hslten etc". 3. Ginsb ftnt:
"Am Band: xnomnV nn* •«.
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min9 n'rnV 293f?i (44.18 min9 n9rn'? 393pi (44.18 rnin9 nmr? a'ipi (44.is

1723 3DK1

595D9 93133

nip SKUJIE 1337 pD
13373 17313 *jp29 »Vl 9 312"!

PD 373D3 925

113(33 2D81

2DD3 595D9 931393

n 9yas?n3 kqjji* s ~p37
13373 "]T113 "ppD9 sVl 9312933

Kiiyu" JO [31*18
ids 1mn *jmV p\nKi
plan F5rn X3K rn mp> jo p

j"030 9i3o? '-{* a9 '2 I'nTn
nyasi 9is937

1733 3QK1

TPd9 93Ian -|3Tj
n'fOEm aans liny po

13373 "|Tii2 2p.n9 8*?i 'ji:m
nxoj? K309T jo K?n

mx "hi in inn*? p93K3
11331 V9m 838 '1 D3j? )Q p

19 903D &m!
"13.2 nsnen nm1? pn

: ns

1, Gins cn ; n •> i n. 1. Gins cn: n'lrsj this is also
the reading of Cod. Par. 75.

..Fragment Tg Bomb erg

mm9 h9iYi> I'npi1 (44.is

If33 3D81 1
59??D9 9 312 9 3 P'D

n"ym^m mm 1227 jys
3333'3 17 213 gj.hl9 K?1 9ri2933

K9D3j? 830 9 7 ]D K5n
2Ds xri91n a92SD? irrP purm

1331 >'m K3K 999 nip ]D ft
I "DID 9I;I?j5 "]293 22 rn

|:n ny2E3 9i39*rt>
,3 9 2 9D" 3K3

Cairo Geniza Fragments

(rnin9 39mih 3*2,71) (44.is

("" 1733) 2DSI
~?95D9 93132 33 9D

n970£?D3 (D3.D)B "J23f ( ]7)3
13272 IT 112 SjlpJl9 K5l 932223

P91H3 K9Q3p*K3DT~]D"s5n
inx^nmn ir.ih*"!9.nn3

P331 ??9rn 23 S 99"Q3p"fO p
P'QID1) 9inD!? 19393 1270

p2 373D3 913932

Ms Ileoflti 1

523139 392ll5 23]?1 (44.18
1333Q2 ]97D2 s]77

1733 3QK1 39383 033 K3W923

55D9 93223 339D

S Q3T1D 1337 J73
13273 IT2.23 OlpO9 K? 93123l

K"D3j? 8307 JO XVn
308 ,n9 92in IflllV p'i2K3

p33l V*ri3 32K 99 D3p )fs p
J "030 92130? 1393 1373

3:p3 373E3 913935
|f3 83 3081
839J1K3 38D3p K3DT2 S3 pi23

999 33p |D p 33DK
]D 33DK 38 1331 5933

'?9m 338 373D

8D793

1. Vat; nnn' n»n"siV 2231
KMson.

1, Kahlo ftnt: "Erganzt nach
TJ dor Rabb.-Bibelj das aller-
dings hier viol ausfuhrlicher
i st. n

1. Mg: |i2i i-jX 1 . 2. End
of line; tag: s?i pair rmoson •
3. Lft mgj gatn?!9 ans*



Cairo Gentza Fragments Ms Meofiti 1 of Ms Meofiti 1

(mw nnn V? a'pi) (44.is

Oyaa) 1DX1
"V'Vis' ' 3i :ri p'a

n'ysetn (Din)© pay (jy)a
pay 3 pill ppfl' X®?1 '31211
P'im K'Dij?~xa» T~ ifcTxVn
iQX*"n'nn im^.*"|'nna
pin V'n" nas "~aip~]D p

| "Din1) 'mrP pi'i urn
..... pi nyisn 'i3'p>

Pin' n'mi? up (44.is
pDlDl I'^roa p?

iyaa -lDtn n'lxa am xaWa
PD' '.1121 *}3'Q

2a Dins pay ]ya
paya pan ppn' x? 'nan

8 "Dip K3DT ]D XVf!
IDS f!"!in '"[111'? |2'j181

11131 /'ill H3K " Dip |D I?
|"D1D 'IIID? 11'1 11TH

3:pi nym 'ii'P
]ya xn IOKI
xa'JiKi nxznj? xaota xn pm
'" ni\? ]d ft mm

p mm UK na 1 pni
•?'rn nix nyis

(44.18

nyaa idxi

pan

xn

83'flKI XDIj? KID? 2
83 K "1 Dip ]D ft fllDX

|D niDK fix mi /'ni
V'rn nix nyiB oip

XDPl KPm

1. Eahlo ftnt: "Erganzt nach 1, Mgs 11^1 'yaa losn . 2. EndTJ dor Babb. -Bibel, das allor- of line; rag: nan nyio??oa •dings hier viel ausfuhrlicher 3. Lft mg: yarun' ons •
ist. "

li.09.

n'rnnn Pi. 18-19

Tosefta Frapyaent Tg Cod Ox 2305

nun' n'iTP mpi (44.18
lautii s]»i?n

IDKi x'ixa

^txaVo 'id y»»

nnn' i',iP a'ipi (44.is
nifiD ppn

idki n'lxa

1xi7D '3D ym

xn

XI'1X1 Xn'Dlp X3»*?3
xi2 max pin

ID
kidf xP'Pdi :2'ni nix nyn aip

.K'S-p 'D2.HE1 . |'?D 'SlpOJD
xmioxi .xyix 'Pxqd sanarm
XQi'ai

. I'Di' ssrfrn moo'fi'aa
mn5 aip jd ,XJ5 max nxji'bn

, pa.iD in 'ay ipiaw .'vni xax
, painx |D'ia n' ix'i'rn 1v

. x a 3 a • xm'1sk s 31 nx 11w n' i
:X33'y? xiod fi'aa n'moxi

H' p K3'f)'si pamil 8312371
P'p XjTlll .K310X |D'3a

rxiay n'jr aooV .nmyioa

1. ..'he verse- (18) proper is at
the close of verse 19; of. be¬
low.

KH
i

X3'f)Xl XJI'DIp S3D'?1!
'

xaK^n oip ]d (n)iDN j« irii'?
iD'n X3iy xn Pni

"?'rn X3X nyiDD

1, The verse (10} proper- is at
the close of verse 19; cf, be¬
low.



Targum Onkeios

HK7 '3'VI (29.17

Nl'DS? fll Hi Villi
: K1THD K'K'1 KI'm

pD? pn9 915" VSI (43.14
1kt:i5 aip porn

pDiriK J1' p3? YGD'1
KDD K3K1 pD'23 Jl*1 K3iniK

rt'Vmm2
mVlors3

ximv kd mi9 pn'? iotn (44.15
51^ sVn pmmi 4 pin

6m:ii p'mD Kpm 'IK
: 'JiPl

Targun I'seudo Jonathan

pin nsV '3»vi (29.17
K'DYT |ft"31'A'

|OT ' K?1 'H Dip JD S'VDI
swi itW nV

k'k' mn Vrni

: m r'm KTS5?I Ki'm

pO'? |D' '*TW VSI (43.14
xmi Dip | 'Dm

pat rut m pi? nomi
K3K1 pD'32 jI'1 K31iri

a UK. Ktrnp mm minims mi sn
*j01' W n''?3JTS pK

Van's
: pD'33 Vv jTO >V

K131V (ID «]dT OinV 1DK1 (44.15
pnvi' KVn pnmvi Kin
mi 1"D' K1"WD D11K

: 'iiirni

Ha Par 110 Fragment Tg

pin HK71 KHl'yi (29.17
k'di mini '?¥ p'm

pi on kVi k'Vadi
wt n'Vni:i

■ Ki'n\r/ nin Vnn
: nimm Ki'mn ni'm

(43.14

KD *]'! K3K1

*}0l' 79 mVOh KV'l
kV PiriD? '*j'oik kV pi 'm

vv PI p^Dv/ w
(44.15

T'Q' KT'QD Q11K

1. 2228-2230 and 81; sms. 2.
Solg (secunde menus), Yen 1,
Ven 2; n'?DnK*r; TTs ; n*VI iriKtl
1285, U'll; n'V'arn. 8. Solg
(secunds aanus), Yen 1, Complut;
h'Vddsj 12B57~ll!-ll: n'^'an.
Lis, Coraplut; . Sin.. 5, 2228-
2230, ok: tinS"r*. 6. 2228-
2230, Sit.: x i a i,

il'^Km 29.17? h3.1hi hh. 15

Fragment Tg. Bomberg

pin UK5?! 2'3'VI1 (29.17
n'aa mm vy 3,1 p'n

5p10'n K?1 4K7AD1
IWVI (1'VtDD

7k"° mn Vrni

:e R1TH3 m'srcn K"m

(43.14

nri "pn KiKi

•301' mVon kV 'i
kV kVdjidV p 'm

: |'D»23 79 K?1 pvm? Vv

Cairo Gentga Fragments

pin) riK?i n'Fin (29.17
n"m mini Vv (p'm

pi DP KVl H'PA'DI
WT H? TDD

n'm mm Vrrii
: nninj ni'swi ni'm

poV) jm ( 'w Vki)1 (43.14
pati'Vi?) smm (aip porn

poimT(m poV) rpv'i kviki
KQ~°pn K3K1 pD'm"n'i KDIIIK

Rpl' V7 h'VDhK
KV K?(DITDV toix) ^ 15m

: po'3n"l?Y iv? 1 (p.fd)
Km'i^nD 801' pnV ioki (44.15

pmi' K?n pnmp" 'i Kin
mi a'opPiin aiopo diik

(:'mmi)

Ms Meofit! 1

p'lin n?5?i 'I'm (29.17
p'pr1

K'?3

3.pF' KDO'D?
2tk' mm 17>rm Kp'iK

: niTim ri'sui 3nmm'm
pnV 'mi k'df nVsi (43.14

K'O'Vti? aip ] 'Dili
pains ii' p.iT? nV&'i
rra pn .13ki |d93d mi mm

8»i' *?y mm K*?I
n?DJiD> 8 oik k? 'm

; ]D'm 79
4K12F no frp'5 I1DK1 (44.15

6pmi' K?n bpnm>7 »i pn
aop' aopD diik

: 'mioi '1 d>ji m

1. Fit mgj k»»33 nnm p'm
isii n'Visa pion SVT n"VsBi

Vmi. 2. Lft mg: K". 3. Ab in:
n 1 'is, k. Mgt xfti'ax 5. 1:
pniayx 6. Mg: prmon.

1. p3v3-j -j-jn nsV ' 5,yi : 'y» 2. . 1. Beginning of folio.
Vat : a/s3".j?i*. • 3. Vat s ]»3*di-
Ij;. Vat: n«»VsoiJ Lips : rjs»»>soi«
5. Lips: p-js'n« 8, Vat: ^ s' k '
kith a si»ani snns- 7. Lips:



Targum Onkeios

snn *t

It+n irm ks?ik

132 H3 91Z>3 (9.20
syiKa rf?a

KD13 Sim

iVm kd inn f?nm (38.17
n'1? ]'m KIIIK

tn'in ins pi

y?p ] 'Dm nr rn Sporrn smi

15n?in»a Kisni IHK

snn |9ii Dip p
K'DE? 7'3p

3pv'p pV 1DS1 (29.15
ns 'hkidh

in p?3 m'rfpBni
: yiSK KD '9

1. Solg, Ix, Lis, Freib, Ven 1
CoBiplut, Ven 2: 2'ni ,

:K»?3 13*in 11 KP1K

131 'innf? rn ?in (9.20
K$?1K3 n'?B

|D Kin3 n'OWlDl K3S13 TOl/SH
sttinV npm pn kh»313»i
pass? if?»kii nmx kdi'3 n?ai

: pi'WI
V»m HD idki Vnri (28.17
n9t? pin Kins romn

G11K >in nilK p*T
jrPK

to pin 'rn mmf? srrpa it a
Po5?

K'D- srnn >*3p pnaa
: Rip* 9 oiId illnil y?3wo
3p$?P P? 1QS1 (29.15

3"s?n U3K »rtKian

*311 pD »23»lf?S)in
: '"p.U *n* }D '7

131 rn 5T".n (9.20
'irrcf? sp'io

*?rn kd iqri >'im (28.17
n,t,3 pin inf)K Kin
□niK Sn'in ins pin kijik

|H3Q pnPs
JTaV

Rsnn pirn Kin Po
R»DV n*x IP piDQ snn

|D Kil apv1? p1? 1DR1 (29.15
1SW P UK »nK KD'Vlp

^3,n ] ID "Dip rpsm
: -pus m m *V

1, Cf. ftnt 2, p. Ii06. 2. t *y
m» I3TC?i :n*n» ,'V ,-pt?. 3*
01'in ins t'*T n'Vi

HPK13 8-1 cont., 9.20; 28.17; 29.15

Fragment Tg Bonberg

•'■pnirn Kni'i "*
»

Klin 03 *1171 (9.20
*in?.P Rp'ix

KD13 3'031

Ceiro C-eniza. Fragments

V9 pann "nil *3iki n'iod
: K'D loitn xyiK

HI 2 2 ns *1171 (9.20
nnKa if?s *1 r/p np'io

□io n5 s:m

Fa Feofiti 1

*?s? porni Oil 1 ""
:R»D 2l3in KjnK

'in 03 '1171 (9.20
:KP1K3 4rr;3D7 Rp'lX

5O10 3021

End ftnt 5 of p. i[06,

(28.17

|DtD 1M pR?K
21'3'?

nsnn ]ii Kin Ps
n"m? n*x iv piooi

3p5?P pV) 1DR1 (29.15
m 'n(Kion

rnVsni'31 I)2D '32
:*pi(K '<T iiD

V'ni n?s iDKi inn (28.17
d,7,s pin K1J1K K1n

□UK a Tin iiiK s
9 931TD IflK

KFiii prn °* aip yo
7K*DF7 n'X 51V |D'TD l501 KV11

«

10iff 3p5?'P p.'*? 1QK1 (29.15
11 10

in/BK tP? HK *nK

nan po "Dip rt?m?
: -J13K Kill ID po 11

I. !-lg: '*y n'noa. 2. Kg:
131JH?ki. 3. Kg: sins. i.|. rig:
nVe 'ino?. 5. Mg: f3?. 6. Ab In:
prn sins n»V» 7. Et mgj

KS"rpo u»3 ins ?nVs Vin ins p t
n*n rv'in pisa sl?3»n pin '©>

K"awi 'pipn. -• Eft rag: n'Vi
jnsVs am ei'*?n ins mns pi

sinn pni sin i>x n5nV pro ins
15? pine?. 9. Ab In: jn > s. 10.

Lft mg: n'Vi »ns psmip ]q°
II. rt mg: \sa '-is niVsn



i'argun Onkelos Targum Fsaudo Jonathan

xrnay x» nasi (4.10
pJ?1T 01 Vp
I9mum

-jinx p pan5?
I a 9 aip jVap

919 Dip |D pp pF:31 (4.16
^snxa 2'rFi

•■,, * &
K1 93F JIIH'T VtfV'dDI 9'?2

'9mvy

py*T Km >13

pov °nym pi1? mm 10

lin X3S1a *131

: xyix Vy
*m mam (s.i

mi na m
xvva Va nn xn»n Va

laysi xnia*na rmtmsn
. Coraplut adds; -nm 2. Com-
>lut ora phrase. 3. Complut:
xanpV h . Ix: &nm p Complut
mi. £. Pre lb: nyat?.

may nra iqki (4.10
jfmap 9 ion Vp

lyVamxi -jinx
p >»»ip prnix xjrmaiaa

:XyiX

rH Dtp p pp p£31 (4.16
,nmn7a VioVo ^xyixa mnm

xmay mrn

paipvo 'm1?'?
pyi Xfl»3l3'i3

pom xyam p?V mrn (7.10
a9>yn nna p

>33 inn xV sm rn x»n nVrutn

I 'Jin3 11 n xayaisn mm x&'3
:KyiK >iV9y x>w p pn9rn.
n'lrmna en "mam (8.1
mi m m

xmya Pa mi kiwi Pa
iayxi sms'ra n»o*y*»

1. Gins en: 2n x 3

xn may m in x» idxi (4,10
poiVaixn pnoix Vp

pmny pirn pp9va
■pnx Van p mp»pV

173 VXT\? "pF pnih
: xynx

'n rnp p pp J?mi (4.18
xsnxa mm

V»VB»1 9Va man
'

p:-.- : - ' ■'■np'"' •' ,

ay mrn

run Van5? pp Vlop* xVn
p-,»tj m? ma xyix

nrm Vy pyn Km9 2 9"mm
n9V mm 9mx Van5? Vopi

: pmn. pma x9ai&
9o9 mm *po? mm (7.10

•mvax

nVmrm

pi in xViaai >di
1:xynx Vy
'ioma- isixi (8.1

mm

ri»xi

1. **o® 9 mm :a ,"jin , 2.
Ftnt In Ginsb. p. S, "Die bei-
den ersten Trennungsstr-iehe'
riihren von rair her, an Stelie
des dritten hat unser Ms. die
Worte : kn Vy m p. "

n»iwna k.10, 16; 7.10,- 8.1

Fragment Tg Bomberg w w -A. ± v/ "> v> I J. X <t> < J c D J. !0 !

(4.1°
pDiVaixn iprnD"TK rp

pmry pirn x'p'is
*]itix Van p □p9'o?

999 31p p Pj? p231 (4.16
M$nE32 a9n>i

VsVstn "'Vi
nna ]D

IF 'T(? mm pyn sm'iV
inn 9inK VanV pp Vop k>

■9n9s n9? K'aTu synx
ir

xam p pyT sn393 >msa
mtn 'inxV Vapi

: pirrn paia xp^aV

9 iDrna

,n9K"T

myxi

mn9Ri (8.1
47?a'o

H3 n9 ;i9 oy

1. Vat J l'i na »-t* . 2. Vat: snto
9Vs. 3. Vat: Kpma? nV k»3td.
lj. Lips: mm© ViiaitTD. 5.
Vats 7?d mi xm »n >3 n'l rr 3 n'

'm iayi xnia'na mo*31 xn*s?a
j'snvt xrm j. Lips : "»si ns :n
pan it stnn fri hsvxi.

niavi x*r"K9n"n?3 n?3Ki (4.10
poVaxn ]inD*?x""Vp
pmriy .pirn pp'tx ]910

-jinx Van'p QpaV
*p 'Dip pVy-pnix

:Rym

93"K aip"]0 pp p»31 (4.16
xyixa xnwi

VDVdqi KV3 .

nS'TTD" P
~iy mm pyn nnmb

jnn »inx Van*"jm pp Vmp9~xV
]9n92 nV~n9aiQ syns

"9~ p9ai pyt xn3i"9n9sia
•Sqp

par rjiQV mim (7.10
I ?Bj?

pin nViao 9&i
: nym Vy

9iQrna (99 maisi)2 (8.1
imi -n3"n9 s992Q

mrn xn9ya*"Va""n9i xji9n*°Va
nasn nrna'rfma n9?iy

1. End of folio. 2. Beginning
of new folio.

man? m K9n rro iqsi (4.10
poiVaixi 1pnmx KVp

pmny pm pp9n^
V,". t----.

-jinx ?an p aip»»
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n91 9maa rt'i 02 n9 x*30

s'n nmya Va n9i nn99n Va
iayi Kma'na nw

1. Kg: m. 2. Mg: »Dtj? pVj?.
Kg: nn^TD jf3 mwi xjnxa

psi. l\. Kg: »ioi s"B7' 9nvn
5. Kg: '»*? n'loa. 6. :lg:n*XT
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K3rr9 XV idxi -jinx Van
:K3K '08 I'D 3 xaVi

x'p'ixV no us n'xi
wan p xyiBjtiVi

'13X1'X pom31
121/3 Sin pDITiai XQVy

urn Vy

•Jl'l |D p30 p'.13iy 'I'D
*3'Q '3311p V-TpM'K

Vapnx xV p'Di xiyia
Kirn

I in'in pirn
Dpi K13 »3S3 p'23flD

*nnx Van Vy pp
:,i'.n' Vopi

|k pp1? in xid'd 1dk1 (4.9
yi® sax n'V ibxi *prix 'pan

:X3X »nsn xnoan

kOL7«.

1TV7X13 k.Q cont. s 9

Fragment Tg Boraberg Cairo Geniza Fragments Ms Rteofxti 1

"p'lXV 313 13S ]n?3 Ji'SI
^s *y*tiD yianxVi1

'13IK pDill31
Din 13id sin pornai KbVy

iaiD sin pae piaiy 'i®sa
] iini Vy
pn |a 2pnpn "in?

'I'D 9 33If? Vnpfix
TOplX XV p'DI K1V13

inn:;

pfi'Hn urn
Dpi X13 *»X3 4pS3D

'iris Pin Vy pp
:nTn' Vopi

1. Vati Syisxi'nV. 2,
Vats |las. 3. Vats prenin* J
p>ssna.

-pxi"xn .

'1311X pom31 si
"did laiD'xm pbrmi noVy
13id sin pas piaiy ®i'sa

pin-TVy
*J2'2*"fD plpil '13V

'3b ®331p VlpM
^,2pM8**K<? *|3*bi nina

nina

fiini
ppi Kia 'sx3 p.i'iji pa'ID

'lis >an^y pp
: nn' Vopl

"|S pp"? '31K1 niDKD 1DS1 (4,9
yi' nrrnP idsi fins Van sin

:H3S 'nsi n'lioa'sn

'ia.li'k pnrna »i sax Vanoa
Vyi saVy

lain 'in pae piaiy »ts
linn Vyi

°p'l |D 2p30 "131S?1
'3D '332p VapMK

V'apns kV *|3'a itjip sin a
n'V VanV nasi pp , ny :Kiyia
pan a?iy n'Vi p'i n'Vi pi

K'p'ISV 30 UK ]J1D4 JI'V
'3y k »y»si ]u nyi•id5 n'Vi
M'si pi ri'K ppV iqki Van

|jtdd itki pnis aVy n'Ki p»i
nyisnra7 jtki K'p'isV ao i;u<

poy Vy ':,;i xaVyV "yvi p
'in'in pin pin kluxe

□pi sia 'sK3 5pa "id
'ins Van Vx pp

Vopi
]H ppV "'999 1DX1 (4.9

yi' "US3S n'V nasi iins Van sin

:.i3S 'nsi S1103 sn

1. Ab In5 before word: »n*s. 2.
Ab In: S'ao. 3. Mg: peipi
'mpi 'samp ssna Vapnx it'tf1.

A TvT c? «I:. Mr: |n»aV. 5. Mgs '»'?
fB?. 7. i:•£: *oV. 8. Mg: f »3»3io,
9. Mg: »»*: n»ioa. A later hand
added o'pVs. 10. Mg: n.



Targum Onkelos (C) Targum I seudo Jonathan (PJ)

liaiy 3*0111 ok xVn (4.7
1'?

3*0111 xV 0x1

X 3 * 1 Ql'V 112 IF
ok i3*o xftstkV i*ay tss inKon

IV p'ais?* 311111 OKI 2inn xV

*mnx VinV pp nasi (4.8

firi'ino: mm

KVprra

1*1.31 F 3*9**11 ps XV.T (4.7
*|V p'anr

3*0**11 xV I»KI 'pin
K31 K3*l Ol'V pnn XD?> 3 1131F

i»»a "jutm

F*2T ns»n iaV 9ftt Vpi
XT a ktx't n*jVKn ii'tcd it 31

a*Vi? snn ijasn titd *r»* imivi
: 'onoV |*a *a?o> pa n»a
*nir?x Van niV pp tori (4.8

kttV ja'nn pis931 xn*x
Iin91in ipsa "o nini
Van? nasi pp 9sp maV

K3K VDTQO

XDVF 912im pDHT 3*7
pi3lF 'TED KV V2X
II*K pSK 3001 T31*0 KIT |*30

133Tp VlpilX no VV33 |D K3*12
VapJlK KV *30 *33Tpl SIFTS

ppV TORI Van "*3F HI FT 3

1. BM mss Or 2228-2230., Or
9i}00; Solg,. Ix, Lis, Ven 1,
Complut, Ven 2, Beg, wait;
1K br .

Ms Par 110 E'rogiaent Tf ■ (Per )

113 IF 3*0*T 1*K KVn (4.7
f? P'TTTI nm' pin XQVFT

3*9*11 XV pXI TIKI xdVfV
K2T 83*1 Dly? plfT XQVF3 ']131F

"I *93 "]KQTi

F'3T 3-jKBn p'V FTP VP!
Kf*3 KTS'T TTlFT 11*TOO IT31

&*V* 9 inn nsi

: *cmoV |*3 *DTOV pa nVp
91 rw Van? ]9p tori (4.8

ST3 *!)KV |3*TJ> 2p331 8,1*8
'skV ]in9Tii ipsa is nini

VnnV TDK 1 PP *3$? KT3
p 9-f n*Vi pi ]i9V

tik |no n*Vi pniK t?f n*Vi
JO KFTBJIOV KVl K*p*l*> 3©

KOVF 9Tan9K |*OOT3 KVl S*F*'2T
porna kVi

T3TQ SIT

133T1p VapT no VV33 ]0
Vapjw xV *a*oi sifts ia*o

n*K ppV tosi Van *ay kiftd.
]this qVf n*Ki p*i n*Ki pi

1, Gins ens rrK'on. 2. Gins en;
pi 3 31 .

nnnm k.7, G

Fragment Tg Bomberg (Bom) Cairo Geniza Fragments lis Heofiti 1 (H)

112IF TTT pK sVn (4.7
iV panwi *tjtt pin koVfd

13*i5*n xV p.si *nsi kqVfV
K3T K3*T DI'V pin KOV?a 1131F

DT3 F*3T KlV 9m VF1
st3 RiTi n*mn jt*tod ttt

©*Vf 9 inn mrv

: 9snaV pa *3toV pa n*a
*im? V3HV PP 'OK 1 (4.8

KT3 '? 9 2 31 x n9 X

*SKV 2'in*9TT 91?£532 ID TIHI
*mx VanV 'osi pp 9.if nn
t*»i n*Vi pi n*V

T3K
O {H KVl ]THIS ClVF "Vl

I'd 4nBnxV kVi K*p*ijsV as
KOVp' *T3M | *01113 KVl K»S?*n

porn a kVi
°T310 Kin

132Tip Vapnx no Waa p
Vapns KV *3oi 7ina 6iso

n*K ppV 'oki Van 93F sift a
I in is oVF n*xi 1**1 n*Ki pi

1 ♦ Vat s atw'ri. 2. Vat: pi 3> si
139 in * 3* Vet; j«*aV. .]j . Vet;
sfis^TtsV. 5« Vat; iai»a. 6*
Vats om, 7* Vat, Kor: s.i.yia.

1*13IF 3*0**n"*|'K""KVn (4.7
lV""paiw*i *ThT pin noVva

3Q**n kV"*|*K'1 *tki noVvV
K3*i qi*V pin naVn i9idf

TO 3 1'KOn
"DT3

F'3T nssr? K3V FirrVv
k^?*3 ktk*i n9niwr moo 1*1*31

q9Vf 9inn tki

:»d?'oV pal 3f?*oV pa *iV$?
9ins VanV pp toki (4.8

KT3 *£KV p*TD p1B31 KJ1K
*bkV piTTT ipsa ""*iD mm

VanV T0K1 pp *3KF XT3
T3K ""'OH

HDVF K*i3nx I'Dfnai
pornai

T3lSPiin

1331 Ij? VapTft no""VV33""|0
?3p,TK"KV '3*01 .11Ft! 13*0

ppV T0K1 Van *3KF (11FT3

1131F a'on |K xvn (4.7
Y? P3TT1 'in??* pin iK0VF3

3©*T kV pKI *nKl iS0VF3
nan K3*i di*V pin xraVva 113if

T9D3 IKOri

F*3T iron naV FIT VFI
xta ms*i nn*\ri 2moo ii*ai

*111 UK T

: *onoV pai *dtd*V pa na
* 1 stk Van? pp TOKl (4.8

kt3 *bkV p'tn psai 3nn*x
*3x3 pn'TT ipsai ^ |i *3 mm

VanV TOKl pp 137 X13
nix Vanofj

koVf *T3r»*x "orra kVi

|*13IF *T»S Vy KVl
n*K pSK 30*0.1 T31D .Tin |93©
13aip Vapirx no Win |o Ka'ia

'2pJlK KV '30 *3'3Tpl- K1FT3
6 ppV toki Van nay : rift a

1. Mg: *DVj?Vi 2. Mg: *}r* isi
fiioa. 3. Mg; *£>82 |2*m pi331

Vtspi 9ins Van '?$ |9p opi 812
n'T • note the end of the
verse. 1:. Mg; '33 12. 5. Mg j
p'amaT. 6, Mg^ saVanoo

19 fa in? '133 KSVJ? 'ianK 'am 2
"?ri 8 3*72 n*V |'38 10D1 •.
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